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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT, ODISHA SOCIETY OF THE AMERICAS 

 

Dear Friends,  
 
Namaskar! On behalf of OSA, it is my great pleasure to welcome you to 47th OSA 
Convention in Rhode Island Convention Center, Providence, RI from July 1st –
July 3rd 2016.  Every convention is different and through this endeavor the host 
chapter brings the selfless volunteers together who give their best to host 
guests and members from different parts of the world. .  The 47th Convention, 
hosted by OSA New England Chapter (OSNE), is unique because it is the maiden 
convention for OSNE till date. My sincere appreciation goes to every member 

of OSNE chapter and the Organizing Committee for their hard work, dedication and commitment in 
organizing this event. In addition to preserving and promoting our culture and heritage, we also make 
persistent efforts to inculcate those in our next generation who are born and brought up in North 
America. This year’s convention team has planned to invite many artists from Odisha including Rituraj 
Mohanty and group and Mayur Arts Center representing the famed Mayurbhanj Chhau; engaging events 
and activities for youth and seminars of interest. Also, we are celebrating the birth centenary of late 
Sachi Routray, and late Biju Patnaik. I am very positive that you will have a great time during the 
convention.  

One of our primary focus in last one year has been to engage the youths by 1) providing the option to 
get involved with service project such as OSA’s Adopt-a-Village project, 2) encouraging chapters to 
organize Youth Mentorship at the local level and 3) providing service grants for the first time to our 
youth for service project in Odisha.  Many of these efforts are dependent on the active participation and 
enthusiastic support of our members and local chapters. Furthermore, we belong to a larger Indian-
American community, we need to put more effort in our outreach endeavors and introduce the rich 
culture and fine arts from Odisha to the non-Odia community. We have encouraged and supported the 
local OSA Chapters to celebrate Utkala Dibasa and depending on their comfort level we have 
encouraged them to invite members from other community to be part of it. In today’s world our youth 
need to embrace the multicultural and multilingual society and our effort should be to encourage Odia 
Culture and Odia Language to be foundation stone of that identity. We are trying to see if we can have 
an accredited Odia Language course in NA.  As you know we have been advocating implementing digital 
library in Odisha. We have made some progress because of our passionate volunteers and I hope we can 
achieve much more if more members volunteer for this and other causes.   

I want to thank each one of you for your support. We strive to bring reforms into each of the decision 
making processes, be it for convention or any other executive decisions so that the business of OSA is 
more transparent, open and inclusive, and ensure that all our members have equal say.  Please continue 
to support OSA and advocate for the change to take it to greater heights.  

With warmest regards,  

Sushant Satpathy  

President, OSA  
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Message from the Vice President, OSA 
 
 
 
Dear Friends: 
  
 
It is with great pleasure, I welcome you all to the 47th OSA Convention at Rhode Island 
Convention Center in Providence, RI.  The members of the OSNE chapter have worked 
very hard to present you three unforgettable days.  They have worked tirelessly since 
the last convention to showcase our art, culture and our heritage. Their passion to 
preserve and propagate our culture is their mission. The aim is to stay connected to our 
motherland and advance fellowship among Odias in North America. 
 
During the convention, we all come together as a family and celebrate a few fun filled 
days jam packed with different cultural events, seminars and meetings. We reminisce 
our childhood and try to bring back our memories through dance, drama and music.  
When you see your children performing Odishi dance, sing Champu and Chhanda, you 
wonder how they have embraced our culture and how determined they are to carry it 
forward. Our adult members also show their talents and prove that we have not 
forgotten our language, art, our cultural heritage while working so hard to assimilate 
ourselves in a foreign country. I am proud to be a member of this small organization of 
about 1200 family members, with a mission to promote our heritage. When I visit 
Odisha, I see the influence of western civilization in our people that reflect in their 
action, their activities and their attitude. I am proud to say that our children here may 
have an accent when they speak Odia; but their interest to learn our language and 
preserve our culture is definitely commendable. 
 
At the end, I would like to thank the members in our senior community who created 
OSA several years back, to have a larger Odia family in North America. I can definitely 
say that they are truly successful, and have achieved their mission. It is up to us to carry 
on their dream and build a lifetime of friendship amongst us. I wish this friendship 
would bind us forever as big Odia families and we will continue in this journey through 
our future generations.  
 
Thank you all. 
 
Sulochana Patnaik 
Vice President, OSA 
April 11, 2016 
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Message from OSA Treasurer 
 
 
Dear OSA Members, 
 

 

Welcome to the 47th annual convention in Providence, Rhode 
Island, USA from July 1st through 3rd. The convention team 
has worked very hard to make the event an enjoyable and 
memorable one. Like past, we are continuing to promote and 
encourage Odia culture in USA by conducting Annual 
Convention at the North America level and Regional Drama 
Festival, Utkala Divasa, CCO, Odia  Language development 
and other Chapter level activities. In Odisha we are working on 
making higher level education better, adopted a village to 
increase the skillset of the villagers to self sustain their 
livelihood and bringing up libraries in Phalin affected districts. 
 

Like any successful organization we have also grown financially and our membership has 
increased with time. 
 
Last year we had a successful membership drive and our membership grew by 34. Over time 
our membership has consistently grown and now our organization has 1236 members.From the 
table below we can see our growth is mainly on the permanent Life Members.  
 

Category June 10th 
2013 

May 31st 
2014 

May 31st 
2015* 

May 31st 
2016** 

Increase since 
May 31st 2015 

Life Members 806 921 963 995 32 

Benefactors 41 42 42 42 0 

Patron 51 51 51 51 0 

5 Year Member 53 51 62 61 -1 

Annual Member 33 40 84 87 3 

Total 984 1105 1202 1236 34 

* Includes new members registered through 2015 Convention 
** Doesn’t include new members registered for 2016 convention 
 
Due to the tremendous effort from our community, chapter presidents and the convention 
volunteers we have managed to reach the high membership. We could not have reached the 
milestone without their support and hard work. 
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Financially, we are in a much stronger position than before and mainly because of:  

● Surplus money from past annual conventions, 
● Increase in membership and upgrades of membership, and 
● Tight control of expenses 

 
Over the last 4 years the total balance has grown from $187,329.77 to $264,671.43. From the 
table below, the big jump is in the long term investment and the expense & other funds. 
Previous executive committee did a tremendous job of investing part of the money in long term 
investment. The money has grown by about $15K over a span of one and half years. 2015 
Convention account has not been settled and closed as of May 31st 2016. Thus 50% profit 
amount from the convention is not reflecting in the balance. We expect the number to increase 
after the 2015 convention financial account is closed.  
 

Category May 31st 2013 May 31st 2014 May 31st 2015 May 31st  2016* 

Relief Fund 7,000.00 7,000.00 15,598.12 16,818.12 

Long Term 
Investment 

103,479.08 103.584.24 156,321.75 174,870.74 

Expense + 
other funds 

76,850.69 110,339.28 57,554.48 72,982.57 

Total 187,329.77 220,923.52 229,474.35 264,671.43 
* Does not include the 2015 Convention account settlement. 
 
 
Last year, previous Executive Committee obtained a PAN card and opened a Savings Bank 
account in Bhubaneswar, Odisha. It is enabling people and institutions to donate money in 
Indian Rupees to OSA. The money in the account can’t be repatriated to US dollars.They can 
only be used for expenses in India. This year we could get an online readonly access to the 
Savings account. It helps to keep track of the transactions associated the account. The current 
breakdown of the balance as of May 31st 2016 is:  
 

Category June 1st 2015 - May 31st 2016 

OSA Rs. 81,577.72 

Previous convention Rs. 233,661.60 

Current convention Rs. 300,000.00 
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Total Rs. 615,239.32 

 
 
All of the achievements have been possible because of good support from our President 
Sushant Satpathy, Vice President Sulochana Patnaik and Secretary Saradakanta Panda. 
 
Siddharth Behera 
Treasurer, OSA (2015 - 2017) 
 
 
 
 
OSA USA Account Statement 9/1/2015  through 5/31/2016 
 
 

 Amount  Income / Expense Categories 

Opening Balance (9/1/2015)    

Checking A/C (Main) $66,835.17   

Checking A/C (Relief Fund) $15,890.62   

TD Ameritrade $154,092.69   

Total Balance (9/1/2015) $236,818.48   

Receipts     

  $6200.00  Awards -- OSA 

  $4,100.00  Donation -- Adopt A Village 

  $1,735.60  Donation -- Chapter 

  $1,250.00  Donation -- Convention 2015 

  $14,688.60  Donation -- Convention 2016 

  $1,000.00  Donation -- CCO-CD 

  $60.00  Donation -- Expense 

  $1,879.70  Donation -- Library 

  $950.00  Donation -- Relief Fund 

  $3,070.00  Membership 
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Payments     

  $179.06  Administrative 

  $1150.00  Adopt-A-Village 

  $125.00  Awards -- Chapters 

  $275.00  Awards -- OSA 

  $1000.00  Chapters 

  $1250.00  Convention 2015 

  $23,388.60  Convention 2016 

  $1250.00  Cultural 

  $1000.00  CCO-CD 

  $91.34  PayPal Transaction Fees 

     

Closing Balance (5/31/2016)    

Checking A/C (Main)  $71,132.57   

Checking A/C (Relief Fund)  $16,818.12   

TD Ameritrade  $166,720.74   

Convention 2016 Advance Receivable  $10,000.00   

Total Balance (5/31/2016) $264,671.43   

     

     

 
 
 
OSA India Account Statement 9/1/2015 through 5/31/2016 
 
 

 Amount  Income / Expense Categories 

Opening Balance (9/1/2015)    

Syndicate Bank Rs.1,258,809.60   
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Total Balance (9/1/2015) Rs.1,258,809.60   

Receipts     

  Rs.60,427.72  OSA 

  Rs.200,000.00  Convention 2015 

  Rs.450,000.00  Convention 2016 

Payments     

  Rs.212,850.00  OSA 

  Rs.2,941,373.00  Convention 2015 

  Rs.150,000.00  Convention 2016 

Closing Balance (5/31/2016)    

Syndicate Bank  Rs.615,239.32   

Total Balance (5/31/2016) Rs.615,239.32   

 
 
 
 
 

OSA Welcomes New Members 
 

New Life Members 

Anurag & Susmita Mishra Gyanaranjan & Sujata Bohidar 

Shyam & Anita Biswal Ram & Namita Misra 

Anirudha & Archana Sahoo Satyaban & Monalisa Mohapatra 

Debashis & Seema Patel Bibhu & Julianne Misra 

Ashok & Micky Mishra Satyadeep Patnaik 

Manas & Upali Swain Ashok & Rakhee Mishra 

Sambit & Rinki Mohanty Kirtan & Subhra Sahoo 

Bhaba & Alexis Misra Krishna & Sanghamitra Mishra 

Ramesh & Banani Sahoo Bhabani & Sabujima Das 
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Sangram Pattanaik Abani & Debasmita Pradhan 

Antaryami & Monalisah Panigrahi Shivashis & Bipsha Hota 

Atasi & Anil Das Bhaskar & Manoroama Panigrahi 

Joydip & Dharitri Banerjee Prasanta Bhunya 

Subhendu Pradhan Manoranjan Panda 

Manoranjan Das Chandan & Subhalaxmi Pratihari 

Siba Prasad Das Manoranjan Acharya 

Subhankar Panda Rajiv & Mousami Patnaik 

Saroj & Anasuya Nanda Jayasmita Mishra 

Nivedita & John Misra Jyoti & Smita Mohapatra 

Saroj & Kalpana Panigrahi Sambit Mohapatra 

Sidhartha Pani Tapan Misra (upgrade) 

Sarbeswar Sahoo Bijaya Dash (upgrade) 

Aditya Biswal Shruti Mohanty (upgrade) 

Rajdeep Mohapatra (upgrade) 

 
 
 

New 5 year members 

Lalit & Hema Behera Debasis & Padmini Pattnaik 

Kosensu & Kanak Sahoo Partha & Sharmilee Mohapatra 

Mahesh & Rachna Mohanty Naba & Mamata Pradhani 

Subash & Disha Rath Jyotiraj & Mausumi Mohanty 

Gourab & Devina Nanda 
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Message from Secretary, OSA, Saradakanta Panda. 
 

,  
 
I would like to welcome you all and your family to the 47th OSA convention in Rhode Island 
Convention Center, Providence.  New England Chapter (OSNE) of "The Odisha Society of The 
Americas" is one of the oldest chapters to host this convention for the first time around Boston 
Metro area. I recall, we had a quick discussion for Boston convention planning in DC during the Global 
OSA Convention 2015; one year has just passed so quickly that we are ready to host another 
spectacular convention in Providence. I’m sure the hard work of all the volunteers for this 47th 
convention will be duly noticed by the guests, esteemed members and their families. I wish all the 
best! to all volunteers of this convention. 
 
 I would like to take this opportunity to update you all about some of work we have done since July, 
2015. Towards late last year, We moved OSA member directory from DOLA to our own domain 
(effort spearheaded by our Treasurer Siddhartha Behera). This will enable us to implement e-voting 
as soon as possible.  We can’t implement e-voting if all the members don’t update their own and 
their spouse’s email ID in the OSA directory. Hence I strongly encourage and request all members to 
update their spouse’s email id and verify the address on OSA directory. Two New OSA chapters have 
been created out of PNW chapter, MT. Hood covering Oregon under leadership of Kirti Mohapatra 
and Seattle Chapter covering the state of Washington under the leadership of Amulya Das 
 

 
In November 2015, Kirti Mohapatra joined BOG as Chapter head of MT Hood. In December, 2015 
Sridhar Rana joined BOG as Chapter head of NY-NJ. In January Debasish Panda joined BOG as Chapter 
head from Chicago.  In February Amulya Das joined BOG as president of newly formed Seattle 
Chapter. I encourage all other chapters due for elections (normally every 4 years) to elect their new 
representatives in a fair and democratic manner.  

 
Canada, Ohio, Southern, Michigan, and MD/VA chapters celebrated/celebrating various events 
around Utkal Dibasa. News/Updates from, OSA public Library Open Forum and Adopt-a-village 
program have been uploaded to OSA website.  

 
On Dec 22nd a meeting was held in Utkal University where 8-9 academicians from USA joined with 
departments heads of Utkal University. It was decided to form a coordination committee with 2 
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faculty members and few OSA Education Committee members. Two possible collaboration projects 
were identified University of California (riverside) and South Dakota University. Members of 
committee from Utkal University will communicate and identify possible collaboration by reviewing 
the match between 2 US institutions and that of UU. Also, it was decided the coordination committee 
will communicate the visit of Academicians and Professionals and arrange interaction with faculty 
and students. 
 
Finally as of May 2016 the total OSA membership is at 1236 families. As always, we conduct the 
monthly BOG meeting among chapter presidents and OSA executives every second Sunday at 7:30pm 
ET. Below are the links to the minutes. 
                      
http://www.odishasociety.org/bog-meeting-minutes/ 
 
Again I would like to request every one of you to stay actively engaged in our OSA family activities 
and help us to grow as a community.  Please keep visiting our OSA website  
http://www.odishasociety.org for update to information about our various activities,  newsletter 
Utkarsa,  monthly  Board  Of  Governance (BOG)  meeting  minutes,  yearly  general  body  meeting  
minutes and  many  more. The Chapter and committee pages have been updated latest information. 
If you want to contact the executives or any chapter representatives you can also find the contact 
information. 
 
If you have any suggestions or feedback, please contact me at saradapanda@hotmail.com, or at 
secretary@odishasociety.org 
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 MMessage from the President, OSNE 
 
Dear Friends,  
 
On behalf of the Odisha Society of New England (OSNE), it is my singular pleasure to welcome you to 
the Rhode Island Convention Center, Providence to celebrate the 47th Annual Convention of The 
Odisha Society of the Americas. We, the Odias from the six New England states (Connecticut, Rhode 
Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont) are honored to be your hosts during 
this convention.  
 
It was the Beginning! In the year of 1969, a group of few visionary Odias living in the New England 
region of the USA aspired to create a socio-cultural organization for promoting our Odia culture and 
heritage in North America. Those self-inspired first generation leaders came together and laid the 
foundation of our organization, "The Orissa Society of the Americas (OSA)". Over the years this 
organization has grown to encompass more than 1200 families across North America. Our Odia 
families come together every year to celebrate OSA's annual convention, which is the pinnacle of 
Odia heritage and culture across generations. This year, the OSA convention is being held at its birth 
place! We, the New Englanders, are privileged to invite you to attend the 47th OSA annual 
convention. With its rich history and culture, New England region is arguably one of the “must visit” 
places in the USA. American Revolution started in New England. New England region is home to some 
of the world renowned institutions for higher education such as Harvard, MIT, Yale, Dartmouth, and 
Brown.  Incidentally, first public school in the USA, Boston Latin, is also located here in New England. 
Furthermore, New England offers several attractions including whale watching, river cruises, 
historical city tours, and beautiful sea beaches. In addition to making best use of your time in 
enjoying the cultural programs offered by our local Oriya talents and visiting artists from Odisha, I 
strongly encourage you to make some time during your stay to experience the culture and natural 
beauty of New England.  
 
More than one hundred Odia families in New England are working tirelessly to make this convention 
historic and memorable. I am grateful to these volunteers for their self-less hard work. I express my 
sincere gratitude to all the sponsors, the donors, and our guests for their support. My sincere Thanks 
to OSA executive committee for their constant encouragement and guidance. I commend the entire 
convention team for their flawless planning and dedicated efforts towards making OSA 2016 a grand 
success. Finally, on behalf of OSNE, I warmly welcome you all to New England. I am quite hopeful that 
you will have a very pleasant stay during the convention.  

 
With warmest regards, 
 
Arun Mohanty 
 
President, Odisha Society of New England 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CONVENER, DR. SOURYA R MAHAPATRA 

 
Dear Friends, 

Greetings! It is my utmost pleasure and a great privilege to welcome you all to the 47th Annual 
Convention of the Odisha Society of the Americas being held here at the Rhode Island Convention 
Center. Our dedicated team has gone many extra miles to arrange the events, activities, food, and 
ENTERTAINMENT with an aim to please your heart, palate, and soul. 

We have chosen a theme of Connect, Celebrate, Impact.  

The objective is to Connect and network with our Odia brethren throughout US, Canada, and stretching 
it all the way to Odisha. In this process can we do something positive for ourselves and for our home 
state? We have all gathered here to Celebrate our “Odiatwa”. We will listen to Champu, Chhaanda, and 
Odissi , watch Odissi and Chhau dance, partake in authentic Odia cuisine, and most of all, greet one 
another and do a lot of “khatti”!  Amidst all this “sagar manthan” , hopefully we will discover the 
“amruta” to Impact the Odia community here and back home, be it via telemedicine,  furthering 
education, or the Public Library initiative. 

Our Chapter’s first effort to host the Annual Convention has been a spectacular experience on our part – 
now it’s your turn. We hope you all will have a great time in terms of accommodation, food, and 
entertainment. I am very grateful to members of NE chapter and OSA families, for all of their generous 
contributions. I would also like to extend our thanks to guests and artists from Odisha who will be joining 
us in this celebration 

On behalf of the Organizing Committee and each of the volunteers, I wish to thank you all from the 
bottom of my heart for spending the time, effort, and money to be here in Providence, RI. Since you 
have already done so, please do not hesitate to spend a few more days in this area that we call our 
home, and explore the myriads of attractions from Newport to Boston, from Mount Washington, NH, to 
Bar Harbor, Maine, or Plymouth Plantation and Faneuil Hall marketplace. Please make sure to try out 
the famous New England clam chowder, steamed lobster, and refried beans. 

Jai Jagannath! 

Sincerely, 

Sourya Mahapatra 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CO-CONVENER 

Dear Friends,  

It is a great honor and a huge privilege to be a member of this great organization called “Odisha 
Society of the Americas”. This organization brings Odias living in US and Canada together with a 
common thread of shared culture and tradition of our beloved land Odisha. The annual OSA 
convention is the crowning event each year when members of this great organization come together 
to connect with each other, celebrate our unique heritage and endeavor to make an impact on our 
homeland. It is a great pleasure for me personally to be part of the 47th OSA annual convention being 
held at Rhode Island Convention Center in Providence, Rhode Island. The Odias living in the New 
England region, comprising Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Maine and 
Vermont, are taking the lead to organize the convention and inviting Odias from all over US, Canada 
and India.  

Being an Odia means complete immersion in a cultural heritage groomed over thousands of years. 
We have spent years in the cradle of our motherland relishing our unique culture, delicious food and 
intimate relationships. But now that we are living far away from our motherland in the heart of North 
America, we seldom get the opportunity to experience the wonderful Odia culture. The annual OSA 
convention is one unique event that helps us experience our culture and heritage, relish delicious 
Odia food and relive the wonderful relationships that we have forged over the years.  

It has been heartening to see the energy and enthusiasm among the fellow members of the OSNE 
community coming together with great enthusiasm for the convention. It is great to see how the 
community members have organized themselves into many groups under superb leadership of the 
respective chairpersons and how volunteers have rallied around them to efficiently deliver the 
myriad responsibilities of the convention. The camaraderie and collaboration among all the 
volunteers have been outstanding. It is a humbling experience to be part of this great team and 
witness the wonderful convention experience they have designed. My sincere and heartfelt thanks to 
all the volunteers for taking time from their busy professional and personal lives to devote into 
making this convention possible.  

We will have the opportunity to witness the wonderful cultural programs and participate in the 
enriching seminar sessions. But only the articles, stories and poems in this souvenir will capture the 
Odia experience in a unique manner that we will be able to read over and over again. My heart felt 
gratitude to all the writers who have taken the time to capture the Odia experience in words. These 
words will speak to us for a long time.   

Our sincere thanks to all the Odias who have travelled from far and wide to join us in the convention 
to make it a memorable event that we will treasure in our hearts for years. We are very thankful to 
our sponsors both from India and US who have generously supported the convention.  

With lots of love and tons of best wishes for a great convention.  

Bikash Behera, Connecticut 

Co-convener 
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Convener Dr. Sourya Mahapatra
Co-Convener Bikash Behera
Co-Convener Sulochana Patnaik - VP OSA

Advisory Body
Dr. Basant Parida
Dr. Budhinath Padhy
Nityananda Misra
Sulochana Patnaik

Local Chapter - OSNE
President Dr. Arun Mohanty
Vice-President Jayshree (Leena) Mahapatra
Secretary Satish K Sahoo
Tteaasurer Sujata Dhal
Cultural Coordinator Prabhu Prasad Sahoo

Leadership
Dr. Sourya Mahapatra
Bikash Behera
Sulochana Patnaik - VP OSA
Dr. Basant Parida
Dr. Budhinath Padhy
Nityananda Misra
Dr. Arun Mohanty
Sasmita Mishra
Sankar Padhi
Satyabrata Mishra
Jyoti Bhusan Padhi
Saroj Panigrahi
Dr. Bishwa Bhusan Sahoo
Dr. Nihar Nanda
Akshya Mohanty
Bijoylaxmi Mishra
Soubhagya Parija
Malaya Paul
Nishikanta Sahoo
Dillip Behera

Decoration
Chair Sasmita Mishra
Co-Chair Leena Mahapatra
Co-Chair Mohasweta Barik
Co-Chair Sushree Nanda
Volunteers Sonali Panda

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE OF THE 47TH OSA CONVENTION, NEW ENGLAND
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Volunteers Munmun Das
Volunteers Aparajita Swain

Youth Activites
Chair Sankar Padhi
Co-Chair Amrita Pritam
Co-Chair Nalin Sahoo 
Co-Chair Shradha Patnaik 
Co-Chair Dillip Pradhan
Volunteer Pratik Dash 
Volunteer Alok Mohanty

Publications
Chair Satyabrata Mishra
Co-chair Tapasi Mahapatra
Co-chair Prabhudutta Mohanty
Member Prativa Sahoo
Member Indira Patnaik
Cover Design Santosh K Satpathy (Bengaluru)
Member Directory Subrat Kumar Mishra
Advisor Mrs. Sulochana Patnaik (MD)
Advisor Dr. Bigyani Das (MD)
Advisor Mr. Satya Pattanaik (OH)
Advisor Mr. Saradindu Misra (NJ)

Registration
Chair Jyoti Bhusan Padhi
Co-Chair Mamata Sahoo 
Volunteer Munmun Das
Volunteer Madhumita Sahoo
Volunteer Swetapadma Sahu
Volunteer Sushree Kar
Volunteer Tapasi Mahapatra
Volunteer Kalyani Padhi
Volunteer Leena Mahapatra

Event Management
Chair Saroj Panigrahi
Co-chair Bikash Behera
Volunteer Madhumita Sahoo
Volunteer Amrita Pritam
Volunteer Julie Swain
Volunteer Mohasweta Barik

Logistics & Accommodation
Chair Dr. Bishwa Bhusan Sahoo
Co-Chair Bilas Das
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Co-Chair Swarup Sahoo
Co-Chair Mahesh Choudhury
Volunteer Santosh Mishra
Volunteer Rabindra Barik
Volunteer Pradeep Sahu (MA)
Volunteer Sasmita Mishra
Volunteer Anil Pattnaik (OH)
Volunteer Asima Mahapatra

Hospitality
Chair Bijoylaxmi Mishra
Co-Chair Dr. Mahesh Pati
Volunteer Satyabrata Mishra
Volunteer Chandra Sekhar Mohanty
Volunteer Gitanjali Rath (NY)
Volunteer Rajesh Panda
Volunteer Nityananda Misra (TX)
Volunteer ALL CHAPTER PRESIDENTS

Fund Raising
Chair Dr. Nihar Nanda
Co-Chair Ashok Panigrahi
Co-Chair Manorama Choudhury
Co-Chair Soumya R Mohanty
Co-Chair Debadutta Behera
Co-Chair Siba Satapathy
Volunteer Siba Rath
Volunteer Malaya Paul
Volunteer Soumya Mohanty (CT)

Food & Beverage
Chair Akshya Mohanty
Co-Chair Manabesh Das
Volunteer Kalpana Mohanty
Volunteer Somani Patnaik
Volunteer Sanjib Mohanty
Volunteer Lipsa Mohanty
Volunteer Rupali Das
Volunteer Saswati Pattnaik
Volunteer Suchismita Shoo
Volunteer Mihira Kanti Rath (NY)
Volunteer Dr. Sushil Mohapatra

Outreach
Chair Bijoylaxmi Mishra
Co-chair Mahasweta Barik
Co-chair Manorama Chudhuri
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Volunteer Nihar Misra
Volunteer Nibedita Pati
Volunteer Debadutta Behera
Volunteer Sadhana Mahapatra

Budget & Finance and Accounts
Chair Dr. Sourya Mahapatra
Co-chair Soubhagya Parija
Accounts Malaya Paul
Treasurer Saroj Panigrahi

Seminar/Exhibition/Workshop
Chair Nishikanta Sahoo
Seminar Logistics Co-Chair Dr. Bishwa Bhusan Sahoo
 Seminar Social Media Co-chairs Mrs. Sangya Padhi
 Seminar Social Media Co-chairs  Alok Mallik
Seminar Publicity Co-chairs  Prashant Bhuyan
Seminar Publicity Co-chairs Mrs Suva Das
Odisha Development Forum Seminars: 
Telemedicine
Track Chair Dr. Sidharth Pani
Track Co-Chair Dr. Madhusmita Mishra

Dr. Arun Mohanty
Dr. Sourya Mahapatra

Dignified Living with Disability:
Track Chair Sandip Kumar Dasverma
Track Co-Chair Dr. Arjun Purohit

Dr. Sukant Mohapatra
Waste management
Track Chair Dr. Arun Mohanty
Track Co-Chair Dr. Chittaranjan Ray

Nalinikanta Sahoo
Dillip Pradhan
Nityananda Mishra
Swarup Sahoo

OSA Public Library Initiatives:
Track Chair Dr Priyadarshan Patra

Sandip Kumar Dasverma
 Sushant Satapathy
Dr. Sri Gopal Mohanty
Prabhu Prasad Sahoo
Dr. Abani Patra
Dr. Ajay Mohanty
 Pradip Sahu

 Entrepreneurship Opportunities:
Track Chair  Swarup Sahoo, 

Dr. Ajay Mohanty
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Dr. Amiya Nayak
 Dhirendra Kar
 Lalatendu Mohanty

Financial Planning
Track Chair Dr. Budhinath Padhy

Ashok Panigrahi
Healthy Body and Mind:
Track Chair Alok Mallik
Track Co-chair Mrs. Sangya Padhi
Track Co-chair Mrs Parimita Mohanty

Malay Paul
Bhabtosh Das
Mrs. Leena Mohapatra
Dr. Sidharth Pani
Dr. Sourya Mahapatra

Sri Jagnnath Culture
Track Chair Dr. Bhagabata Sahoo

 Satya Pattnaik
 Sushant Das
 Naresh Das

Odia Literature Development
Track Chair Dr Bigyani Das
Track Co-chair  Sushant Dash

 Prashant Bhuyan
Mrs. Sasmita Satapathy
 Satya Pattnaik
Mrs Kuku Dash,
Mrs Suva Das

Odia Kabita Pathachakra:
Track Chair Mrs. Sasmita Satapathy
Track Co-chair  Prashant Bhuyan

Dr Bigyani Das
Mrs Sulochana Pattnaik

Regional Drama Festival:
Track Chair Mrs. Leena Mishra

 Sandip Kumar Dasverma
OSA Women’s Forum Seminar
Track Chair Mrs. Kalyani Padhy
Track Co-chair Dr. Bhabana Pati

Dr. Annapurna Pandey
Mrs. Sulochana Pattnaik

OSA Youth Forum Seminar
Career Planning, Mentoring, Roundtable, Networking:
Track Chair  Nalinikanta Sahoo
Track Co-chair  Dillip Pradhan

 Swarup Sahoo
 Nityananda Mishra
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Dr. Arun Mohanty
 Subrat Pani
Mrs Somani Pattnaik
Mrs Barnali Dasverma
 Ashish Patra
 Asima Mohapatra
Mrs Barnali Dasverma
 Ashish Patra
 Asima Mohapatra

OSA Exhibitions
A Journey to Odisha, the Soul of Incredible India:
Track Chair  Prashant Bhuyan

Dr Bishwa Bhusan Sahoo
 Dhirendra Kar, 
Dr. Chitta Baral
 Satya Pattnaik
Dr. Annapurna Pandey,
 Prabhu Prasad Sahoo
 Ashok Panigrahi
 Satish Sahoo
Mrs. Leena Ray
Mrs. Shweta padma Sahoo
Mrs. Gayatri Sahoo
Mrs. Leena Mohapatra
Mrs. Kalpana Panigrahi
Mr Pradip Sahoo
Mrs Kalyani Padhy
Nalinikanta Sahoo
Dr. Arun Mohanty

OSA Workshop: Robotics
Track Chair Dr Bishwa Bhusan Sahoo
OSA Seminar Steering Committee: Dr. Sukant Mohapatra

 Sandip Kumar Dasverma
 Sushant Satapathy
 Dhirendra Kar

Cultural
Chair Dillip Behera
Co-Chair - Inaugural Song Namrata Mohanty
Co-Chair - Inaugural Dance+OSA Got Talent, Sr. Suchilagna Panigrahi
Advisor - Teachers' Dance Jayashree Mohapatra
Advisor - Inaugural Song Swati Panda

Subrina Biswal Jr Competition Sudhira Mishra
Subrina Biswal Jr Competition Soumya Mohanty
Subrina Biswal Sr Competition Liza DasMohapatra
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Subrina Biswal Sr Competition Somani Patnaik

Core -OSAGot Talent Jr. Kalpana Panigrahi
Core -OSAGot Talent Jr. Prativa Sahoo
Core -OSAGot Talent Sr. Sangya Padhi

Champu, Chhanda, Odissi, Jr Leena Ray
Champu, Chhanda, Odissi, Jr Mohaswata Barik 
Champu, Chhanda, Odissi, Sr Leena Sahu
Champu, Chhanda, Odissi, Sr Bishnupriya Paul
Champu, Chhanda, Odissi, Sr Namrata Mohanty

PramodPatnaik Drama & Local Chapter Drama-CT Bikash Behera
Local Chapter Drama - CT Bilas Das
Local Chapter Drama - MA Nishikant Bhadra
Local Chapter Drama - MA Sanjeeb Swain

Mehefil Sanjeeb Swain
Mehefil Prabhudutta Mohanty

Fashion Show  Sushmita Mishra
Fashion Show  Aparajita(Julie) Swain
Fashion Show  Lipsa Mohanty 

Local Chapter Dance Amrita Pritam
Local Chapter Dance Sangya Padhi

Teacher's Performance Jayashree Mohapatra
Teacher's Performance Anandita Nanda

Closing Ceremoney Suchilagna Panigrahi
Closing Ceremoney Sangya Padhi

Bhajan & Devotional Song Sudhira Mishra
Bhajan & Devotional Song Bishnupriya Paul

Media Prabhudutta Mohanty
Media Venkat Padala

Info Tech
Chair Saroj Panigrahi
Co-chair (Technology) Pradeep Sahu (CT)
Co-chair (Technology) Jagat P. Brahma
Content Owner Prabhudutta Mohanty
Co-chair (Social Media) Alok Mallik
Co-chair (App) Bikram Ray
Editor Amisha Paul
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Editor Jayasmita Mishra
Editor Prabhudutta Mohanty
Editor Sangya Padhi
Editor Tapasi Mohapatra
Moderators Bilas Das
Moderators Manorama Choudhary
Moderators Pradeep Sahu
Advertisers Ashok Panigrahi
Advertisers Siba Satpathy
Analysts Akshay Mohanty
Analysts Bhabtosh Das
Analysts Bikash Behera
Analysts Dillip Behera
Analysts Malayananda Paul
Analysts Nishikanta Sahoo
Analysts Saroj Panigrahi
Analysts Satish K Sahoo
Analysts SuchiLagna Panigrahi
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OOSA National Staff Members 

Position  Name  Email  Phone  

President Sushant Satpathy president@odishasociety.org (630) 430-
8258 

Vice President Sulochana Patnaik vicepresident@odishasociety.org (410) 209-
0978 

Secretary Saradakanta Panda secretary@odishasociety.org (904) 612-
3091 

Treasurer Siddharth Behera treasurer@odishasociety.org (512) 537-
6042 

General Counsel (till 
April, 2016) Niraj Rath niraj.rath@gmail.com (214) 250-

4009 

Editors Kanak Hota & 
Prasanta Bhunya editors@odishasociety.org  

Web Administration 
Bikash Panda bikash@gmail.com (925) 639-

9148 

Chapter Presidents/Representatives 

Chapter Name  Chapter Head  Email  Phone  Start Date  

California Sunil Sabat sunil_sabat@yahoo.com (510) 364-
3903 Jul 2012 

Chicago Debashish Panda debashishp@hotmail.com (630) 579-
4003 Jan 2016 

Grand Canyon 
Chapter TBD TBD TBD INACTIVE 

Maryland – Virginia Sujata Nayak esnayaks@msn.com (301) 528-
9702 Oct 2011 

Michigan Pradipta Mishra mishra.pradipta@gmail.com (517) 347-
7872 Jun 2015 

Minnesota/North-west            TBD                  TBD           TBD Vacant 

New England Arun Mohanty arunmohanty_05@yahoo.com (617) 224-
3275 Oct 2013 

New York-New 
Jersey Sridhar Rana sridhar_rana@yahoo.com (908) 269-

5264 Dec 2015 

Ohio Anil Patnaik anil.dipali@gmail.com (937) 912-
4363 Sep 2014 

Ozark (central) Radhagobinda 
Mohanty rmohastat@charter.net (636) 220-

6588 Jul 2012 

MT. Hood Kirti Mohapatra kirti.mohapatra@gmail.com (503) 914-
6455 Nov 2015 

Seattle Amulya Das amulyakdas@hotmail.com (427) 754- Feb 2016 
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Rocky Mountain Sadhu Behera sadhu.behera@gmail.com (303) 517-
3297 Mar 2014 

South East Sakti Singh sakti_singh@yahoo.com (919) 412-
1228 Jun 2014 

Southern Pramod Mahapatra m_pramod99@yahoo.com (423) 709-
8301 Jul 2012 

South-West Vacant   Vacant 

Washington, DC Bimal Mishra bimal_mishra@hotmail.com (301) 610-
2098 Nov 2014 

Canada Dr. Sunanda Panda drsunanda.panda@gmail.com (647) 838-
9884  Jun 2016 

CCommittees and Associated Members 2015-2017 

Committees Members 

OSA Awards Anjana Chowdhury (Chair) 
Eva Mohanty 
Swapnalata Rath 
Sulochana Patnaik( VP, OSA Ex-officio 
member) 

Odissi Steering Pratap Das 
Annapurna Biswal 
Niharika Mohanty 
Niranjan Tripathy 
Ipsita Mahapatra 
Purna Patnaik 

Higher Education Anil Patnaik 
Annapurna Pandey 
Abani Patra 
Ashutosh Dutta 
Leena Mishra 

Regional Drama Festivals Sandip Dasverma (Chair) 
Leena Mishra 
Tapas Sahoo 
Gayatri Joshi 
Birendra Jena 

Finance Prashanta Ranabijuli 
Akhileswar Patel 
Siddharth Behera (Treasurer, OSA Ex-
officio member) 

Let’s Learn Odia Gagan Bihari Panigrahi 
Pramod Mohapatra 
Swapnalata Rath 
Sujata Pattnaik 
Ranjita Mishra 
Sujit Das 
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Gayatri Mohapatra 

Kuku Das 

Membership Drive Manoj Padhi 
Leena Mishra 
Prashanta Ranabijuli 

Grievance Handling Esha Bandyopadhyay Dash 
Jyotsna Mishra 
Pitamber Sarangi 

Guest Selection Gyana Patnaik 
Satya Patnaik 
Prabhat Mohapatra 
Sourya Mohapatra, Convener , 2016 
Conventioin 
Sulochana Patnaik, VP, OSA ( Ex-officio 
member) 

OSA Election Guideline Durga Mishra 
Jay Narayan Bhuyan 
Abani Patra 
Jagannath Mohanty 

OSA eVoting Selection Sachi Pati 
Sunil Mishra 
Kamal Panda 

Convention Audit Akhileswar Patel 
Satyakam 
Loknath Patro 

OSA Library Nishikant Sahoo 
Sandip Dasverma 
Priyadarsan Patra 
Sourya Padhi, India 

Web Content Management 
Policy and Strategy 

Rupananda Mishra 
Sushant Routray 

OSAnet Moderation Prashant Padhy 
Sunil Sabat 

OSA Archive Lalu Mansinha 
Kula Misra 
Manaranjan Pattanayak 

 
 
If you have any suggestions or feedback, please contact me at saradapanda@hotmail.com  or at 
secretary@odishasociety.org 
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I extend my greetings and welcome you all.  

May I share some personal feelings with you all, my brothers & sisters, nephews & nieces, and 
beyond? While we are wont to this annual ritual, just like the Sri Jagannath Ratha Jatra (coming up), 
Raja Sankranti (that just went by), or Durga Puja, I have to admit that these are all times for 
reflections. We reflect on our early life, in India, beginning of a new life here, way away from not only 
the motherland, but from the mother and all others near and dear. We have all been pretty 
enwrapped with our professions, family life, and close social connections. Sometimes, I feel like being 
under the tree, and not being able to envision the forest, or vice versa.  In his inaugural speech 
President Kennedy had said, “Ask not what the country can do for you; ask what you can do for the 
country”, profoundly stated. Now, let’s ask ourselves the same question. How have we contributed to 
the land of our origin and what have we done for the land of our existence? I do know that many of 
us have done substantially for these causes – in a variety of ways. We should all be thankful to those 
generous persons. I feel that we need to spread into wider diaspora, of GIVING. 

Our journal has been named “Urmi”. This name took shape at the 45th convention in Columbus, Ohio. 
I don’t need to elaborate on how and what happened to create this beautiful name. You can read it 
by browsing the last two souvenirs. I would like to explain what we have done for this 3rd edition of 
Urmi. The editorial team has taken extra efforts to include submissions from children of our 
community, adults writing in English as well as in Odia. I have been amazed by the style, thinking, and 
the power of expression, all shown by the children. All of them, to me, are outstanding. I feel blessed 
that our second generation is so thoughtful, creative, and vibrant.  We have covered wide range of 
topics by the adult contributors starting from Naba Kalebara and Bali Jatra; Vedic spirituality to the 
spirituality as understood today in the western world. We have covered telemedicine by one 
practicing physician, and posted creations of oil on canvass by another. It has taken my team and I 
long hours and several Advil’s to piece this together. We stretched out to our Odia friends in India to 
design the cover and put colorful ads, all aimed to please, excite, and get you to think about our 
theme: CONNECT, CELEBRATE, (and) IMPACT. I am quite hopeful that we all together will not just 
meet for a few short days and disperse to our respective homes, but will come out with a few ideas 
that will not only help each other here but will reach out to Odisha and can impact with something 
substantive. 

This has been a unique year that we Odias here as well as those in Odisha have got the opportunity to 
celebrate the birth centenary of two stalwart sons of Odisha. They are Padmashree Sachidananda 
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Routray and Mahanayak Bijayananda Patnaik. You will find an article in this journal that is devoted 
Biju Babu. However, no words can totally describe the illustrious life of this freedom fighter-
industrialist-politician.  

We did not do the same for Sri Routray simply because our sister e-journal “Utkarsha” has done 
proper justice to his life and works. The two editors, Mr. Prasant Bhunya and Mrs. Kanak Hota-Mishra 
painstakingly gathered a lot of information and put it together in the e-zine. Please take a minute or 
two to browse the link below. That’s the only way you can reward Kanak and Prashant for a job very 
well done: http://www.odishasociety.org/media/newsletters/UTKARSA_March2016_SR.pdf 

In trying to put together this Journal and the Phone directory, I would like to profoundly thank my 
team for its enthusiastic support, the advisers for their capable and timely guidance, and our 
associates with printing, Winbrook. Without this support I would be in deep waters. We have had to 
make some hard choices to get through this process.  Also, we may have missed some worthy 
contributions. My team has worked hard – any oversight is mine, and mine only. The plan of record is 
to put the entire Urmi publication online that will include the articles we excluded soon after the 
conclusion of this Convention.  Lastly, I would like to thank my wife, Bijoylaxmi, for her support, 
encouragement, and phenomenal patience, without which I could not have completed this 
monumental task. 

Once again, Welcome to the 47th OSA Convention. We love your participation. 

ବଶଂବଦ  

Satyabrata Mishra 

Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 
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 ସ ାଦକୀୟ                                                                                      
                                                                                                   ତାପସୀ ମହାପା          
ଯୁେଗ ଯୁେଗ ମଣିଷ ନୂତନତାର ଅନୁସ ାନେର ନଜିକୁ ନେିୟାଜତି କର ିଆସଛି ି| ନଜିର େବୖ ାନକି, ଐତହିାସକି ଓ ସାହତିି କ ବୃ ିକୁ ତପିାଦତି କରବିାର 

ଆହାନେର ସମ  ବି  କବଳତି | ତାକୁ ଆଧାର କର ିଆଜ ିଭାରତୀୟ ମାେନ ଆଜ ିବି ର ବଭିି  େକାଣେର ତି ିତ ଏବଂ ଆେମ ଓଡଆିମାେନ ନଜି 

ନଜିର ାନ ଗାରୀମା ଓ ନଆିରା ପଣକୁ ଏଇଠି ତି ନତି କରୁେଛ |  

         ଏକବଂିଶ ଶତା ୀର ଦତିୀୟ ଦଶକେର ପହଂଚ ିଇ େନଟେର ନଜି େଦଶର ଖବର ପଢୁ ପଢୁ ନଜି ମାଟକୁି େଯେତ ଝୁେର, ତା ଠାରୁ ଅ କ 

ଭାଗ ବାନ ମେନ କେର ନଜିର ସୁର ାକୁ  େନଇ | ଏଇ ମାଟ ିେର ଠଆି େହଇ ନଜି ମାଟରି ସାମୁହକି ବକିାଶ  ପାଇଁ େଯେତ େଗୗରବାନତି ମେନ କେର, 
ତା'ଠୁ ଅ କା ହତାସ େହାଇଯାଏ ମାଟ ିମଁାର େକାହକୁ ଶୁଣି | ମାତୃଭାଷା, ମାତୃଭୂମି ଭଳ ିଶ କୁ େୟାଗ କେଲ ବ ିବା ବେର ତାହା ଅ ରରୁ ସତହ 
ଝରବିା ପର ିମେନ ହୁଏନ ି|   
         େଯଉଁ ଭାରତୀୟ ସମାଜ ଦେିନ ' ଯ  ନ ାଯ ା ୁ ପୂଜ େ  ରମେତ ତ  େଦବତା” େର ବଶିାସ ରଖୁ ଲା, େସଇ ଆଯ ଭୁମିେର ନାରୀ ାଣ ଆଜ ି
ସ ୂ  ଉେପ ିତା | ମହୀଷାମ ନୀ ଦୁଗା  ଭୁମିେର ନାରୀ ଶ ି ଆଜ ିଭୂଲୁ ତିା | େଯଉଁ ଧମେର େଦବୀ ସରସତୀ ାନର ଆଦ  ଉ ାରଣ , େସଇଠି 
ନାରୀ ଶି ାର ହାର େକେତ, ସ ବତଃ ଉ ର େକବଳ ଏତକି ିଲାଜ | ଧନର ଆରା ା େଦବୀ ମଁା ଲ ୀ, ଅଥଚ ନାରୀ ଏଇଠ ିଗ ଶଉିଳୀର କାକର ଭଳ ି
ୀହୀନ | େଯଉଁ ଭାରତୀୟ ନାରୀର େମୗଳକି ଚି ା, ସାଭିମାନ ଆଉ ଜାତେି ମ ତାକୁ ପୁରୁଷ ସହତି ହାତ ମିଶାଇ ଟିଶି ରାଜତ  ବେିରାଧେର ସଂ ାମ 

କର ିଜାତୀୟ କ ବ କୁ ସ ାଦତି କରି ଲା, େସଇ ନାରୀ ଆଜ ିନଜି ଅ ି କୁ  େଖାଜବିା ପାଇଁ ଅହରହ  ସଂଘଷରତା | େଯଉଁ ମାଟରି କନ ା  ଲ ୀବାଇ, 
ସେରାଜନିୀ ନାଇଡୁ, ଇ ରିା ଗା ୀ , କରିନ େବଦୀ, ଲତା ମଂେଗସକର, ପି.ଟ.ି ଉଷା , ଶକୁ ଳା େଦବୀ ବି ବଦିତିା, କନ ାଭୃଣ ହତ ାର ଷଡ଼ଯ େର 
େସଇ ମାଟ ିଆଜ ିସୃ ିକରୁଛ ିର ର ତା ବଲୀଳା  | ଧଷଣ, େଯୗତୁକ, େଶାଷଣ, ନଯି ାତନାର ବଳୟେର ଆଜ ିନାରୀ ଲହୁଲୁହାଣ | ଏଇଠି ନାରୀକୁ 
ତଦିନି ଅଜ  େମୗକା ମିେଳ ଅନୁଭବ କରବିା ଲାଗି ତା'ର ଚତୁ ଗର ପୁରୁଷ ାଧାନ  ସମାଜକୁ ଏବଂ ନାରୀ େସଇ ଅନୁଭବକୁ ଚୁପଚାପ ହଣ 

କରବିାର କାରଣ େଖାଜବିସେିଲ ଉ ର ମିେଳ ନାହ | ସେତ େଯମିତ ିପଛେର ରହଯିାଇଛ ିଅେନକ ଉ ଳ ଅତୀତ; ଆଉ ଖୁବ କରୁଣ ଯା’ର ବ ମାନ |  
        ନାରୀର ଆ ସ ାନ, ମଯ ାଦା, ସାଭିମାନ, ଅ କାର ପାଇଁ ଆମ ସ ିଧାନ ଓ ଜାତସିଂଘର ତି ିତ ଆଇନ ଆଜ ିଖୁବ ୀୟାଶୀଳ | ତଥାପି 
ଅସହାୟତା ଆଜ ିନାରୀ ାଣକୁ ଅତ ିମା ାେର ଭାବହୀନ କରବିା ଭଳ ିମେନହୁଏ | ଏଇ ଅସହାୟତା େକବଳ ଅଶି ିତା, ଅ ଶି ିତା ବା ପୁଣଶି ିତା  
ନାରୀ  ଜୀବନକୁ ଭାରା ା  କରୁଛ ିତାହା ନୁେହଁ ଉ ଶି ିତା କମଜୀବ ିମହଳିାମାେନ ମ  ପରେିବଶ ଓ ପରି ିତରି ବଶବ ୀ େହାଇ ଆ ବି ାସ ହରାଇ 
ବସୁଛ  ି|  
          ମାଟକୁି େଖାଜେିଲ ହ  ଜଳ, ଭୂମିକୁ ଚଷିେଲ ହ ଫଳ | ନଜିର ସାମଥ କୁ ଉେପ ା କର ିଭାଗ  େଦବୀ ୁ  ଅେପ ା କେଲ ଅେପ ାେର ହ ଜୀବନ 
ରହଯିିବ | ଉେଣଇଷି ବଷୀୟା ମଲାଲାର ଧମନୀେର ଯଦ ିସାରା ନାରୀଜାତରି ସାଭିମାନର ର  େବାହପିାେର, ଏଇ ମାଟରି ଝଅି ମୀନ ି ଆେରାରା, 
ଇ ରିା ଜଇସଂିଗ, ରୁପାନ େଦଓଲ ବାଜାଜ ଆଦ ିଯଦ ିନାରୀ େଶାଷଣ ବେିରାଧେର ବି ବର ବ  ିଜାଳ ିପାରୁଛ ,ି େତେବ ସାଇ ପଡଶିା ମଁା, ଭଉଣୀ  
ଲାଂଛନାପୂଣ ଜୀବନ େଦ  ଆମ ର  ତାତଉିଠୁନ ି କାହକ ି? ନଜି ଗାରମିାକୁ ଜାହରି କରବିାର ଉ ାହ କାହକ ିଉେଭଇ ଯାଉଛ?ି ଦୁଇରୁ ଚାର,ି ଚାରରୁି 
ଚାଳଶି,ି ଚାରଶିରୁ ଚାରହିଜାର ସ ିଳତି ନାରୀ କ ର ପାଦ ତଳର ମାଟକୁି ଥରାଇ େଦବ, ଏ େର ସେ ହ ନାହ | 
       “ମଁ ୁପାରବି,ି ଯିବା ପୁବରୁ ଗଢବି”ି,  “ ା ନତା ଦାନର ବ ୁ ନୁେହଁ ଦାବୀର ବ ୁ” ଏହ ିକଥାକୁ ଆଜ ିନାରୀ ମୁ  କ େର େଘାଷଣା କରବିାର ଅଛ ି| 
ଶି ା, ସେଚତନ, ସଂଗଠନ, ସଂଘ ତ ିନାରୀର ଅେବଗ ସତଃ ବୃ  ଭାେବ ଝରଆିସୁ | େଯଉଁ ନାରୀ ବଶିି  େଯା ା ଅଜୁନ ଅଭିମନୁ କୁ ଜନ େଦଇଛ,ି 
ଯା’ର ଗଭରୁ େନତାଜ ିସୁଭାଷ, ବେିବକାନ , ପରମହଂସ, ଉେପ ଭଂଜ, ଚ  ବେିଷାୟୀ ପର ିଯୁଗପୁରୁଷ ସୃ ି େହାଇଛ ,ି ତା’ର ଶ ି ଅନ  | େସ ହ  
ପାରବି ଯଦ ିେସ ଅ ାର ରାତେିର,  ଦବିାେଲାକେର େଚତନାର ଅେଲାକ ଜାଳ ିକ େର ଳ  ବପିବ ଆଉ କା େର ପୁରାତନ ଶବ ଧର ିସାରା ବି  
ଦ ଣ କରବି | ‘I was ever been a fighter, so one fight more, that is the best and the last” - ଏଇ ର େତ କ 

ନାରୀ ର ର େହଉ | ତା’ର ଏଇ ର େଗାଟଏି ସଂ ାମୀର ର େହଉ | ଆଉ ଏଇ ର ସମ  ବି ଜୀବନକୁ ତି ନତି କରୁ |      
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(Painting on the segment header is a reproduction of Oil on canvass contributed by the artiste 

Dr.  Sidharth Pani) 
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TThe Life of a Legend 
 

Aaditi Padhi 
 

Utkalmani Pundit Gopabandhu Das was a famous Oriya poet known for being a nationalist, 
strong freedom fighter, and a community volunteer/organizer. Utkalmani refers to him being 
the, “Gem of Odisha.” 
  
Gopabandhu was born on October 9, 1877 to Swarnamayee Devi and Sri Daitari Das. He was 
raised in Suando Village near Puri, Odisha as an intelligent student, especially in literature. At 
age 12, he married a young girl named Apti. Soon later, Gopabandhu lost his father, while he 
was attending school.  
 
He was most famous for writing the poem, “ମିସୁ େମାର େଦହ ଏ ମାଟେିର (Let my body mingle with 

the dust.” 
 
Let my body mingle with the dust of this Land, And let my countrymen walk along my back; Let 
all the holes in the road of freedom be filled with my blood & bone, And let my life be sacrificed 
when my people awake into freedom. 

ମିସୁ େମାର େଦହ ଏ େଦଶ ମାଟେିର  

େଦଶବାସୀ ଚାଲି ଯାଆ ୁ  ପୀଠେିର, 

େଦଶର ସରାଜ ା ପେଥ େଯେତ ଗାଡ଼  

ପୁରୁ ତହ ପଡ ିେମାର ମାଂସ ହାଡ଼ ||  

The poem expressed his willingness to help and sacrifice for the people of Odisha, which is 
exactly what he did by helping the victims of disastrous floods.  
 
Following the event of his father’s death, Gopabandhu attended Ravenshaw College, taking 
some time to adjust to the new environment. His bright and studious personality attracted 
many friends, who in turn helped him with his dedication to flood victims. Not much after, 
Gopabandhu’s first son fell gravely ill and died. He was working to save many from floods at the 
time, and when he heard of his son’s illness, he chose to help the others, instead of returning 
home.  

 
Gopabandhu didn’t get an undergraduate degree, due to his social services, but he did earn his 
M.A. and LL.B with pride, at Calcutta University. When Gopabandhu was in Calcutta, he crossed 
paths with the Bande Maataram group, who learned about his services to their country. In turn, 
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they initiated the Swadeshi spirit in him.  Unfortunately, soon later, a tragic event occurred… 
when he was only 28, his wife died. 
Soon, in the year 1909, Gopabandhu went on to establish his famous school, Satyabadi Bana 
Bidyalaya, where features like residential schooling, were incorporated into a student friendly 
environment. The school allowed children of all castes to dine, mingle, and talk to each other. 
By creating the school, Gopabandhu achieved his goal of providing education to all children, 
and to help them grow mentally, physically, and spiritually.  
 
Before that, in 1903, Gopabandhu attended the Utkal Union Conference at Paralakhemundi. At 
the conference, it was clear that he opposed the idea of amalgamation of Oriya speaking tracts 
under the Bengal province. However, Gopabandhu was smart enough to know that the 
proposal would lead to a domination of the Bengalis over the Oriyas. So he suggested 
amalgamation under the central province. This event ultimately led to the creation of the state 
of Odisha. Since then, Oriyas all over the world observe Utkala Dibasa (Odisha Day) on April 1st, 
1936. 
 
Gopabandhu Das died on June 17, 1928 at the unripe age of 51. However the whole world 
remembers the legacy that he left behind. 
 
Aaditi, 11, is a 6th grader, living with her parents, Jyoti and Sunita Padhi, in Westford, Massachusetts. Her 
hobbies include swimming and Odissi dancing. 
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EEscape From Pelican Rock 
 

Ajeetesh Ojha 
 
 

 
 
The harsh breeze wiped against me as I walked outside. It was summer, but the winds made it feel like winter. 
Cold and shivering, I entered a small store. The little bell jingled. I held my breath waiting for something to 
happen. And finally, a small buzzing sound filled the air and the four tiles I was standing on went down into the 
underground passage. I stared down at the passage, and then I landed with a loud THUD. The platform 
collapsed into pieces. 
 “Are you aright’’?” asked a worker. “That platform… Someone’s gonna have to do something ‘bout it...” he 
muttered. “Oh! You! Didn’t’ know that was you!” He removed his glasses, a wig and his turtleneck. Then I 
noticed it. “Thought invaders coming’ back to snoop. Ya’ know? Disguise...it called.” It was Mr. James, my boss 
for Adventures Caused by Extreme Crimes. 
 I ran down the aisle as he left. I swung my backpack on as it fell off my shoulder— my room was a far away 
from here. I ran down the corridor to the left, and then another corridor to the right, then straight, then go to 
the right corridor— well you get the point. 
 By the time I reached there I was panting and according to my watch, ten minutes had passed. 
 BEEP, BEEP, BEEP! THERE IS A CRIME REPORTED THE WEST OF LITTLE SENECA—  
 I ran in. The alert system had been beeping for half an hour. The thief must have gone by now...but according 
to the camera he was still there. Then once again, ten minutes later I was in my car turning on the engine. I 
raced there— and might as well and kind of broke my car. 
 
 When I reached there an old woman was crying. The redness on her face stood out showing that she was also 
mad. She kept crying, and I heard her say to another old woman, “That thief! Stole my money too...did more 
than just that— things that would get people too worried if it happened to them…” 
 Then I spotted the thief hiding in front of a basket of fruits. 
 “Found you!” I said as I stared face to face to the thief. I took out the handcuffs. Then—  
 “You will never catch me! Once I get you— MWAHAHA— I will get the treasure at the top of the tower!” 
 Then without knowing it I was running up a strange hill— one I’ve never saw before. On the hill there were 
shops and different restaurants until finally I was there.  
But then, before I could even take out the handcuffs the thief removed his mask. I gasped. We looked so alike, 
and I had a bad feeling about it— a very bad feeling… 
 Then before you could even blink, he threw a white cloth over me and tied it to my feet. Then I heard sirens.  
 “You said the thief was over here!” Said Marshall, the manager of the police station. 
 “Right there! But, someone already caught him for us! Probably one of my workers…” said a greasy haired 
boy, and he grinned, a toothless grin. 
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 Then it hit me, I was being framed! I made muffled cries— but they still thought it was me. “We have to send 
the thief of to prison…” continued the worker. “There the thief will learn their lesson!” He added happily. 
“No-o-o!” I screamed, though of course, they didn’t understand that. That night as I boarded a ship I spotted a 
newspaper. 
  I closed the newspaper once I was done reading it. It was all a lie! I was being framed! 
 “I see you’ve been reading the newspaper—Booted Bandit…” said the boy. I jumped up. 
 “I’m not—” I started 
  “Oh, they all say that…” he said. 
 “Yeah, well you don’t have to believe me! And—what’s your problem if I read it?” 
 “Oh, everything.” He said. “Well you should already know this but—the Booted Bandit doesn’t get as much 
privileges. Well—really none.”  
  “Rude…” I said angrily. 
 
It was dark by the time I reached the prison, but I could see the gray gloomy walls, with its paint slowly starting 
to peel off. It was in a very bad condition. I knew it had been there ever since the rock-island was found.  
 “Come on.” Growled the guard as I walked to my cell. When I saw the guard wasn’t looking I took a cup and 
put it in my bag—just in case.  
 The next morning, I walked outside; the guards were still there following me everywhere. As I walked outside, 
I noticed there were very few people. I just couldn’t wait until I got out of the area.  
  “Hey—um...I just…Well, just—Hi!” I finally said. 
 “Hi. My name is Marion. Came here for—well—I don’t want to talk—BOOTED BANDIT!” She yelped. 
 “I’m not the—” I started to say. 
 “Yea, sure…” she said sarcastically once she had calmed down. 
 “Ok bye...gonna see the next person I guess…” I walked to the next person. “Hi.” I said waiting for her to yelp 
now. 
 “Booted Bandit—you're not wanted here.” She said plainly. 
 “I’m not—” 
 “Well, they don’t call me Florian Flosbury for nothing either.” She said. 
 “You’re—you’re Florian Flosbury! The famous—” 
 “YES I AM, NOW JUST LEAVE ME ALONE!” She shouted at me. 
 “Okay, okay!” 
 “Oh, and one more thing.” She threw a paper to me. 
 
It was typed up very neatly. I opened it. There was another typed up paper. It mentioned a lot of rules and 
started saying how Florian had power on me because she said she had been accused of a crime, and 
apparently the police believed her. 
“Okay...I really kind of already knew that all…” I said.   
 “I just hope you did.” She said.  
 “You are a terrible liar.” I said. 
 “Oh, okay!” She admitted. “But—the famous part and the rules are true!” 
 Then I walked on to an artist. The only thing that added color to this area was his paintings. His brush strokes 
had swift movements and he had been painting scenery.  
 “Hello, been painting if for years.” He said. At that point, when he said that, I was worried that I was going to 
be stuck here forever. “Let's see,” he continued. “Black hair, boy, looks exactly like the booted bandit to me.” 
He said, ignoring my face of disgust. 
 “I am not… I’ve had enough! I AM NOT THE BOOTED BANDIT! FOR A CHANGE, OUT OF ALL OF YOU, I WAS 
FRAMED!” I hollered.  
 “That’s enough!” Said a guard, “What is going on over there?!?” She walked over to us. “Ohh… The newbie of 
‘em all always acts like that.” She said pointing to me. “Anyways, it’s time to line up.” She shouted over the 
people. Everyone lined up—and I did so too hesitating.  
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 “Don’t say anything if you don’t have to.” Whispered Marion. “Every time a newbie comes—oh…” she 
groaned. “That wicked old man; well not really wicked. You know—the person that founded this prison.” She 
said with a shudder. 
 “Ah, so this is the new prisoner.” An old man walked over. “Very well,” he said checking off a paper off on his 
clipboard. “The Booted Bandit… Hmmm…. I see… Prisoner because… A terrible thing he did…” he muttered.  
  
 Work. Work to earn gum was next on the list of what to do. Gum. I know it sounds crazy. 
 “Hey,” said Patches. Patches was a black man with a bird in his curly hair. “I’m gonna show you how to make 
license plates—then we get gum. Gum is important to prisoners. We trade it for other stuff— you see, I don’t 
what the guards think we do with them, but they just give us it. It’s like prisoner money. Of course too selfish 
to give real money for real working—instead gum for real working.” She said with a wave of hand. 
 
I worked for some time, and soon I was free to go eat. We could only eat once a day, and then sleep. I didn’t 
like sleeping in this area. I walked down the aisle taking a spoon and sitting next to Patches.  
 “You can get seconds.” Said Patches. 
 “Second what?” I asked.  
 “Second spoons… People these days think they can just dig themselves out of here.” Said Patches. 
 “Might think about it…” I said. 
 “Sure you can, but no one has ever succeeded...” His voice trailed off. “Anyways, seven pieces of gum. I’ll 
make a distraction.” said Patches. I walked over. “Oh…. Guards, my stomach…” Patches groaned. I could fool 
this guard easily because he wasn’t the one who gave me the spoon. So I could just ask him.  
 “Can I have my spoon now?” I asked. I was sure the plan was going to work.  
 “Here, bring it back when you’re done.” He said. 
 
I refused to eat prison food, only because I wasn’t an actual prisoner. I thought there might be a way to escape 
in the kitchen so I signed up for the job… but I had to bring three eggs so the chef can make a decent omelet. 
 That night I tossed and turned in bed—knowing it would be a busy day. I had a lot on my mind. This was the 
prison that had the best security—but maybe… just maybe… there might be a way to escape.... 
 That next morning I noticed it would be the same routine. I walked outside. Immediately, I saw the birds nest. 
I thought fast. 
 “What are you doing?” I asked Patches,  
 “Oh, just feeding the birds.” She said and she dropped some bird food. The bird swooped down to eat it. I ran 
up and took the egg. I went back to Patches. “You can have the leftover bird seeds if you like… I don’t see any 
use with it.” 
  
Then I spotted a dirt patch and I planted the seeds in there. I need water… I thought. I took out my cup and 
went to an old pipe. It had a large crack in it, and water was dripping out of it. I filled up the cup and watered 
the seeds. Slowly after a long time it started to sprout a little bud—the first flower ever in prison. 
 
Work wasn’t any fun. But I had an idea. I overloaded the machine. 
 “Let me see what you did!” Yelled the guard over all the noise. As she checked it I quickly sharpened the 
spoon.  When it was time to sleep I went down to the vent and chiseled all around it. The vent fell off and I 
walked in. I took the cup and filled it up with plaster this time.  
 
Two days went on, and on the fourth day, I had all three eggs and the flower was fully planted. It came out to 
be a sunflower. I walked toward the artist—for he always had wanted to paint a flower. I gave it to him. 
“Thanks! It’s hard to believe you're the booted bandit! Anyways, if you need any more painting needs, I’m here 
to help! But it will cost some gum.” 
 Work was pretty much the same. There wasn’t anything to do. 
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 Then came the part I was looking forward too. I gave the eggs to the chef and the chef let me in. I took a piece 
of pasta. It reminded me of something… a drill bit!  
 “I’ll only let you mix the mashed potatoes. After all, you are only a newbie.” But instead I spilled the plaster in 
the mashed potatoes. 
 
“Oh… too hard to mix... ouch….” I moaned. The chef quickly came running over and he pulled out the mashed 
potatoes and went back to his work. I on the other hand carved my face with the plaster and mashed potatoes. 
Once I got the artist to paint the head I could sneak into the vent all the time. Now that I came to think about 
painting, I also was about to ask if he could paint the pasta silver. The next morning I ran up to the artist. 
 
 “Hey! Good morning. So, I need you to paint this head to look like me, and the pasta silver. Thanks! By the 
way, how much gum?” I was talking really fast and I was in a rush. I didn’t know why. 
 “That’s fourteen pieces of gum.” 
 “Okay, thank you again—so much!” I gave the gum to him and the pasta along with the head. 
 The day passed quickly and the next thing I knew it was time for bed. 
 I dreamed of my escape, unless it was possible. I was walking down an area and then I went up onto the roof 
to escape… The evil guards watching me as I silently tiptoed and then they brought me back into the deep dark 
depths of Cell C.  
 “You can dream it… but you’ll never escape. Best security—” and I woke up. 
 It was morning. I went outside with the guards. I got the head and the pasta.  
 All of a sudden the boss of all the guards came walking out. “No more painting! You didn’t follow the rules of 
tucking your shirt in—” 
 “But it doesn’t fit!” The artist protested. 
 “No excuses Maifts!” Shouted the boss of all guards. This attracted a lot of attention. 
 I just hoped I didn’t need any more anymore painting needs. Maifts had her painting privileges confiscated.  
 At work, I overloaded the machine and tried to give the fake pasta in. Unfortunately, the guard was not 
fooled. I needed another plan. 
 

 I skipped eating and went to sleep. Luckily, the guards allowed it this time. I had around four hours to 
explore. I carefully put the fake plaster head on the bed and went into the vent. I went onto the left corridor. 
The ventilation system… I thought. I had an idea. I changed the ventilation system. 
 I went back to my cell and slept. Escaping was in my hands. 
 For a complicated plan, I woke up early, rethinking my whole plan. It could be possible—it could work. I just 
needed the right things. I walked outside roaming around, my heart beating fast. A few more days in this 
prison, and I’ll be free. I also had to clear my name and get the real booted bandit. 
 Before work, I asked for a drill bit. At work I overloaded the machine. The guard went back to her desk and 
turned on the fan. But because I changed the system of how it worked, a lot of smoke filled the air as if these 
were butterflies free from the net they were trapped in. I grinned. I took out the pasta. She was easily fooled 
because of her blurred glasses. 
 “Looks about right… Awk, awk! Here’s your gum—Awk, awk!” Now I had the real drill bit. 
 Then at eating time, I also changed the ventilation there. I started mixing the mashed potatoes but turned on 
the fan before doing so. The fan made it go up into a pipe and it fell straight on Florian’s hair. 
 “MY HAIR!! MY HAIR, SOMEONE IS GOING TO PAY FOR THIS!” She screamed. I must say, it did hurt my ears. 
 Then, Florian threw the mash potatoes. Two twins started chanting, “Food fights! Food fight! Food fights!”  
 The chef gasped. “How dare they insult my food like that? I put my tears sweat and—well not literally…” The 
chef left but came back without his beloved mixer. “Please… save my mixer…” he said. And then she fainted.  I 
ran out ducking under tables until I got the mixer. “Oh, thank you!” He said. “You can keep it—treat it like your 
baby!” 
 “Um… okay….” I said. 
 “THAT’S IT! SLEEP, EVERYONE, NOW!!” Screamed the guard. 
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 I went back to Cell C, but again went into the vent. I put the drill bit into the mixer when I saw a sealed metal 
thing that led outside. 
 “Hi! Wait—” 
 “WHAT ARE YOU DOING HERE?” I screamed when I saw the twins. 
 “You’re not the only one that can chisel your way in this place. We got to work together, okay?” She said and 
continued not waiting for an answer. “Wait for tomorrow we’ll have a boat ready.” 
 “Okay…” I said. 
 The next morning, after staying outside for a while Marion came up to me.  
 “I heard about your escape plan. Here,” she said thrusting something into my hands. “all the files of the 
prisoners. Don’t show it around the guards.” 
 “Thanks!” Then Maifts walked up to me and gave me a painting. It was of the tower. 
 “It’s for how you gave me the flower, luckily I have the picture in my bag.” He said. “You might need it as some 
type of map to clear your name.”  
 I waited until night, and then I went back to the vent. I unscrewed the thing that was blocking the way and 
climbed into it. I lost sight of the twins and I knew they already had their own shortcut to the boat. I slid and 
hid behind boxes and pipes because of the lights. I was almost caught. But Patches’ bird distracted them. 
 At last I reached the boat. It was midnight and it was a moonless night. I could see the dark silhouette of the 
buildings on Pelican Rock Island. 
 It was morning by the time we reached. We landed in front of the Sea Warehouse.  
 “Hmm… let’s live there.” Said one of the twins pointing. 
 “Okay—we need money to start.” 
 “Well let’s just rob the bank one more time.” And the twins ran off.  
 
I noticed there were a lot of police. They found out that I had escaped. I hid in the warehouse and climbed a 
chain. Another hatch was on the top. I lifted it and balanced myself on a thick sidewalk-type wire. Soon I 
climbed a tree, and with a vine I swung to another tree. I was at the statue. I used the trashcan and jumped 
onto the statue. Then, I started climbing the tower. When I reached the top, I noticed that something was 
different from the picture. The window! The middle window only had half of it. I used the chisel and then saw 
a box type lock. I had to unlock the box. Then I noticed the treasure was inside the box. 
 “Hehe, I knew you would come! You know the code open the box!” I turned around and saw the real booted 
bandit. Then Marshall, the boss of the police, came up. 
 “Aha! I found— wait… two booted bandits?”  
 “I’M NOT THE BOOTED BANDIT!!!!!” I screamed. 
 “Prove it.” Said Marshall. 
 I went to the box and put the numbers “six, five and four” into it. It unlocked.  
 “PHOTOS? PHOTOS!?!?!” Screamed the real booted bandit. Well, that really gave it away.  
 “Aha! So you’re the Booted Bandit!” Said Marshall. He took out his handcuffs. “And your—your head of the 
Department of Crimes, aren’t you?” 
 “Well yes…” I said slowly.  
 When the Booted Bandit was finally arrested Marshall came back to me. “Well, sorry for accusing you.” He 
said. And he gave me a hundred and fifty dollars. 
 “Marshall… I don’t need this…” I said giving him the money back. He accepted after I convinced him.  
 The winds were calm and I went into my car. When I reached my house, I noticed another car. It was new and 
it was from Marshall with the key.  
 “Yesssss!” I said and I put the key in the car and drove off into the deep blood red sunset as birds flew behind 
me. 
 
Ajitesh, 11, is a 4th grader, in Clarksburg, Maryland. He lives with his parents, Arun and Ilwala Ojha. 
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TThird place – Meghna Memorial Award, Junior Group 
 

If Only… 
Amrita Sahu 

 
Vines… 
They crawl up the wall 
Silently watching, waiting 
The wall takes no notice 
Shrugs them right off 
Even if they try 
So hard 
To cover him, smother him, choke him to nothingness 
The wall stands tall and strong 
Each brick sticks together 
Not a leaf goes past 
 
The wall looks beautiful  
Because 
The vines are still growing 
The wall does not stop them 
But they cannot take over  
And they cannot break through 
 
But alas! Humans aren't walls 
The vines find holes and crannies 
They push through  
Spreading each of us  
Farther and farther apart 
Till we all crumble 
There will be nothing left but a pile of vines 
If only 
If only 
We could be more like the wall 

 
[This poem was inspired by a scene that I saw on a road trip. It was of an old house, with vines 
that gave it a beautiful, rustic feel. Although, it seemed as if the vines were taking over the wall I 
appreciated how the vines (reflecting hardship) brought beauty and character to the wall, and 
how the wall stopped the vines from controlling him completely. The message I am trying to get 
across is that we should stand strong through the hardest times and stick together, but we 
should let life run its course, because our struggles shape who we are.] 
 
Amrita is in 6th grade and lives with her parents, Prakash and Manaswini and elder brother 
Sarthak in Herndon, Virginia. She is fond of reading, writing and drawing.  
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OOur Existence 
Anjaneya Kar

 Think about us and people like us. We all 
have access to; we have the money to buy 
things that we consider ‘simple’, such as 
water. However, the poor think about this 
from a different perspective. They think that 
we are very fortunate. Day by day, they go 
on wondering when they can be like us. 
Moreover, they wait for the opportunity to do 
the things that we are allowed to do as they 
slowly work up to this with handfuls of 
courage. Therefore, we should be happy 
that we don’t exist as people with less 
opportunities and less freedom. Moreover, 
the richest people like Taylor Swift and 
Cristiano Ronaldo should donate a plethora 
of money to charities for they need to care 
about others’ lives and not only their own 
fame. 

We all know that there are many poor 
countries such as Somalia, Eritrea, Ethiopia, 
Afghanistan and Bangladesh. Although we 
have the knowledge, how do make use of 
it? We don’t do anything about it; it looks 
like we don’t even care! For example, many 
people in Afghanistan are basically being 
held at hostage with limitations to the 
amount of freedom and luxury they’re 
allowed to have. So, people need think, care 
and love each other. We need to reduce the 
amount of selfishness in ourselves by not 
always thinking about OUR OWN wants and 
non-essentials and focusing MORE on the 
essentials of the people in NEED. 

Who knows what this world would’ve been 
like if there weren’t any Odias in the United 
States. In fact, all OSA members could’ve 
been from Somalia! If that was true, OSA 
wouldn’t even be around today! 
Consequently, at least once in our lifetime, 
we shall take a moment of silence to thank 
the God Almighty for we don’t exist are still 
struggling to find the bare necessities of life. 
We have basically everything we need to 

live. But with so much greed, we still ask for 
more. So, we just have to be happy with 
what we already have with us at present. 

People get categorized in many different 
ways. And here are some examples: 

 Skin color               
 Gender 
 Age  
 Religion 
 Talent 
 Culture and Origin 
 Smartness 

These are only a few. There are still many 
more. There should always be equality 
between everyone on this planet! So, to 
save the Earth and all the poor families in 
this world that we live in, we must keep the 
four most crucial things secure in our 
mentality: calmness, optimism, respect and 
resilience. These are the key elements of 
life. And no matter what, we shall always be 
proud of ‘Our Existence’. 

Now, I would like to thank everyone for 
allowing me to share the thoughts I’ve kept 
to myself for a long time. THANK YOU! 

Our existence in this world is a story, a story 
that goes on forever. 

 

 

Anjaneya Kar, Grade-5, Houston, 
TX 77004 
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SSecond place  – Mghna Memorial competition, junior group 
 

INCREDIBLE INDIA 
 

Aryaan Jena 
 
As 23-year-old Katherine boarded the flight from New York to Mumbai, she started recollecting  the 
events that had happened to her in the past month. About a month ago, she had graduated from 
Princeton. She had moved in with her parents at Long Island, and had gotten a job as a research 
scientist at Greenfields. Most recently, her best friend Pooja, who now lives in India, was about to 
get married. As a matter of fact, Katherine was headed to her wedding right now.  
 
It was a tough decision for Katherine, whether to go or not. Her parents had been against it. They 
said that there was a lot of crime going on in India. Lootings, burglaries, riots, muggings and 
assaults on women, and such. They thought it would be dangerous. Back home, crime reports 
from India dominated news websites. Katherine herself was insecure about her safety, and was 
scared something might happen to her. A lot of arguments flew back and forth. But at the end, her 
conscience won out, to her parents' dissatisfaction. Pooja had been her best friend though high 
school and college, and had always stood by her side. It was only fair that Katherine went to her 
wedding. Hesitantly, she started packing her bags, and now she found herself here. Her insecurity 
and worries still hadn't gone away.  
 
The flight from New York to Mumbai was a long and tedious one. Katherine didn't do much, except 
stare out the window. Many thoughts were going through her mind at once. She was finally 
relieved after the touchdown, happy to be able to stretch and sit as she pleased. After exiting the 
Customs and collecting her baggage, she met Pooja outside. The two hugged each other and 
rejoiced. They hadn't seen each other face-to-face in a couple months.  
 
Katherine's first thought was about the weather. It was in the seventies and cloudless, just perfect 
with a light breeze. There wasn't as good weather in New York. "I guess the weather is the only 
good thing about this place," Katherine secretly thought.  
 
Pooja ordered a taxi cab, and the two got inside. They talked about stuff that had happened to 
them recently. Katherine stared out the window often, looking at the city's buildings and skyline. 
There was smog in the air, and a huge traffic pileup on the road. Just as Katherine had expected, it 
took nearly an hour to reach Pooja's house through the traffic. When the cab fare was paid for, 
Pooja took Katherine into her house. 
 
"Here Katherine, Meet my parents," Pooja replied.  
 "Oh, so you must be Katherine," they oohed. They embraced Katherine tightly. She noticed 
that Pooja touched the feet of her aunts and uncles that arrived recently.  
 "What was that thing when you bowed down and touched your relative's feet?" Katherine 
asked out of curiosity. 
  
"That was Pranam. It's a common ritual in India. We bow down and touch the feet of our elders as 
a greeting. We do it to show respect to our elders," Pooja explained. Katherine simply nodded. 
Nobody did anything like this back in America. It might have been even considered crazy. Many 
people fought wih their parents. Katherine herself remembered the arguments she had when she 
was little with her parents about raising her allowance. But here in India, people do it. They listen 
and respect truthfully their elders. They honor them greatly.  
  
Katherine was surprised and curious about another thing.  
  
"How come there are so many people here?" she asked.  
  
"Oh, well there's all the relatives and the extended family. All of them come together to help and 
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participate in the wedding ceremony. The neighbors also step in to help." Pooja answered. Then 
she took Katherine to her guest room. 
 
Katherine took out her belongings to settle in and... Her wallet was missing! She must have left it in 
the cab in a hurry! She had her money and credit cards in there, and most importantly her 
passport. First thing that came to her mind was that the driver must have taken it for himself, and 
he was probably laughing at her halfway across the town! 
  
"Pooja. I don't have my wallet! I think it's stolen!" Katherine called. "What?!" Pooja exclaimed in 
surprise. Katherine ran downstairs, aggrivated. Something had already gone wrong, two hours into 
the trip.  
  
"I can't find my wallet. I think it's stolen by the taxi driver," Katherine panted. She noticed that there 
was a pot on the floor, and tea surrounding it. Pooja must have dropped the pot in surprise.  
  
"Listen. Calm down. I'll clean up this mess, and we'll go to the police station," Pooja explained. 
"Maybe he will come back,"  
  
"I can’t believe it," Katherine replied. She ran upstairs and made sure for a second time that her 
wallet wasn't somewhere in her suitcases. Katherine tried to remember the license plate of the taxi, 
but her mind went blank. Her wallet had to be stolen.  
  
It took about another five minutes, and then Pooja called she was ready to go from downstairs, 
when suddenly, the bell rang. Pooja opened the door, to see the taxi driver there. He had her 
wallet in his hands. Katherine froze when she saw him.   
  
"Namaste Ma'am. I noticed a wallet in the back seat, and thought it was yours. I came here to give 
it back to you," the driver said. He handed her the wallet. She made sure that nothing was missing, 
and it was good to go.   
  
"Thank you sir. Here, let me pay you five-hundred rupees for the deed," Katherine replied out of 
sheer gratitude. She noticed that Pooja was watching her.  
  
"No ma'am. I only accept money for the driving," he said as he refused to take the money. And with 
that, he was gone. Katherine was stunned by the whole experience. She was expecting that the 
poor driver would take her wallet away. Instead, he returned it to her as soon as he could. He 
hadn't even accepted the money Katherine had offered her. Maybe this place wasn't as bad and 
dangerous as it seemed?  
  
Pooja came over to Katherine's room and they spoke about the wedding ceremony and the rituals 
for sometime, and Pooja suggested to get some famous local cuisine. They took a cab to a famous 
local eatery. Katherine wasn't very impressed by what she saw, but she went along with Pooja's 
choice.  They ordered Pav Bhaji, Papdi Chat and Bhel Puris.  The food was so spicy, yet so 
delicious.  Katherine attacked those with a gusto. They were some of the most amazing creations 
she had ever seen or eaten. 
  
"Mmm. . ." Katherine was teary-eyed, but couldn't stop herself. They ordered some more. Any 
thoughts about unsanitaryness were long gone. It was one of the best meals of her life. Then Pooja 
suggested a desert called 'Kulfi' to cool down her throat. It was wonderful. Katherine ate so much 
that she had a tough time walking. They eventually came back and spent sometime chatting with 
Pooja's parents and family before they retired for the night. Katherine was out before her head hit 
the pillow.    
 
The next day, Katherine was woken up early by Pooja. "Katherine, wake up! We've got stuff to do!" 
"Do I have to? Do you always wake up this early?" Katherine groaned. "Yes for both questions. 
Now wake up!" Pooja commented. Katherine hesitantly got out of bed and dressed up.  
  
"Now what is it that is so important that we have to do?" Katherine asked.  
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"There are some wonderful tourist spots. You should see them, since you're here," Pooja 
answered. The two ate breakfast quickly, and met up with Pooja's friends, Aditi and Mira.  
  
"Ok, the first stop is. . .Gateway of India!" Pooja explained. The ride to there was short, but what 
Katherine saw was mesmerizing. She didn't say that to anybody though. The next stop was 
Girgaum Chowpatty, a legendary beach on the Mumbai coast. The foursome hung out there for a 
while. For Katherine, it was relaxing and nice.  
  
The foursome also went to Siddhi Vinayak Temple, Babulnath Temple, the Shivaji Terminus, and 
the Worli Fort. It was great. It was a new world of cultural and historical richness to Katherine. She 
had been wowed and amazed by each of the tourist attractions. The fine details and the 
architecture were breath-taking. It was just so. . .interesting and unique in itself. It was way 
different from what America had to offer. The more tourist attractions they went to, the more her 
interest in the Indian culture grew, and the more she realized how rich and colorful it was.  
  
Alas, everyday must come to an end. Katherine, Pooja, and their friends were on Fashion Street, 
shopping their hearts out. Shopping was one of Katherine's favorite things. She was looking for a 
souvenir to take home to remember her awesome trip. It was getting late, and they needed to go 
home. After dropping the two friends at their houses, Pooja and Katherine came home. It had been 
another exciting day. Katherine was really tired, and she was out faster than light.  
 
The next day, Pooja took her friends and Katherine to a Mehendi stand, to get their hands painted.   
"Today is my Mehendi ceremony for my marriage. Today, we will all paint our hands with Mehendi. 
Mehendi is the paste of a leaf which colors the hand," Pooja explained. 
  
Pooja went first, followed by Aditi and the rest of her friends. It finally came to Katherine.  
  
"It's you turn," Pooja said.  
 
"I'm fine," Katherine replied. "Come on Katherine," Pooja said. Katherine reluctantly sat down in 
the plastic chair. Half an hour later, Katherine had a dazzling work of art painted onto her hand. 
She had to admit, it looked pretty cool. And neat.  
 
The next day was the wedding. Katherine had been to formal American weddings in churches 
earlier, but never anything like this. Pooja had pestered her to wear an Indian Sari for the wedding. 
She thought it would look ridiculous, but was she wrong! Pooja had explained the ettiqutte for the 
wedding to her in great detail. It seemed complicated compared to a regular wedding. In the 
evening, Pooja started getting dressed for the wedding, and putting on jewelry and make-up. 
Katherine had to admit, she looked beautiful in her red bridal sari, and with all her jewelry and 
make-up. Soon, a procession of cars came to the house. They were for the bride's side of the 
family to go to the venue of the marriage ceremony. One of them was very nicely decorated with 
flowers and colored ribbons. Pooja got in with her parents. A couple cars showed up behind that 
one, and Katherine was ushered in to another one, with Aditi and Mira. They greeted her warmly.  
"Hey Katherine. You look great in that Sari," Mira greeted. They were wearing saris too. "Thank 
you," Katherine blushed. She got into the back row with them. It was rather cramped in there, but 
Katherine didn't seem to mind.   
  
The procession went slowly for about 30 minutes. Katherine's car was following a procession of 
SUVs and other cars. When they reached the venue (Marriage Mandap), Katherine got out and 
saw a beautifully decorated venue and stage. There were dozens of people greeting each other 
and having small talk. They were in a grand venue with a stage. Katherine looked around through 
the crowd, finally finding Pooja.  
 
"Hey Pooja," Katherine said. "Hey Katherine," Pooja responded. They found an empty table and 
spent sometime chatting with Aditi and Mira. Dinner was served, and it was fantastic, just as 
always. There was a band playing Indian classical music and popular Hindi (local dialect) songs. It 
was as wonderful an event as she had ever seen. 
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The groom's family and friends came in a procession at about nine at night. A band was playing 
popular dance songs. People were dancing and greeting each other. There were some beautiful 
fireworks also. 
 
The groom's family started coming in. Even the bride's family and friends joined in the dance. 
Pooja's friends pulled in Katherine to shake a leg as well. It was so much fun for her. After some 
time, Pooja's family escorted the groom into the venue. His name was Suresh, and he was a well-
built, handsome man in his late-twenties. Katherine was briefly introduced to him. Everybody 
settled down after a while and took their seats. After they settled down, the marriage ceremony 
began. Katherine was amazed as to how different it was from an American wedding. First, the 
couple got up on a decorated stage with their parents and two priests. The priests chanted prayers 
in Sanskrit, and did a series of ceremonial rituals. The ceremony took a few hours. There were a 
lot of clapping and applause. The wedding was unique and very different from ones back home. 
Those were usually boring parties and lectures, followed by a kiss. This, however, was a wedding 
that Katherine was tuned into and found extremely interesting.  
 
 It ended on a high note and a few snapshots. Katherine waited near Pooja's car. When she came 
over after sometime later, she had tears in her eyes and looked sad.   
 
"Oh well Katherine. I guess it's goodbye," Pooja said.  
 
"Your honeymoon?" Katherine asked. "No. I have to go to my husband's house now. See you 
later," Pooja said. The two bed farewell. Pooja and her husband took blessing of elders. Then 
Pooja hugged her family, friends and bed goodbye to them. Then she left with her husband and his 
family.  
 
Katherine was escorted to a car by Pooja's parents. She thought about a lot of things on her way 
home. What a fantastic day it had been! Throughout the drive, Katherine reflected on herself. At 
first she was scared for coming here, and now what a fantastic time she just had. Her last thought 
before she fell asleep was that was just so awesome.  
  
The next day Katherine had to fly back to America. She felt truly depressed.  Pooja wasn't there to 
see her off, but Aditi and Mira were. "Bye Katherine," they said in unision. Their voices rang again 
and again in Katherine's head until they died out. Katherine did another self reflection as she 
boarded the flight to JFK. It was the end to a wonderful trip.  
 
As Katherine looked back on her experience, she felt guilty about the way she felt before flying to 
India. Oh the terrible things she had thought! It was dangerous, it was unclean, it was corrupt, all of 
those things. And how wrong she had been... Only when she spent time in India that   she 
discovered the truth. The people were respectful and helpful to each other, their elders and even 
strangers. They were honest as well. The food was great. As a matter of fact, it was the best food 
she ever had! The culture of India was rich and deep, more than anywhere else she had been. The 
wedding was a fun-filled, once in a lifetime experience. There were many tourist attractions and 
they were so unique and different. They were epic, worth-seeing. India was amazing for her, 
despite her first thoughts! She was already looking forward to the amazing story she had to tell her 
parents and other friends! If she hadn't come, she would have missed a real treasure of virtues and 
culture of the world.  
  
As she stowed her bags away and sat down in her seat, she had one final, concluding thought. 
What an adventure. What an Incredible India...  
 
Aaryaan Jena, 11, a 6th grader in Chatham, New Jersey, lives with his parents, Shiba, and 
Sudhansubala Jena. He aspires to study in MIT or Harvard, and eventually become a CEO. (We 
could not put your picture because of the length of your story - Editor) 
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Honorable Mention: Meghna Award Competition, Junior Group 

 

“What If” 

Nikhita Ranabijuli 

 

 
 

What if I was born as 
“An Ant!” 

Then I would see the 
World under the ground/ 

I will collect food for the queen… or I’m the 
queen 

With a golden crown on my head.  
But I heard a big loud foot step I’m scared… 

 
What if I was born as 

“A little bird” 
Then I would make a 

Beautiful nest up in a tall 
Tree so I can see the night 

Sparkling star with a big 
Bright moon. I can travel 
Around the world with out 
Going to the airport. But 

I see a big eagle coming toward me, I’m 
scared… 

 

What if I was born as 
“A Butterfly” 

A beautiful monarch butterfly 
With black and orange designs 
On my wings. Flying around a 
Rose garden collecting super 

Sweet nectar. But what’s 
That green thing with big eyes 

It’s a lizard, I’m scared… 
 

What if I was born as 
“A little Clown Fish” 

Then I will swim around 
The beautiful and colorful 
Corral and maybe I can 

Meet a beautiful mermaid 
And maybe she will be my friend.  

But what’s that big 
Gray thing coming towards me? 

It’s a shark, I’m scared… 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Nikhita, 8, is a 2nd grader, who lives with her parents, Prasanta and Chandana Ranabijuli, in Round Rock, 
Texas. 
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My First Trip to India 

Yazmina Harris (1st grade) 

One day, a little girl was going to India with her family.  That day, they arrived in Mumbai and stayed at a hotel at night.  
Her dad took her to a hotel buffet.  In a few days, they arrived in Odisha.  She met some grandaunts and granduncles at 
the airport.  After that, she was driven to the apartment house.  

Their food was good and I learned to say it in Indian language (“bhoka laguchi”).  I also got a new shawl, dresses, and 
other stuff like a new bag and mirror.  I got to sit on the swing and do Greek homework.  In a few days, I saw a temple 
and the Sun temple.  It was so much fun! 

My Journal Entries: 

Day 1 

I am on a plane now at 8 pm.  We are about to set off.  We are going to leave before the blizzard. 

Day 2 

We finally arrived in India. We are at a hotel.  It’s almost Sunday.  The plane ride took over two days!  At night, I went to 
the buffet with my dad in the hotel.   

Day 3 

Today, my Grandma Aiee and Grandpa Aja came to India.   

I also rode a tour car.  The driver sat on the right.  We ate at a Chinese restaurant.  I also went to a temple and got to 
take my shoes off.  I saw the India Gate Way.  I got to sit on a fancy, expensive hotel chair. 

 

Day 4 

It’s 3:00 am in the morning and I couldn’t go back to sleep.  So, I made animal shadows. We are in the airport now.  We 
have to wait another whole hour.  Then, we get to board the plane. 

I sat on the swing in the bedroom and did Greek homework.  And after that, we met some Indian cousins.  We played 
together.  I met lots of Indian aunts and uncles. 

Day 5 

Today, I went to a party on the balcony.  I was dancing.  I also put bindis on my head.  It was so much fun!  I got mehendi 
or henna on my hands.   
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I went shopping with my parents and a tour guide.  I bought a shawl. I am wearing it in the picture below! 

 

Day 6 

Today, I went to the village.  I saw monkeys which in Indian language is “mankada.”  I saw cows and goats.  I also saw a 
different kind of temple. 

 

Day 7  

Today, I will see someone get married.   I also got some Indian clothes.  My dad went in where they were getting 
married.  I threw flowers at the bride and the groom.  I sat with Santa, my great grandfather.  He is 96 years old.  The 
wedding took over 6-7 hours!  I stayed up the whole night into the next morning. 

 

Day 8 

The wedding ended.  I came home and ate breakfast.  Then, I went to sleep. My mom and I taught my cousins how to 
play “Spot It!” 
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Day 9 

Today, I returned some clothes and got new ones.  Then, I ate dinner at my Goupou Aiee’s house.  There were so many 
fruit trees.  There were so many beautiful colored flowers. 

Day 10 

I went to my cousin’s house.  I ate pita for breakfast.  For lunch, I ate dali.  When it was dinner time, I ate rootie and 
shrimp. 

Day 11 

Today, I went in a famous Sun Temple called Konark.  It was carved over a thousand years ago.  I drank coconut water 
from a real coconut on the side of the street.  I also went to the beach and got soaked up.  I went with my grandparents.  
I got a little purse from Pipili.  I went in a three wheeled taxi and it didn’t have any doors.   I was squished! 

Day 12 

Today, I went shopping.  I went to my grandpa’s sister’s house for dinner.  They had all my favorites.  I met a third 
grader.  We played together. 

Day 13 

Today, I went gold shopping.  I saw a bull cow eating on the road.  The horn keeps beeping.  The cars are so small.  I have 
to wear a adult seatbelt.  Booster seats are too big for the car.  So many cows are on the road.  There are no sidewalks. 

Day 14 

Today, I came on the plane back to Mumbai again.  I went to an apartment.  They dry clothes on a wire clothes line.  I 
slept with two teddy bears. 

Day 15 

Today, I visited a church.  Me and my dad prayed.  It’s called Mount Mary.  I went to the mall and went on a train ride. 

Day 16 

Today, I went to a Indian temple.  It was called Global Vipassana Pagoda.  It is for Buddha.  After that, we went to a 
muddy beach.  It had so many tiny hermit crabs.  Then, we got to the airport and went home. 

 

Yasmina Harris, 6, daughter of Shakti Routryay and Tony Harris, must be very meticulous in keeping her diary. They live 
in Wilmington , Delaware. 
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JUMPING PILL 

Bastav Senapati 

Once upon a time, there was a famous inventor named Jack. His latest invention was a HHIGH-
JUMP PILL. 

 If you eat one, you will jump very high, higher than a 
kangaroo. One night, Jack ate few pills at a time and jumped 
on his trampoline. He jumped so high, he crashed into the 
moon and turned the moon. There he found it is daytime with 
lot of sun. However he cannot stick there due to gravity and 
he landed to Earth.  After reaching earth he noticed that 
everyone was asleep. He was very tired so he went to bed. 
He forgot all about his adventure. When he woke up, he did 
not see the sun. Instead everyone were able to see the moon 
and countless stars. No one had breakfast yet. They were all 

talking about the moon. Every news channel programs that you can only watch in the afternoon 
were visible in night. Everyone talking about the same thing.  

 “WWERE IS THE SUN TODAY?     ARE WE JUST DAY DREAMING? “ 

Then Jack remembered about his pill, and said that, I am going to 
have my breakfast. He ate another few pills and went outside. He was 
about to jump when he saw a very big beanstalk that looks like going 
beyond the clouds. He climbed the beanstalk. When he reached at 
the top, he started screaming. There was a giant and it was about to 
eat him. He jumped off the plant, but instead he hit the moon and 
landed on the earth beside a big ocean, 100 X bigger than the giant. 
The giant followed the jack and fell into the ocean. Giant did not know 
how to swim and sank in the water. Jack was very tired and went to 
bed while his friends sneaked into his laboratory. 

I am Baste Senapati, inspired on the idea of jack and jumped on the 
bed and broke my leg. Kids don’t jump on bed, be safe. Follow the 
right path without being hurt. 

 
 

 

Bastav Senapati, 8, a 2nd grader, lives in Westford, 
MA, with his parents Niranjan Senapati and Itishree 
Bastia. He loves to read, play to Indian classical 
music, and draw. 
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MMagic Island 
 

Elina Bishoyi  
 

 
 
It was a dark and stormy night. I held on to Maria, my imaginary friend. She was just a toy when anyone 
else saw her but when nobody was around she was real. 
 
She told me to get under one of the shelters she had made cforest.Max; my dog was already under the 
other small shelter she had made for him and the small knapsack. I got into the bigger shelter that Maria 
had made for both of us. When I saw the two shelters I had a flashback of when I went camping with ma 
and pa and it started to pour. 
 
I came back to my senses when Maria whispered in my ear, "What are you thinking about Darién?  
Wait, hold this small teddy bear. It was in my pocket when you were little and you were nervous or 
upset you would hold this and you would calm down." 
 
So as Maria demanded me I held the small teddy bear and a warm a feeling filled me and I spilled out 
all of the happy memories until a car rushed by. 
 
When I heard that car rush by I had a horrible flashback. Here it goes...it was a peaceful day and ma, 
pa, Max, and I were going on a road trip when all of a sudden a truck rammed into the front of the car, 
where ma and pa were sitting and they were rushed to the hospital. Max, Maria, and I waited patiently in 
the waiting room at the hospital and when the doctor finally came, the only thing he said was, "Your 
mother and father did not make it and we have informed your relatives and they will arrive here shortly 
but until then wait here." 
 
When the doctor left I buried my face in my lap and streams of water rolled down  my cheeks and Max 
jumped up my lap and I stopped crying and understood that there was no use of crying cause all I was 
doing was getting dehydrated. 
 
I woke up from the horrid dreadful nightmare when a strike of lightning hit the ground. I saw a scary 
storm stirring up in the sky and made sure that all the things were inside of the knapsack and when I 
checked there was 2 large water bottles,2 huge bones for Max, emergency kit, a small pocket knife, a 
small box of matches and a lighter, a coil of rope, and a little bit of space for something else to keep. To 
keep Maria safe I told her to transform into a doll so I could keep her inside of the space in the 
knapsack. 
 
Just then a strong gust of wind blew the shelters away and we headed to the forest where the trees 
grew tall and the owls hooted all night long, but that did not bother us and we were soon fast asleep .  
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 When we woke up the sun shone brightly in the middle of the sky. So I guessed that it was about noon 
and I got out an apple and munched on one and gave Max a bone to munch on, since Maria was not 
exactly a human she did not need food to survive with. 
 
I told Max to stay while Maria. I wandered close to Max so we could find a fallen tree to make a raft and 
when we finally did find a dead tree I started to cut strips apart while Maria transformed into a knife and 
started chopping off chunks of the tree, you see Maria has powers that she can "transform" into 
anything she wants, anytime anywhere. 
 
We used the rope and the wood and built a raft so we could take anything that we needed on sea and 
for Max and I.....we would just use Maria as a luxurious boat when we got to sea. 
 
The next day, Maria found some plastic jars on the ground and a blueberry bush.  She also had 
discovered a small creek and washed the jars and filled them with blueberries and brought them back 
and placed them inside of the empty spot of the knapsack (there were jars left for anything else). 
 
 I looked around and saw a spring with fresh water in it. I went to it and emptied out the water from our 
water bottles onto the grass and filled them with fresh water. 
 
Max sniffed around and found some meat on the ground and dragged it to our "camp". Since there was 
some extra jars I,tore the meat and placed it in three of the jars for Max to eat later. I was getting bored 
and Maria sensed that so we decided to go on a hike and we searched for anything exciting and found 
a lake full of fish. 
 
 When saw the fish we also found a lot of sticks, a very sharp rock, and a coil of rope (after we saw all 
that litter I thought that this was probably a tourist spot attraction). Maria made a spear to catch the fish 
while I made the basket out of long grass. 
 
After we caught the fish I counted that we had got 3 fish and since we had 3 jars left I put the fish in 
each of the jars. We planned on going to the ocean the next day so we all could get some shut-eye that 
night. 
 
We walked for miles and when we reached the big blue ocean I told Maria to transform into a boat 
where there were no tourists. We had been walking for two straight days with only water and no food 
because we knew that we would have to be resourceful and use our things wisely. 
 
We sailed on the clear beautiful sea for about eight hours when Maria spotted land and steered straight 
toward it. As we got closer I spotted a forest with blueberry bushes, coconut trees, apple trees, and 
some orange trees. 
 
We were really close to the island when all of a sudden lightning struck Maria and we started spinning 
and I realized that we were caught in the middle of a whirlpool! Maria struggled to get out and after 
about thirty minutes she could finally escape treacherous waters of the ocean. When I thought about 
this I realized that we would have to be prepared for the future. 
 
Our boat (Maria)was driven away in the storm and we were attempting to find the island and as we were 
searching we found the island miles and miles away from where we were and from where we were we 
saw a speck and assumed that it was the island that we were driven away from. 
 
Max started growling as we headed on towards the island. I looked around on the deck....there was 
nothing out of the box. I searched in our luggage there was nothing unusual! Then I looked out into the 
big blue ocean and saw a dark shadow heading straight for us! When I took a closer look I saw that it 
was a....SHARK! 
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I was so panicked and Max sensed that so he started whining cause his mistress (me)was scared and 
panicked! Immediately I told Maria to transform into a speed boat so we could get away from the shark 

and not become human chow for the shark. She did as I commanded her to and we sped away. We just 
sped away not knowing where we were going and we crashed on to the beach of the island we had 

been looking for! 
 

 
 
I was so enchanted by the magnificent island that I didn't notice a girl in rags was coming towards us. I 
finally realized her presence when she was directly in front of me and since she was really close to me I 
stumbled backwards and almost fell into the rocky sea but the girl grabbed my arm and pulled me back 
up to the beach! 
 
 After she saved me she ran away! I tried to chase her but she was too fast for me to handle and with 
the sun shining brightly in the sky made it even harder. Maria told me to stop chasing the girl and to go 
exploring. So I just did what she demanded me to do. 
 
My "gang" and I went exploring in the small forest in the middle of the island and we found a small 
spring with fresh water in it. We also found a tiny lake with tons and tons of fish and one large sea turtle 
but just then I saw a small rustle in the bushes and went to investigate the mysterious clue. 
 
I followed it and found the girl I had been chasing a while ago and the same girl who saved me from 
falling into the treacherous sea. I got a hold of her arm and asked her a  lot of questions like, what was 
her name? Why was she near us? How did she end up here? Did she know what I was saying or did 
she think I was speaking gibberish?  She took a deep and slow breath and said, "I do understand what 
you are saying. My name is Laila and I am from London and that is the reason I have a British accent. I 
came on this island because my father was a captain of a ship and I had a thing for ships so I begged 
on my knees if I could have I could join him on his journey to the United States of America for opening 
businesses and we were passing this particular island when a whale came and wrecked the boat by 
banging on it millions of times so my father put out a lifeboat and put me in first then jumped in but it 
was too big of a jump and I fell out and a big wave washed me onto the sandy beach of this island and I 
have been living on this island which I call Magic Island for about two years and I already knew about 
Fish Lake, uh, that is what I gave the name to this lake because it is full of fish you may have seen the 
spring full of fresh water I have not thought of a name for that spring but it is very helpful for a source of 
water. I was just hunting here for fish because it is about lunch time. Hey do you want to come to my 
hut? It has three floors that go underground, a fireplace for cooking, and a torch to send a signal if an 
airplane comes over Magic Island. We can live together and share our supplies and help each other 
and many more things!" 
 
Max and Maria had been eavesdropping on our whole conversation and Maria burst out and exclaimed, 
"Well what are you waiting for? Let's GO!" I realized that Maria could be human around Laila probably 
because Laila is like her half-sister. So, we all headed to Laila's hut and stopped in our tracks when we 
saw the fantastic hut where rain, hail, or snow couldn't penetrate it's sturdy roof. It certainly looked as if 
it had taken two years to build! 
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We went inside and there were wooden planks on the floor and walls of the wonderful house and also a 
small hole at one of the corners of the hut. I asked Laila what there was in the hole and she lead me to it 
but before that she tied a rope around a heavy sturdy stone and tied a basket at the other end of the 
rope and gently placed Max in it. Then I asked Laila what she was doing and she replied, "Well dogs 
cannot climb ladders and we are going to, so what I will do is put the stone at the edge of the hole and 
then I will go down to the middle floor and you will lower the basket down at a slow pace and I will catch 
him, got it? 
 
I told Laila that I understood and she went down the ladder which was a bunch of small wood planks 
stuck in the hard dirt. I comforted Max that everything was going to be okay and that he should not 
move an inch for his safety and of course he did as I ordered him to and after he went down Maria went 
then I went down and when I reached the middle floor I saw a bed out of palm leaves and then, "We will 
make your beds a little later but first let's sit down and chat for a minute or two." exclaimed Laila 
 
Right after she said that, I told her about my parents, my selfish relatives, and how Maria, Max and I 
had ended up on Magic Island. I did include the main part which was the shark's wavy shadow across 
the big, blue ocean. Then she told me about the danger of Magic Island and it was that it got the most 
terrifying tornadoes in the universe and then all of a sudden a strong gust of wind passed by and Laila's 
face was white as if she just saw a ghost. 
 
Laila quickly put Max in the basket and dropped him down to the lowest floor and told Maria and me to 
go down so I did as she told me to and when we were all in the basement Laila told us that a tornado 
was stirring up and that we would be safe here but then I remembered our knapsack and told Laila that 
we needed to have it but she held a surprise and it was that she had already brought our knapsack 
down! 
 
Finally the tornado passed by and as Laila was getting up the ladder....the hole caved in and Laila was 
underneath the dirt! When we finally dug her out she had been badly injured on her knee and groaned 
in pain when she tried to stand up So we made her sit down. 
 
All of a sudden Max started digging a hole in the dirt and a couple hours later, Max found a way out ! 
We all scrambled out, even Laila did because her knee was feeling better. We didn't stop to look for the 
second floor but stormed right onto the top floor and my eyes started bugging out because Laila's hut 
was in an excellent condition when Laila saw her hut still standing she started squealing with joy and so 
did Maria. 
 
Just then we heard an airplane fly by the island. Laila quickly went outside and grabbed the torch and 
told me to give me to get the pack of matches and a lighter so I gave it to her and she went outside and 
gave smoke signals and surprisingly the pilot steered his way on Magic Island and when the pilot came 
out Laila hugged him and said, "Father you came!" 
 
I looked in surprised as Laila's father walked towards me and said to Laila, "Who are these two girls and 
dog? ”Laila explained how we ended up here and what happened to my parents the shark and 
everything I told her in the middle floor of the hut. Then Laila's father looked over at Maria, Max, and me 
and said, "Well, we will definitely adopt these children and the dog if you want me to. "Obviously 
everyone, including Max nodded! And then I heard my mother's voice whispering "that's my brave little 
girl." And I knew that she was never dead and she was with me in my heart, and that I had another 
chance at starting at life once more with a brand new family with brand new people in my life......... 
 
Elina Bishoyi is 10, is the  daughter of Nibedita and Binod Bishoyi 
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My Sister: The Gift of GOD 

Haripriya Mahapatra 

  

 

 

 

Sister, always nice, loving and kind 

giving all, asking nothing  

has a generous heart with a pure mind. 

Always helping and caring, 

Holding me close, patting me gentle 

Cleans the clutter to make me feel better 

Always the best, never in haste, 

Quietly listening, playfully giggling 

Obeys this big brother without complaining, 

 

 

Thoughtful in action, touching in feeling, 

Wiping away tears, giving smiles      

Makes me bold when I’m scared. 

A cool breeze, when I’m hurt,  

a bundle of joy, when I’m bored 

a fountain of fun, when I’m sad.   

Thank you GOD for this gift, my fairy sister, 

Who brings your love and cheers 

That binds us together for ever.     

 

Haripriya Mahapatra, 8, is in Grade-III, and lives in Potsdam, NY, USA, with parents, Santosh and Lipika 
Mahapatra. Passions and Future Goals: Reading biographies, swimming, to be a scientist. 
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AAs I see OSA 
Nikhil Satpathy 

 
 
OSA OSA OSA,  
Time to meet mausis and lots of mousa. 
It falls on July 4th week end, 
Believe me, many will attend. 
It’s a fun fiesta for 3 days’ long 
We will dance to tune and sing lots of songs. 
There will be tons of food, 
So make sure you have a happy mood. 
We will all have a blast, 
It will go by super-fast 
So you ready for the roller coaster of fun? 
Gear up to catch the OSA train! 

 
Nikhil, 12, is a 6th grader, who lives with his parents, Siba Prasad Satpathy and Tapasi Mahapatra, 
in Avon, Connecticut. Heenjoys soccer and aspires to be a business professional growing up. Good 
luck, guy! 
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SStars 
Navya Pradhan 

                                                                               

The stars in the sky all blinking and winking right at me, 

I wonder, what they are doing up there, 

I wonder if there is a granny star in her rocking chair. 

If there is, 

I wish I could see her knitting and spinning in her old little spindle. 

I wish I could soar through the clouds and see her watch the generations rising and falling. 

I wonder what her feelings are from doing what she does. 

If I could see her feelings I wonder what they'd be,  

Sad, or mad or even happy. 

I wonder what she thinks of herself at this point of age. 

I wonder if the grandpa star is as grumpy as can be. 

I wonder if he has a newspaper, and sits all time free. 

I wonder if he has a rocking chair just like the granny star 

I wonder if he can see me from near and from a mile far. 

I can only wish upon a star. 

 

 

Navya Pradhan is in Grade 3. 
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IIncluding the Chills 

Nishita Kar 

 
The day had started as a plethora of fear and this is what happened. Beware, this is no lie! 

At the break of dawn an eerie wail came from the depths of woods as the wind picked up. Just 
those two minor events shook the townsfolks with terror. About an hour later, a gusty storm raged 
over to the hillside as the prairies beckoned the morning chills. The sun didn’t wake up nor did the 
moon shine. Not a single creature starred in the pitch black darkness. There was a moment of pin 
drop silence just before an abrupt warmth of the sun’s rays shone upon us. However I knew 
someone was watching us. 

Finally, a mysterious voice rose from the hard, cracked ground. “I, Zephastus shall take over your 
world and build my very own wall of fame. No one here has greater power than me. I shall vanquish 
your leader. I demand him to meet me on this very ground. I pity you that you haven’t had a ruler 
like me you must have heard about Zephastus the mighty creator”.  Trembling with   fear the folks 
nodded with disagreement. His sharp, angular eyebrows raised with cruelty. “What did you 
peasants say to me”? Zephastus questioned with a deep arrogant voice. I mustered up the courage 
and stammered, “We have never heard of you so you are an imposter to all of us”. 

I waited for his reaction but instead he drifted to the prairies. He glowed with a nylon blue color 
surrounding him. He turned around and to my interest he had transformed. He redeemed himself 
from anger and in calm yet deep voice repeated the saying “you will pay for your arrogance. Don’t 
try and act too smart young girl. Your words might come back to bite you in your frozen heart”. 

I couldn’t take it anymore. I had lost control of my actions. I shouted with rage “well you should 
count yourself in too. Your heart and brain were lying on the ground during your heavenly winter 
solstice. But with you included it makes it bitter with cruelty and disgust”. Everyone stared at me 
with their jaws drooping down. However I just stood there looking stupid all by myself. 

Suddenly the ground shook heavily and knocked people of their feet. I couldn’t believe it! In the 
blink of an eye, Zephastus had disappeared into the mist. All that was left of him was a couple of 
blue sparks. See I told you it wouldn’t be very funny. I would have loved to be in your place but 
that’s never going to happen.  

Nishita, a 5th grader, lives in Houston, Texas, with her parents, Jyoti Ranjan Kar and Sarmistha 
Nanda          
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MMy Bratopanayana 
Piyush Sathpathy 

 

 Do you have an idea of how a Thread Ceremony starts (from the planning) and ends (with the 
ceremony)? Guess what, it takes a lot of planning and hard work to arrange a Bratopanayana, 
but it is worth it at the end. A Bratopanayana is a Thread Ceremony for a Brahmin boy who is 
just about the age of 13. This ceremony is essential to the Brahmins and marks a boy's official 
acceptance into his Varna. At the conclusion of the ceremony, the boy is "reborn." Everyone has 
a first, biological birth. But when a young man seeks his spiritual identity he symbolically accepts 
a spiritual teacher as father and the Vedas as mother. He may also receive a new, spiritual 
name. At the ceremony, he receives the paita (sacred-thread), usually worn his entire lifetime. It 
is replaced at intervals, but never removed until the new one is put on. There is a 
separate Samskara marking the beginning of education. Bratopanayana is a combination of the 
two Samskara. Thus, the Thread Ceremony signifies a young Brahmin boy’s maturity and 
individuality.  

 

My Bratopanayana technically started a year before the actual rituals. My parents planned hard, 
discussing with my grandparents in India to arrange the rituals, reception, decorations, 
photographers, food, and most importantly, invitations. Then on July 14, 2015, we finally took off 
for India from San Diego. It was late in the night when we arrived but I was wide awake. I was 
excited to meet my grandparents again. From the moment we reached India until the day of the 
Bratopanayana, my family and I accomplished many things. We visited both our Grand Parents’ 
houses (in Cuttack and Bhubaneshwar) as well as many other friends and extended family. We 
did a lot of shopping.  

Finally, the Pooja day arrived. My family and I had a small Pooja (Mangalapaka) at my 
grandparent’s house in Bhubaneshwar in the midst of close friends and family. The Pooja 
represented my birth and my life from then on.  The Pundit at one point presented me five 
objects, to determine my career and lifestyle. I chose the book, for knowledge. At the end of the 
Pooja, I was gifted with a lot of things including three epic books: Ramayana, Mahabharata, and 
The Geeta. A couple of days later came the actual Thread Ceremony. While walking out the 
door to the venue of the event, photographers took pictures of me and my entire family, which 
would later become part of a book of pictures of the day’s activity. On reaching the venue of the 
Pooja I noticed a sign with my name and the event noticeably placed in the front of the Hotel. 
After everybody’s arrival, my father and I took our position on the platform and the Pooja began.  

There were many special moments during the Pooja that remains etched in my memory such 
as, when I stood up with my Mamu (my mother’s brother) and begged alms from the audience 
chanting “Bhikhyam Dehi” which I learned is a symbol of my attaining Brahmacharya; My Mai 
(my uncle’s wife) feeding me five servings of rice, and so forth. Finally, all the adult males stood 
beside me helping me in wearing my Paita. Finally!! I had my own Paita. Then, my closest 
relatives dressed me up in a dhoti, a crown, and other items. I looked like an “Indian prince”! At 
the conclusion of the rituals, it was time for the reception. 

We went up to our room to rest a bit and have a late lunch. Two of my close cousins remained 
with me. I remember seeing lightning strike outside of the room window. It was as if Gods were 
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blessing me on my important day. I was mesmerized, as I rarely see lightening where I live in 
San Diego. I prepared for the evening by changing from my dhoti to a dazzling blue kurta. I went 
down to the King’s Court with my father and immediately felt the party “vibe”. I was guided into a 
room where, at the end, there was a large maroon chair. I sat on the chair and it seemed almost 
an hour before I got off. Family and friends kept arriving non-stop, taking pictures with me and 
dropping off gifts. By the end, my backpack was filled to the top with rupees. I then decided to 
have my dinner since I was famished. There was so much food and oh all so delicious! Many 
friends and extended family members came to greet me as I ate with my cousins. Finally, one-
by-one the room started to empty until my family was the last few people present. Later that 
night, I lay exhausted, on the bed in my grandparent’s house. My family watched me open all the 
gifts I was gifted earlier that day. I received rupees, jewels, books and even a harmonica! A 
couple of days later, I was wishing my grandparent’s goodbye and promising to meet them 
again sometime soon. Next thing I know, I was on the plane back to America, filled with all the 
good memories of my Bratopanayana. I learned the Paita is a symbol of God. I decided to keep 
it as a part of me forever.  

 

Piyush Sathpathy, 12. Son of Priyadarsini and Sanjoy Sathpathy, Poway, CA 
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TThe Journey, begins with the first step 
 

Priyanka Nanda 
  

Take a step through the snow 
Walk 

Begin your life 
Leaving the past 

To the steps behind you 
Looking back 

To remember the past glories 
And failures 

How to Change 
And grow 

Walk up the hills 
And down the valleys 

On the icy water 
In the bright sky 

And the Dark Woods 
Stop 

Look behind at what you have made 
The steps you have taken 

What you have 
Accomplished in your life 

Your Legacy 
Your life 
Rest. 

_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Priyanka, 11, lives with her parents, Nihar Nanda and Sushree Kar, in Acton, Massachusetts. 
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FFirst place winner in the Meghna Awards - Juniors’ Competition 

 

Silence in My Room 

Rosita Mohanty 

  
Silence in my room 
I’ve always wondered what it’s 
Like when there’s silence in my room 
Now I know how it feels  
When there’s silence in my room 

 
Silence in my room 
When I look at objects 
I start to think 
When I look at the paintings  
They remind me of pink 
 
Silence in my room 
When I look at the books on my 
shelf 

I wonder what I’ll learn today 
When I look at the cabinets under 
the shelf 

I remember what I did yesterday 

Silence in my room 
Looking at the drawers  
Make me wonder what I’ll wear 
When I think about the outdoors 
I think about the warm spring air 
 
 Silence in my room 
I look at the blue duck that stands 
by the door 

And think that she’s my guardian or 
even my best friend 
She watches me go in and out the 
door 
And keeps me cheerful when happy 
times come to an end 
 
This is how it’s like  
When there’s silence in my room. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Rosita, 12, is a 7th grader in Cerritos, California, living with her parents, Sachi and Debasmita 
Mohanty. She enjoys drawing and dancing, and aspires to be an Architect as she grows up. 
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Dreams                                         Sarthak Das 
           Grade-6 
 

 
 
 
I awoke from a dream, 
 
That took me further than I could see 
 
It seemed to be the key, 
 
To my own destiny 
 
Dreams are your own creation, 
 
Starting from your foundation 
 
From candy land, 
 
To superman 
 
Yours can be stupendous, 
 
Because dreams are endless….. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sarthak, 11, lives in Brampton, Ontario, Canada, with his parents Smaran & MItali Das, and sister, Srujani 
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IIf Santa is not real then how do I know if God is real or not? 
 

Shreya Mishra 
 

 
 
Last Christmas, we went for a skiing vacation to New Hampshire. On Christmas Eve, I was 
disappointed that Santa did not leave any presents by the fireside. The previous year also he had 
not given me things that I had asked for, and I was told it was because I had not behaved well. This 
time, however, I got nothing and neither did my brother. Finally my brother told me that there 
was no Santa and that our mother used to buy the gifts for us. So all those hot chocolates and 
cookies that I had been leaving for Santa were always left untouched because he never came? 
That was a shock for me. Even though the evidence spoke for itself, I could not bring myself to 
believe it!  I had been waiting for Santa to get me a brown Labrador puppy, and every year I tried 
very hard to be a better child and study hard. All this was wasted. I will never get a puppy from 
Santa. The previous year, I was told that the puppy cannot tolerate the polar temperatures and an 
open sleigh ride. I know mom will never get a dog because she says my brother and I are too much 
to take care of, and having a pet is not an option, so my only hope was Santa. I felt miserable. 

 
We had 2 goldfish as pets once – I had named them Goldie and Suzie. One of them died in two 
weeks and Dad said that it was because I overfed it. I always thought people died of poverty and 
starvation. I did not realize that too much food could kill them as well. Anyway I felt very guilty 
about it and promised my parents that we should try again and this time I’ll be careful. But they 
did not seem interested and mom gave silly excuses of having to change the water every week. To 
make matters worse, we had to go to Florida to Disney World and mom suggested we ask Jolly 
aunty to take care of the fish. So Goldie was sent away, and a few weeks later we learnt that she 
died as well.  I think this was all because of Grandma, she was visiting us that time and it was her 
idea to send the fish away. It is funny that my brother and I would always call the fish by their 
names, but the adults always referred to them as ‘fish’ - very rude! 

 
So if Santa is not real, then my parents have been lying to me. I woke up my mother and 
challenged her on that. In her usual hysterical tone, she told me what an ungrateful child I was. I 
had received all those gifts over so many years, so maybe it’s time to give them back. I thought 
about my favorite pink kindle and decided that was not such a good idea. Mom seemed pleased 
with herself for having put me in my place and said, “Thank God for all that you have instead of 
asking for a dog every day” to which I quipped without thinking “If Santa is not real, have you been 
lying to me about God as well – Is he real or not?” My mother’s expression changed completely. 
This time her tone was highly apologetic and she said “Of course God is real.” I asked “How do I 
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know? I believed in what you said about Santa only to realize that it is not true, how do I know for 
sure if God is real?” My mother’s earlier confidence was a little shaken and she said “…well some 
things like the air you cannot see but you know it is there and believe” I suggested that I did not 
see Santa but deep from my heart I believed he was real. So maybe it is possible that he be real. 
Dad said my argument was excellent. My sullen brother, who is always a spoilsport, said he is 
amazed at his luck of having such a dumb sister. People outside will laugh if they hear a 12 year old 
believing in Santa. As usual, mom jumped in to resolve the problem.  

 
For the first time she suggested that maybe they are all wrong and maybe Santa does exist. She 
asked me all the things I had asked Santa for this year and I promptly produced my list. Right on 
top was a brown Labrador puppy, followed by more video time, a phone, some milk chocolate 
candies, a new bathing suit, vacation to Hawaii and a few others. Mom said that I was greedy and 
was asking for too many things, and that polite kids did not demand so much. I tried explaining 
that my past experience has shown that you do not get everything you ask, so if you give a bigger 
choice list, chances of getting a few of them were better. I was wondering why it mattered if Santa 
was not real to begin with, when she suddenly flashed a big mommy smile and said, “forget all this 
conversation and let’s go back to the situation when Santa existed” and that a phone and a new 
bathing suit were probably a long enough list. I am good at negotiating. So I said I needed only the 
first item and we can forget the others.  Mom said if we go back to India that is an option but not 
here. At this time Dad had had enough of the conversation and walked out of the room. So we 
settled for one additional item from my list - milk chocolates! I told you I am good at negotiating.  

 
I need to talk to grandma about the dog but I suspect she doesn’t like dogs either. Mom went back 
to serious mood and said we need to pray to God for a wonderful year and God is real and 
everywhere around us we see his creation and miracles. Our life itself is a blessing and a miracle. 
My brother rolled his eyes and said that she was using the word miracle too often. My mom asked 
him – “so do you believe in God?” “yes of course”, he responded without blinking. She turned to 
me and asked – what do you think? I paused, looked at her hard and said “I don’t know because 
I’ve not seen him, also he hasn’t always been listening to me, every time I ask for something and 
he gives it, then I know He exists for sure, otherwise how can I be sure and then some years down 
my life you’ll tell me that he is not real”. Mom knew she was beaten so she gave a sigh and said 
what a difficult and stubborn child I was and that we should get ready and explore the ski slopes of 
the Gunstock Mountain. 

 
So what do you think? Is God real? 
 
Shreya Mishra, 12, is a 6th grader, living with her parents, Anindita Mahapatra & Partha Mishra, in 
Methuen, MA, 01844. She is passionate about Parties, dogs, vacations! And here sure is something 
off the beaten tracks! She wants to be a “Baker - My bakery name will be ‘Sweet Delights’”. Best 
wishes, Shreya!  
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HHonorable Mention – Meghna Award Competition, Junior Group 
 

A Walk Back to the Past 
 

Simoni Mishra 
 
Our world was a naive place once, a long time ago. Yet today, there still is a sliver of hope among 
the discrimination and violence left to change our world. If, and only if, we kindle that fire of purity, 
and bring it back into this world, there is a chance that the levels of suffering will go down. And for 
this to happen, we have to understand our past, and make sure that our mistakes aren't repeated.  
 
Almost 400 years ago in 1619, when slavery had begun, the mindset of the average wealthy 
European was that those with a light skin tone were far superior to those who had rather darker 
ones. Nowadays, most of us would agree that whatever those people were thinking were out of their 
minds. Take Mr. Barack Obama. He is our president, not to mention the first ever African-American 
to become the President. He may not be the best president to ever live in the White House, or in that 
case George Washington, however, he sure did do a fine job. He kept our country up and running, 
and that itself, believe it or not, is a herculean task to carry on your shoulders. If not Mr. Obama, then 
let’s take Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. What did he not do for the freedom of his own people? For 
Pete's sake, he went to jail for them. He was a leader, and he worked for the common good. Even 
though he had 2 sons and 2 daughters, not to mention a wife, he decided, along with them to risk 
their safety for the safety of everyone else. Despite how ridiculous this sounds, still today, there are 
people who believe that what had happened before was right. People do all sorts of crazy things 
today, and we are used to it. It's like saying that someone with blue or green eyes would be 
considered inferior to someone else with brown eyes.  
 
Another horrific time in our history was the release of the atomic bomb of World War II. The purpose 
of the atomic bombs in Japan was to end the war quickly, and maybe it worked. However, the 
actions of people during that period in time set me off. First of all, the US claimed that lives were 
saved. Perhaps they didn't see the destruction that only the 1st bomb did to Japan since all they did 
was drop the bomb from a long distance. When both of the bombs were combined, they took a total 
of at least 129,000 people. Second of all, before dropping the second bomb, a mere 3 days later, 
they had given Japan the option to surrender, as they had done many times before, yet its pride 
destroyed the country. The US warned the people to stay clear of the cities because "they didn't want 
to hurt the people, they wanted to kill the infrastructure." If so, for the first bomb, why had they not 
warned the people of what was coming, and why had they purposely dropped it at 8 in the morning?  
 
We all make mistakes, regardless of the size, at one point, or another. What matters is how you 
approach them and what you walk away with in the end, not the mistake itself. History is going to 
repeat itself, either the good times or the bad ones. And if we don't be careful, the consequences are 
going to be much worse than before. Take the minority of the Muslim population that we think of as 
bad. It only takes a very small percentage of their people to make a drastic mistake, and for probably 
the rest of their lives, the majority who are good will be thought of as terrible people, equivalent to the 
people who unleashed death and horror. Think of their lives, everyday being misjudged by someone 
or the other. Some people walking past them, giving them skeptical looks, or even an angry stare. 
Even in the wars in Iraq, it is likely that we will make a mistake. When bombs are dropped there, the 
targets are the terrorists. However, if a civilian is nearby, it is likely that he or she will die. Not only is 
it that the people who didn't do anything to deserve to suffer, but so did the terrorists. I acknowledge 
that for most of our life, we have been told that there is a good side, and a bad side. However, that is 
not usually true. Some of the fighters only do so for their family, so that when their service is over, 
their family will receive the money.  
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Now, there really isn't a point to pointing out mistakes from the past, but there definitely is a point in 
correcting those very mistakes now. So how do we fix it? The 2 simple words respect and 
understand. That's it. That is what you can use to fix things. Showing everyone that it doesn't matter 
what their skin color is and understanding situations in which people are in. Compensating for past 
mistakes will work out in the end. We are the next generation, and we have to begin to change the 
world for the people who will come after us. We have to fix problems from the past with the hope that 
they will continue after us. History is important indeed. 
 
Simoni, 11, is a 6th grader, lives with her parents, Leena and Bimal Mishra, in Rockville, Maryland. She 
pursues hobbies, such as, dancing, singing, reading, and drawing. She wishes to excel in Math and Sciences 
when she grows up. 
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““Bapa” 
 

Sonok Mahapatra 
 

 
Where is my guardian? 
Soft hearted giant, 
The strong protector. 
 
The dad of six children, 
The giant of my dad’s old house, 
The drive for me and my other roots. 
 
When I am down he lifts me up, 
Shows no weakness even through old age. 
 
He is not close to me at all, 
Not in America or this continent… 
 
But in the coast of India. 
He is thousands of miles away, 
 
Close in my heart but far away, 
He is the protector of me and many others. 
 
The Dad of my dad who takes care of me. 
 
But emotionally or physically can’t go… 
For his injuries, 
And his sons and daughters all stay with him. 
 
But I understand he can’t go, 
He grows closer in my heart. 
 
And I will always remember him  
As my guardian and protector. 
 
Poetic Form was inspired by Tonye Garter’s “Bison” and Margret Walker’s Lineage.” 
 
 
Sonok Mahapatra, 11, is a 5th grader, who lives in Stamford, Connecticut, with hi parents, Tamasa and Saroj 
Mahapatra. He is passionate about Nat Geo (Spelling Bee?), and building Lego structures. He wishes to be a 
scientist growing up. 
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SShould we continue to follow our age old rituals in this century? 

 
Sidhanth Mishra 

 
One day my mother said in a tone of urgency that we needed to go to India in 
December to get my thread ceremony done as all my younger cousins were 
getting theirs and I was now of age. I was not sure what a thread ceremony 
was, so Mom explained that we are Hindus and Brahmins in particular, and as 
per ritual this needs to be done. If my grandfather were alive, he would’ve 
definitely wanted it done on time and the only inconvenience was that I would 
have a piece of thread across my body and in due time I would get used to it.  

 
I suddenly remembered the pieces of strings hanging from the side curtain rod 
in my parent’s bedroom that my mom had never bothered to throw away even 
though any form of mess gets on her nerves. I asked if that is what it looked 
like. My dad said that he had his ceremony pretty late in life. In fact just before 
his wedding because it was necessary for that ritual to happen before the Hindu 
wedding rituals could proceed. Because of that he did not quite get used to 
wearing it and would remove it while taking a bath. One day the thread became 
so entangled that the only option was to just hang it. My sister and I burst out 
laughing. Dad appeared a little embarrassed. Shreya, my twin sister always 
comes up with bizarre questions. She asked that if dad did not get married or 
maybe married a non-Hindu this would not have been necessary at all. Dad 
thought for a minute, smiled brightly and said that could’ve been avoided.  

 
My sister loves parties and celebrations and quickly changed her stance. She 
wanted to know how many people could be invited and what kind of food there 
would be and if cake and desserts are allowed. Mom said she has never seen 
more ignorant children. Dad supported us by saying we do not get the necessary 
exposure, so it’s fine to ask these questions. I was more curious on whether it 
was just like a birthday celebration or some prolonged ritual that has many 
steps involved. My mother finally said that I needed to remain on an empty 
stomach until about 3 pm sitting near a fire! Ideally my hair should be shaven, 
and ears pierced apparently for scientific reasons. I cried out,  “No way, I’m not 
a girl and even if I could tolerate the pain I don’t want my friends to laugh at me 
for having my ears pierced.” My sister showed me her 2 earrings and said what 
a sissy I was. Since my hair grows very fast - in 3 weeks or so, my hair would 
be back to normal in no time, but if I went to school with my head shaven clean, 
the teachers and students may believe I’m undergoing treatment for cancer. 
That would be very embarrassing and I cannot possibly miss school for so long.  

 
Mom agreed that modern times requires changes to rituals, so we could just cut 
a little hair lock and just touch the needle to the skin. I felt relieved on hearing 
this, but my sister who can never resist a bad comment piped in – if you do not 
follow the rituals the way they are meant to be then why partake in a thread 
ceremony? My mother looked at her tiredly and said she did not have the energy 
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to argue. That night we got together and phoned my grandmother in India and 
told her our plans. My mother had expected approval and consent from the 
other side but was left speechless when grandma said, “Do you really believe in 
those rituals? Does Sidhanth even understand what being a Brahmin means? In 
this modern world does it make sense to pursue these traditions and rituals just 
for the sake of it?” Even before my mom could answer, my sister was trying 
hard to stop my grandma because it meant no grand party plans. Mom was 
definitely confused. She said that rituals help bring the right “emotions” and if 
we all stop following these rituals then maybe our culture will die. Grandma 
laughed out loud and said cultures evolve over time and Hinduism was too 
resilient to die out. We should have a thread ceremony not because we are born 
into a Brahmin family but because we lead a Brahmin way of life where there is 
discipline in what you eat, what you wear, what you say, and how you conduct 
yourself. She added sadly that we have become slaves of this modern world and 
if we want to just keep the tradition, we should do it in a low key fashion in the 
local Hare Ram Hare Krishna temple.  

 
Mom put the phone down and was quiet for some time. Then she said, “I can’t 
believe how open-minded your grandmother has become and how rational it all 
sounds now.” I asked, “What does being a Hindu or a Brahmin mean?” Mom said 
we better check it out on Google. So we huddled around a laptop and typed 
“Hindu”, it came back with “follower of Hinduism”. We typed “Hinduism” and 
learnt it is less of a religion and more a way of life. The concept that a part of 
the divine is in all of us was new. We already knew about karma and 
reincarnations. So we moved on to what is a ‘Brahmin’ and got “Brahmins 
traditionally were responsible for religious rituals” to which we all grinned as we 
had gotten a good dose of rituals for the day and I agreed that it is not 
something that I would like to make a career of. However another definition said 
that a Brahmin is “someone who is good and virtuous, not just someone born 
into priestly class”. This time we exchanged glances and mom said that this is 
the definition grandma was referring to and that irrespective of our birth family, 
leading a ‘Brahmin’ way of life is what we all should strive for. 

 
So that was the end of plans for my thread ceremony and my sister’s mind 
blowing party plans! 
 
 
Sidhanth Mishra, 12, is a 6th grader, lives with her parents, Anindita Mahapatra and 
Partha Mishra of Methuen, Massachusetts. He is a Black Belt in Karate, good at tennis 
and also plays piano. He aspires to become an aeronautical engineer when he grows up. 
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TThe Majestic Snowy Owl 

Sulagna Dash 

 

Oh, how majestic the Snowy Owl is! 

As it flies as a white blur in the breeze 

With its great, big, pure white colored wings 

And its soft nice voice which always sings  

 

Its yellow eyes so powerful, so sharp 

Its black beak curved to preserve the bark 

Its wings so big, so great, so wide 

Its feathers so beautiful, a pale, pearly white 

 

How sharp are its talons, as it grabs its prey 

Or its face as it shouts, “Go Away,” 

The male calls loudly, “Prek, Prek, Prek,” 

As the female hoots softly, “Clap, Krek, Krek,” 

 

The wind whistles softly, as the Snowy Owl flies by 

The Arctic so cold with no one to say, “Hi,” 
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But as clever and smart as the Snowy Owl may be, 

When it migrates to a place, where cold is history 

“Crack, Crack,” Hoot, Hoot, a chick is born 

As its mother hurries to get it mice and corn 

Thick plumage for adapting begins to bloom 

For the cold’ll come soon, maybe even ‘round noon 

 

Oh, yes majestic’s what the Snowy Owl is 

As it never messes up, or does it sneeze 

With everything it does from threatening to protecting 

We know it’s the best from everything we’ve been seeing. 

 

Sulagna, 11, is a 5th grader, living with her parents, Pratap and Bijayalaxmi Dash, in Germantown, 
Maryland. She loves to read, participate in Odia dramas, and sing classical music. She has a little 
brother named Subham. 
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THE YOUNG & TALENTED WRITERS IN THE AGE GROUP OF 13 TO 18 
YEARS 
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(Painting on the segment header is a reproduction of Water Color contributed by the artist, 

Dr.Kalyani  Padhy) 
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HHome 
By: Neha Panigrahi  

The happiness that I feel when I board a 16 hour plane ride, 
The feeling of peace and calm that I would get when I would rest my head in my 
grandmother’s lap, 
The fresh roti and subji that my mother and Mousi would cook for us every night, 
And then eating all together as a family. 
All the ghanta, dalma, kanji and bhaja, that we would eat, 
Not to forget the sweets, like kakara, chakuli and kheeri. 
Hearing my mother sing Odia songs with her sister, 
When all of us would cram onto to a bed and play cards all night, 
And the happiness that I would feel when I laughed with my cousins. 
When my didi would do my hair in braids, the same way she does for school, 
Or when she would cover my hands with intricate designs using mehndi. 
The love and affection that I would receive from my Aunts and Uncles. 
When we would cross the road with leftover coins in our hands, 
To the pan shop to buy candy,  
When we would ride a rickshaw or scooter, 
To go shopping for Indian clothing and jewelry, 
And my mother would take me to see places from her childhood. 
Waking up early in the morning from the honking on the streets. 
The idea of leaving India was too sad to even think about. 
And that’s how I knew India would always be my home. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Neha Panigrahi, Grade 9, lives with her parents, Manorama and Bhaskar Panigrahi, in 
Southborough, Massachusetts, U.S. 
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33rd Place in the Meghna Award – Seniors Group  
 

THE CHOCOLATE 
PONYTAIL 

Arushi Nayak 

They used to play Mario cart, but as they grew, they graduated to Fifa, Call of Duty, and Halo. 
The glow of the seizure inducing screen illuminated their faces, twisted into expressions of 
competitive concentration. Her tanned legs were thrown carelessly over the back of the couch 
and her chocolate ponytail swung from side to side as she leaned in the direction her avatar 
turned in. Whenever he missed a shot, she would elbow him in the side and then his dimples 
would deepen as he put on a twisted grin and playfully shoved her back. And then when they 
finally decided to finish their homework, he would run his fingers through his chestnut hair and 
slyly throw her an insult about her gaming skills that was dripping in sarcasm. She usually 
replied with a sigh and commented on his last test score, and they were usually about as high 
as an airplane flies, before it takes off. But as always, he would just shrug it off, open his 
biology textbook, and plop down right next to her on the couch. 

But that was all seven years ago. With a sigh, he stared at the man he saw in the mirror. He 
knew this man, but he was different from the teenager he saw many years ago. This man had 
slightly darker hair, a more pronounced jawline, a bit of stubble that he would soon need to 
shave. This man was fresh out of college, two months into a new job, and he had a whole 
different perception of life. 

Glancing at his watch, he quickly buttoned up his shirt, threw on a fresh blazer, swung his bag 
over his shoulder, and finally stepped out into the crisp autumn air. He took a deep breath and 
started to walk over to the metro stop like he did every morning. He was saving up to buy a 
car, but he had to pay off his student loans first and that would take a while. As he arrived at 
the stop, a yellow blur on the passing train told him that this wasn’t his rout and he could rest. 

As the train passed he saw someone, someone he hadn’t seen for a long time. The sight of 
her was enough to trigger a rush of memories to flood his head. Suddenly, his mind was 
racing with all the conversations they had together, the jokes, tears, and glee they had 
shared. He could feel her soft hand holding his, he could smell the aroma of her hair, the 
sound of her twinkling laughter. He could see the same spark in her eyes, the spark that he 
had seen so long ago. 

But as quickly as the first train had passed, another took its place, shaking him out of the 
daze he was frozen into. He started frantically running from side to side, trying to find the door 
she would step into, if this was her train that is. Then he saw the flash of a black jacket, a 
swish of a chocolate ponytail. He scrambled to find the closest entrance to the train and when 
he finally found one that few people were using, he swung himself in, throwing back a rushed 
but sincere ‘sorry’ and he was finally inside. The odor of caffeine in the atmosphere was so 
strong that he was suddenly craving a cup of steaming hot coffee. He shook away the thought 
and started hurriedly searching for the girl, who could be anywhere by now. Suddenly, as the 
train started moving, he stumbled backwards and he had to grab one of the sleek metal bars 
to keep from falling over completely. As the pole chilled his palms, he turning his head 
frantically, trying to locate her again but to no avail. She was gone again, after so many years. 
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As the train screeched to a halt, he peered out of the windows with one last hope that she 
would be out there. A flash of a blue skirt gave him another chance, and he hurried out of the 
train, squeezing through the crowded aisle. As he finally stumbled out of the train, a cool wind 
embraced him and he started running, running like he had never run before. He was an 
Olympic runner, sprinting towards the finish line, oblivious to everything else around him. His 
backpack thumped on his shoulder, his shoelace was coming lose, but he wouldn’t stop, 
nothing could make him stop before he reached her. 

He finally reached her. All of his life seemed to be leading up to this moment. There weren’t 
just butterflies in his stomach, there were moths, dragonflies, ladybugs, all dancing and 
fluttering around inside of him. He drew in a deep breath and reached out, placing his hand 
on her shoulder. 

“Abigail?” 

She turned around and to his horror, he saw someone else. The hazel eyes, freckled face, 
long nose, all made his world crash down silently around him. He wanted to scream, scream 
so loud that beings in the farthest reaches of the universe would turn their heads to hear his 
howls of agony. But he did no such thing. 

He simply apologized to the woman, who by now had a marbled look of confusion and worry 
on her face, and walked away. 

This was the third time this had happened this month and like always, he would drink his 
worries away, and dream dreams of a chocolate ponytail. 

 

========================== 
Aarushi, 13 year old daughter of Siddhartha & Anuranjita Nayak, is an 8th grader at Lanier 
Middle School in Houston, TX. She learns Indian classical dance, started with Bharatnatyam 
at the age of 5 and now into Odissi. She is in school swim team and plays violin at school 
orchestra. Other passions are sketching and composing on piano. 
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WWhat Really Matters 
Aman Mohapatra 

 

In life, people come, and people go. Yes, there may be people who stay for a long time, but at 

one point in your life, they must go. By choice or by faith, there will only be one person who will 

be with you forever, and that is you. So what really matters? The answer to that question is to be 

content in life. That means providing yourself with elation before giving it to others. Now that 

doesn’t mean that you forget about others. That doesn’t mean that you turn selfish and only 

think about yourself. That means that in the long run, you are happy with what you have done.  

 

Many people find joy in helping others, and that is a great thing. However, putting others before 

yourself is a mistake that you can never take back. Giving up your happiness in the expense for 

others’ is horrible for you and your mental health. Some may argue that parents do that to 

benefit their children, but they do it for the cause to make them prosper. A parent’s joy comes 

out of their children’s success. Though this is a true scenario, many things need to be done on 

your own, for you to feel satisfied. 

 

Being happy with who you are does not mean you need to have materialistic objects. Having a 

million dollar home with a few hundred thousand dollar cars may leave you as unsatisfied as a 

poor man who has nothing to live for. These valuable objects have little to no meaning when 

talking about true happiness. Of course, who wouldn’t have a smile on their face when they 

wake up to everything they ever wanted as a child. But in time as stated before, those objects 

will not matter. The actions that you take and the words that you speak can have positive 

development on you that no amount of money can compare to. The happiness that truly matters 

come from what you do as a person, and the goals and dreams that you have accomplished, not 

the effects of your achievements.  

 

A controversial topic that people struggle with is other people. One may have a passion for an 

activity or hobby, but they may be put down by their friends, family or even society. Prejudice is 

also another factor that is a deal breaker to many. But once again, there is only one person that 

you should care about when making these decisions. And if you haven’t guessed it already, that 

person is you. Life is too short to wait for events to happen. If you truly have the desire to pursue 

an objective, then there is no time to waste to fulfill it. Time is a resource that cannot be taken 

back, so not aspiring to obtain your wants because of what someone said is a mistake. The sad 
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truth is that there will always be people to bring you down. But on the flip side, nobody said you 

had to listen to them. If someone is trying to help you for the better, then by all means take their 

advice. But making your own decisions will not only make you stronger and more independent, it 

may gain you some pleasure.  

 

In conclusion, carrying out your lusts and desires may be the most important thing that you do. 

Always helping others, striving for materialistic items, and being influenced by anyone can 

restrict you from being as happy as you can be. There are numerous occasions where you may 

help others, or satisfy your temporary wants. But having the regret of not accomplishing 

something that could have easily attainable is something that may lurk with you forever. So the 

next time you want to retrieve a goal of yours, stop to think about what you want, and then do as 

you please.   

 

Aman is a 9th grader who lives with his parents, Prabhat Mohapatra and Yasaswini Mohapatra, 

in NJ. Aman likes to play basketball, spend time with friends and family, and have fun. 
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          HHonorable mention – Meghna Award, Senior Group 
 

Four Seasons 
 

Debanshi Nikita Chowdhury 
 

 
 

Snow Falls at 12:00 midnight 
What a delightful sight 

We celebrate New Year with a freezing frosty day 
Then in the misty morning kids play 

By midafternoon, the snow peacefully glistens at the sun 
At home, kids tell their parents, “Oh what a fun!” 

By night, the gusty wind roars up at the snow 
Making the sound of a cow 

January goes by and February arrives 
The snow is still alive 

The slushy white powdery snow 
 

People wait to see; will they have six more weeks of snow or an early spring 
Eager to hear the beautiful birds sing 

They don’t want to see the slushy white powdery anymore 
They want to have the spring showers pour 

How long will they survive in the cold? 
When they want to see the spring’s gold 

Animals waiting to wake up 
To welcome the spring by saying, “Sup!” 

Gradually, the days get warmer 
And the sun gets stronger 
Let’s say Hello to Spring! 
Now their ears will ring 

When they hear the birds sing 
Flowers start to bloom 

Giving the world less room 
The sun and rain leave such a delight 
Looking at a rainbow is such a sight 

Pollen is in the air 
Needing to give pollen allergy some care 

The temperature is very bold 
Not so hot or not so cold 

The cherry blossoms arrive 
People go to Washington D.C. to see it live 

Spring keeps the joy in the air 
But soon it will leave having some people’s heart to 

April and May go by giving us its spring shower 
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But once June comes by, it’ll give us so much sun power 
Stink bugs will be in the air, everywhere 

Some people won’t be able to enjoy their ripen pear 
This is the relaxing season, summer!!! 

The beaches stay warmer 
People go out to tan 

With some great plan 
Apple picking is best in this season 

For which summer is here for this reason 
Children are active all day and night 

Then when it’s dark, people go out to see the stars in sight 
In this season we have something very special 

An amazing event that gives potential 
Something we all like to call The Orissa Society of America or OSA Convention 

This year it is in Rhode Island 
From July 2nd through July 4th 

Some people come north 
When OSA is over, everyone leave for their home state, thinking sadly, “Why so early!” 

Slowly, July and August end, kids go to their school, for surely 
 

September arrives, giving some people the chill 
Reminding winter will arrive still… 

The green leaves all fall down 
On the ground 

Making preparations for winter 
And causing less splinters 
September says Goodbye 

And October arrives with a little Hi 
Then it comes 

When people hum scary hums 
It’s Halloween!!! 

Some people dress up as goblins that are green 
Or others dress up as witches that are black 

At the end kids arrive home with candy in a sack 
Once Halloween is over, fall goes by 

 
Winter arrives 

Time for the animals in their seasonal sleeps 
And time for us to wear heavy jackets that we keep. 

Holiday lights, holiday season, Christmas vacation, and celebrate New Year! 
 

(In our lives also we go through four seasons. My interpretation – 
Spring is our childhood, the most enjoyable period. Summer is the youth period and initial part of adulthood, when 
struggle hard to establish ourselves. Fall is our matured adult age, when we save for old age, children and run after 

illusions to make more money, property etc. and Winter is the old age, when we try to stay indoors and enjoy thinking 
our past.) 

 
Debanshi, 13, is a 7th grader and is the daughter of Debaki Nandan and Anjana Chowdhury, living in Germantown, MD. 
She loves to dance and swim in her free time. She is an active member in her school’s Student Government Association. 
She has set a number of goals in her life. Some of them are to be a world famous dancer, scientist, brain surgeon and 
finally The President of the United States of America.  
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OOdisha: Through My Eyes 
 

Amisha Paul 
 
This weekend, over one thousand people have gathered in Rhode Island for OSA 2016. We have people 
from all walks of life from all across the United States, many of who have traveled across the country to 
attend this convention. Some have even flown overseas to be present at this weekend's event. But what 
is the motivating factor for all of these unique people to congregate here in Rhode Island this weekend? 
A couple months ago, I sat down and asked myself the same question. Why were so many people 
coming together, without an incentive, without any profit? What did all these people share that I just did 
not see? After talking to a few of the attendees, I came to realize that the one thing that connected all of 
these people was their love for their motherland and culture: the great state of Odisha. To get a true 
understanding of this love, I decided to do my own research. 
 
Since, language is one of the main pillars to a unique society; I decided to start my research by looking at 
the history of the Odia language and by looking at some of the greatest works of Odia literature. Odia is 
the only Indo-European language of India other than Sanskrit and is the sixth Indian language that has 
been conferred as a classical language. Odia literature dates back thousands of years and has changed 
a lot through the ages. In the 15th century, Sanskrit was the language of the upper-class in Odisha while 
Odia was the language of the commoners and Untouchables. The first great Odia poet was Sarala Das 
from the 15th century, who translated the Mahabharata. This translation has since provided subsequent 
poets with the necessary foundation for national literature. He also wrote the Chandi Purana and Vilanka 
Ramayana. Since Sarala Das had no formal education and did not know Sanskrit, he was given the 
name Shudramuni, or seer from a backward class. Another great poet from a similar time period was 
Balrama Dasa, who is considered the senior-most poet in the Age of Panchasakha. He wrote a very 
famous Purana called the Laxmi Purana. In this Purana, the Goddess Lakshmi visited her devotee Shriya 
who was a scavenger low caste woman. Because of this, Balarama, the elder brother of Jagannatha 
(Lord Vishnu) got angry with Lakshmi, and she was turned out from Jagannatha Temple of Puri, one of 
the four most sacred place places of pilgrimage for the Hindus. Lakshmi leaves the temple, and avenges 
the insult by cursing her husband and elder brother-in-law to go through a prolonged ordeal without food, 
water or shelter. Interestingly enough, it has been cited as perhaps the first attempt in India towards 
feminism and casteism. The Purana describes the social structures and gender inequality persisting in 
the society. It is also a protest against male hegemony. Throughout history, Odia literature has thus been 
a forefront of new ideas for India.  
 
Another pillar to a culture rich in heritage is their music. Odia music is thousands of years old and is 
made up of many different categories. Sambalpuri music and dance, which comes from the city 
Sambalpur, is very popular throughout India. Recent pop culture adaptations of some Sambalpuri songs 
have given the music an international platform. Dance music is also another big portion of Odia music.  
Based on archaeological evidence, Odissi dance is the oldest surviving dance form in India. The Odissi 
dance tradition originally existed in three schools: Mahari, Nartaki, and Gotipua. Mahari were Oriya 
devdasis and they performed for Lord Jagannath inside the temples. They were considered the wives of 
Lord Jagannath. The Gotipua tradition originated from certain groups of people disapproving of women 
dancing. Thus, boys would dress up as girls and were taught by the Maharis.  Nartaki dance took place in 
royal courts for the pleasure of royalty. Although the roots of Odissi dance were religious, it has changed 
throughout the centuries into also being a form of entertainment for the general public. However, during 
the British Rule, this form of dance nearly went extinct, only to be revived by a few gurus after 
independence. Similarly, Odia music has changed throughout the years. It has been influenced by 
Hindustani classical and recent music has been influenced by Western pop culture. Odia music is truly a 
style of music that maintains its own identity while adapting new styles of music. 
 
A region's festivities are also a connecting force between its people. In this way, Odia festivities are an 
important pillar to Odia culture. Odisha has many festivals, among which are Ratha Yatra, Diwali, Kumar 
Purnima, and Raja. Ratha Yatra is a festival in which the deities Jagannath, Balabhadra, and Subradhra 
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are moved from their home in the temple to their Aunt's temple. They are carried in chariots, or Rathas. 
Interestingly, the English word juggernaut, which means a huge and overwhelming force, has its roots in 
the word Jagannath and the force of His chariot during Ratha Yatra. Diwali, or the festival of lights, is 
celebrated all across India. In Odisha the day starts with drawing Rangolis in front of the house. The 
Rangoli is drawn in the shape of sailboat on the ground in front of their house and is filled with items like 
cotton, salt, mustard, asparagus root, turmeric and a wild creeper. Festivities continue throughout the 
day. After dusk, diyas are lit and all members of household gather for lighting Kaunria (pith of the jute 
plant). Kumar Purnima is a festival that is mostly unique to Odias. It marks the end of the monsoon in 
Odisha. On this day, girls wake up early for a purificatory bath and don new clothes. They fast all day, but 
the day is filled with celebration. All of the girls dance and sing, and games such as Puchi Khela are 
played. A delicacy called Chanda Chakata (made of khaee, jaggery, banana, coconut, ginger, sugarcane, 
talasajja, cucumber, ghee, honey and milk) is laid out in the shape of a half moon. After being offered to 
the moon, it is enjoyed by all. Another festival, called Raja, is a four-day-long festival that inaugurates 
and welcomes the agricultural year all over Odisha. During the festival, women are given a break from 
household work. Unmarried girls wear new clothes and put Alatha on their feet. All people abstain from 
walking barefoot on earth. Many different pithas, such as podapitha and chakuli pitha are made. Girls 
play on swings tied on tree branches while aged ladies play cards and Ludo. Many villages organize 
kabbadi matches among young men.  Odia festivals are so diverse, fun and colorful that any person that 
has experienced any of these festivals has very fond memories. 
 
Odisha is also world renowned for its ancient architecture and temples. The temples of Odisha are in the 
Indo Aryan Nagara style of architecture, with distinctive features specific to this region. Odia temples 
attract tourists from all around the world. Some of the best known are Jagannath temple in Puri, the 
Lingaraja Temple in Bhubaneswar, the Konark Sun Temple, and the Maa Tarini Temple in the Kendujhar 
district. Odisha is also well known for its Udayagiri and Khandagiri Caves. Northeast of Cuttack, about 10 
miles from Bhubaneswar they were carved out as residential blocks for Jain monks during the reign of 
King Kharavela. These attractions attract tourists from all over the world. 
 
But perhaps the one thing that truly connects all Odia people is our palate. Odisha has a culinary tradition 
passed down through the centuries. The kitchen of Jagannath temple, in Puri, is known to be the largest 
kitchen in the world. It has about one thousand chefs cooking on 752 wood-burning clay stoves, also 
known as chulas. This kitchen feeds over ten thousand people a day. Similar to the music and literature 
of Odisha, Odia food has also been influence by external cultures. One of the best fusions of North and 
South Indian food can be found in Cuttack. This dish is dahibara-aloodum-guguni, a combination of flavor 
that is sure to entice anyone’s taste buds. Pithas are also a trademark of Odia cuisine. Some examples 
are Poda pitha, Arisha pitha, kakara pitha, haladi patra pitha (enduri pitha), manda pitha and chitou pitha. 
Mudhi, or puffed rice, is also an integral part of every Odia household. In addition, because of Odisha's 
extensive coastline, seafood is a big part of Odia cuisine. Some other popular dishes are pakhala, badi 
chura, baigana poda, and saga bhaja. Odia cuisine is so rich and unique that it is the pillar that we have 
the hardest time living without. 
   
 As a fifteen year old high school student born and brought up in the United States, I have not 
been able to fully experience the immense history and beautiful culture of Odisha. Through this 
convention, however, I have been able to feel a small part of the love that the adults feel for their 
motherland. I have been able to see and understand why my parents say the word Odisha with such 
pride. I have come to realize that no matter what happens or where life decides to take me, my love for 
Odia culture is what will keep me connected to my roots. Since I have reached this epiphany, I urge you, 
regardless of your walk of life, to never forget where you have come from. To the youth attending this 
convention this weekend, I encourage you to always remember the world your ancestors have influenced 
and held close to their hearts. I encourage you to never try to hide your culture, but instead promote it as 
much as possible. Wear the true beauty of our Odia culture on your sleeve. For, as a great person once 
said, "Our culture, our traditions, our language are the foundations upon which build our identity." 
 
Amisha, 15, is a 10th grader who lives with her parents, Malaya and Priya Pal, in Connecticut. She enjoys 
dancing, singing, reading, playing tennis and violin. She aspires to become a neural engineer 
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MMY FRIEND 
 
Ananya Mishra 
 
My friend, she is the one 
Who lights up your life like a sun 
A friend is someone who is loyal and driven 
A friend's a wish granted, a friend's a need given 
A friend is a feeling that you share 
A friend's an adventure that you dare 
A friend is a language that needs not a word 
A friend is a thought that needn't be uttered 
A friend is a blanket on a windy day 
A friend is a rainbow when the clouds are grey 
A friend is consideration, concern and care 
A friend, my friend, is always there 
Ananya, 13, is a 7th grader, enjoys reading and music. Reported by her mother, Pragyan Mishra 
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RReflection of Vanity: The Beauty and the Beast 

Sneha Mahapatra 

 

I leave the warmth of my house and venture into the frigid, wintery evening. Snow is 

steadily falling all around and landing softer than feathers; they fall so softly I barely feel 

them as they fall upon my face. I carefully walk down the steps, completely frozen with 

ice, the cascading ice beautifully suspended in time. After reaching the bottom of the 

steps, I start to wander aimlessly through my backyard, only to end up in front of the 

arboretum. Looking back, I see my footsteps are barely visible, as they have already 

been filled with the shimmering snow. I look back again to see the skyscraper-like trees 

that stand tall and proud never wavering from the bitter cold of the icy wind. However, 

the clumps of snow has formed on the branches of the trees making them droop down 

lower than usual. The forest is trying to tell me not to venture into it, to stop where I am 

and turn back. Yet, the iridescent ice and shine of the snow are telling me to come 

closer and closer.  

 

My feet carry me to a familiar place. In the summer, the emerald pines and  the verdant 

leaves form a path which I always follow. Now the snow has covered the worn down 

path, but it fails to prevent me from remembering the right way. The branches of the 

trees fall lower and lower with each step I take, their arms decorated with gentle glass 

bangles. The usual sight of squirrels running rapidly up and down the trees, the chirps of 

chickadees, and humming noise of the bumblebees are no where to be seen or heard. I 

was alone. Walking along the pathway, I felt myself become smaller and smaller, while 

the forest grow bigger and bigger in size. I walk faster down the path to try to reach my 

destination. My breath instantly turns into fog and then disappears along with the snow. 

Suddenly a cardinal flits past me, taking me by surprise. He uses the wind to carry itself 

above the trees and under the bushes. His cherry colored wings are the most vibrant 

color radiating from the forest. Not stopping for any of the long slumber, they rise and fall 

with the sun, day in, and day out. Soon the cardinal reaches his nest, and disappears 

from sight. Now I am alone, and the sun has fallen past the horizon.  
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Upon reaching my destination I felt calm, quiet and peaceful, as the snow has stopped 

falling. I gazed upon the pond centered in the forest. It shimmers gorgeously with the 

evening sun and produces vast amounts of color, if one looks carefully. As the sun 

begins to set, the pond starts to reflect the night sky. The pond, acting as mother 

nature’s sole mirror, displays millions of stars that twinkle with colors of the sea and and 

the colors of the snow that had just fallen. Its respondent beauty which only mother 

nature can unfold. Not too far away, an oak tree is leaning over the pond, trying to gaze 

into its fathomless bottom. Its twisted and knotted limbs are sprawled all over the pond, 

providing support over the delicate ice. The oak suffocates the pond, suppressing it, like 

a tyrannical king. The tree has no desire to see the stars. The pond can barely hold the 

oak tree’s weight. With each snowfall its weight becomes unbearable. The tree looks at 

its reflection in the ice, a majestic chestnut brown with pure white snow covering him. 

Yet, it fails to see the murky depths of the pond, where the fish move patiently, waiting 

for the warmth to come and for the ice to melt. The fish will then break free while the oak 

will fall into the depths of the murky water, to be long forgotten. 

 

I walk around the edge of the pond, thinking about the disastrous future that lies ahead 

for the majestic oak tree. I turn and walk back home through the same path. Snow starts 

to fall again only this time harsher, each flake stinging my face. I fight though the 

branches that obscure my view, no more intrigued by their beauty and sprint back home. 

I reach back home and allow the heat to swallow me completely. I observe from the 

safely of my abode as the snow swirls around the forest.   

 

Sneha, 17, is a junior in high school. She has a passion for Hindustani Music and anything pertaining to 

Science. Her hobbies include Odissi Dance, reading, drawing, and playing soccer and ultimate Frisbee, 

and Science Olympiad. Her goals include to be happy, to find the universal truth, to rid the world of any 

prejudice, and invent something for the betterment of humankind. Sneha lives in Acton, Massachusetts, 

with her parents, Asima and Sudhira Mahapatra. 
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UUnited we Shall Stand and Persevere 

 

Anwehsa Ranabijuli 

 

We the people of the United States; this first fragment of the constitution 

begins with an iconic pronoun that sinks into the hearts and minds of all  

who hear it. The pronoun “we” is inclusive, equal, and united. Writings 

brimming with vibrancy and meaning like the United States Constitution, the Emancipation 

Proclamation, and the Declaration of Independence all take this pronoun and give it shape in order 

express their purpose and allure to the ears of the people listening, and beckon to those who aren’t. 

The pronoun “we” acts to expunge the walls of separation and the fear of debarment, allowing 

everyone to stand at the same level while speaking. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. shapes the revolution to 

end segregation against men and women of color. He preaches how all men, as articulated by the 

constitution, have the right to freedom and equality regardless of their race. Dr. King advocates for 

how the ostracizing of African Americans has gone unresolved for too long and adamantly states that 

it must end. In his “I Have a Dream” speech, Dr. King vocalizes the cry of the African American 

community and dramatizes the pending issue of segregation while expressing how the people of 

America must stand together if they wish to end segregation and achieve an egalitarian society.   

Dr. King compares abstract nouns to natural elements in order to create a feeling of harmony and 

equilibrium. The natural elements of the Earth work together to keep the Earth functioning in 

equilibrium, similar to how there is a need for unity if a functioning egalitarian society is to be 

achieved. Through this unity, “the heat of oppression will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and 

justice” and all will be equal (King 3). Freedom entails having the right to act, speak, and think 

however one wishes. To be free is to be unshackled; to be cut from the weight of disparity. In contrast, 

oppression entails elongated unjust treatment; to be continuously beaten down and persecuted. The 

articulation of these words allows Dr. King to propose a prominent observation on the current state of 

affairs to his audience. It encourages them to fight for the transformation from tart oppression, to 
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honeyed freedom. Dr. King compares these concepts to the elements of the Earth in order to connect 

commanding concepts to formidable elements. The elements of the Earth are often drastic and are 

very prone to extreme changes depending on the Earth’s condition. Despite this, the elements 

balance their extremes and maintain equipoise. Even when there is a surge of heat or unnatural 

warming on the Earth, the water on Earth tames this heat through its high volumetric heat capacity. 

This ability allows the Earth’s temperatures to stay regulated. Without water’s high thermal inertia, the 

Earth would be extremely warm and it would be impossible to sustain life. Similarly, without heat, the 

Earth’s water and land bodies would freeze over and few to no organisms would be able to sustain 

life. These two opposite elements are very extreme and have oscillating tendencies, yet they work 

together to balance each other out and maintain homeostasis on Earth. Dr. King analogizes 

oppression to heat and freedom to an oasis, connecting powerful concepts to even more powerful 

elements to stress the need for unity in order to reach functioning equality.  

Prior to working towards forming unity in order to reach functioning equality, one must first be aware of 

the segregation and racism that occurs in everyday society. Dr. King phrases the actions of and the 

actions doled out by and to Americans with gothic elocution in order to make the listener aware of the 

distinct “classes” in society and exploit their inequality. In the medieval ages, monarchies were 

prominent and ruled over where a person fell in the social ladder of society. Each social class had 

different responsibilities, and each social class received a particularized degree of respect. In contrast 

to this specification, the founding fathers of America signed “a promissory note to which every 

American was to fall heir [to]” (King 1). By saying that every American was to fall heir to the same 

note, a sense of equality is created through the idea that no matter who you are, as long as you are 

American, you are the legatee to this entreaty. Yet still, the conspicuous phrase “to fall heir to” stands 

out as oddly gothic as it was a phrase commonly used in the dark-ages. Because of the prominence of 

monarchies and social classes in the dark-ages, the phrase “to fall heir to” hints at the separation of 

different groups of people and suggests how, similar to the medieval times, though a “king” might 

issue out a decree to the whole kingdom, in reality the message is only entailed to a small group of 

nobles. By employing gothic intonation in his speech, Dr. King brings the reality of segregation and 
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social classes to the cognizance of the people; implying the fact that despite the fictitious claims of 

equality, the separation between African Americans and the rest of society is undeniably present. 

The transparent equality that has been present in our society since it’s genesis has continuously been 

challenged by people who have ignited revolutions against this fabricated impartiality. Dr. King is no 

exception to this fact as he stimulated the fight against the segregation of African Americans. Riding 

on the tails of Dr. King’s heroism, many other Americans have taken the stand for human rights and 

led their respective rebellions against discrimination in order to achieve equality for all.  By uniting 

together to achieve equality, the American public has seen great strides in human rights and will 

continue to see liberal change as the people of the nation persevere in their efforts to create 

impartiality for all.   
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EElysian 
 
 

           Arya Mohanty 
 
 

 
“Learn to appreciate the things you have before they turn into things you had.” We often take for granted 
things that we otherwise could not live without. Those around us and the people we love; we do not 
realize what we have until they are gone. One has to learn to appreciate the things one has before life 
makes us learn. As our life passes, we constantly think of the future. We constantly ponder about what 
we will do after school, after college, and after retirement. We are persistently anticipating growing up. It 
soon dawns on us that we spent all our time trying to grow up and in the process we forgot to live. It is 
like child's a sprint to adulthood.  Most people in this world go through the actions of life. They wake up 
every morning, go to work, make an earning, have a stable family, perhaps a few parties; a social life. 
You keep telling yourself, ‘I will do it later. I can do that when I am older.’ It is essential to comprehend 
that every passing moment; you are getting a little older. Every second of your life spent is a one more 
moment that you could be saving a life, fulfilling a lifelong dream, or getting once in a lifetime 
opportunities. But going back and saying what if it is not going to change anything. If you want something 
in your life, you have to do it yourself. If opportunities do not come knocking, then build a door. Life 
begins at the end of your comfort zone. You cannot cure cancer from the comfort of your couch. There 
are many obstacles in life. There will always be obstacles. Waiting for things to get easier is a wishful 
thinking. Once you solve one problem, another will always arise. There will always be another mountain 
to move. You have to find the light in the darkness and cherish it. Don’t wait till you are ready. You can 
never really be ready; there is almost no such thing such as completely ready. Now is as good a time as 
any.  

 
We go about life looking for people to look up to. We constantly contrast ourselves amongst those around 
us. “You have to be the best.”  But no matter how hard you try; there will always be someone better, and 
there will always be someone worse. There are and have been many amazing people in this world, 
Martin Luther King Jr., Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson Mandela etc. Everyone has role models; they provide 
inspiration and a reason for life. They will only begin to help when you realize you are not them. We are 
all individuals. You will probably never sing as well as Lata Mangeshkar or lead wars like George 
Washington. You need to stop trying to be them and start trying to be yourself. We all have something 
that makes us exquisite. The world works because of balance. Stars cannot shine without darkness. Be 
truthful, be honest, be inspiring. Most importantly, the only thing you really need to be is yourself, 
someone you would be proud to meet! Be the best version of you that you can be.  

 
The majority of the people in this world fall into two categories, those who complain about the rain and 
those who expect it to change. Those who see the glass half empty and those who see it half full. When 
something bad happens, you have three choices. You can either let it destroy you, define you, or 
strengthen you. I find it best to learn to dance in the rain. We are all made of atoms, whose main goal is 
to reach a state of having a full valence electron shell; to find stability. It is pre-programmed into every 
cell of our body. We crave contentment. Happiness does not mean everything needs to be perfect. On 
the other hand, it means you have chosen to see past the imperfections. It does not come as a result of 
getting something we do not have, rather appreciating what we do have. Albas Dumbledore once said, 
“Happiness can be found in the dark, even in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the 
lights.” 
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What I have learned from my short experience is that life seldom goes according to the plan. There are 
rejections, accidents, and disasters. Things around us are changing constantly. Sometimes all you need 
to do is take a step back, trust, and let go. If “Plan A” did not work, there are 25 other letters in the 
alphabet. Sometimes being rejected is just another way of being redirected. I like to think of life as a test. 
You have this one opportunity of doing something incredible; and if you use it correctly, all you need is 
one chance. All around us, we see labels: Hindu, Christian, old, young, short, fat, white, and black. But 
what is underneath the 2 mm thick layer skin is the same, flesh and blood. We all have 99.9 percent of 
the same DNA. Why do we let these labels and words determine the paths of your lives? Why can girls 
not play football? Why are they too old to get married? Why is she too young to understand? And also, 
why does it matter? Why should, what others think of you, affect your decisions. They are neither living 
your life, nor do they have to suffer the consequences of your actions. In the end, we only regret the 
chances that we did not take. Take risks, take chances; they will help you grow. Do what you want, say 
what you feel. Life is too short to cry over spilled milk; have fun, regret nothing, do not let anyone hold 
you back. You may not have a long time on earth, but you can have a good time. Take everything you 
have, and make it amazing.  

 
Arya, is a 9th grader who lives in Winchester, MA, with her parents, Arun and Namrata Mohanty. She is 
accomplished in singing, dancing – Odissi and Bharata Natyam, and has a penchant for reading. She 
aspires to become a doctor. 
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DDizygotic Cells 

Sarthak Panda 

You guys are twins? and What's it like to be a twin? – For nearly as long as we can remember, 

my brother and I have fielded these kinds of questions whenever we've met someone for the 

first time. Our mutual presence, we found, often inspired a familiar routine of movements and 

inquiries: the curious eyes of our interlocutor would dart from left to right, examining the two of 

us side-by-side, while we patiently waited for more questions, more observations. You're not 

identical, so are you fraternal? Soon enough, I was no longer called by my name, Sunny, and 

my brother was no longer called by his, Som. Instead, we became some known by some kind 

of hybrid of the two: Sunny-Som, or simply "the twins." To the minds of others, we had fused 

into a single entity. 

In a way, though, our reputation for our joint identity was justified: growing up, my brother and 

I were inseparable. As some of our family members surmised, perhaps our intimacy was 

simply due to the fact that we shared our mother's womb, that our dizygotic cells determined 

our bond from birth. More likely, I thought, my brother and I grew close because we dressed 

in the same clothing, played with the same toys, finished each other's sentences and became 

one another's best friend. From an early age, we were introduced to instruments before we 

understood rhythm or melody, but we instinctively fell into synch and stirred something deep 

in one another as the twin musicians on stage. Even before we could read music with any 

degree of sophistication, we recognized when one of us missed a chord, when we should 

improvise, and when we should just keep playing. We always seemed to be on the same 

page, sharing a beat that seemed natural from birth. 

Despite our outward appearances, though, my brother and I discerned our differences with 

greater precision and insight than possible for external observers. In junior high school, for 
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example, I began to understand that my passions for art, music, and community service 

diverged from my brother's interests in computer science and technology. I was always 

amazed when Som could deconstruct and repair our video game console within minutes, 

always explaining that he "just knew" how to put the machine together again. In turn, I found 

that my love of the arts and inclinations toward creativity pushed him to use his talents to 

make his own programs and hardware rather than just study those we bought from the store. 

As we matured and pursued our own avenues of inquiry, it was an incredible privilege and 

advantage to have a friend, confidante, critic, and teammate by my side in the person of my 

brother. Our different personalities—he was reserved but social, I was energetic but shy—

formed our individual perspectives on the world, and these qualities helped us refine our 

views and hone our goals. While he programmed, I researched. While I played piano, he 

sang. We talked and argued for hours about everything ranging from soccer to politics, and 

the more either one of us knew, the more strongly the other would be motivated to learn and 

catch up. 

My brother and I formed a natural team, immersing ourselves in volunteer projects and 

staking our place in the fields of medicine, technology, and service. Being a twin has helped 

me figure out who I am and want to be, even as my brother has also become an integral part 

of my own identity. Like any pair of siblings, we have had our share of fights, but we always 

have a deeper sense that we will always be there for one another no matter what unique 

relationships, interests, or hobbies we pick up along the way. It is this kind of mutual reliance 

coupled with fierce independence that makes our relationship so special and such a crucial 

aspect of my identity today. 

Sarthak, 18, is lives with his parents, Siba and Sonali Panda, in Grafton, Massachusetts. He is 

graduating high school this year. He, like his brother, is also an extremely talented musician. 
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Winner -2nd Place – Maghna Awards, Senior Group 

Volunteering in India – Helping lives through better sight 

Shruti Nanda 

During the summer before my sophomore year, I visited New Delhi, to volunteer for an international 
non-profit organization called SightSavers. Using technology to help others to create a better future, 
empower women to believe in themselves and giving back to my community were some key 
takeaways from this experience.  

SightSavers works to eliminate avoidable blindness and promote equal opportunity for disabled 
people. They fund vision centers, or eye care clinics in various parts of the world. I was given the 
opportunity to work at a Vision Center, where patients come to receive eye check-ups, prescriptions 
etc. 

My task was to generate and showcase patient operational statistics and recommend my ideas on 
how to improve the efficiency of the Vision Center, located in a slum of New Delhi. I was given in-
patient data for the previous months; for example, the number of male patients vs. female patients, 
how many individuals were diagnosed with diseases such as Cataracts, Diabetic retinopathy and 
Glaucoma, and how many males and females were prescribed glasses. I interacted and observed the 
daily activities at the center, analyzed the patient data to find disease trends to create graphs and 
charts, comparing the numbers of patients from each month and then, showcased what I had 
collected, and provided recommendations on how to improve the logistics of vision centers. 

The time spent at the Vision Center was unique and changed my perspective of the world. As an 
outsider, it felt chaotic in the beginning. At one end, there were patients standing under a tree, 
undergoing preliminary eye exams. Another group was standing in line in front of the main facility for 
further check-ups, and others just sitting on humongous rocks waiting for their turn. I was both 
surprised and a bit shocked at the ambiance of the area. I never expected a medical center to be this 
crowded and out in the open. On a positive note; despite the hot and humid days, and standing in 
line for hours, I never heard a single person complain.  

During the day, I spent my time at each of the stations. When observing the eye examinations, I 
found majority of the people were illiterate. The standard eyes check up chart with letters and 
numbers are not useful. The vision care nurse conducting the initial check up used lines as arrows 
asking the patient which direction three lines point such as in letter E. I found the scheme to be 
innovative.  

One day, inside the actual vision center building, I saw close to fifty individuals waiting their turn for 
further check up. I was impressed with the lens meters and microscopes in use, and how efficiently 
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the doctors were handling the patient volumes.  With the help from a volunteer I interviewed few 
patients. Notably, talking to an elderly lady with diabetic retinopathy helped me explain the data 
findings.  She had a rare eye disease usually occurring in women at old age. We talked about her 
condition, and how she was unable to receive surgery for her diabetic retinopathy, because the 
hospital was too far away from her home, and she needed to stay at home, to serve her family. 
However now that the Vision Center was established, she was attending regularly to receive medical 
care, and was very thankful to SightSavers.  

Touring the clinic, I went to another area where patients received glasses. While speaking with the 
physician there, he said that majority of female patients needed glasses. I could not imagine how 
many women were in need of them, but were not able to afford the seventy-five cents for a pair.  

My work for vision center, increased my awareness and made me more sympathetic. I learned the 
social stigma behind glasses, and how although women were in desperate need of them, they were 
still reluctant to wear spectacles because they were self-conscious. These women suffered from other 
eye diseases and often had to sacrifice their eye surgeries because the commute to the actual 
hospital was far, and their duties at home were more important for them. Walking through the vision 
center, like entering into a different world, with new situations and problems to face. I realized the 
opportunities that life has given me are something I should be thankful for. Although these people 
are below the poverty line, I saw that they were still content, and thankful for the benefits they 
received.  

SightSavers has inspired me to join the cause in helping others. I hope to work towards creating a 
better future and encourage impoverished women and empower them to feel their best self.  

Shruti, 15, is a sophomore, lives with her parents, Nihar Nanda and Sushree Kar, in Acton, 

Massachusetts. Besides being an academically high achiever, she has blossomed into a graceful Odissi 

dancer. 
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SSuffocating 
 
By Nistha Panda  
 
 
They teased and tickled the inside of her, 
The crosses of the T’s and dots of I’s 
She swallowed them down as they squirmed and stirred; 
They scratched her throat, they wouldn’t say goodbye. 
  
She wouldn’t let the words escape her heart, 
So they began to pile up in her lungs. 
She couldn’t breathe; the words pulled her apart, 
But she kept them from rolling off her tongue. 
  
She gasped and grasped, no air, nothing in sight, 
With words within her chest, her soul was strained. 
She pushed her words away, far from the light, 
But it was getting hard to stay restrained. 
  
She couldn’t hold them back a minute more, 
She let them sink then sail her words to shore. 
 
 
Nistha Panda,14, is a 9th Grader , Fremont, CA, daughter of Debabrata & Renuka 
Panda. She plays Upright Bass for her school orchestra and Oakland Symphony Youth 
Orchestra. She is also an artist and has won several awards in art /painting competitions. 
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FFlowed away from the Inani* to the shores of Puri 
Debanjan Nandan Chowdhury 

 

 

This poem is from the point of view of Rebati Pani, an Odia girl who had migrated from Cuttack 
to East Bengal (in 1930) with her siblings and parents. She was the daughter of a logistics 
manager. The family was living in Dhaka (presently in Bangladesh), where her father exported 
products to Southeast Asia from Dhaka and Chittagong. These were cities in Bangladesh, in 
pre-partitioned India. This poem describes her bus ride to India in 1947 as a refugee from 
Bangladesh, and how she started gaining sympathy for her native state of Odisha in this specific 
journey. This area was part of East Pakistan from 1947-1971, following the 1947 partition. 

 

It was the morning of August 15, 1947. 

As I was walking up the beautiful valley of my village, 

a flock of jeeps crossed in front of me. 

In those jeeps sat mammoth sized demons,  

Conquering the village, with mammoth sized guns.  

Two minutes later, there was a hubbub of gun shots, 

And I saw tremendous bloodshed, a flood of  

Red water was pouring into the Bay of Bengal.  

There were dead flocks of ilish **, 

Dead flocks of slaughtered lambs, 
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 And my village was blood red. 

Thirty minutes passed, and the beautiful blue 

Skies of the dawn had turned dusty black. 

As I reached home, I saw the dead bodies of my parents, 

Lying on the front porch of my house. 

It felt like being struck by 400  

Volts of lightning. My sister and I 

Raced 2 miles on foot to catch the 

a bus to Kolkata.  

I entered the last bus, and suddenly  

I heard a familiar voice calling my name: 

“Rebati! Rebati!!” It was my sister, who was not  

Able to get on the bus, and she was too late in catching up.  

Traumatized, I prayed mercilessly to Lord Jagannath 

For the first time ever: 

“Thou recalled my grandparents, uncles and aunts in 

my native land of Cuttack. 

Thou recalled the shrines of Puri, the ruins of Konarka.”  

My mind was surrounded in the deep thoughts of  

My home state of Odisha, 

Which I had never considered home. 

Flowed away the Inani* beach and came  

Into the Puri sea beach.  

I was amazed to see all 

The polite and courteous people in Odisha. 

They respected women and all Hindu people. 

After this incident, I started to gain faith  
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In Lord Jagannath, as I believed 

That He was the reason for me being  

Safe in India. 

This was the first time, I realized how 

Proud I am to be an Odia.  

And so I march onward. 

 

*Inani--- A sea beach in Bangladesh 

*Ilish—Most popular fish among Bengali community. 

The Poet Debanjan Nandan Chowdhury is a senior (12th grader) at Clarksburg High School, MD. 
He will be going to University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) in the fall of 2016. He is the 
son of Debaki Nandan and Anjana Chowdhury. Along with writing, his hobbies are travelling and 
acting in plays. He was in the Clarksburg High School Swim team and was the Co-founder and 
President of SMAC-TREC (an entrepreneurship club in Clarksburg High School). Along with 
those, he is in Boy Scouts Troop 489, on his way to be an Eagle Scout (highest and most 
respected rank in Boy Scouts).  
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IIt’s a Distinctive Distinction 
Megha Panigrahi 

 

 
 

AC blowing on my face, hair frizzing in the humidity, this is the place I call my second home. Not India, 

but Berhampur, Odisha. This is where Ma feeds me chakuli every morning and shantula every night. 

Sitting with all my relatives I see the beauty of love and family. You see, this is the only India I have 

ever known. Yes, I’ve been to other places such as Jaipur and New Delhi, but for me, my India was 

here. 

Things are different when I come back to the States. Here, we’re all Indian. Yeah we know who the 

Gujjus, the Tamilians, and the Punjabis are, but there are no Odias. That’s because we’re all Indian. 

We can all sing along to our favorite Bollywood songs, but I’m alone in knowing the Odia songs I used 

to hear in my mom’s car as a young child. I inherited the Odia values and pride of my parents, the 

“Simple living, High thinking.” But whatever unique things I may have experienced were molded to fit 

in with my surroundings.  

My experiences in India were not like those of my friends. I was well aware what life was like in the city 

but they didn’t understand the excitement we felt when we rode our Aja’s scooter to a candy stall just 

to buy one chocolate. They didn’t understand the constant disturbance that were mosquitoes or the 

peace that befell the town when everyone took a break for the afternoon nap. The taste of fried 

machha and street side rasagolas were only for me to know and no one else to understand.  

OSA was able to give me that experience. I was surrounded by people who reminded me of Odisha; 

they spoke like home and acted like family. For the first time I became close with people who went 

from acquaintances I saw occasionally to some of my best friends. It was not just me and my family 

but an entire community. For the first time, I felt what it meant to be Odia.  

 

 

Megha Panigrahi, 16, is in 11th Grade, and she lives in Southborough, Massachusetts, USA, with her 

parents, Manorama and Bhaskar Panigrahi   
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HHow Wonderful It Is 
Ipsa Das 

 

 
 
How wonderful it is to be understood, 
To ensconce oneself by the presence of another 
Who relieves you of the vile burden 
Of having to explain yourself, of having 
To seek for the precise words to describe your emotions, 
Or having to sort out your own feelings from the perspective of others, 
And of the encumbrance of finding no words at all, 
Of being in such a state of shock . . . because some brilliant person 
Has put your demolished ruins back together 
By finding just the right words for you—and you 
Have only to be thankful for something you could not have done 
For words so perfectly arranged cannot come from a victim, 
But from the lips of a witness 
Not words but literate light, in which 
Your unembellished self understanding blossoms. 
How wonderful it is to be understood! 
 

 
Ipsa Das,14years young, lives in Natick, Massachusetts. She is the daughter 
of Himanshu and Kumkum Das and her Devashish Das.  
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A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words 
Parneeta Mohapatra 

 
The moonlight dances across the river, 
The wind whips my hair around. 
I walk around downtown, behind her, 
Admiring the city lights.  
 
The camera shutter clicks, 
A bright background 
Compliments her dark silhouette. 
I found what makes me tick.  
 
Lighting, angles, edits, 
All revolve around 
Taking the perfect shot 
Of something poetic.   
 
She poses, it is dark. 
We find a lighted playground. 
“Take pictures of me here!” she exclaims. 
I laugh, the sound echoing through the park. 
 

Her happiness fills me with warmth, 
With her I am safe and sound.  
The camera shutter clicks, and clicks, and 
clicks. 
I put a timer on for pictures henceforth.  
 
Posing stupidly, giggling merrily.  
The foolishness of the scene astound, 
A passerby judges two teens, 
But we paid no attention cheerfully.  
 
Pointless pictures yet, 
Pictures hold memories otherwise unsound.  
One day she’ll be gone, 
But pictures will not let me forget. 
 
A picture is worth a thousand words, 
I look at the scene spellbound. 
Discerning the meaning  
That I’ll always be feeling. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Parneeta, 16, daughter of Pramod Mahapatra and Sushree Tripathy, lives in Ooltewah, Tennessee. She 
enjoys playing piano and violin. When she has free time, she always finds reading a book or watching 
Netflix. She hopes to become a neuroscientist in the future, while still keeping with her passion for 
photography.  
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AAmbition 
 

Raveena Mishra 
 

I walked up to the bench where we usually meet and sat my backpack on the ground. Looking up at 
the sky I noticed it was a soft grey with hits of light blue, it was subtle and calming. This place was 
calming. However, I was anxious that my friend wasn't here. But as per usual I plugged music into my 
ears and closed my eyes. Music was my favorite thing in the whole world; it always made me feel 
better. I always picked a song that was familiar; I need to know I could always go back to it. My body 
shook from the cold gust, I realized sitting here at Seven o'clock on a windy Wednesday afternoon 
wasn't a good idea. It wasn't a bad Wednesday but it wasn't a great one.  

 
I was sitting and gathering my thoughts, when I heard a loud sound, she was here. She sat her 
backpack on the ground and joined me on the bench. The grey day became greyer as time went on. 
She expelled a deep sigh, and I could tell that she was tired. This was how we spent most of our days, 
relaxing and not worrying about anything. I looked over to her, I saw her tired eyes, and untamed hair. 
I saw how she wore herself out. How she works hard to please the people in her life. I was proud of 
myself to have a friend like her. I liked staying here with her. It made me feel grounded. What can I 
say, she is my best friend. She turned her head towards me, and started talking. She told me again 
about her dream and aspirations, how she had made a detailed plan for her life and was going to 
follow it through. I could see it in her eyes that she was ambitious and I so eagerly wanted to be like 
her.  
 

It was nice; I could still see the trees even at eight. She stood up, and dusted herself off. I picked up 
our backpacks and handed hers back. We walked up the concrete path and began walking home. 
Soon after goodbyes were exchanged, I continued the path, feeling ambitious.  

 
_______________________________________________ 

 
 
Raveena, an 11th grader, lives with her parents, Pradipta and Manasi Mishra, in Okemos, Michigan 
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JJust Keep Playing 
Sanket Panda 

 

As I walked onto the stage, my heart was racing, my mouth dry, and my face hot. I sat on the stool 

and slowly ran my pic over the thick and thin strings, feeling a rush of excitement. All warmed up, 

my fingers sprang into action; I listened as the chords complemented each other at my touch. A 

surge of nostalgia hit me as my hands shifted gracefully along the instrument. The motion was 

familiar as was the excitement. 

 

Guitar came into my life in middle school, a time when I was making new friends and taking on 

more work. During this time of transition, the guitar pushed along a wall in the corner of our 

basement caught my attention. I sat down on the stool and slowly ran my small fingers over the 

frets until I let my hand slip, causing a chaotic harmony to echo through the room. I felt something 

within me shift. My musical journey had begun. 

 

It was my 12th birthday and my uncle gave me a big birthday gift. As I unwrapped the gift, I was 

hoping it was a LEGO or video game but was taken aback to see a “Guitar” – it was a gift I had 

never wished for, and never expressed an interest in! However, to show respect and not hurt the 

feelings of my aunt and uncle, I gracefully thanked them for the gift but deep down knew it would sit 

unused in a corner of a room. 

 

The guitar gathered dust for a long time; my parents urged I take lessons but I resisted. I was 

reminded often that there is a first time to everything and I should at least try. Soon I was enrolled 

in a group lesson but was skeptical from the first day. My instructor’s patience urged me to keep 

strumming with the group; I started to enjoy playing the melody. Slowly, I got into the rhythm and 

started to practice, made mistakes but kept playing.  

 

I have been playing ever since; I have also performed with my brother, family and friends a couple 

of times a year. Even more impressive, I have begun to write and play my own songs as well as 

teach younger students. Today, my guitar has become an integral part of my life and the journey to 

master it began by taking the first step to try, followed by the perseverance not to capitulate. 

 

Now as I performed, I was in a harmonic trance; suddenly I hit the wrong chord.  I felt as though 

everyone in the audience was staring, but I kept playing, carefully creating an arpeggio from the 
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broken chords. I focused. I improvised with the mess I had made, slowly integrating my notes into a 

larger plan.  

 

Years of hard work and perseverance transformed my repertoire from a few idle ditties to numerous 

compositions composed by artists ranging from The Beatles to Maroon 5. As my commitment to 

musical composition grew, simultaneously my interest in technological innovation grew to involve 

my pursuits in community service endeavors. I worked with a group of kids in rural villages in India 

who shared my passion to learn and the creativity to innovate on a grand scale. I feel strongly that if 

these children were to have the same access that I do, then they would become world leaders in 

innovation. During high school, I have used my knowledge of Android ROM building and web 

development to support my school, my community, and other developers, but I would like to 

expand my interest in a way that will have a greater impact on the world. 

 

I am constantly reminded that although there are moments when we struggle and lose ourselves, 

we should always stay positive and focused. Our mistakes are part of master plan. So, it is better to 

always try, keep smiling, and just keep playing. And for now, I will just let that last note resonate, 

knowing that in my own way, I have succeeded. 

 

 

Sanket, 18, is lives with his parents, Siba and Sonali Panda, in Grafton, Massachusetts. He is 

graduating high school this year. He is an extremely talented musician. 
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TThe Silver Lining 
 

Sonali Senapati 
 

 
 

Prologue 
 

The British ruled over India (then Pakistan, and India) for almost 100 years. In 1915, an Indian 
freedom fighter by the name of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was fighting for India’s independence. 
His ideas of peace and nonviolence moved the whole country and the rest of the world. He was 
thrown into jail by the British multiple times for no reason other than peaceful protests. In the 1940s, 
when some Muslim people threatened to secede from India and form a different country, he believed 
he could resolve the problem. In spite of Gandhi’s views, the Hindus and Muslims formed groups. 
There was a lot of violence and bloodshed from both sides. Long time friends were separated. It 
ended when Pakistan and India separated from each other and declared independence from the 
British in mid-August 1947. This is the story of Harleen, a Hindu girl, and Reshma, a Muslim girl, 
unlikely friends, whose friendship was torn apart. 

 
July 27th, 1946 

Harleen  
I skipped through the stalls, stopping every once in a while to glance at earrings or bangles. 

Reshma kept elbowing me every time I lingered too long.  
“Look! Isn’t this pretty?” I asked grabbing at a scarf.  
“Harleen! Hurry up! We have to go home!” Reshma said. She pulled me harder towards my 
house.  
“No! Can’t we stay here for a little while longer?” I asked.  
“No,” she said. “It’s getting dark! We have to be home!”  
“Why?” I asked. She did not reply, and just pulled me harder through the crowd. 
We rushed through the crowd to my house. Reshma lived only a couple of streets from mine. 

As we reached home, I found something wrong. Our oxen wagon was loaded with our things.  
“Biji (mother)? Babuji (father)? What’s going on?” 
Biji’s panicked face came into view.  
“Harleen! What took you so long? We have to leave tomorrow early in the morning!”  
“Why? “I asked.  
“I’ll explain later,” she said.  
“Reshma?” I asked. Babuji usually walked her home.  
“Babuji will take her home. Don’t worry.”  

Reshma 
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Harleen’s father, Jaswinder Chacha (Uncle), walked me home with a worried expression on his 
face. He didn’t talk, like we usually did, but strode forward with a vice like grip on my shoulders. As we 
neared my house, I saw Abbu’s (father) square figure and worried expression. “Go inside, Reshma,” 
Abbu said. I hurried up the steps and rushed inside. The door was a crack open and I heard snippets 
of the conversation. I had only caught the word ‘leaving’ when Ammi (mother) caught me listening. “Go 
eat,” she said.  
Harleen 

Babuji came back quickly. “What happened?” I asked. “Where are we going?” He didn’t say 
anything. Biji answered.  
“We have to go farther into Punjab. We are moving to Boha, were my cousin lives.”  
“Moving? Is Reshma’s family moving too?” I asked. “I don’t want to leave!”  
Biji walked over and gave me a hug.  

Reshma 
“No! You can’t make me go! We are not going anywhere!” I yelled. “Reshma!” Ammi sounded 
exasperated. “I know this is hard! But if we don’t move, we will get hurt! Haven’t you seen what 
happening all around us? There is fighting everywhere! We need to move from here!”  
“Can’t I see Harleen one last time?” I asked.  
“No. It is dark already and we leave early in the morning.” 

Harleen 
I ran out into the darkness, feeling it enclose upon me. I had to see Reshma, just one last time.  
“Reshma?!” I yelled. “Reshma?!”  
“Harleen?!”  
I heard footsteps and Reshma’s face came out behind a house. She had tears on her face. We 

stood in silence.  
“We’re leaving,” I said.  
“So are we,” Reshma said.  
We sat down, on the ground, enjoying each other’s company for what seemed like the last 

time.  
Reshma 

“Reshma.” I heard Abbu’s voice. “We have to go home. It’s not safe here.” Harleen’s Babuji 
was also there. We must have dozed off. Harleen and I stood and faced each other. We hugged for a 
long time. “Goodbye,” I whispered.  
 

AAugust 15th, 1947 
Harleen 

“They’ve done it,” Babuji said, coming home from work with flushed cheeks. “They’ve declared 
independence for India. India and Pakistan are two separate countries.” I was sitting on the ground, 
eating and reading the newspaper. I tried to listen in on the conversation.  

“Will anyone from here be able to go visit Pakistan?” Biji asked. “No,” Babuji said. “After all that 
bloodshed?” 
My eyes blurred and I felt a tear slip down and fall on the newspaper. 

Reshma 
I came home from school early, because I had a stomachache. I knew my classmates wouldn’t 

miss me; I rarely spoke and I didn’t have any friends. I walked past the stalls, only too similar to the 
ones I had walked past with Harleen almost a year ago. I remembered when I’d first met her… 

First day of school! I was excited and scared out of my mind. I was in the 1st grade. Ammi sent 
me to school in new clothes. As soon as I reached school, I sat and pulled out my blackboard and 
chalk. I saw another girl on the other side of the room. She sat tall and confident chatting animatedly 
with all the other boys and girls. I stared at her, thinking about how I would have loved to have that 
many friends. She caught my eyes on her face before I could tear them away. She stood up and 
walked to me. “Are you new?” she asked, crouching near me. I nodded. I was afraid she would tease 
me so I turned my eyes to the floor. Instead I heard “I’m Harleen. What’s your name?” 
 
Harleen 
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I went to bed early that day, because I felt sick. I’d hoped that after things died down, I’d be 
able to see Reshma again. I heard the door open and Biji came and sat on the bed. I closed my eyes 
quickly and pretended to sleep. “I know you are awake,” she said. I opened my eyes. “I know it’s hard,” 
she said. “Not being able to see Reshma again. I know that you were good friends. Your friendship 
was like the silver lining amidst all the negativity. For all of us.” I turned away, not wanting her to see 
the tears forming in my eyes. “Don’t lose hope. You might see her again.” She stayed with me for a 
few minutes, and then left. I closed my eyes, dreaming of happiness and good memories I had made 
with Reshma. 

“Come on Reshma!” I whispered, beckoning at her to come. “Just jump the fence! We’ll only 
take a few mangoes!”  
Reshma was hesitant.  
“But what if the gardener catches us?” she asked. “He beat my cousin black and blue and he’d 
only just stolen one mango!”  
I sighed.  
“The gardener isn’t here right now! Come on! I’ll pull you up.”  
I pulled her up and over the fence.  
“Have you gained a few pounds?” I said, grinning. 
“You’re the one who eats like a pig,” she said, grinning back.  
We walked to the mango tree in the center of the garden. It was very big, and surrounded by 

bushes and flowers. “I’ll climb up,” I said. “You stay down here and keep watch. If the gardener comes, 
give a low whistle.” She nodded. I climbed up the tree and started putting the mangoes into the bag I 
had brought with me. Suddenly, I heard a low whistle. I stopped moving, and sat, stock still in the 
leaves. A butterfly flew out and startled me, sending all the mangoes tumbling out of my bag. I jumped 
down, and ran, alongside Reshma with the gardener right at our heels. We jumped the fence quickly, 
and ran all the way to my house, where we sat outside, panting.  

“That was fun,” I said. “Pity, we didn’t get any mangoes though.”  
Reshma sat down near a tree.  
“I got some,” she said, pulling out my bag.  
It was filled with the mangoes I’d dropped.  
“Sometimes you surprise me,” I said.  
 

JJanuary 31st, 1948 
Reshma 
    I woke up to sounds of crying coming from the other room. Was it Ammi? It couldn’t be Abbu, he 
never cried. I tip-toed to the door and creaked it open. Ammi was rubbing Abbu on his back as they 
listened to the radio. 

“Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi passed away a few hours ago. He was shot three times in the 
chest by a man identified as Nathuram Godse. We express our deep condolences to all listeners and-” 
    The rest of the commentary was drowned out by a sobbing noise. Abbu! He was crying! I had never 
seen Abbu cry before, except when Dadi (grandmother) had died. I closed the door and returned to 
my bed. I knew, of course, who Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi had been. Both Harleen’s parents and 
my parents had taken his teachings very seriously and had talked to me and Harleen about him all the 
time.  
Harleen 
    I woke up very late. I was going to be late for school! I rushed to get dressed, comb my hair, and 
brush my teeth. Why hadn’t Biji woken me up? I went to the kitchen. Biji and Babuji were there, 
talking. “Why didn’t you wake me up?” I asked. Biji and Babuji looked at each other. I noticed now that 
Biji’s eyes were a bit red.  

“You get to stay home today,” Babuji said.  
“Why? I don’t remember us having a holiday today,” I said.  
“It’s no holiday. Gandhi ji (‘Ji’ is added to show respect) was assassinated today.” 

         I’d heard so much about him! I knew so much about him! He had believed he could keep 
Pakistan and India together. Even after we’d separated from Pakistan, I’d always believed that maybe, 
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just maybe, he could join Pakistan and India again. That I’d be able to see Reshma again. How would 
that happen now? 
 

  
April 13th, 1952 

Reshma 
         I came home from the bazaar (grocery store) loaded with food. I walked into the kitchen to put 
my purchases away when I saw my parents talking in low voices. When I walked in, they immediately 
stopped.  

"Did you get what I need?" Ammi asked.  
"Yes," I said, irritably. “What were you talking about?” I asked.  
Ammi threw a glance at Abbu before answering.  
“Your marriage,” she said. “Girls your age are getting married now, and we thought maybe it 

was time to start thinking about it.” (Note: Girls in this time period in India got married really early. 
Reshma’s age (16) would have been considered relatively old for marriage.) She started putting things 
away.  

“Anyone in mind?” she said trying to act casual.  
“No!” I said, astounded. Marriage? Sure, all my classmates were getting married, but I’d 

always thought I would be a little older, maybe closer to finishing my studies. But there was no use 
arguing when everyone was after my parents about my marriage. I thought of Harleen. Would she be 
married? Or would she be going through the same dilemma I was going through?  

We’d been to a wedding once, together. We hadn’t been invited to it though. I closed my eyes 
and relived that sweet memory. 
    One day, coming back from school, we heard loud music nearby. “That sounds like a wedding,” 
Harleen said with a mischievous smile on her face. “Oh no,” I said. “Oh, yes!” she said, taking me by 
the arm and dragging me to the wedding. We snuck in and ate so much in an hour, our stomachs 
bulged like pigs. We danced to the music, and talked to people there like we’d known them for years. 
Or at least, Harleen did. People were her natural environment. She was so outgoing, and I was so 
shy. Soon after, a man helping out at the wedding walked up to us.  
“Who are your parents?” he asked suspiciously. 
Harleen spoke with confidence. “Mr. and Mrs. Singh.”she said.  
“Take me to your mother,” the man said.  
“There she is, standing right there!” Harleen said, pointing to a woman with her back to us. The man 
turned around, and we ran for our lives.  

June 6th, 1952 
 Harleen 

Babuji came home with a joyful expression and a bounce in his step. “I have good news! I have 
finalized Harleen’s marriage with Dr. Singh’s son, Arjit.” he said to Biji. “Arjit is finishing up his studies. 
There is a date set, in two months.” He looked at me with a mixed expression of joy and sadness. “I’ll 
miss you,” he said. I walked forward and hugged him. I thought of Reshma. I would not see her again. 
Reshma 
    The preparations for my marriage were extensive, thorough, and quite boring at some points. Ammi 
and Abbu rushed around all the time nowadays, and I spent most of my time on the roof of our house 
staring up at the big blue sky. I thought about how it would be to have a husband, and eventually 
children of my own to take care of. The past that I had spent with Harleen would be gone. I drifted off 
into my thoughts about my hopes and dreams for my future, and the ghosts of my past.  
    Harleen and I used to sit on the roof of my house. We used to do this often late at night when we 
sneaked out. We stared up at the sky. We talked sometimes, and sometimes we just sat there 
enjoying each other’s company and deep in our own thoughts. One night, we were talking about our 
future.  
    “Will we be friends when we are older?” Harleen said. 
    I looked at her incredulously. “Yes! Why would not we be?” I said. 
    She sighed. “Even after we are married?”  
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    I looked up at the sky. “Yes. I believe in our friendship. Our friendship is too strong, and we are like 
puzzle pieces that fit together quite nicely, I think. I know our friendship can take anything.” 
    Harleen looked at me and smiled. “You are quite the optimist.” 
 

  
Present Times               

Reshma 
    I’d never felt this nervous before! The only thing that kept me going was the faith that I’d be able to 
get my message out there and hopefully Harleen would be on the other end to receive it. “You’ll be 
fine,” my daughter said, rubbing my shoulder. I trembled as I walked into the recording studio of the 
radio station 83.7. A man walked up to me. “You must be Reshma!” he said smiling warmly. I smiled 
back. 
 
Harleen 
    79 years old and I still listened to the radio from 9 AM to 1 PM on Saturdays, without fail.  Would 
something important come up? You never knew. My children and husband got rather annoyed at me 
because of my habit, but I was persistent. The radio chattered on. Same old, same old. This celebrity 
did that, the prime minister did that and then in between there would be people leaving messages for 
their loved ones. How much things had changed from when Reshma and I used to listen to the radio. 
Where had all the melodious songs gone? 

We used to sit in my house listening to the radio. Reshma and I always listened to the music 
programs that came on at 5 in the evening on Sundays. We sang along with popular ghazals, and 
laughed at how bad we sounded. Sometimes Reshma’s Abbu came and sang with us. He had a very 
deep and heavy yet melodious voice that seemed to wrap around us like a pleasant fog did early in 
the mornings. Instead of singing with him, Reshma and I would listen to his voice singing along with 
Talat Mahmood and Noor Jehan. Reshma and I would fall asleep listening to him sing. I’d never heard 
someone sing like he did.   

My granddaughter and grandson were fighting over the television remote. 
    Wait. What? Was that my name? 
    “Ishika! Aryan! Stop fighting! I have to listen to the radio!” I said. 

I heard a frail but familiar voice.  
“My name is Reshma Qureshi. I am here today to talk about my friend, Harleen Kaur.” 
I didn’t believe what I was hearing. Reshma talked on and on about our first meeting, our 

friendship, our memories, our separation, and her hopes and dreams that she would still meet me 
some day. Her voice quavered sometimes but became stronger every time she said my name. Tears 
dripped down my face as I listened in disbelief. Was it really her?  

“Please,” she said. “If you are listening, Harleen, please call me at this number: 5738148918.” I 
picked up the phone and started dialing the numbers in. I dialed the last number and waited. She 
picked up at the first ring. 

“Harleen?” she said. 
“Reshma?” 

 
Sonali Senapati, 14, is an 8th grader, lives in Waxhaw, North Carolina, with her parents, Sameer and 
Gayatri Senapati. She loves to read, sing, and swim. She keeps a goal of becoming a pediatrician. 
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Honorable Mention – Maghna Awards, Senior Group 
 

Stranded Spirit 
 

Srujani Das 
 
I am a spirit stranded in a tree 
I guess ‘tis written in my destiny 
Days and months and years just go on passing by 
I don’t know if ever again, I will fly 
My thoughts are arrested 
I have tried and requested 
But the witch of this isle 
Who dids’t encage me back a while 
Has’t driven away nature’s sound 
And made them drown, deep down 
I miss the beauty, the nature 
The spirits that dost live here 
The smell, the sound 
Everything up and down 
The flow of the water,  
The freedom the honour 
Oh how I miss, freedom 
Send someone with wisdom 
To take the evil away 
Please do not delay 
My servitude and loyalty 
Me dids’t treat her like royalty 
But her hatred and betrayal 
Her fake and painful portrayal 
She dids’t confine me  
And use me, you see! 
If one day I shall be free 
I will let go and just be me 
I will travel and admire 
Watch the elements of nature inspire 
Plant the seeds of nature 
Help them grow and nurture  
Calm the roar of the water 
And move the cool air, make it warmer 
Oh the wonderful things I could do  
If I was free just like you, 
But poor old me 
I’m just a spirit stranded in a tree 
 

Srujani Das attends Harold M Brathwaite Secondary School. She is 16 years old. She enjoys 
playing the piano and reading books. She lives with her parents Smaran Das and Sanghamitra 
Das in Brampton, Ontario, Canada. She also has a younger brother.  
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First Place Winner – Meghna Award, Senior Group 
Manakamana 

 
Aaryana Pradhan Rajnala  

 

 
 
The village was absolutely bustling as people started to close up shop, packing up their wares 
and heading home for the day. Of course, many people were still there, demanding last minute 
discounts from vegetable and clothing stalls and the merchants vehemently refusing, indignant 
at the very idea that people could ask such a thing of men who could barely provide for their 
families as it was. So even though it was closing time, it was just as loud as the rest of the day. 
The marketplace, however, was not what I was looking at; my eyes were locked on the 
golden sun in the background as its light faded slowly. I sighed as I watched it dip behind the 
mountain in the background, taken by its beauty. And then, before I knew it, the sunlight was 
gone, casting the rest of the village in darkness. I’d always wished the sunsets could be longer. 
If only it wasn’t for that darned mountain sitting in the way! 
 
I chuckled softly to myself. If my parents heard me saying that, I don’t know what they 
would do to me. That mountain was far too special to be spoken about like that, for that was the 
mountain upon which rested the Manakamana temple. Legend has it that whoever makes the 
pilgrimage up and prays to the goddess Bhagawati will have their wish granted. But I didn’t 
believe in it. It couldn’t possibly be true, could it? It just seemed so unrealistic to me to imagine a 
goddess sitting up there, waiting for offerings and sacrifices and making wishes come true for 
such a small price. I sighed wistfully, wishing that the sun would come back out. No one, 
goddess or not, could make that happen again until tomorrow. 
Suddenly I gasped as someone tackled me from behind, knocking me from my 
extremely comfortable cross-legged position to the ground. “Aya!” I shouted, more surprised 
than angry as my best friend looked down at me, grinning playfully. 
“Good evening, Lakhan!” she exclaimed cheerfully. Even if I had been mad at her, I 
couldn’t have stayed that way after looking at her, observing every feature, her long black hair 
braided down her back, contrasting against the bright yellow shawl she was wearing over her 
dark blue dress. Her fair skin accented her warm brown eyes, practically glowing as the moon 
rose over the mountain. “What are you doing here?” she asked. “Isn’t it time to go home? I was 
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thinking of staying in the village tonight, but I think I’ll go back home.” 
“Didn’t appreciate that,” I muttered. “Why are you going home? It’s a little late, don’t you 
think?” Aya lived by the edge of the mountain with her mother, which was quite far from the 
village. 
The glee vanished from her eyes as I said the words. “I know, but...Amma….she isn’t 
exactly…” 
 
I frowned, concern creasing my eyebrows. “Aya, what happened?” I demanded, careful 
to speak gently. Why did she seem so delicate all of a sudden? “I’ll come with you,” I offered 
after she didn’t answer. Hesitantly, she nodded her consent, picked up the goods she had left 
over from her day at the market, and we left the village, taking a final look back at the calm, 
peaceful lights behind us. 
 
We walked at a moderately fast pace, both of us wanting to get out of the chill that any 
night brought, whether or not it was actually cold. By the time we reached her house, the moon 
had risen high over the top of the mountain. “Amma,” Aya called softly as she stepped past the 
blanket hanging over the entrance. Their house wasn’t much more than a small hut, looking 
especially small next to the colossal mountain. 
“Aayusha?” a voice called back. “Why are you back...so soon?” The words were slurred 
by sleep, which made sense since it was the middle of the night. 
“It’s almost midnight,” was Aya’s reply. The inside of the house wasn’t exactly anything 
to be proud of. A small wooden chair sat by the doorway, across from which was a small cot, 
the only bed in the house. And upon this bed lay Aya’s mother, looking so...frail. Her skin looked 
deathly pale, her eyes half closed, her hair hanging limply off the edge of the bed. Almost like 
she was… 
 
Suddenly I realized why Aya seemed so hesitant when I asked about her going home. 
“Is that Lakhan?” her mother asked, attempting to sit up. Aya hurried over to her and 
pushed her back down. 
“Yes, yes,” she answered. “Please, Amma, don’t try to sit. You should sleep, alright? I 
asked Lakhan to come with me because it was late when I finished at the market and I was too 
scared to come home alone. Don’t say that I could have stayed at the village. You know I 
couldn’t have, not with you like this.” She clasped her mother’s hand tightly in her own, smiling 
sadly. “I almost have enough money to take you to the hospital in the city.” 
Her mother smiled back at her, but didn’t really seem to understand what her daughter 
had just said. “That’s wonderful. Now, if you two don’t need anything--” She yawned and turned 
around in the bed-- “I’ll just go back to sleep. Good night, Lakhan, Aayusha.” 
Within moments her mother’s steady breathing filled the air as Aya turned around to look at me, 
shrinking back with guilt at the horrified look on my face. “Why didn’t you tell me?” I 
whispered. “Aya, is she--” 
 
“Stop!” she exclaimed before I could finish. “Stop, Lakhan, please, don’t make me think 
about that now. I don’t want to consider it a possibility. I’ll keep going to the market, and 
eventually I’ll be able to pay for a doctor, and then...and then everything will go back to normal.” 
I melted at the hopelessness in her voice. “You don’t almost have the money, do you?” 
“What else am I supposed to do?” she sobbed, tears now streaming down her cheeks. 
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“She’s my mother, Lakhan, I need her, and so I need to do whatever I can to save her. Please, 
I’m begging you just try and give me the hope that I’ll be able to cure her.” 
“The temple,” I breathed, the words almost inaudible. 
The tears vanished from her face. “The temple!” she scoffed. “Lakhan, you don’t even 
believe in that! What makes you think that the two of us, two little kids, can--” 
“It’s just like you said, though,” I interrupted. “What else can you do? Aya, by the time you get the 
money, she might already be…” I didn’t finish the thought as I watched her cringe at 
the words. “If we go to the temple, it at least gives us more of a chance. Please, Aya, at least 
consider it.” I really kind of hated myself for suggesting it. What right did I have to speak about 
having a wish granted at the temple when I didn’t believe in it? But…it would help Aya, so if 
nothing else, I was saying it for her, just to give her that much more hope. 
A bitter self-reproach welled up inside me as I watched the conflicting emotions on her 
face, watching her battle with herself. “I can’t ask you to do this with me,” she said at last. 
“You’re not asking me. If you’re going, I’m coming.” 
 
After another moment, she nodded. “Okay. We’ll leave tomorrow early in the morning. 
We shouldn’t need too many provisions since it’s only about eight hours there and back. I’ve 
climbed the mountain before, but I’ve never actually made it all the way to the temple.” She 
looked up at me and I took a moment to figure out what she was asking for. 
“Don’t worry,” I said reassuringly. “It’ll be alright, Aya. It’ll be alright.” 
And for the first time since we left the village that evening, she smiled, hope gleaming in 
her eyes. 
 
We woke up early the next morning, but to be entirely truthful, I don’t think either of us slept. We 
weren’t scared about climbing the mountain; no, that wouldn’t be difficult at all. We were scared 
that we would take too long to come back. 
 
Aya packed just a little food and water for us with the logic that the less we had, the easier the trek 
up the mountain would be, which was entirely true. Even without much of a load, I wasn’t particularly 
excited about the hike up the steep, rocky slopes. I had never climbed a mountain before, so of 
course, I didn’t know what it would be like. It wasn’t too bad to start since we began climbing so early 
in the morning. The sun hadn’t come out and was not yet glaring on the back of our necks as we 
made our way up the narrow trail. Well, it wasn’t much of a trail, more like just a pathway where no 
vegetation grew because so many people walked there. My legs ached by the time Aya decided it 
would be a good time to rest, which was at least two hours into the journey. She simply sat down on 
a rock at the edge of the path, waving me over to follow suit. I frowned a little as I sat beside her, 
wondering why she hadn’t said much during the first half of the trip. A serious demeanor seemed to 
have taken her over, a hardset determination --she would conquer this mountain and go back home 
to tell her mother all about it. 
 
“I wish we had something for to offer,” she muttered absently. Once again she was 
silent, an amazing amount of contemplativeness showing on her face. I sighed, taking in the 
crisp air. It had only been a couple hours and the sun had already come out, thin beams of light 
streaming through the thick foliage. “Lakhan, why don’t you believe in Bhagawati?” 
I lifted my shoulders in a halfhearted shrug. “It just seems unrealistic to me. Why do you 
believe it?” 
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“Because I want to. It’s not necessarily that it’s our culture or our religion. I believe in it 
because I want to believe that there is some divinity up there watching over us, someone 
powerful enough to decide that destiny exists, someone who can decide what destinies people 
have. It’s comforting to think that there’s someone who can reward me for my faith and all the 
good I do.” She paused. “You know you’re namesake was the founder of the temple?” 
“Of course I do,” I muttered resentfully. “And I’ve never liked it, but it’s not like I can change my 
name or anything. So I’ve learned to live with it.” I sighed sadly, suddenly questioning why I’d ever 
even mention the mountain. I really didn’t believe that it would help, but thinking about it, I 
suppose...I did it for Aya. To give her the hope that her mother could still be saved, even though I 
truly didn’t believe that this temple could help. Based on the skepticism she showed when I proposed 
the idea, she didn’t think much of it either, but talking to her about it just then, her faith was so 
apparent. 
 
My thoughts were cut off as she stood up. “We should start again,” she said. “It’s only an 
hour or two from the top now, and the climb won’t be too bad from here. At this rate, I think we’ll 
be back long before sunset.” 
 
My heart skipped a beat at the mention of sunset. If we stayed up on the 
mountain we’d be able to watch it, the whole sunset, not half of it disappearing behind the 
mountain. But...this was more important. Nodding, I stood and we continued up. She was right. I 
hadn’t even noticed the time passing beneath my legs, which were now burning from the climb, 
two hours passing in the blink of an eye. But we’d made it, and that was all that mattered. 
I shivered as we climbed over the last rocky ridge and stepped onto the cold stone 
ground. Every stone seemed new, like not many people had walked on them. I looked around, 
taking in the sight before us. I don’t know why, but the temple didn’t seem very impressive to 
me. There were only a few people there, praying and wishing, then moving on to whatever 
came next in their own journeys. 
 
Slowly, Aya walked forward to the temple, but...I didn’t follow. Somehow it felt wrong for 
me to be there, about to pray to a goddess I didn’t really believe in. What good would a prayer 
do? I couldn’t help but feel like we’d wasted our time here. But...what if there really was 
something about that goddess? I hated this feeling of doubt, this uncertainty in my thoughts. If 
only there was something more definitive I could use to base my beliefs on, something more 
solid than a legend! 
 
Without realizing it, I had allowed the time to fly by as fast as the sun across the sky. Aya 
walked back to me, grinning broadly. I raised a quizzical eyebrow at her and she shrugged off 
my look. “I feel a lot better about this now,” she said softly, wiping tears from her eyes. “Thank 
you, Lakhan. I needed this. We can...go back now.” 
 
I returned her grin for just a moment, at least knowing now that this hadn’t been a 
complete waste of time. I helped my friend by giving her something that none of my own words 
could have given her. Hope. 
 
We began our trip down the mountain again, the receding sunlight casting our side of the 
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mountain into shadow. Either the journey back only seemed shorter and easier because we 
were going downhill, or it really did go faster. The entire time I kept imagining running into her 
house and finding her mother standing and walking around just fine, like she had been before 
she got sick, but…I knew it wasn’t possible. A wish couldn’t just be granted and fulfilled in the 
span of a couple hours. It just wasn’t realistic to think so. 
We soon reached Aya’s house once more and entered immediately to see what 
condition her mother was in. 
 
“Amma!” she called hurriedly, pushing past the blanket in the entrance. “Amma, are 
you…?” She froze in her tracks, and I froze behind her. For some reason, I wilted at the sight of 
her mother lying in bed, as if I’d expected something different. I knew that going to the temple 
wouldn’t work, but it hurt even more to see Aya crushed by the fact. 
 
We both looked up as her mother stirred, sitting up in bed almost effortlessly. She 
rubbed her eyes blearily, then smiled at us. “Aayusha,” she said softly, “where have you been?  
I couldn’t find you anywhere around the mountain. Why did you go back to the village?” 
Aya frowned, confused by the very question. Even if she had gone back to the village, it 
would have been to get more money for the doctor. “What do you mean?” she asked in reply. 
“Well,” her mother continued, standing up, “I wouldn’t imagine you have any reason to 
now. I considered that it could have been for the doctor, but then…I’m not entirely sure what 
happened, but the hospital was having some kind of medical camp and someone sent a doctor 
here for me. That was you, wasn’t it? Aayusha, you’re a miracle worker.” 
 
Aya didn’t answer, simply running into her mother’s arms. “I’m so glad you’re alright,” 
she breathed. But I couldn’t help but question it. A medical camp… My breath caught in my 
throat and I didn’t even bother hiding the surprise on my face. It was just a coincidence, right? It 
couldn’t have been...but what else was there? 
 
An unbelievable amount of amazement surged inside me. This was the sign I’d wished 
for at the temple, and now here it was. Bhagawati had granted Aya’s wish and mine. I took a 
deep breath, staring in the direction of the mountain. 
 
Yes, I thought to myself decisively, that was definitely a solid enough reason to believe. 
 
 
Aaryana, 13, is an 8th grader who lives with her parents, Nagesh and Moonmoon Rajnala, in 
Bridgewater, New Jersey. She loves to write, sing, and play violin. 
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FForbidden to Favorite 
 

Sudiksha Pradhan 
 

 
 

All I could say is that it seemed to be smiling back at me, 
But the purple lumps in the bowl could have meant anything, 

I hesitated from even thinking of trying it, 
Who would put this in their mouth and decide they like it? 

 
I picked up the spoon to scoop up the tiniest bit of the dish, 

I tried to relax my mouth, 
But I knew the taste wouldn't be as it is, 

I placed the spoon inside my mouth and tried not to taste it, 
But suddenly, an extravagant, an amazing flavor blast! 

 
The coconut and rice danced throughout my mouth, 

While the sweetness lingered around, 
I stuck my spoon back inside the purple lumps, 

Except now they were beautiful to my eyes, nose, and mouth. 
 

 
Sudksha Pradhan, 13, is a 7th grader, living in Cedar Park, Texas, with her parents, Subhendu 
and Niharika Pradhan. She enjoys biking, dancing, and trying out new recipes in the kitchen 
during her free time. She plans to be a doctor, or pursue any other career in which she will have 
the opportunity to help people in need. 
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ଓଡଅିI େଲଖକ ଓ େଲ କା ମାନ  କଲମରୁ ନଶିତ 
 
 
 

THIS SEGMENT IS DEVOTED TO 

 

OUR CONTRIBUTORS IN ODIA LANGUAGE 

 

 

 

 
(Painting on the segment header is a reproduction of Oil on canvass contributed by the artiste 

Dr.  Sidharth Pani) 
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ନବକେଳବର 

 ୀମତୀ ମଳିା ମହାପା , କଟକ 

ଊଣିଷ ିବରଷ ପେର େହାଇଅଛ ି 

ଜଗା ନବକେଳବର, 

େସ ସୁ ର ରୂପ େଦ ବାପାଇଁକ ି

ସଭିଏ ଁେକେଡ ବ ାକୁଳ | 

ଦ-ଇତା ାମଣ ମାସ ମାସ ଧର ି

କେଲ େକେତ େକେତ କ , 

େଭାକ ଉପବାସ ନବା ଲା ତା ୁ  
େସବାେର ମିଳେିଲ ଈ  | 

ଦାରୁ ମ ପାଇ ଧରା ଚମକାଇ 

ଆଣିେଲ େବାହ ିପୁରୀକୁ, 

ବି କମା ଆସ ିମନ ାଣ େଦଇ 

ଗଢେିଲ ତା  ରୂପକୁ | 

େକାଟ ିେକାଟ ିେଲାକ ଚାହ ବସି େଲ 

ଆକୁଳତି ାଣ େହାଇ, 

େସ ନୂଆ ରୂପକୁ େଦ େଦେଲ େଯେବ 

ମନ େହାଇଗଲା େମାହ|ି 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ରଥେର ବସାଇ ଜୟ ଜଗ ାଥ 

ସଭିଏ ଁଉଠେିଲ ଗାଇ, 

ଆକାଶ ପାତାଳ କ ମାନ େହଲା 
ଥରଲିା ୀେ  ଭୁଇଁ | 

ଲୀଳାମୟ େସହ ିଲୀଳା କର ିଭେବ 

ବି ାର ିଅଛ  ିକାୟା, 
ତା ର ିଇଛାେର ନୟି ତି ସେବ 

ନବୁଝ ିତା ର ିମାୟା | 

େଯଉଁ ରୂପ ଲା େସହ ିରୁପ ଧର ି

ଭାଇ ଭଉଣୀ ୁ  େନଇ, 

ଉଭା େହାଇଗେଲ ସଭି  ସ େୁଖ 

ଣମିେଲ ସେବ ନଇଁ | 

ଯୁେଗ ଯୁେଗ ଭୁ ଏହ ିରୂପ ଧର ି

ଆସୁଥାଅ ଧରାଧାେମ, 

ଅେବାଧ ମଣିଷ ବନିତ ିକରୁଛୁ 

ଯଶ ଉଡୁ ତୁମ ନାେମ| 
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JJXÞA LÐaÔ J [kÞÜÒe `]ÐafÑ e yÐ_ 
ÒmMÞLÐ - jÊcÞ[ÍÐ `ÐYÑ 

                
L\ÐÒe @RÞ ' cZÞi c_e ÒYD, LÐNS LmÒc ÒdDÜ RaÞ [ÐLÊ kÞÜ LÐaÔ LkÊÜ" Ð `ÍÐQÑ_ LÐfÒe LÐaÔ J  
`]Ô Db¯ jÐkÞ[Ô LÊ LÐaÔ LkÊ\ÞÒm Ð LÐaÔ e @bÞ^Ð_ÞL @\à ÒkDRÞ ejc¯ eQ_Ð Ð Ò[ZÊ @ÒmßÐLÞL QcúLÐe J A_t  
Ò_B LÐaÔÐafÑ LÊ LÐaÔ LÊkÐ dÐD\ÞmÐ Ð `ea[àÞ LÐfÒe ÒmÐLc[ ÒkmÐ c_ÊiÔ [Ðe bÐiÐ `ÍLÐh LÒe N]ÔÒe J  
bÐa_Ð Í̀LÐh LÒe `]ÔÒe Ð A^Ê_ÞL dÊNÒe `]ÔÒe QÞ[ÍÞ[ @_ÊbÊ[Þ LÊ LÐaÔ LÊkÐ dÐDRÞ Ð N]Ô J `]Ô Db¯ QÞ[Í LÊ  
jÐkÞ[Ô LÊkÐdÐH Ð 
 
LÐaÔ LÊ R@ bÐNÒe aÞb¦ LeÐdÐBRÞ Ð 1. ckÐ LÐaÔ 2. M¨ LÐaÔ 3. ÒLÐh LÐaÔ 4. NÑ[Þ LÐaÔ 5. _ÐVÔ LÐaÔ  
6. NÑ[Ð LÐaÔ Ð 
 
ckÐ LÐaÔ - ckÐ LÐaÔ Òe ÒLßÐZjÞ ÒNÐVÞH `ËZàÐ= ck[ç Lcà e aÀà_Ð eÒk Ð @_ÔÐ_Ô lÊ]Í Lcàe aÀà_Ð c^Ô eÒk Ð  
LÞ«Ê H Lcà NÊXÞL ck[ç Lcà eÊ aÞRÞ_ð _ ÒkÐB [Ðe @=eÊÒ` `Í[ÞbÐ[ kÊ@«Þ Ð jÕ²ó[ bÐiÐÒe jÐ^ÐeZ[Ó Ò]a[Ð aÐ  
ÒLßÐZjÞ aÞlÐ[ eÐSÐ aÐ eÐSaÕhe aórÐ« LÊ Ò_B ckÐLÐaÔ eQÞ[ kÊH Ð jNàe jÕMÔÐ @WeeÊ @^ÞL ÒkaÐ DQÞ[ Ð  
JXÞA eÐcÐ¯Z J ckÐbÐe[ A]Þ LÐaÔ ckÐLÐaÔ ÒhÍZÑ Òe @«Nà[ Ð aÞQÞ[Í eÐcÐ¯Z J ÒaßÒ]kÑhaÞfÐj RÐtÒe aÞb¦  
ÒkÐB\ÞÒm c^Ô ÒjcÐ_*Ê ckÐLÐaÔ LÊkÐdÞa Ð 
 
M¨LÐaÔ - ÒLßÐZjÞ aÔ¦Þe SÑa_ e ÒNÐVÞH OVZÐ aÐ LÐdàÔ LÊ @amcé_ LeÞ ÒdDÜ LÐaÔ eQÞ[ kÊH [ÐLÊ M¨LÐaÔ  
Lk«Þ Ð M¨LÐaÔ Òe jNà jÕMÔÐ AW eÊ @^ÞL _ÊÒkÜ Ð QtÍbÐNÐ,_tÞÒLheÑ J mÐaZÔa[Ñ A]Þ NÍx LÊ M¨LÐaÔ LÊkÐdÐH Ð 
 
ÒLÐiLÐaÔ - aÞbÞ_ð aÞi¯Òe eQÞ[ aÞbÞ_ð `]Ôe HL[Í jcÐÒah LÊ ÒLÐiLÐaÔ Lk«Þ Ð H\ÞÒe M¨ NÑ[Þ LaÞ[Ð,  

Q[Ê~àh`]Ñ J jÐ^ÐeZ LaÞ[Ð \ÐH Ð BÕÒeSÑ bÐiÐÒe Sonnet (poem of 14 lines) @_ÊLeZÒe Q[Ê~àh`]Ñ  
LaÞ[Ð JXÞA LaÞ cÐÒ_ ÒmMÞR«Þ Ð Q[Ê~àh`]Ñ LaÞ[Ð ÒLßÐZjÞ aÞi¯e jÐ^ÐeZ aÀà_Ð AW QeZÒe, Qec aÀà_Ð  

(Climax) QÐeÞ QeZÒe J LaÞ* D`jÕkÐe ]ÊB QeZÒe aÀàÞ[ kÊH Ð b¦ LaÞ c^ÊjË]_ akÊ[ Q[Ê~àh`]Ñ LaÞ[Ð  
eQ_Ð LeÞR«Þ Ð `¨Þ[ _ÑfL¶ 'ÒLÐZÐÒLà" A]Þ NÍxÒe Q[Ê~àh `]Ñ LaÞ[Ð aÔakÐe LeÞR«Þ Ð LÞ«Ê "ÒLÐZÒLà" ÒLÐiLÐaÔ  
_ÊÒkÜ Ð LÊ«fÐ LÊcÐeÑ jÐa[ *e "@nà_Ð" J LaÞ `]êQeZ `p_ÐHL * "`]ê`ÐMÊXÐ" ÒLÐiLÐaÔ @«Nà[ Ð 
 
NÑ[ÞLÐaÔ - _ó[Ô aÐ aÐ]Ô e [Ðfe @_ÊeË` RtÒe j=Ñ[ e cËoà_Ð jk eQÞ[ LÐaÔLÊ NÑ[ÞLÐaÔ Lk«Þ Ð H\ÞÒe  
ÒLßÐZjÞ HL ]ÑOà @_ÊbË[Þ eQÞ[ \ÐH Ð aÞbÞ_ð @_ÊbË[Þ M¨ LaÞ[ÐÒe QÞ[ÞÍ[ ÒkÒm c^Ô HL aÞi¯ cËfL Ð ÒjNÊXÞLe  
HL[Í jcÐÒah LÊ c^Ô NÑ[ÞLÐaÔ LÊkÐdÐH Ð LÊ«fÐ LÊceÑ*e "Ò`Íc QÞ«ÐcZÞ" M¨ÞH NÑ[ÞLÐaÔ Ð Í̀ÐQÑ_ LÐfÒe `ÊªL  
`ÍQf_ _ \ÞaÐeÊ ÒmÐLcÐÒ_ LaÞ[Ð jaÊ hÊZÞ hÊZÞ cÒ_ eMÊ\ÞÒm Ð j=Ñ[e AÒaN J jéee cËoà_Ð Aaó[ÞLÐe J ÒhÐÍ[Ð  
Db¯*e QÞrÒe @_ÊeZ_ jó½Þ LeÊ\ÞmÐ Ð Ò[ZÊ NÑ[ÞLÐaÔe akÊ[ A]e \ÞmÐ Ð `ËÒaà NÑ[ÞLaÔ QD[ÞhÐ _ÐcÒe @bÞkÞ[  
ÒkD\ÞmÐ Ð H\ÞÒe QD[ÞeÞhVÞ ªaL j_ðÞÒahÞ[ ÒkD\ÞmÐ Ð `Í\c ªaL e `ÍÒ[ÔL QeZ ANÒe 'L' ]Þé[Ñ¯ ªaLe  
`ÍÒ[L QeZ ANÒe "M" HkÞ̀ eÞ LÍcÐ_é¯Òe QD[ÞeÞhVÞ aÔ&_ aÀà aÔakó[ ÒkD\ÞmÐ Ð JXÞhÐ e ÒmÐL Í̀Ñ¯ QD[ÞhÐ  
NÊXÞL c^ÔÒe ajúÐ]Ðj * "LfjÐ QD[ÞhÐ", bË`[Þ `¨Þ[ * "Dwa QD[ÞhÐ",]Ñ_Ló» ]Ðj * "A[à[ÍÐZ QD[ÞhÐ", b¦  
QeZ * "c_ÒaÐ^ QD[ÞhÐ", cÐLà¨ ]Ðj * "ÒLha ÒLÐBmÞ NÊXÞL jêeZÑ¯ Ð 
 
_ÐVÔLÐaÔ - N]ÔÒe eQÞ[ _ÐVL LÊ _ÐVÔLÐaÔ Lk«Þ Ð `ÍÐQÑ_ LÐfÒe JXÞA N]ÔÒe eQÞ[ _ÐVL NÍÐcÔ _ÐVÔ  
mÑfÐ aÐ jÊA= _ÐcÒe @bÞkÞ[ ÒkD\ÞmÐ Ð A^Ê_ÞL dÊNÒe Òaß»a `ÐZÞ aÐ aÐfLó» * ]éÐeÐ eQÞ[ NÍÐcÔ _ÐVÔ NÊXÞL  
NÑ[Þ_ÐVÔ ÒhÍZÑÒe @«bÊà¦ Ð 
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NÑ[ÐLÐaÔ - NÊeÊ hÞiÔ * `ÍÒhÐðre RfÒe `]ÔÐLÐeÒe ÒdDÜ ]Ðhà_ÞL [ré aÐMÔÐ ÒkD\ÞmÐ [ÐLÊ NÑ[ÐLÐaÔ LÊkÐ  
dÐD\ÞmÐ Ð @³Êà_-NÑ[Ð J aÞeÐV-NÑ[Ð `Íbó[Þ @Ò_L NÍx NÑ[ÐLaÔ e @«bÊà¦ Ð A^Ê_ÞL dÊNÒe H`eÞ eQ_Ð  
ÒkÐB_ÐkÞÜ Ð 
 
LÐaÔ aÞbÞ_ð ÒhÍZÞÒe aÞb¦ ÒkÒm c^Ô LÐaÔ ÒkDRÞ `]ÔÐafÑ Ð akÊ[ SZ LÐaÔ LÊ bÍcÒe `]ÐafÑ c^Ô Lk«Þ Ð  
LÞ«Ê `]ÔÐafÑ J `]ÐafÑ h~ ]ÊBVÞe eË̀ N[ jÐcÔ \ÞÒm c^Ô @\àN[ `ÍÐ\àLÔ ekÞRÞ Ð Òd ÒLßÐZjÞ aÞi¯ LÊ ÒLtÍ  
LeÞ eQ_Ð ÒkÐB\ÞÒm `]Ôe jcÐkÐe LÊ `]ÔÐafÑ LÊkÐdÐH Ð Ò[ZÊ LÐaÔ e @_Ô_Ðc `]ÔÐafÑ Ð LÞ«Ê `]ÐafÑ  
LkÞÒm ÒLaf hÑÍLó» * aÍSmÑfÐ aÞi¯L eÐN, [Ðf jc_ðÞ[ NÐÒ_Ð`ÒdÐNÑ LaÞ[Ð LÊ aÊTÐH Ð Ò[ZÊ `]ÐafÑ  
`]ÔÐafÑ e @«bÊà¦ Ð LÞ«Ê Òd ÒLßÐZjÞ `]ÔÐafÑ `]ÐafÑ _ÊÒkÜ Ð 
 
`]ÐafÑ `ÍÐQÑ_ JXÞA jkÞ[Ô e HL aÞÒhi @Õh ÒkÐB\ÞaÐeÊ cÊÜ H `ÍauÒe `]ÐafÑ jÕ`LàÒe LÞRÞ LkÞaÐLÊ QÐkÊÜRÞ Ð  
^cà `ÍQÐe bÐiÐ J jÐkÞ[Ô e D_ð[Þ OVÐH Ð LÐeZ ^cà `ÍQÐeL cÐÒ_ jÐ^ÐeZ ÒmÐL aÊTÞaÐ bÐiÐÒe ^càe ccà  
ÒmMÞ NÍÍx cÐ_ `ÍZ¯_ Le«Þ Ð ÒaßÐw, ÒSß_, Òaß»a J @ÒmM `Íbó[Þ aÞbÞ_ð ^cà aÞbÞ_ð jc¯Òe `ÍQÐeÞ[ ÒkÐB JXÞA  
jÐkÞ[Ô e aÞLÐh e @_ÊLËf ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ Ð LÞ«Ê H `dÔà« ÒdÒ[ ^cà [ré jÕafÞ[ JXÞA jÐkÞ[Ô AaÞ´ó[ ÒkÐBRÞ ÒjNÊXÞL  
ÒLaf Òaß»a ^càÒe dXÞ[ ÐÒLÒ[L bÐa«Þ ÒQß[_Ô * ]éÐeÐ Òaß»a ^càe D[ç`[Þ Ð LÞ«Ê [ÐkÐ j[ _ÊÒkÜ Ð LÐeZ  
ÒQß[_Ô * `ËaàeÊ Òaß»a ^cà e cËfNÍx bÐNa[ eQÞ[ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ Ð ÒQß[_Ô * `ËaàeÊ S¯Ò]a NÑ[ ÒNÐaÞt eQ_Ð  
LeÞ\ÞÒm Ð Òaß»a `]ÐafÑ `Í\Òc jÕ²ó[ bÐiÐÒe eQÞ[ ÒkÐB `Òe aÍSaÊmÞ bÐiÐÒe `ÍjÐe mÐb LeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð  

"History of Brajabali Literature" NÍxÒe jÊLÊcÐe Òj_ç LkÞR«Þ ÒaßÐw ^càe `ÍQÐe `ÐBÜ `ÐmÞ bÐiÐ  
Òd`eÞ cÐ^Ôc \ÞmÐ, Òaß»a ^càe `ÍQÐe `ÐBÜ aÍSaÊmÞ bÐiÐ Òj`eÞ cÐ^Ôc \ÞmÐ Ð `Òe `]ÐafÑ a=fÐ, JXÞA J  
@_ÔÐ_Ô bÐiÐÒe ÒmMÐ ÒkmÐ Ð Ë̀Òaà jcÐÒmÐQL cÐÒ_ ÒLaf a=fÐ jÐkÞ[Ô Òe `]ÐafÑ jÐkÞ[Ôe bÞrÞbËcÞ  
]hÐàÞ\ÞÒm Ð LÞ«Ê S¯Ò]a JXÞA LaÞ bÐÒa jÑéLó[Þ `ÐBaÐ ]Þ_ WÐeÊ JXÞhÐ Òe `]ÐafÑ jÐkÞ[Ô e `ÍLÐh aÞi¯ Òe  
JXÞA jcÑlL NZ akÊ dÊ¦Þ D`yÐ`_Ð LeÊR«Þ Ð 
 
@QÔÊ[Ðt `Í\c LeÞ JXÞA jÐkÞ[Ô Òe `]-`]ÐafÑ e h~ aÔbÐe LÒm Ð `]ÐafÑ eQ_Ð LeÞ\ÞaÐ `ÍcÊM LaÞ cÐÒ_  
ÒkÒm cÐ]aÑ ]jÑ, bÊ`[Þ `¨Þ[,d]Ê`[Þ, QÐtLaÞ, eÐ¯eÐcÐ_t, ]ÐÒcÐ]e ]Ðj, QÕ`[ÞeÐ¯, cÊeÐeÞ cÞhÍ, afeÐc  
]Ðj, J ÒmÐL_Ð\ ]Ðj Ð `ea[Þà LÐmÒe ]_ÐB ]Ðj * ÒNÐ`ÑbÐiÐ, Ò]a ]Êmâàb * ekjÔ c&eÑ, ]Ñ_Ló» *  
ejLÒmÐâf, LaÞjúdÔà j]Ð_t aÍkêÐ * 'LfÐ ÒLßÐ[ÊL' A]Þ `]ÐafÑ JXÞA jÐkÞ[ÔÒe A]ó[ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ Ð  
 
JXÞhÐ jaà^càe jc_é¯e Òl[Í Ð JXÞhÐ LÊ ÒdDÜ jaÊ ^càe ÒmÐLcÐÒ_ ^cà `ÍQÐe `ÐBÜ AjÞR«Þ jcÒª SN_ðÐ\ *Ê  
_ÞSe LeÞÒ_aÐ `ÐBÜ ÒQ½Ð LeÞR«Þ Ð Ò[ZÊ SN_ðÐ\ ÒkÐBR«Þ ÒaßÐw*e aÊw, ÒSß_* SÑ_, hÐ¦*e Òbßea J Òaß»a  
*e aÞ»Ê Ð cjúÔ, Lo`, aeÐk,_ójÞÕk, aÐc_, `hàÊeÐc, eÐc, afeÐc, aÊw J LfìLÑ ÒkDR«Þ SN_ðÐ\ *e  
]h@a[Ðe Ð Ò[ZÊ JXÞA Òaß»a cÐÒ_ eÐc, Ló» J SN_ðÐ\ * c^ÔÒe ÒLßÐZjÞ `ÍÒb] mlÔ LeÞ _ÐkÐ«Þ Ð Ò[ZÊ JXÞA  
`]ÐafÑ jÐkÞ[Ô ÒLaf hÍÑLó»* aÍSmÑfÐ c^ÔÒe jÑcÞ[ _ ek Ló»mÑmÐ, eÐcmÑmÐ J SN_ðÐ\ * mÑfÐ LÊ D`SÑaÔ  
LeÞ akÊ aÔÐ`L ÒkÐBRÞ Ð JXÞA jÐkÞ[Ôe B[ÞkÐj Òe eÐc, Ló» J SN_ðÐ\*e jNÊZ mÑfÐ LÊ Ò_B eQÞ[  
eÐNeÐNÞZÑ dÊ¦ `] cÐ_ JXÞA `]ÐafÑ bÐÒa HaÕ ÒjcÐ_* _ÞNàÊZ mÑfÐ LÊ ÒLtÍ LeÞ eQÞ[ `]cÐ_ JXÞA bS_  
bÐaÒe jÑéLó[Þ mÐb LeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð A^Ê_ÞL dÊNÒe bNaÐ_ * jNÊZ mÑfÐ c^Ô bS_Òe aÀà_Ð kDRÞ Ð `ÍÐQÑ_ dÊNÒe `ÊªL  
@bÐaeÊ Òd`eÞ NÑ[ÞLÐaÔ jcÐSÒe ÒahÑ A]ó[ ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ, A^Ê_ÞL dÊNÒe jc¯ @bÐaeÊ Òj`eÞ bS_ jcÐSÒe  
A]ó[ ÒkÐBRÞ Ð ÒmÐL*e akÞ `YÞaÐLÊ jc¯ _ÐkÞÜ, Ò[ZÊ @_Ô LÐc LmÐÒaÒf ÒV ç̀ mNÐB bS_ hÊZÊR«Þ Ð 
 
]Ñ_Ló», DÒ`tÍb& J @bÞc_ÔÊ `ÍcÊM eÑ[Þ dÊNÑ¯ LaÞcÐÒ_ ÒL[L kó]¯¸hàÑ `]ÐafÑ eQ_Ð LeÞ\ÞÒm c^Ô ÒjcÐÒ_ 
`]ÐafÑLÐe @Ò`lÐ LÐaÔ jÍºÐ eËÒe @^ÞL jÑéLó[Þ `ÐBR«Þ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ _ÞwÞà½ eÑ[ÞÒe LÐaÔ eQ_Ð LeÞ LÐaÔÒe  
eÑ[Þ dÊN jó½Þ LeÞ\ÞÒm Ð LÞ«Ê JXÞA `]ÐafÑ jÐkÞ[Ô LÊ HL jé[«Í eË`ÒeMÐ Ò]B [ÐkÐLÊ DnÒLÐVÑe LeÞaÐÒe  
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LLaÞjédÔà afÒ]a, b¦LaÞ ÒNÐ`ÐfLó», LaÞ a_cÐfÞ, ÒNßÐekeÞ J ÒNßÐeQeZ `ÍcÊM *e @a]Ð_ QÑe jêeZÑ¯ Ð  
HcÐÒ_ d\Ð\àÒe j=Ñ[ e jée cËoà_Ð J LaÞ[Ð e bÐa cËoà_Ðe c^Êe jc_é¯Òe `]ÐafÑ eQ_Ð LeÞ\ÞÒm Ð Ò[ZÊ  
JXÞA jÐkÞ[Ô e B[ÞkÐj Òe HcÐÒ_ j=Ñ[ dÊNe jÍ½Ð bÐÒa jÑéLó[ Ð 
 
`]ÐafÑ dÊNe LaÞcÐÒ_ jéLÑ¯ eQ_ÐÒe b¦Þ e `ec [ré LÊ aÀà_Ð LeÞ _ÐkÐ«Þ j[, LÞ«Ê _Þcàf hÐ«ej cÐ^ÔcÒe  
c^Êe cËoà_Ð bÞ[Òe HcÐÒ_ jéLÑ¯ b¦Þ N]ç N]ç jéÐbÐaÞL @bÞcÐ_ Í̀LÐh LeÞaÐÒe Ló[Þ[é @Sà_ LeÞR«Þ Ð D]ÐkeZ 
jéeÊ` Ló» * cÊemÑ ^é_Þ eÐ^Ð * c_Òe ÒdDÜ ỀmL jó½Þ LeÞRÞ [ÐLÊ aÀà_Ð LeÞ LaÞ ÒNÐ`ÐfLó» ÒmMÞR«Þ " hÔc jÊte 
cÊemÑ _Þ_Ð] SÐ[Þ Ò_a ÒaÐmÞ cZÞmÞ, NÊeÊS_ jÒ=  L\Ð `ejÒ= ajÞ\ÞmÞ LÞ QcLÞ `XÞmÞ, `ÊeÞmÐ `ÊmL Ò]k ÒNÐVÐ 
dÐL aÞ_Ð hÑ[Òe cÊÜ \eÞmÞ " Ð Ló»*e @`eË` ÒjßÐtdÔà eÐ^Ð *Ê LÞ`eÞ cÊ' LeÞRÞ [ÐkÐ aÀà_Ð LeÞaÐLÊ dÐB LaÞ  
a_cÐfÑ ÒmMÞR«Þ " hÔc _ÐNe Òk, H Òah ÒkÐBa _ÐkÞÜ, H Òah ÒkÐBÒm `ÐiÐZ [eÒf dÊa[Ñ aqÞÒa LÐkÞÜ " Ð  
AD HL `]ÐafÑÒe LaÞ a_cÐfÑ SN_ðÐ\ *Ê Arà SÒZBR«Þ " SN_ðÐ\ Òk LÞRÞ cÐNÊ_ÐkÞÜ Ò[ÐÒ[, ^_ cÐNÊ _ÐkÞÜ S_  
cÐNÊ _ÐkÞÜ, cÐNÊRÞ LeÊZÐ aÐmÞeÊ kÐÒ[ " Ð [Ð*e c_²Ðc_Ð `ËÀà _ÒkaÐeÊ `ÊZÞ @bÞcÐ_ beÐ L¶Òe LkÞR«Þ " ]Ñ_auÊ  
]B[ÐeÞ ]ÊÓM _NmÐ ÒcÐkeÞ, ÒkÒm LÞ _ÞºÊe QÞr _ÑfÐQÒf aÞÒS LeÞ "Ð 
 
JXÞA `]ÐafÑ eQ¯ÞLÐ cÐÒ_ SN_ðÐ\ *Ê Ló» bÐaÞ _ÞS _ÞS e @_a]Ô b¦Þ @`àZ LeÞR«Þ Ð aÞbÞ_ð dÊNÒe JXÞA LÐaÔ 
jÐkÞ[Ô aÞbÞ_ð _Ðc ^ÐeZ LeÞ ÒmÐL`ÍÑ¯[Ð @Sà_ LeÞRÞ Ð Ò[ZÊ ÒdÒ[ dÊN a]fÞÒm c^Ô JXÞhÐe `ÊeÐ[_ LÐaÔ eQ¯Þ[Ð 
*e @a]Ð_ aÞhé jÐkÞ[ÔÒe jaÊÒaÒf QÑe jêeZÑ¯ ÒkÐB ekÞa Ð  
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Mission Statement – International Fraternity and Amity.  
LET NOBLE THOUGHTS COME TO US FROM ALL SIDES. – RIG VEDA 

INTERNATIONAL  
JAGANNATHA  
SOCIETY  

1 4 8 0 0  V i s h n u  W a y ,  S u i t e  B  
H a r v e s t ,  A L  3 5 7 4 9 ,  U S A  

( 2 5 6 )  7 7 1 - 7 7 7 2  
E I N :  4 6 - 2 2 6 9 6 7 6  

w w w . i n t - j a g a n n a t h a - s o c . o r g  
E - M a i l :  i n t . j a g a n n a t h a 1 2 3 @ g m a i l . c o m  

 
A  N o n - P r o f i t  R e l i g i o u s  T a x  E x e m p t  O r g a n i z a t i o n  

R e g d .  A l a b a m a  U S A ,  6 1 7 - 1 5 6  
 

 
 

OM Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya! 
 
On behalf of “International Jagannatha Society “ I invite you to attend  the 4th annual IJS seminar 
to be held  at Omni Hotel,Providence, Rhode island, in association with OSA convention,on 1st and 2nd 
of July 2016.The expected Guests and Speakers are 1.Hon.Jual Oram,cabinet Minister,Tribal 
Affairs,Govt.of India 2.Ambassador Pramathesh Rath 3.V.C. Prof.Harekrushna Satpathy.I request 
everybody to attend and learn about ‘Jagannath Consciosness in the World’ and organizational aspects 
of IJS.Admission is free. 
Date 1st and 2nd July 2016. 
Venue Omni Hotel,Ball Room.,Providence,Rhode Island 
Contacts Dr.Bhagabat C.Sahu,drbcsahu@gmail.com,Dr Biswa Sahoobbsahoo1@gmail.com 
Officers of IJS,President Dr Bhagabat C.Sahu,VP Ambassador Pramathesh Rath,President India 
Branch,VCProf HK Satapathy,Secy India Branch and in charge Odisha Jugal Satapathy,IAS,S Behera 
IAS Asst secretary Odisha branch,Coordinator,Barada prasanna Das,Editor Satya 
Patnaik,USA,Religious Sarat Mohapatra USA,Dr.Uday6 Dash,Delhi Branch,Sabyasachi Rath,Puri 
Branch 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

 
 
There will be a Meeting of WOO (World Odia Organization) immediately following IJS Seminar. 
Venue – Omni Hotel, Ball room.  Date: July 2nd, 2016 (Saturday) 
Topic - 1. Organizational Aspects 
 2. Where We Need To Go And How. 
 

Oh Lord, we resort to Thee for the supply of foodstuffs and vigor. May the Creator, the fountain of happiness 
and knowledge, inspire us for the performance of noblest deeds with our organs. –  Sam Veda 
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    େବାଉ 
 
 
 
 
 
ଜୀବନ େଦଇ ଦୁନଆିକୁ ଆଣି ଲା ଯିଏ 

            େମା େବାଉ ପର ିସତେର,ହବ ଆଉ କଏି 

େଦଇ ଲା ଏହ ିପି େର ାଣ େମାହର 

             ଝରିଲା ଜୀବନ ଅମତୃ ବ ରୁ ତା'ର (୧)  

 
ଉଜାଗର ରହି ଲା େସ େକେତେକେତ ରାତ ି

       ଶା େିର େଶାଉ ଲି ଶ ପାଇ ତାର ଛାତ ି

େଦଇ ଲା େମା ପାଟେିର ଥେମ ନବିାଲା 
       େକେତଥର ରହି ବ େସ େମା ପାଇଁ େଭାକଲିା (୨) 

  
ଦୁନଆି ସ େର େମାେତ ଆେଗଇବାକୁ େହାଇବ 

        ହାତ ଧର ିଶି ାଇଲା ଚାଲିବାକୁ ପଡବି 

ପାଇ ତା'ର ମମତା ଆଉ େକାମଳର ପରଶ 

        ଫୁଟି ଲି ଫୁଲ ପରି େହାଇ ହରଷିତ (୩) 

 
େମା ସୁଖେର େବାଉ େମାର େହଉ ଲା ସୁ  

        େମା ଦୁଃଖେର ପୁଣି େକେବ େହଉ ଲା ଦୁ  

େକେବ େକେବ ଗାଳ ିଗୁଲଜ କର ିମାଡ ମାରୁ ଲା 
        ମମତାର ାବଣଧାରା ପୁଣି ବହ ିଚାଲୁ ଲା (୪)       

 

େବାଉ େମାର ବୁଝୁ ଲା ,େମା ମନର େବଦନା 
       ତା' ସିେନହେର ତେିଳେହେଳ ନ ଲା ଛଳନା 
ପୁଣି ଯଦ,ି େକେବ େମା ଆ ରୁ ଝରୁ ଲା ଲୁହ 

       ତା' ହୃଦୟରୁ ବହୁ ଲା ରକତର ସୁଅ (୫) 

 
ବାପା  ରାଗର େକାପରୁ େହବାକୁ ବ ତି 

      େବାଉ'ର ପଣତକାନ ି ହୁଅଇ ର ାର କବଚ 

େବାଉର େକାଳେର ମିଳୁ ଲା ସରଗର ସୁଖ 

     ମଥା ର  ଭୁଲୁ ଲି େମାର େଯେତ ସବୁ ଦୁଃଖ (୬) 

 
ଦୁନଆିେର ସବୁେଲାକ େହାଇଥା  ି ାଥପର 

       ପିଲା  ପାଇଁ େବାଉର ମନ ଲା ନି ାଥପର 

ବୁକୁଚରିି ଢାଳଥିାଏ େସ ଅମତୃର ଝରଣ 

       େକେବ େସ କେହନାହ ସୁଝବିାକୁ ଅମତୃର ଋଣ (୭) 

 
ଯଦ ିଅେଟ େକହ ିଦୁନଆିେର ସବୁଠାରୁ ନଜିର 

      େବାଉ ଠାରୁ ସେତ ଅବା କଏି େହବ ଅତ ିଆପଣାର 

ଆସିଥା  ିଦୁନଆିକୁ ଭୃ କାହ େକେତ େଯ େବଶେର 

     େଦଇ େଲ େଦଖା ଭୃ,େମାେତ େମା 'େବାଉ'ର 

ରୂପେର (୮)

                                                                             
ା ଟନ,କାନଡା 

 

 ମିତାଲି ଦାସ 
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େବ  କେହ େବ ୁଲି େଲା 
ବି ାନୀ ଦାସ 

 
 
ସବୁ କଛି ିଠି  ଲା । ବସ  ଆସିଯାଇ ଲା । ସୁେନଲି ସୂଯ କରିଣ ମନ ଉପେର ସେତକ ିଖସୁିର ର  େବାଳେିଦଉ ଲା । ସବୁ ଟଭିି 
ଚ ାେନ   େର େଚରିବସ    େଫ ିଭା  ର ଖବର ଅତ ିଉନାଦନା ଓ ଉ ାହର ସହତି ସାରିତ େହଉ ଲା । ବାହାେର ୭୮ ଡି ୀ 
ଫାେର   ହାଇ  ତାପମା ା । ଘରଭିତେର ସ   ରୁ   େର ରହି ବା ମ ୀଫୁଲ ଗଛେର ବ ିକଢ ଧରଆିସୁ ଲା ଓ ଭୁ   ସୁ ା ଗଛେର ପ  
କଅଁଳି ଲା । େହେଲ ହଠା  ସବୁ ଏପଟେସପଟ େହାଇଗଲା । ଟଭିିେର ସାରିତ େହଲା ତା'ପର ଦୁଇଦନି ବହୁତ ଥ ା େହବ; ଏମିତ ି
କ ିବରଫ ବ ିପଡପିାେର । େତଣୁ ବାହାେର ଯଦ ିକ ିଏ କଛି ିଗଛ ର ବ, ଭିତରକୁ େନଇଆସିବା ପାଇଁ ପରାମଶ ଦଆିଗଲା । ମାନରି 
ସମ  େଯାଜନା ପ  େହାଇଗଲା । ସାନପୁଅ ଭବର ଜନଦନି ପାଇଁ ପାକେର େଯଉଁ ପାଟ ର ଲା, ଏ ବରଫପାଗେର େସ 
ପାଟକୁ କଏି ଆସିେବ େବାଲି ତାର ଆଉ ବି ାସ ନ ଲା ।  ମେନମେନ ଠାକୁର  ଉପେର ବହୁତ ରାଗିଲା ମାନ ି।  ଏ ଏ ି  ମାସେର 
ବରଫଟା କଣ ପଡବିା ଦରକାର ଲା, ଆଉ ପୁଣି େଯେବ ମାନ ିହ େକୗଣସି କାଯ ମ ର ବ ?  
 ତରୁଣ ଆ ାସନା େଦେଲ, ''େଗାବା  ଓାମ ୍  ପାଇଁ ଏମିତ ିସବୁ ପରିବ ନ େହଉଛ ି। େକେବ କଣ ପାଗ େହବ, ତାହାର 
କଛି ିଠି  ଠକିଣା ନାହ । େସ େର ବ  େହବାର କଛି ିନାହ । ପାକ ରିଜ   େଭସ   ଟା କ ା   ସ  କରାଇେଦବା । "  
 ତରୁଣ ବଡ ସହଜେର କହେିଦେଲ । େହେଲ ମାନ ିଏେତ ସହଜେର ହଣ କଲାନ ି। ଏବଷ ସଂେଯାଗବଶତଃ ଶନବିାର 
ଛୁଟଦିନିେର ହ ଭବର ଜନଦନି ପଡୁ ଲା । ତାପେର ଏଇଟା ତାର ହାଇ ୁ   ର େଶଷବଷ; ହୁଏତ ଘେର ଜନଦନି ପାଳବିାର େଶଷ 
ଅବସର । ତା' ସହତି ପୁଣି େଜାଡ ିେହାଇଯାଇ ଲା ଆଉ ଏକ ଶୁଭସମାଦ; ପୁଅକୁ ହାଭାଡ ୟୁନଭି   ସିଟେିର ଆ   ମିଶ  ମିଳଛି ି। 
ଥେମ ତ େସମାେନ ଚାହୁଁ େଲ ଆଉ ସମ  ଭଳ ି ୁ   ବଷ ସରିଲାପେର ଜୁ   ମାସେର ପାଟ କରିେବ, େହେଲ ଏଇଟା ଏକ 

ବେିଶଷ ପାଟ ଲା, ପୁଅର ସା ସାଥୀମାନ ୁ  େନଇ । ପୁଅର ଇ ା ଲା ପାକେର ପାଟଟା େହବ, ପିଲାମାେନ େଖଳକୁ  କରିେବ, 
ତାପେର ମୁ ଜି  େ ା ା  କରିେବ, ଗୀତ ଶୁଣିେବ, ଖାଇେବ ଓ ମ ିକରିେବ ।  ଏେବ ସବୁ ଫସରଫାଟଗିଲା । ବଡପୁଅ ଣବ ବ ି
ଟେିକ  କରିେଦଇ ଲା ଦୁଇଦନିପାଇଁ ଆସିବ େବାଲି । 
 ତରୁଣ ପୁଅ ସହତି କଣ ଫୁସୁରୁଫାସର େହେଲ, ତାପେର େଗାଟଏି ଦନିେର ସବୁ େଯାଜନା ବଦଳଗିଲା । ପାଟେହବାର 
େଯାଜନା ରହଲିା, େହେଲ ପାକ ବଦଳେର, େହବ େହାେଟ  ବ   ରୁ   େର । େକବଳ େଖଳ ଛଡା, ଆଉ ସବୁ େ ା ା  ରହଲିା । 
ବରଫ ପଡବି ସତ, େହେଲ ଏେତ ନୁେହଁ କ ିେଲାକମାନ  ଯାତାୟତେର ସମସ ା ରହବି । ଏମିତେିର ସବୁ ଠି   ଠା  େହାଇଗଲା ଓ 
ତା' ଦୁଇଦନି ପେର ପାଟ ବ ିଭଲେର ଭଲେର ସରିଗଲା । େହେଲ େସ ପାଟ ପରଠାରୁ ହ ହଠା  ବଦଳଗିଲା ମାନରି ଜୀବନ ।  
 ପୁଅକୁ େକେତବଷ ଅବା ହବ ? ଏଇ ସତର ପୁରି ଅଠର ଚାଲିଲା । େହେଲ େସ ଝଅିଟ ିଭାେଲରି, ତା' ସହତି ପୁଅର ଏେତ 
ମିଳାମିଶାଟା ମାନରି ମୁ େର ଆତ  େଖଳାଇେଦଲା । େକମିତ ିଲାଗିଯାଉ ଲା େସ ଭବର େଦହେର ମ ? ଏ ପିଲା  ମୁହଁେର ନା 
ଲାଜ, ନା ସରମ । ତାପେର େଦହ େଘାଡାଇ େପାଷାକ ପି େିଲ କଣ େସୗ ଯ  ହାନ ିେହାଇଯାଏ େଯ, ଏଠକିାର ପିଲାମାେନ, 
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ବେିଶଷତଃ ଝଅିମାେନ ସବୁ ଏମିତ ିସଟ ଆଉ ଟ ିସାଟ ପି େିବ େଯ ମଣିଷ ତା ୁ  େଦ  ଲାଜେର ସଢଯିିବ । ହଠା  ମାନରି 
ମେନେହଲା େଯ, ପୁଅର ସବୁ ଆଚି   େମ ୍  ଏ ଝଅିଟା ନ  କରିେଦବ । େସ ଝଅିର େବଶ, େପାଷାକ, ନ , ଅନାବୃ  ଶରୀର େଦ  
େସଦନିଠାରୁ ତା' ମନେର ଏେତ ଭୟ ପଶଗିଲା େଯ େସ ରୁ େସ ଉ ାର ପାଇପାରିଲାନ ି।  
 ମାନରି ମେନାଭାବ ବୁଝପିାରି ତରୁଣ କହେିଲ, "ଏମିତ ିବ  େହବାର କଣ ଅଛ;ି ଆଜକିାଲି ଯୁଗେର ଏମିତ ିେହଉଛ ି। ତା 
ଛଡା ପଅୁ ତ ସବୁ େର ଭଲ କରୁଛ;ି ହାଭା   େର ଆ   ମିଶ  ପାଇଲା, େସଇଟା କଣ କ  କଥା, ତେମ ଏେତ ଚି ା କରିବାର କଣ 
ଦରକାର ?" 
 ''େହେଲ ଏେତ ସାନପିଲାଟା, ଏେତ େଛାଟେବଳୁ....। ଣବ ତ କାହ ଏମିତ ିନ ଲା ।" 
 
 ତରୁଣ କି ୁ  କଛି ିଚି ତି େହେଲନ ି। ''ତେମ ଅଯଥାେର ଏମିତ ିଚି ା ସବୁ କରନ;ି ନଜି େଦହ ଖରାପ େହବ । ପିଲାମାେନ 
ବଡେହେଲ, ତା ୁ  ାଧୀନତା ଦଅି; େସମାନ  କଥାେର ଆେମ କାହକ ିେବଶ ିମୁ  େଖେଳଇବା ?" 
 େହେଲ ମାନରି ମନ ଥୟ େହଉନ ଲା । େସଇ ଏକା ୁ   ର ମା  । ବଡପୁଅ ଣବର ସା  । ସବୁ େର ଭଲ କରୁ ଲା; 
ସିଏ ବ ିହାଭା   େର ଆ   ମିସ  ପାଇ ଲା; େମଡକିା  ପଢବିାକୁ ମନ କରି ଲା, େସ ପାଇଁ ବି ାନେର ଆ   ମିସ  େନଇ ଲା । ଏଇ 
ଗତବଷ ଶୁଣିଲାେବଳକୁ କଣନା ସିଏ ପଢୁଛ ି"ହି ୍  ର ିଅ  ଆଟ ଆ ୍  ଆ   କେିଟ   ଚ   " । ଶୁଣୁଶୁଣୁ କଣନା, ମା  େଗାଟଏି 
ଗା   େ ୍  ପାଇଲା ଯିଏ କ ି"ହି ୍  ରି ଅ  ଆଟ ଆ ୍  ଆ   କେିଟ   ଚ   " ପଢୁ ଲା । େସଇ ଗା   େ ୍  ସହତି େବଶ ିସମୟ େକମିତ ି
କଟାଇପାରିବ େସ ପାଇଁ େସ ସବୁ ଆକାଂ ା ଛାଡ ିେସଇ ସ   େଜ    ହ ପଢଲିା । ଆଜକିାଲି ପିଲାମାନ ର ଅଜବ ଫିେଲାେସାଫି । 
କଏି ଡା ରି ପଢୁପଢୁ ଓକଲି େହଲାଣି ତ, କଏି ଇ ିନୟିରି ୍  ପଢୁପଢୁ ଆଟ ୍  େହଲାଣି । ଭଗବାନ େକମିତ ିଏ ପିଲା ଦୁଇଟି ୁ  
ସ   ବୁ  ିଦଅି ୁ , େସଇ ାଥନା ହ େସ ସବୁଦନି କେର । 
 ମାନରି ଇ ା େହଉ ଲା େଯ ମା  ଯଦ ିତାର ନଜି ପିଲା େହାଇଥା ା, କାନେମାଡ ିଚଟକଣିଟଏି ପେକଇଦଅି ା ଗାଲେର । 
ନଜି କ ାରିଅ  ନେଦ , ଏ ଗା   େ ୍    ପଛେର ଭବଷି ତ ନ  କଏି କେର ପାଗଳ  ଭଳ ି? ତରୁଣ ହସେର ଉେଡଇେଦଇ େଲ । 
"ସତକଥା, େହେଲ କଏି େକାଉ େର ସୁଖପାଏ । ତମକୁ େଯଉଁଟା ଭଲ  ଲାେଗ, େସଇଟା ସମ ୁ  େଯ ଭଲ  ଲାଗିବ, ତାର କଣ 
ଗ ାେର  ିଅଛ ି। ହୁଏତ ମା   ର ଖସୁି ତା ଗା   େ ୍    ପାଖେର; େସଇଟା ତାର ାୟରିଟ ିନମର ଓା  । େସ େର ତେମ କାହକ ିମୁ  
େଖଳାଉଛ ?" 
 ଭାେଲରି ସହତି ଭବର ଅ ର  ଛବଟି ିେଦ ବାଦନିରୁ ତା ମୁ େର ମା   କଥା େବଶେିବଶ ିପଶୁ ଲା । ଯଦ ିମା  ଭଳ ି
ଭାେଲରି ପଛେର ପଡ ିପୁଅ ଦେିନ ନଜି କ ାରିଅ   କୁ ଭୁଲିଯିବ, େତେବ ...? ଦେିନ ସିଏ ପେରା େର ପଚାରିେଦଲା ଭବକୁ, 
"ହଇେର, େତା ସା ମାେନ ଆଉସବୁ କଏି େକଉଁଠ ିଆ   ମି  ପାଇେଲ ?" ଭବ କହଗିଲା ତା ସା ମାନ  ବଷିୟେର । େସ େର 
ଭାେଲରି ବ ି ଲା । ଭାେଲର ିଆ   ମିସ  ପାଇ ଲା େବା  ୟୁନଭି   ସିଟରି ମୁ ଜି  େ ା ା   େର ଫୁ  ଲା   ସି  ସହତି । 
 "ସିଏ ଚାରିବଷ କାଳ ମୁ ଜି  ପଢବି ?" - ମାନ ିଆ ଯ  େହାଇ ଲା । 
 "ହଁ, ମୁ ଜି  ତାର ପାଶ ; ସିଏ ଅନ  ୟୁନଭି   ସିଟରୁି ବ ିଅଫ  ପାଇ ଲା; େହେଲ େବା  ୟୁନଭି   ସିଟ ିତାକୁ ଫୁ  
ଲ   ସି  େଦଉଛ,ି େସ ପାଇଁ େସ େସଇଠକୁି ଯିବାକୁ ିରକରିଛ ି।" - ଭବ କହଲିା । େସଦନି ତରୁଣ  ନକିଟେର ନଜି ଶ ା 

ବଷିୟେର ଜଣାଇଲା ମାନ ି। "ଜାଣିଛ, େସ ଭାେଲରି ବ ିେବା  ୟୁନଭି   ସିଟେିର ପଢବି । ମେତ ଜମା ଭଲ  ଲାଗୁନ ି। ଏକା ସହର  େର 
ରହବି । ଏ ଭବଟାକୁ େମ ା କରି େବ  େଖେଳଇବ । ମେତ  ତ ଚି ା େହଉଛ ିେଯ, ଭବ ଯଦ ିେମଡକିା  େଫାକ  ଭୁଲି 
ମୁ ଜି   େର ପଶଯିିବ ।" 
 ଭବ ବ ିଭଲ ବଂଶୀ ବଜାଏ ଓ ୁ    େକାର   େର ଗାଏ । ସାରା େ   େର େସ ଦୁଇଥର ବଂଶୀ ବଜାଇ ଚ ଆି  େହାଇଛ ି। 
ଭଲ ମୁ ଜସିିଆ  ଭାେବ ତାର ଖ ାତ ିଅଛ ି। ହଠା  ତରୁଣ  ମୁହଁ ଚି ତି ଦଶିଲିା । ପୁଣି ପର ମୁହୂ େର େସ ନଜିକୁ ସଂଯତ 
କରିେନେଲ ଓ କହେିଲ, "େଦଖ, ସମ ର ଚି ାଧାରା ଓ ଚାହବା ଏକାଭଳ ିନୁେହଁ; ଭଲ ଛା ଛା ୀ ମାେନ ବହୁତ ବଷିୟେର 
ଭଲକର ;ି େହେଲ ଉ ଶି ାେବେଳ େସମାେନ େସସବୁରୁ େଗାଟଏି ବଷିୟ ହ ବାଛ  ି। ଏଇ ମେତ େଦଖତ, ମଁୁ ଭଲ ାମା କରୁ ଲି, 
ସବୁ ାମାେର ହେିରା େହଉ ଲି; ସାହତି େର ବ ିଭଲ କରୁ ଲି, ଗ , କବତିା େଲଖାେର ଏମିତକି ିେମଡକିା  ସାରିବା ପଯ  ବ ି
ସ ିୟ ଲି; େହେଲ ଏେବ ମଁୁ କଣ ାମା କରୁଛ ିନା ସାହତି  କରୁଛ;ି ଏେବ ମଁୁ େମଡକିା  କେଲ   େର େଫସ  ଅଛ ି। ବା , େସଇ 
େଗାଟ ି  ଏ କାମ, େସଇ େଗାଟଏି ପରିଚୟ । େତେବ େମାର ଅଭିନୟ ଓ ସାହତି ର ାନ ମେତ େମା େଫସ   େର ନି ୟ ସାହାଯ  
କରୁଛ ି। ଭବ େଯ ନଜି ଲ େର ରହବି, େସ ବି ାସ େମାର ଅଛ ି।" 
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 ମାନ ିଆ  େହଲା । ଭବ ଉ ମ ଛା ; ସବୁ ଶି କ, ଶି ୟି ୀ ମାନ ର ପରମ ିୟ େସ; ଗବେର ଛାତ ିଫୁଲିଉେଠ । 
ବଡପୁଅ ଣବ ମ  ସବୁ େର ଭଲ କରୁ ଲା । ଓଡଶିା େଫା  କଲାେବେଳ, େବାଉ, ଅପା ଓ ଭାଉଜ  ସହ ଗପିବାେବେଳ ଖାଲି 
ନଜି ପୁଅମାନ ର ସ  ି ତଃ ୂ  ଭାେବ ବାହାରିପେଡ ତା' ପାଟରୁି । ସା ସାଥୀ  େମଳେର ବ ିେସଇ ପିଲାମାନ  କଥା ହ େସ 
ଗେପ । େସେତେବେଳ ମେନପଡଯିାଏ ତା ନଜିର ବଡମାଉସୀ  କଥା, ଯିଏ ସବୁେବେଳ ନଜି ପିଲା  କଥା ଗପ  ିେବାଲି ମାନ ି
ଦେିନ ପରିହାସ କରୁ ଲା । େହେଲ ନଜି ପିଲାମାନ ର ସଫଳତା େଯ ବାପା, ମାଆ  ପାଇଁ େକେତ ବଡକଥା, େସଇଟା ସିଏ ମା' 
େହାଇ ବୁଝପିାରିଛ ି। ବଡପୁଅ କଥା ଅଲଗା ଲା, ସିଏ େସେତ ଝିଅମାନ  ସହତି ଅ ର  ନ ଲା । ବଡପୁଅର  ପାଇଁ କାହାକୁ 
ସା େର େନବ େହାଇ େଶଷେର ସା  ବଶିାଖାର ଝଅିକୁ ଭଲ େ   ଟଏି ଲା େଦଇ ପଠାଇ ଲା, େସକଥା ମେନପଡେିଲ ହସମାେଡ 
। େସ ପାଇଁ ବଡପୁଅ ପାଇଁ ଚି ା କ  ଲା । ଭବଟାର ଝଅିମାନ  ସହତି ଏ ମିଳାମିଶା ଗୁଣଟ ିହ ମାନରି ଚି ାର କାରଣ ।  
 ଏେବ େଗାଟଏି ବାହାଘର  େର େଦଖାେହଲା ଗୀତା  ଅପା  ସହତି । ତା  ମନଟ ିଦୁଃଖ ଲା ଭଳ ିଜଣାପଡୁ ଲା । ମାନ ିଯାଇ 
ତା  ପାଖେର ବସିଲା ଓ ଦୁଃଖସୁଖ େହଲା । କହୁକହୁ ଗୀତଅପା ବଖାଣିେଲ ତା  ଦୁଃଖ । ତା  ପୁଅ ଶବି, ଯିଏ ପି.ଏ   . ଡ.ି 
କରୁ ଲା, ଏେବ ପି.ଏ   . ଡ.ି ଛାଡ,ି ଜେଣ େମ କିା  ଝଅି ପଛେର ପଡଛି ିଓ "ହାବଟିା  ଫ  ହୁ ମାନଟି"ି ସଂ ା ସହତି ଦୁଇଜଣଯାକ 
ଯାଇ େସ ା  ଆେମରିକାେର ସବୁ ଘର ତଆିରି କରୁଛ  ି। ଗୀତା  ଅପା ର ଚି ାେର ବ   େ ସ  ବଢଯିାଇଛ,ି ଶକରା ବ ି। ତା  
ାମୀ ର ଅବ ା ବ ିେସମିତ ି। େଗାଟଏି େବାଲି ପୁଅ, େକେତ ପ େଦ େଲ େସମାେନ । ସବୁ ତ ଠି   ଠା  ଲା, ହଠା  ଏମିତ ି

ଧ ା େଦଲା ପିଲାଟା ? 
 ମାନ ିମୁ  କାମ କରୁନ ଲା, େଗାବା  ଓାମ ୍  ଭଳ ିଏ ପିଲାମାନ  ମନେର ବ ିଏକ େଗାବା  ପରିବ ନ େହଉଛ ି। କଏି 
କଣ ଜୀବନେର କରିବ, କଛି ିକହେିହବ ନାହ । ଆେଗ େସସବୁ ସହଜ ଲା, ଯିଏ ଶି କ ଲା, ସଏି ଶି କ େହାଇ ରହୁ ଲା ତା' 
ଜୀବନଯାକ; ଯିଏ ଡା ର ଲା, ସିଏ ଡା ର; ଯିଏ କାରିଗର ଲା, ସିଏ କାରିଗର । ଇଏ କଣସବୁ ପରିବ ନ େହଲାଣି େଯ, ହଜାର 
ହଜାର ବଷିୟ ସବୁ ୁ   , କେଲ  ମାନ େର; େଘାଡା ପାଳବିା, େରାେଷଇଆ େହବାଠାରୁ ଆର  କରି ସଜାସଜ ିକରିବା ମ  
ବଷିୟବ ୁେର ସାମି  େହଲାଣି । େସ ପାଇଁ ହୁଏତ ଏ ପିଲାମାନ  ମୁ  େବେଳେବେଳ ଆନମନା େହଉଛ ି। ଓଡଆି ଢଗ 
ମେନପଡଗିଲା, "େବ  କେହ େବ ୁଲି େଲା ପଥୃୀ ଣ ଣେକ ଆନ ।" 
 ତରୁଣ କହେିଲ, "ତେମ ଭଲ ଉଦାହରଣ ତ କାହ ମେନ ପକାଉନ; େକାଉଠ ିଟେିକ ଖରାପ େହାଇଗଲା େଯ େସଇକଥାକୁ 
ଭାବ ିଖାଲିଟାେର ମୂଲ ବାନ ସମୟ ମାନ ୁ  ଏମିତ ିଖରାପଚି ାେର ବତିାଉଛ । ପୁଣି ଏ େଦଶେର ତ ହଜାର ହଜାର ପିଲା ଡା ର 
େହଉଛ ,ି କେଲ  େଫସ  େହଉଛ ;ି ଇ ିନୟି  େହଉଛ ;ି େବୖ ାନକି େହଉଛ  ି। ଗୀତା  ଅପା  ପୁଅ କଣ କଲା େବାଲି 
ସମେ  କଣ େସଇଆ କରିେବ, ନା ସମେ  ଯାହା କରିେବ, ତମ ପୁଅ େସମିତ ିକରବି ? ଏକା ମା' େପଟର ରାବଣ, ବଭିୀଷଣ  
କଥା ତ ଜାଣିଛ; ପୁଣି କାହକ ିବୁଝ ିନବୁଝବିା ଭଳ ି ାମା କରୁଛ ?" 
 ମରଦପିଲା  ଚି ା ହୁଏତ ୀ େଲାକ  ଚି ାଠାରୁ ଅଲଗା । େସ ପାଇଁ ତରୁଣ ୁ  ସବୁ ସହଜ ଲାେଗ, ସାଧାରଣ ମେନ ହୁଏ 
। େବେଳେବେଳ ମାନକୁି ନଜି ଉପେର ଭୀଷଣ ଚଡିମିାେଡ । କାହକ ିେଯ ଏେତ େବକାର ଚି ା ସବୁ ତା' ମୁ କୁ ଆେସ େକଜାଣି ? 
 ଭବ େସଦନି ଆସି ଜଣାଇଲା, "ମା, ଆେମ ସିନଅି  ପିଲାମାେନ ମଟ  ବି   , ସାଉ  କାେରାଲିନା, ଯିବୁ ।" 
ମାନ ିକଛି ିକହ ିଆସୁ େଲ, େହେଲ ତରୁଣ ଆ େର ଆ େର ଈଶାରା େଦଇ ମନାକେଲ । ନେିଜ ପଚାରିେଲ, "େକେତଜଣ ପିଲା 
ଯାଉଛ ? ଟଚି  କଏି ସା େର ଯାଉଛ  ି?" 
"ନା, ଆେମ ସିନଅି  ପିଲା େକବଳ ଯାଉଛୁ ।" 
ମାନ ିଆଉ ସ ାଳ ିପାରିଲାନ;ି "ଖାଲି ପୁଅ ପିଲା ମାେନ ଯାଉଛ ନା, ପୁଅ, ଝଅି ମିଶକିରି ଯାଉଛ ?" 
"ସମେ  ମିଶକିରି ଯାଉଛୁ, ୨୦ ଜଣ ଝଅି ଓ ୨୬ ଜଣ ପୁଅ । ମିେସ  କି ୍  ସବୁ ବ  ଓ େହାେଟ  ଆେର  ୍କରିେଦେବ େଗାଟଏି 
ସ ାହ ପାଇଁ । ଆମମାନ ୁ  ଖାଲି େପେମ ୍  କରିବାକୁ ପଡବି ।" 
 ମିେସ  କି ୍   ର ନଁା ଶୁଣି ମାନ ିଜାଣିଗଲା, େଯ ସିଏ ଭାେଲରିର ମା । େତଣୁ ଭାେଲରି ନି ୟ ଯାଉ ବ । ତରୁଣ କି ୁ  ରାଜ ି
େହାଇଗେଲ । ଯା  ଆ ୁ  ପିଲା, ଏେତ କ େର ପାଠ ସବୁ ପଢେିଲ; କେଲ  ଯିବା ପୂବରୁ ଟେିକ ଫୂ  କରିଆସ ୁ  । େହେଲ ମାନ ିବରି  
େହଲା, "ଖାଲି ପୁଅପିଲା ମିଶ ିେହେଲ ଯାଇଥା  ଆେ ; େସ ଝଅିଗୁଡା ୁ  ଧରି ଯିେବ; ମେତ କାହକ ିଭଲ  ଲାଗୁନ ି- ମଦ ପି  ଇେବ,    
ଖାଇେବ କ ିକଣ କରିେବ, ତେମ େକମିତ ିରାଜେିହଲ େଯ ।" 
 "ରାଜ ିନେହାଇ ଚାରା ନାହ େଯ । ସମେ  ାଇ  ୁ େଡ ୍   । ତାପେର େସମାନ ର ବ ିତ ବାପା, ମା  ଆ ଅଛ ;ି ତା ର 
କଣ େ ହ ନାହ - ଖାଲି ଆମ ଭାରତୀୟ ପିତାମାତା ର େ ହ ଅଛ ି। େଯ େଦଶ ଯାଇ, େସ ଫଳ ଖାଇ । ପିଲାମାନ ୁ  େସମାନ  
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ସା ସାଥୀ ମାନ  ସହତି ବ ିଚଳ ିରହବିାର ଅଛ ି। ନେହେଲ େସମାେନ ବାଛ  ପଡଯିିେବ େଯ । ଭଗବାନ ର ବହୁତ କୃପା େଯ ଏ 
ୁ   ଟେିର ସମସ ା କ  । ଶୁଣିଛ ତ ଜତୁି କଥା ?" 

"କଣ େହଲା ଜତୁିର ?'' 
''ତା ପୁଅ..." - କହ ିପାରିେଲନ ିତରୁଣ । 
"କହୁନ କାହକ?ି" 
"େମଡକିା  ାଇଭାସି ମ ାଟ    । ତମକୁ କହବିନି ି। େତେବ ଏତକି ିମେନରଖ େଯ, ଏ େକାମଳମତ ିପିଲାମାନ ର ବ ିବଡ 
ଇେମାସ  ଓ ୍  େସ େିମ ୍  ସବୁ ରହଛି ି। ଭାରତୀୟ ସଂ ତୃ ିଆଳେର ଆେମ ଆମ ପିଲାମାନ ୁ  ଏଠକିାର ପିଲାମାନ ଠାରୁ 
ତ  ଭାେବ ର ବାର େଯେତ େଚ ାକରିବା, ତା  ମନେର େସେତ ବେି ାହ େହବ - ଆଉ େସମାେନ େବେଳେବେଳ ଏମିତ ି

ପଦେ ପ େନେବ େଯ ?'' 
"ତା ମାେନ, ପିଲାମାନ ୁ  ଆେମ େରାକବିାନ?ି େସମାନ ୁ  େକାଉଟା ଭଲ, େକାଉଟା ଭୁ  େବାଲି କହବିାନ ି?" 
"ଆଜକିାଲି ୁ  ସିଲାବ   େର ସବୁକଛି ିପଢାଯାଉଛ ି। େକୗଣସି କଥା  କାହାକୁ ଅଜଣା ନାହ । ନେହେଲ ତ ଅଛ ିଇ   େନ  । ପିଲାକୁ 
େ ହ େଦଖା  ଅ, ତା' ପାଖେର ବସ; ତାକୁ ୁ  ଓ ସା ସାଥୀ  ବଷିୟେର ପଚାର । େହେଲ ତାକୁ ରଗାଇବା ଭଳ ିକଛି ିକଥା କହବିନ,ି 
ବେିଶଷତଃ ଏ ବୟସେର ।" 
 େବାଉ କଥା ମେନ ପଡଗିଲା ମାନରି । ଶାଶୁଘରକୁ େବାହୂ େହାଇ ଆସିବା ପୂବରୁ ଏଇଆ ହ ଶଖିାଇ ଲା େସ । ଶୁରଘ  ରର 
ସମ ୁ  େ ହ େଦଖାଇବ, େସବା କରିବ, ଭଲମ  ବୁଝବି, େହେଲ କାହାକୁ ରଗାଇବା ଭଳ ିକଛି ିକହବିନ ି। ଆଜ ିେସ କଥା ତରୁଣ 
କହେିଲ । ଏମିତ ିକ ିନଜି ଜନକଲା ପିଲା ୁ  ବ ିଜଗିର  ଚଳବିାକୁ ପଡବି । କ ିଯୁଗ େହଲାେର ବାବା । ବହୁତ କା ମାଡଲିା । 
ପିଲାମାେନ ବଡ େହାଇଗେଲ ମାେନ, ବାପା, ମା'  ଠାରୁ ଦୂେରଇଗେଲ । ଏ ଆେମରିକା େଦଶେର େସ ଦୂରତା ଆହୁରି େବଶ ି। 
 େମ ମାସ ପ ର ତାରିଖ । ତରୁଣ େଫରିନାହା  ି। ହୁଏତ ବାଟେର େକଉଁଠ ି ାଫି  ଜା  । ଭବର ଫିଜି    ମି  ଅଛ;ି 
େସ େଡରିେର େଫରିବ । ଏମିତ ିଏକ ଅଳସ ଅପରା େର ଏକାଏକା ବସି ଲା ମାନ ି। େରାେଷଇ ସବୁ ସରି ଲା । େକବଳ ତରୁଣ ୁ  
ଅେପ ା କରି େସ େଗାଟଏି ଉପନ ାସ ପଢୁ ଲା । କଲିଂେବ  ବାଜଲିା; ଥେମ େଖାଲିବ ନ-େଖାଲିବ େହାଇ କବାଟ ଫା େର 
େଦ ଲା, ଭାରତୀୟ ଝଅିଟଏି ଭଳ ିକଏି ଜେଣ େଦଖାେହଉଛ ି। କବାଟ େଖାଲିବାମାେ  ଚମକପିଡଲିା େସ । ଇଏ େସଇ ଭାେଲରି, 
ପି ଛି ିେଗାଟଏି ଘାଗରା-େଚାଲି, ଭାରି ସୁ ର ଦଶୁିଛ,ି େକଶେର ର  ମାରି କଳା କରିେଦଇଛ;ି େଦଖାେହଉଛ ିପୁରା ଭାରତୀୟ । 
େଗାରାର  ଓ ନୀଳଆ  ଅବଶ  ଚି ାଇେଦଉଛ ିଭାେଲରି େବାଲି, େହେଲ େସ ଏମିତ ିଏେତ ଅପରୂପା େହାଇ ଅେବଳେର ତା  
ଘରକୁ ଆସିବାର କାରଣ କଣ, େସ ବଷିୟେର ଆ ଯ  େହଉ ଲା ମାନ ି। 
 ହାଏ ମିେସ  ମି , ସରି ଟୁ ବଦ  ୟୁ; ଆଇ ପା  ଟୁ ପୁ  ଦି  ଫ  , ଥ  ଟୁ ଆ    େୟା  ଆ   ଭାଇ , ଇ  ଦି  
ଲୁ    ଓେକ ଅ  ଇ  ଆଇ ଆ  ମିସି ୍  ଏନ ିପା    ।" 
 ମାନ ିଜାଣି ଲା, େକାଡଏି ତାରିଖେର ଭବର  ଅଛ ିଓ େସ ଭାେଲରି ସହତି ଯିବ । େହେଲ, ଭାେଲରି େଯ ଏମିତ ି
ଭାରତୀୟ େପାଷାକେର  ଯିବାକୁ ିରକରଛି,ି େସ ବଷିୟ ଭାବ,ି ଆଉ ଭାେଲରିର ରୂପେଶାଭାକୁ େଦ  ହଠା  ଚମ ତ 
େହାଇଗଲା ମାନ ି। ଗପୁରୀର ପରୀରାଣୀ ଭଳ ିନାଲିର ର ଜରିଦଆି ଘାଗରା-େଚାଲିେର ଚମ ାର ଦଶୁି ଲା େସ ଝଅିଟ,ି ଭାେଲରି, 
େସଇ ଏକା ଝଅି, ଯାହାର େବଶଭୂଷା େଦ  େସଦନିରୁ ତା' ମନେର ଆତ  ପଶଛି ି। େହେଲ ହଠା  ସବୁ କଛି ିେଯମିତ ିବଦଳଗିଲା । 
ଅତ ିେ ହେର େସ ଭାେଲରିକୁ ଭିତରକୁ ଡାକେିଲ ଓ ଜୁ  ଅଫ  କେଲ । କହେିଲ, "ୟୁ ଲୁ  ପ   େଫ   , ବ  ମିସି ୍  ଆନାଦ  
ପାଟ, ଓଢଣୀ ।" 
 ଭାେଲରି ପୁଣି ବାହାରକୁ ଆସିଲା ଓ ତା' କା  ଭିତରୁ ଏକ ହଳଦଆି ର ର ଓଢଣୀ ଆଣି ଘର ଭିତରକୁ ପଶଲିା । 
 ମାନ ିେସ ଓଢଣୀଟ ିଭାେଲରି େଦହେର ଖ ଖୁ  ୁଆସି ପହ ଗିେଲ ତରୁଣ । ବି ୟ ବି ାରିତ େନ   େର େସ େଦଖୁ େଲ 
ମାନକୁି । ସେତକ ିକହୁ େଲ, "େବ  କେହ େବ ୁଲି େଲା ପଥୃୀ ଣ ଣେକ ଆନ ।" 
 
Dr Bigyani Das 
4525 Rutherford Way, Dayton, Maryland  
bigyanidas.osa@gmail.com / bigyanidas@yahoo.com / Tel: (410) 531-7445 
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(Familiarity breeds contempt) 
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Temple city of God
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ମାନନିୀ 
ବୀର ଦାଶ 

 

ଜାଅ ଶ ାମଜାଅ ଆଜ 

ମଁ ୁନା ନକହବି ିକଥା ! 

ଯାମନିୀବତିଛିେିମାର 

ଶୁଣିସଖୀ ର ଥଟା !! ଜାଅ ଶ ାମ... 

 

ନଶିୀଚ ାବଳୀବାେସ 

କାଟି ବ (ତା) ବାହୁଫାେଶ ! 

ଶଠତୁମକୁଜାଣିଲି 

ଏେବ ଅଳତୁିମବୃଥା !! ଜାଅ ଶ ାମ... 

 

େସାେମେସାମମଉଳଲିା 

ଚ ୁେସାମେରଭରଲିା ! 

େସାମଭରାହସତୁମ 

ତମେନ ଦଏି ବ ଥା !! ଜାଅ ଶ ାମ... 

 

ପୁ ରମାଳାଗୁ ଲିି 

େମା ପୁ  ତାେର ଆ ିଲି ! 

(େହଲା) େମାରେ ମ ଅପୁ ତି 

ଆଉତୁମ ପୁ  ମିଥ ା  !! 

 

ଜାଅ ଶ ାମଜାଅ ଆଜ ନକହବିକିଥା 

ଯାମନିୀବତିଛିଶିଣୁିସଖୀ ର ଥଟା !! 
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ଅନୁଭବ      

                                                  ଡା: ବାସ ୀ ମହାପା , ଶ ାମାକୁ , 
                                           ସତ ସାଇ ଏେନ , ଖ ଗିରି, ଭୁବେନ ର ଓଡଶିା 

ଅେନକ ଆଗରୁ ଫି ିେଦଇଛ ିସମୁ କୁ ମହୁ ଁକର,ି 
ଅ ର  ଅହ ାରର ସକଳ ରୂପ, 
ଅ ି ବଳୟ ନୁହ,ଁ  
ତର ାୟିତ ିର ଜଳ, ମୁଠାଏ କାକର, 
େମା ପାଦ ତେଳ ପାପ ପ , ଗାଢ ଅ ାର, 
ଉପେର ପଦ ବନ, ସୁ ର ମଧୁର,|  
ପଦ ନ େହେଲ ବ ିତା ଛାଇ, ବା ା, ସାନି , 
ମଁ ୁପାଲଟ ିଯାଇଛ ିଅ  ଅନୁଭବ | 
ଆେବଗ ପଣେର େମା ଆ ା 
ଆେବଗର ନରିହ ାର ଝର, 
ସମ  ଆକଶ େମା ଛାତେିର, 
େମା ତୁଠ ପାଦମୟ ଚଳ  ିଈ ର | 
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 ଜନଦନିର ଡାକ 

                                ଡା: ତଭିା ଶତପଥୀ  
                   ପଟଆି େ ସ  େରା  ଭୁବେନ ର 

ଜନ ଦନିେର େମାେତ ଡାକେିଦଲା କଏି 
େବାଉର ଡାକ ପର ିଶୁଭିଗଲା ତ 
େସ େଯ େକେବଠୁ ନାହ ! 
ଏମିତ ିେଗାଟଏି ମଗୁଶୀର େଭା  େର 
େମାେତ ଜନ କଲା 
ଝରକା େସପଟୁ ଫୁଲ ବୁଦାମାନ ୁ   
ଅେନଇ ଲା ଯ ଣା କାତେର 
ତା’ ପେର ମନମରା େହଇ ପାଳଲିା 
ଆଜୀବନ େଗାେଟ ଭ ା େଡଣାକୁ େବାହ ିଉଡଲିା 
େରାଗ େଭାଗିଲା 
ଘର ବାହାର ମ ରି ପୂଜାଘର 
େନଶୖ  ବଦି ାଳୟେର ପାଠ ଶଖିାଇଲା 
ସାଈ ପଡଶିା  େସବା କଲା 
ଗାଈ ଦୁହଲା, େପଇଲା େମାେତ | 
ତା ଯ ଣାକୁ ମଁ ୁବା େଦ ଲି େକେବ ? 
ବୁଝଲିି େଭାଗିଲି ଟକିଏି ଟକିଏି 
ମଁ ୁଆଜ ିଉଡୁଛ ିଭ ା େଡଣାକୁ େବାହ ି
ସମୟ ତ ଅଟେକ ନାହ 
େବାଉକୁ େଖାଜେିଲ ମେିଳ ନାହ 
ପାଖେର ଥାଏ, ପୁଣ ିନ ଥାଏ 
ଦଶୁିଥାଏ ତ, ଚି ବଣ ନ ଥାଏ ପୁଣ ି
ଆଜ ିେଗାେଟ ଦନିେର େସ େମାେତ 
େକାଉଠୁ ଡାକ ିେଦଲା େକଜାଣ ି!! 
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ÒÒhi@Oà 
                                                                       X jÊÒmÐQ_Ð ]Ðj 
 
      aaÒ=Ð`jÐNee @hÐ« aÑQÞcÐfÐ c\Ð `ÞVÊ\ÞmÐ ÒafÐbËBÜÒe Ð `¾ÞcÐLÐhÒe jËdÔà @ª 
ÒkD\ÞÒm Ð jÐNe alÒe jkjÍ^ÐeÒe `Í[ÞaÞcÞé[ ÒkD\ÞmÐ @ªNÐcÑ jËdÔà*e [e=Ð Þ̄[ 
jÊÒ_mÞ AbÐ J [Ð* D³f cÊkÜVÞ Ð aÞQÞ[Í \ÞmÐ Òj ]óhÔ Ð Òaf e[ e[ ÒkD\ÞmÐ Ð H 
aÞ]Ð¯ ]óhÔ \ÞmÐ Òah kó]¯¸hÑà Ð ÒafÐbËBÜÒe ScÐV aÐuÊ\ÞmÐ aÞ`ZÑcÐ_*e jc÷Ðe Ð 
jÕSÒafe ÒLÐfÐkfÒe cÊMeÞ[ ÒkD\ÞmÐ `ÊeÑ jcÊ]ÍLËf Ð SÑa_e j©jée Òd`eÞ 
jéeÐ¯Þ[ ÒkD\ÞmÐ @NZÞ[ L¶Òe Ð LÞH MÐBaÐÒe aÔª \ÞÒm Ð AD LÞH mkXÞ bÐ=Ê\ÞÒm Ð 
jcÊ]Í LËfÒe QÐmÞ QÐmÞ D`ÒbÐN LeÊ\ÞÒm ]f]f ÒmÐL Ð LÞH aÐmÞOe Ò[ÐfÊ\ÞmÐ,AD 
[ÐLÊ aÐecéÐe bÐ=Þ Ò]D\ÞmÐ @TVÞA @cÐ_ÞA ÒYD Ð LÞZÐaÞLÐÒe AD ÒLkÞ ÒLkÞ aÔª 
\ÞÒm Ð LÞH aÐ aÞ]Ð¯Ñ jËdÔà*Ê ]ÊB kÐ[ ÒdÐXÞ `ÍZÐc LeÊ\ÞmÐ Ð ÒYD NZÊ\ÞÒm Q`fc[Þ 
hÞhÊcÐÒ_ Ð ÒdÒ[ Ò]MÞÒm aÞ LâÐ« ÒkD_\ÞmÐ @NZÞ[ ]ó½Þe ]ÞNçaÞf¯ Ð Òd`eÞ jÑcÐkÑ_ 
A_t aÊZÞÒ]D\ÞÒm ALÐh, `ó\ÞaÑ AD jcÊ]Í HL[Í ÒkÐB Ð H ckÐcÞf_ \ÞmÐ ckÐLÐfe 
HL aÞQÞ[Í mÑfÐ Ð _Þ[Ô_Ë[_ Ð 
      jcÊ]ÍLÊ aÊTÞaÐLÊ `Í¯Ðj LeÞ\ÐH cZÞi Ð @\Q ÒLÒ[SZ aÐ aÊT«Þ SÑa_LÊ `ÊZÞ 
jcÊ]ÍLÊ Ð [Ð' e @\f[f RfRf `ZÞALÊ Ð [Ðe aÞªó[ÞLÊ Ð [Ð' e @aÊTÐ`ZLÊ Ð [Ð' e 
jÑcÐkÑ_ @_« aÞªÐeLÊ Ð 
       SÑa_ [ WÞLç ÒjcÞ[Þ Ð aÊTÊaÊTÊ ]Þ_ jeÞdÐH Ð jÕS _BÜAÒj Ð jÐNe NbàÒe mÊQÞ 
dÐD\ÞaÐ jËdÔà* `eÞ jc¯e aÞeÐVNbàÒe mÊQÞdÐH cZÞi Ð H `ó\ÞaÑ , H jÕ`Là , H SÑa_ 
aÞmÑ_ ÒkÐBdÐH Ð ÒLDÜ @]óhÔkª _ÞmÞà© bÐaÒe QÞ¨ÐB]ÞH H`ÐeÞe cÐ¯Ðc¯ aÕ^_LÊ Ð 
ÒLDÜWÊ AÒj `ÊZÞ ÒLDÜWÞLÞ dÐH - jÒ[LÞ HL @jcÐkÞ[ `ÍhðaÐQÑ ÒkÐB DbÐkÊH HB 
ÒafÐbËBÜÒe Ð 
      ÒNÐÒV `ÒV SÑa_ Ð AD Ae`ÒV ? jéNà]éÐeÒe kÊ[Ê kÊ[Ê ÒkÐB SfÊ\ÞmÐ 
ÒLÒ[NÊXÞH ha Ð ÒLÒ[ÐVÞ QÞ[Ð `ÍªÊ[Þ `ÐBÜ @Ò`lÐcÐZ \ÞÒm Ð jéNà]éÐe aÞhÍÐcyfÑe 
]Þé[Ñ¯ `ÐkÐQÒe ajÞ\ÞÒm XÐ¦e @jÑcÐ cÞhÍ Ð aÐ`Ð*e QÞ[Ð jSXÐ jeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð jÕ`ËÀà 
eË`Òe LÐWÒe YÐ*ÞÒ]aÐLÊ Òj @_ÊÒeÐ^ LÒm cÐmbÐBcÐ_*Ê Ð Òj jkÞ`ÐeÞÒa_Þ Òj ]óhÔ 
Ð ÒdÒ[ LÐW mÐNÊRÞ mÐNÊ Ð ÒkÒm [Ð*e jaÊWÊ `ÍÞ¯ cZÞiVÞe H _ÞÓÒhi ÒkÐBdÑaÐe 
LeÊZ @_ÊbaLÊ @ahÞ½ A¯Êi Òj RÐ[ÞÒe ÒaÐkÞÒa ÒLcÞ[Þ Ð  
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        XÐ¦e Òj Ð AMÞ jÐcðÐÒe Òj Ò]MÞR«Þ có[ÔÊe ÒLÒ[ aÞQÞ[Í mÑfÐÒMfÐ Ð mÊk AD 
ÒLÐke DSÊXÐ SÑa_LÊ Òj @[Þ `ÐMeÊ _ÞÒeMÞR«Þ Ð JéÐXà bÞ[Òe ÒeÐNÑVÞH Òhi _ÞÓhéÐj 
[ÔÐN LmÐÒaÒf AcúÑ¯cÐ_*e A[Êe[ÐLÊ Òj @_Êba LeÞR«Þ Ð NÊcÊeÞ NÊcÊeÞ LÐ_tÊ\ÞaÐ 
cZÞicÐ_*e _ÞÓjé ÒkÐBdÞaÐ @ayÐLÊ Òj Lf_Ð LeÞR«Þ Ð AD ÒLÒa ÒLÒa _ÞÒeMÞR«Þ 
ÒRD¨ ÒkÐB bËBÜÒe ÒmÐVÊ\ÞaÐ cZÞi `ZÞALÊ Ð SÑa_e AmÊ@ AD @uÐe H Db¯ jkÞ[ 
[Ð*e ÒbVÐÒbVÞ kÊH Ð ÒLÒ[ÒaÒf JéÐXà bÞ[Òe [ ÒLÒ[ÒaÒf XÐ¦eMÐ_Ð aÐe¨ÐÒe Ð 
        ÒaÒf ÒaÒf A_c_Ð ÒkÐBdÐH Ð BH L'Z ? XÐ¦eVÞH d]Þ HcÞ[Þ bÐa`ÍaZ 
Òka, mÊ[Ê`Ê[Ê kó]¯VÞH Ò_B A[dÐ[ Òka, Ò[Òa QÞLÞjúÐ LeÞa ÒLcÞ[Þ ? `Íhð aÐecéÐe 
DnÐeÞ[ kÊH _ÞS bÞ[eÊ Ð Òj Ò$eÞdÐA«Þ XÐ¦ee _ÞmÞà© @_Ðj¦Þ `ÐMLÊ Ð _Ð, H`eÞ 
]Êaàf[Ð [Ð*Ê ÒhÐbÐ`ÐH_Þ Ð @_Ô XÐ¦ecÐ*e \pÐ `eÞkÐj aÞ ÒaÒfÒaÒf jkÞaÐLÊ kÊH 
MÐmÞ jêÞ[ kjVÞH `Í[Þa]fÒe Ð 
     aÐ`Ð*e jÕ²Ðe ÒkaÐ ]óhÔLÊ hÞaÐLÊ cÒ_cÒ_ `ÍªÊ[ ÒkD\ÞÒm Òj Ð aÐ`Ð*e ha 
^eÞ ÒdÒ[ÒaÒf NÐXÞ `ÊeÑ @bÞcÊÒM aÐkÐeÞmÐ , @jÑcÐ aÐkÐeÞ\ÞÒm jÐ=Òe dÞaÐLÊ Ð 
cÒ_ÐS lÊÀ ÒkÐB LkÞÒm - AÒe , ±ÑÒmÐL ÒkÐB [Òc jéNà]éÐe dÞa ? L'Z ]eLÐe ? 
ÒLÐD ±ÑÒmÐL bmÐ hêhÐ_LÊ dÐH ! [Êc bÐB [ cÊMÐNðÞ Ò]Òa Ð [ÊÒc dÐB ÒjWÞ L'Z LeÞa 
? _Ð, Ò]ÒMB ÒkaÐLÊ dÐDR -cÊÜ HcÞ[Þ ÒcÐ aÐ`Ð*Ê  bm`ÐH Ð SN[ ÒmÐÒL ^_Ô ^_Ô 
LkÞÒa Ð aeÕ OÒe eÊk Ð HWÞLÐ aÔayÐ aÊTÐaÊTÞ LeÞa Ð jÕ²Ðe jÐeÞ Ò$eÞmÐ `Òe 
cÐmbÐBcÐÒ_ L'Z MÐBÒa ÒjL\Ð aÊT Ð 
      LÞRÞ Dre Ò]Òm_Þ @jÑcÐ Ð _ÑeaÒe dÐB NÐXÞÒe ajÞÒm Ð HÒ[ÒmÐL* jÐcðÐÒe 
L\Ð LVÐLVÞ LeÞaÐLÊ Òj DQÞ[ cÒ_ LÒm_ÐkÞÜ Ð LÞ«Ê c_ aÞÒ]ÐÍkÑ ÒkÐB DWÞmÐ Ð jaÊ 
L\ÐÒe ±ÑÒmÐL,±ÑÒmÐL Ð HBVÐ [ÊÒc LeÞ`ÐeÞa_Þ Ð ÒjBVÐ ±ÑÒmÐL `ÐBÜ c_Ð Ð HBVÐ 
`Ð` Ð LÞ«Ê `ÊeÊi ÒmÐLVÞ `ÐBÜ QÐeÞMÊZ cÐ$ç Ð Òj jaÊ LeÞ`ÐeÞa Ð jaÊWÞLÞ dÐB `ÐeÞa Ð 
@NcÔ, ]ÊNàc ÒaÐmÞ [Ð `ÐBÜ LÞRÞ aÐeZ _ÐkÞÜ Ð LÞH HjaÊ _Þ¯c NYÞRÞ Ð `ÐWhÐf `YÞ 
XÐ¦e ÒkÐB aÞ d]Þ [Ð* `ÐBÜ HÒ[ LVLZÐ, HÒ[ _Þ¯c LÐ_Ê_ç, `eÐÕ`eÐ , Ò[Òa 
jÐ^ÐeZ ±ÑÒmÐL L\Ð L' Z LÊkÐdÞa Ð LÞH NYÞRÞ H jcÐS Ð Oe `ÐBÜ dÐa[Ñ¯ LÐc Òj 
LeÊ\Þa Ð @\Q Òj _ÞÒS ÒjÒL¨ ÒNÍX jÞVÞÒS_ ÒkÐBekÞa Ð c_ bÞ[Òe _Ð_Ð `Íhð 
D]çÒafÞ[ ÒkD\ÞmÐ Ð LÞ«Ê Òj LÞRÞ LkÞÒm _ÐkÞÜ Ð 
      Òj aÐ`Ð*e `Í\c j«Ð_ Ð Aec÷eÊ aÐ`ÐÒaÐD*e jaÊ Òjðk cc[Ð WÊf 
ÒkÐBdÐB\ÞmÐ [Ð*eÞWÐÒe Ð `Òe AD bÐBbDZÑ S_ê ÒkÐB\ÞÒm aÞ aÐ`ÐÒaÐD*  
kó]¯Òe [Ð* yÐ_ \ÞmÐ jé[§ Ð  
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`̀ÍÐ¯ [Þ_Þaià [Òf ÒaÐDe Ò]kÐ« ÒkÐBdÐB\ÞmÐ Ð ÒjÒ[ÒaÒf _ÞSLÊ HÒ[ _ÞÓjé cÒ_ 
LeÞ_\ÞÒm @jÑcÐ Ð `ÐMÒe aÐ`Ð \ÞÒm Ð aÐ`Ð*e ae]kª \ÞmÐ [Ð* cÊ¨ D`Òe Ð aÐ`Ð 
@R«Þ jaÊL\ÐLÊ Òj aÊYÐ ÒkÐBdÞaÐ jÒré - H`eÞ ÒNÐÒV aÞhéÐj [Ð* @ªÞ[ée @Õh 
ÒkÐBdÐB\ÞmÐ Ð jÊM]ÊÓM , bmct , jaÊL\Ð Òj aÐ`Ð*Ê  LkÊ\ÞÒm Ð SÒZ @«e= aÕ^Ê 
bfÞ aÐ`Ð jaÊ hÊZÊ\ÞÒm ÐkjÞ Ò]D\ÞÒm Ð   
      LkÊ\ÞÒm - Ò ß̂dÔà cZÞie jaÊWÊ aX NËZ cÐ' Ð jÕjÐe jÐNeÒe [ ÒLÒ[ TX DWÞa 
Ð ÒLÒ[ TÕSÐ ÒaÐkÞa Ð ÒLÒ[ jcjÔÐ Ò]MÐÒ]a Ð Ò ß̂dÔà _ ^eÞÒm [Ê bÐ=ÞdÞaÊ cÐ' Ð 
jÕjÐee TX Ò[ÐÒ[ LÊAÒX ÒaÐmÞ LÊAÒX ÒaÐmÞ LÊAÒX DÒXBÒ_Òa Ð [Ê `ÐWhÐW `YÞRÊ 
Ð ÒLÒ[ ÒmÐL*Ê SÑa_ Ò]DRÊ Ð [Ê d]Þ HcÞ[Þ  bÐ=Þ`XÞaÊ , Ò[Òa jÐ^ÐeZ TÞ@cÐÒ_ L' Z 
hÞMÞÒa Ò[ÐWÊ ? SÑa_LÊ jÐc_Ð LeÞaÐ [ @jm hÞlÐ Ð 
      @jÑcÐ _ÞSLÊ ]óY LeÞ_Þ@«Þ Ð kÜ j[L\Ð [ Ð ÒmÐL*e ÒLÒ[ ]ÊÓM @RÞ Ð ÒjjaÊ 
[Êf_ÐÒe [Ð*e LÞ ]ÊÓM Ð jÕjÐeÒe HcÞ[Þ bmÐ ÒLkÞ @RÞ , dÐkÐe AÒ]ßÐ ]ÊÓM _ÐkÞÜ Ð 
j[L\Ð , jÐcÐ_Ô jÐcÐ_Ô L\ÐÒe HÒ[ bÐa`ÍaZ ÒkÒm Òj ANLÊ L' Z `ÐÒ] AÒNB 
`ÐeÞÒa ? aÐ`Ð*e L\Ð ÒLB`] cf¯e Qt_ `eÞ [Ð* c_e DrÐ`LÊ hÑ[f LeÞ]ÞH Ð 
      ASÞ ÒjB aÐ`Ð*e kÐ[ @`jeÞ dÐDRÞ [Ð* cÊ¨D`eÊ Ð [Ð* L\Ð AD hÊbÞa_Þ Ð 
[Ð*e Òj kj kj cÊkÜ AD Ò]MÞaÐLÊ cÞfÞa_Þ Ð aÐ`Ð @R«Þ ÒaÐmÞ ÒdDÜ bejÐ kSÞdÞa 
HB jéNà]éÐeÒe ÐAD LÞRÞ jc¯ `Òe cÊWÐH `ÐDÜhÒe eË`Ð«eÞ[ ÒkÐBdÞa aÐ`Ð*e Òj 
]Ñ©ÞcÐ_ heÑe Ð Òj hÐ« jðÞ' cÊkÜVÞ kSÞdÞa ckÐLÐfe @uÐeÞ NÊkÐÒe Ð HZÞLÞ Òj jêó[Þ 
ÒkÐBdÞÒa Ð @jÑcÐ ÒdÒ[ _ÞSLÊ `ÍÒaÐ^_Ð Ò]D\ÞÒm aÞ RÐ[Þ bÞ[eVÐ ]ÊÓMÒe Le[Þ 
ÒkÐB dÐD\ÞmÐ Ð @cÐ_ÞA mÊk aÐecéÐe bÞSÐB Ò]D\ÞmÐ AMÞ`[Ð ]ÊBVÞLÊ Ð [Ð* kó]¯e 
aÔ\Ð, QÞr aÞÒlÐb `ÐMÒe jaÊ ]hà_, jaÊ [ré @jÐe cÒ_ ÒkD\ÞmÐ Ð jêeZ ÒkmÐ]Þ_Ê 
aÐ`Ð*Ê Ò_B [Ð*e dÐa[Ñ¯ jó[Þ ÒNÐVÞ ÒNÐVÞ ÒkÐB cËrÞàcÐ_ ÒkD\ÞÒm jÒ[LÞ Ð c_ 
`e]ÐÒe _ÐQÞ DWÊ\ÞÒm _ÞS _ÞSe @ªÞ[é `ÍLVLeÞ Ð 
      AMÞ ANÒe ÒLÒ[NÊXÞH SÊB SfÊ\ÞmÐ Ð AcúÑ¯ jéS_cÐÒ_ [`úe \ÞÒm jÕ²Ðe 
LÐdÔàÒe Ð jéNà]éÐee ÒNÐÒV LZÒe N]Ð ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ có[LcÐ_* jÐ=Òe AjÞ\ÞaÐ mÊNÐ`VÐ 
, N]Þ, [LÞA ,aÞRZÐQ]e B[ÔÐ]Þ Ð Ae`ÒV jÕ²Ðe LÐdÔà `ÐBÜ ÒmÐXÐ ÒkD\ÞaÐ dÐa[Ñ¯  
SÞ_Þi aÞLÍÞÒkD\ÞmÐ ÒNÐÒV Ò]ÐLÐ_Òe Ð `ÐMLÊ mÐNÞ LÐW J TÐDÜLÐW N]Ð ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ AD 
ÒNÐÒV aX OÒe Ð LÍÞ¯Ð Lcà `ÐBÜ ]ÊBVÞ RÐ[ \ÞaÐ c¨` Ð @Ò`lÐ LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ `Í[ÞlÐ Nók Ð 
`ÐkÐQ D`eÊ XÐkÐZ `V eÐªÐLÊ  mÐNÞ jcÊ]Íe ]óhÔ Òah ¸½ \ÞmÐ Ð aÞhÞ½ S__Ð¯L 
aÞSÊ`p_Ð¯L* jó[Þªc÷ B[ÔÐ]Þ dÐa[Ñ¯ ]óhÔ D`Òe `kÜeÞ AjÊ\ÞmÐ @jÑcÐ*e ]ó½Þ Ð H 
hhêÐ_bËBÜ Òd`eÞ _ÑeaÒe LkÊ\ÞmÐ - HkÐkÞÜ [ SÑa_e Òhi `eÞZ[Þ Ð HB Ò]kLÊ Ò_B 
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ÒÒLÒ[ jé`ð Ð ÒLÒ[ Ò[Ðe ÒcÐe Ð ÒLÒ[ ÒmÐb Ð ÒLÒ[ CiàÐ ,@kÕLÐe ,Naà ,]`à ,@bÞcÐ_ 
Ð ÒLÒ[ AhÐ @bÞfÐi Ð V*Ð `BjÐ ,^_e[ð , aX`Z , lc[Ð ,`Í[Þ`rÞ jaÊLÊ RÐXÞ 
Ò]BdÞaÐLÊ Òka HBWÞ , HB cÐVÞÒe Ð HB cÐVÞÒLÐfÒe ^_Ñ ]eÞ]Í ,Dn_ÑQ 
,jaÀà@jaÀà ,eÐSÐ`ÍSÐ jaÊ jcÐ_ Ð jcÒª [Ðe j«Ð_ Ð jcª*Ê Òj A]eÒe ÒLÐÒfB 
Ò_DRÞ Ð jaÊ HLÐLÐe ÒkÐBdÐDRÞ ÒLBM¨ LÐW AD VÞLÞH @NðÞ jÕÒdÐN cÐÒ[ÍÒL Ð H 
Sf«Ð SÊB Òd`eÞ aÐecéÐe DnÐeZ LeÊRÞ - H SÑa_ @_Þ[Ô , H heÑe ceZhÑf Ð HWÞ 
LÞRÞ QÞeyÐ¯Ñ _ÊÒkÜ Ð jcª*Ê cÊÜ NÍÐj LeÞ`ÐÒe Ð _ÞÓÒhi LeÞ`ÐÒe Ð Òj eÐSÐ ÒkD LÞ e* 
ÒkD Ð 
      @jÑcÐ* c_Òe ÒLÒ[ bÐa_Ð ADVÊ `ÐDVÊ ÒkD\ÞmÐ Ð WÞLç H[ÞLÞ ÒaÒf `Ðq R@ 
SZ ha aÐkL ÒNÐVÞH ha ^eÞ `ÍÒah LÒm jéNà]éÐe hêhÐ_ bËBÜÒe ÐANÒe QÐmÊ\ÞmÐ 
[ÞeÞh a[Þh aiàe dÊa[Ñ SÒZ Ð aÐÜ LÐMÒe ^eÞ\ÞmÐ `ÍÐ¯ ]ÊB [Þ_Þ aiàe `Ê@VÞLÊ Ð H 
]óhÔ \ÞmÐ jéNà]éÐe `ÐBÜ HL aÞef ]óhÔ Ð ANLÊ AjÞ\ÞaÐ ÒLBSZ dÊaL*  _ÞÒ~àhÒe 
ÒNÐÒV SÐNÐÒe eMÐNmÐ haVÞLÊ Ð `Ê@LÊ SZLÊ Ò]B @_ÔÐ_Ô LÍÞ¯ÐLcà `ÐBÜ dÊa[ÑVÞ `ÍªÊ[ 
ÒkÐBNmÐ Ð cÒ_ÒkD\ÞmÐ Òj Òd`eÞ _ÞSLÊ Òah ]óY LeÞÒ_B\ÞmÐ Ð 
        Ò`Í[Lcàe AÒ¯ÐS_ ÒkÐB jÐeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð ±ÑÒmÐLVÞ aÍÐkêZ* _ÞÒ~àhÒe d§a[ç jaÊ 
LÐc LeÞdÐD\ÞmÐ Ð jcÒª [`úe \ÞÒm Ð QÞ[Ð jSXÐ ÒkmÐ Ð H[ÞLÞÒaÒf ÒRÐV`Ê@VÞ LÐtÞ 
DWÞmÐ Ð dÊa[ÑVÞe jaÊ ^ÔÐ_ Òd`eÞ Ò]ÐkmÞ NmÐ Ð Òj aÔÐLÊf bÐaÒe QÐkÞÜmÐ `ÞmÐVÞLÊ Ð 
LÐÒMB\ÞaÐ dÊaLVÞ ÒaÐ^kÊH [Ðe ÒLkÞ A[êÑ¯jéS_ _\ÞÒm Ð Òj ÒdÒ[ ÒQ½Ð LÒmaÞ 
`ÞmÐVÞ QÊ` ÒkD_\ÞmÐ Ð eÐkÐ ^eÞ LÐtÊ\ÞmÐ Ð 
         @jÑcÐ AD Ò ß̂dÔà^eÞ ajÞ`ÐeÞÒm _ÐkÞÜ Ð [Ð* bÞ[ee jrÐ Òd`eÞ bÊhÊXÞ `XÞmÐ 
H LeÊZ ]óhÔÒe Ð `ÞmÐVÞe LÐt [Ð*Ê jÒ[LÞ MÞ_çbÞ_ç LeÞÒ]mÐ Ð Òj ajÞaÐ SÐNÐeÊ 
DWÞNÒm `ÞmÐVÞ `ÐMLÊ Ð @Òk[ÊL bÐaÐÒaNÒe ]ÊBkÐ[ aYÐBÒ]Òm Ð LÐkÞÜLÞ ÒLSÐZÞ 
`ÞmÐVÞ [Ð* `ÐMLÊ AjÞ amam LeÞ cÊkÜLÊ QÐkÞÜmÐ Ð @jÑcÐ [ÐLÊ RÐ[ÞÒe `LÐB \Ð`ÊÒXB 
Ahéª LeÞaÐLÊ ÒQ½Ð LÒm Ð 
        dÊaLVÞ ^Ñe jéeÒe LkÞÒm - lcÐ LeÞÒa cÔÐXc Ð [ÐLÊ hÊAB `LÐ«Ê _ÐkÞÜ Ð 
ÒaÐ^kÊH AD LÞRÞ jc¯ `Òe Òj cÊMÐNðÞ Ò]a Ð [Ð aÐ`Ð BH Ð 
            - BH cÊMÐNðÞ Ò]a ? 
         @jÑcÐ* RÐ[Þ bÞ[eVÐ Tcç LeÞ L' Z ÒNÐVÐH h~ LmÐ Ð ÒLÒ[ VÞÒL RÊA Ð jÞH 
`ÊZÞ cÊMÐNðÞ Ò]a ? Òk bNaÐ_ ! [Ð*Ê AD aÊTÞaÐLÊ aÐLÞ _ \ÞmÐ , ±ÑÒmÐLVÞ [Ðe cÐA Ð 
ÒLDÜ `eÞyÞ[ÞÒe ±ÑÒmÐLVÞ AjÞ hêhÐ_ bËBÜÒe HcÞ[Þ RÞXÐ ÒkÐBRÞ , [ÐkÐ SÐZÞaÐLÊ [Ð* 
bÞ[Òe ÒLßÐ[Êkf jó½Þ ÒkmÐ Ð AkÐ ! Òj dÊaLVÞ DÒ~hÔÒe LkÞÒm - RÊAVÞ AN LÐt at 
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LLeÊ Ð ÒdÒ[ÒaÒf cÊMÐNðÞ Ò]aÐ L\Ð [ÐLÊ Ò_BdÞÒa Ð A`Z aÞ HBWÞ aj«Ê Ð cÊMÐNðÞ 
Ò]mÐbfÞ L' Z AD ÒLkÞ _ÐkÐ«Þ Ð  
        H\e VÞÒL _Þcð jéeÒe L\Ð Aec÷ LmÐ dÊaLVÞ Ð 
- _ÐBÜ cÔÐXc Ð AÒc jcÒª Òj ]ÊkÞÜ*e auÊ Ð mÞ`Þ aÒcéÒe ÒNÐÒV cmVÞÒ_j_Ðm 
LÕ`Ð_ÑÒe MÊa aX QÐLÞeÞ LÒe Ð mÞ`Þ cÞhÍ Ð Òa½NÍÐSÊHV ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ BÕSÞ_Þ¯eÞÕÒe Ð HB 
jÐ[ AW aià [fe L\Ð Ð MaeLÐNSÒe , VÞ,bÞÒe Ò]MÐB\ÞmÐ ÒjÒ[ÒaÒf Ð A`Z 
kÊH[ Ò]MÞ\ÞÒa ÒjB mÞ`Þ cÞhÍ Ð Ac LâÐjÒcVç Ð 
        - AD dÐkÐ*e Ò]kÐ« ÒkÐBRÞ , Òj ÒaÐ^kÊH [Ð* jéÐcÑ _Ð Ð AkÐ ! HÒ[ 
@Áa¯jeÊ ÒLcÞ[Þ ÒkmÐ ? ¯Ð*e L' Z ÒLkÞ AcúÑ¯jéS_ _ÐkÐ«Þ ? 
        - @R«Þ cÔÐXc Ð jcÒª @R«Þ Ð LÞ«Ê mÞ`Þ @_Ô SÐ[Þe `ÞmÐLÊ aÞaÐk LmÐÒaÐmÞ 
Db¯`V [Ð* jkÞ[ jÕ`Là RÞ_ð LeÞR«Þ Ð aªÊ[Ó jÐcÐSÞL aÐRt LkÞÒm WÞLçÒka Ð 
        - ASÞLÐmÞ dÊNÒe H`eÞ jÕLÑÀà[Ð Ð cÊÜ [ HkÐ bÐaÞ`ÐeÊ_Þ Ð RÞ ! 
        @jÑcÐ* c_ aÞÒ]ÐÍk LeÞ DWÊ\ÞmÐ Ð dÊN dÐB ÒLÐDWÞ `kÜqÞmÐZÞ Ð ÒmÐL* bÞ[ee 
H LÊjÕ²Ðe , @uaÞhéÐj ÒLÒa dÞa ? SÐ[Þ SÐ[Þ , ^cà ^cà ÒkÐB ÒmÐÒL SÑa_LÊ ÒLÒ[ 
@jÊte , LÊjúÞ[ LeÞÒ]DR«Þ Ð bNaÐ_ HÒ[ jÊte `ó\ÞaÑVÞH Ò]BR«Þ cZÞi kÐ[Òe Ð 
@\Q cZÞi _ÞS bÐa_ÐÒe aÐkÞ[ ÒkÐB HcÞ[Þ OÐÃÞ ÒkDRÞ MÐmÞVÐÒe Ð c_e bÐaLÊ mÊQÐB 
@jÑcÐ LkÞÒm - kÜ , L' Z ÒkmÐ ÒjBWÊ ?  
       - jÊÒaÐ^ bÞ_ð SÐ[Þe Ð Oee QfZÞ aÞ ÒjÒ[ bm _ÊÒkÜ Ð cÐf @qfe `ÞmÐ Ð NÐÜÒe 
aYÞRÞ Ð A Ê̂_ÞL[Ð ÒdDÜ NÐÜÒe aÞÒhi bÐaÒe `ÍÒah LeÞ`ÐeÞ_ÐkÞÜ Ð `ÞmÐ]Þ_eÊ MÊaç bm 
`YÊ\ÞmÐ Ð dÐkÐLÊ LÊkÐdÐH S_êeÊ `Í[ÞbÐaÐ_ Ð j[ LkÞÒm , Ac÷cÐ_*e ÒaÒf ÒaÒf CiàÐ 
ÒkD\ÞmÐ [Ð D`Òe Ð ÒaÍ_VÐ [ ÒNÐÒV LÕ`ÔÊVe Ð \Òe $ÞXÞ=ç ÒkBNÒm NmÐ Ð akÊ ]ÊÓM 
L½Òe `ÐkÐQ `Òe `ÐkÐQ DWÞ eÐDmÒLmÐÒe `YÞmÐ Ð ÒjBWÞ Ac÷cÐ_*e aÕ Ê̂[é Ð mÞ`Þ 
aÞ ÒjBWÞ `YÊ\ÞmÐ Ð 
       - [Ð `Òe ? 
       - ÒLcÞ[Þ ÒLSÐZÞ HkÞ _ÞeÑk jef `ÞmÐVÞ `Í[Þ mÞ`Þ YfÞ `XÞ\ÞmÐ Ð @\Q akÊ aX 
aX ^_Ñ Oee dÊaL [Ð `ÞRÐ `XÞ\ÞÒm Ð ÒkÒm mÞ`Þe HL_Þº bm`ÐBaÐ jÒ[ ÒdcÞ[Þ 
ÒNÐÒV [`jÔÐ\ÞmÐ Ð BH ÒNÐÒV aÞQÞ[Í jÕÒdÐN cÔÐXc Ð LÐkÞÜLÞ HcÞ[Þ kÊH ? AÒc ÒaÒf 
ÒaÒf A¾dÔà ÒkD Ð dÐkÐLÊ AÒc "QÊXÐ' ÒaÐmÞ XÐLÊ , ÒjbfÞ ÒNÐÒV NÐDÜmÑ `ÞmÐLÊ mÞ`Þ 
`eÞ jÊteÑ , Ò[SjÞé_Ñ TÞ@VÞ bm `ÐB ajÞmÐ ÒLcÞ[Þ ? - AÒe aÐaÊ , bm `ÐBaÐ ÒjcÞ[Þ 
ÒNÐÒV ekjÔc¯ L\Ð Ð LÞH LÐkÐLÊ LÐkÞÜLÞ bm `ÐH - HkÐe LÞRÞ dÊ¦Þ _ÐkÞÜ Ð MÐmÞ H[ÞLÞ 
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LL\Ð j[Ô , _ÞS @SÐZ[Òe cZÞi @_ÔLÊ _ÞSe kó]¯ Ò]BjÐeÞ\ÐH Ð [Ð`Òe AD L' Z 
\ÐH Òd , Òj bm ct aÞQÐe LeÞa ? 
       - kÜ cÔÐXc Ð j[L\Ð Ð aÞ. ÒVLç jeÞaÐ `Òe mÞ`Þ Hc.aÞ.H LeÞa ÒaÐmÞ aÐ=ÐÒmÐe 
dÐB\ÞmÐ Ð AÒc bÐaÞmÊ mÞ`Þ HZÞLÞ bÊmÞdÞa jÊÒaÐ^LÊ Ð LÞ«Ê Ò]MÐNmÐ JmVÐ Ð aeÕ 
ÒjcÐ_* jÕ`Là AkÊeÞ _ÞaÞX ÒkÐBDWÞmÐ Ð _ÞÒS mÞ`Þ jÊÒaÐ^LÊ aÐkÐ ÒkaÐ `ÐBÜ SÞ]ç ^eÞ 
ajÞmÐ Ð Db¯ `eÞaÐe ÒmÐÒL ÒOÐe aÞÒeÐ^ LÒm ÐH`eÞLÞ jÊÒaÐ^e aÐ`Ð cÐ*e A\ÞàL 
yÞ[Þ bm _ \ÐB aÞ ÒjcÒ_ jcSQÔÊ[ ÒkaÐ b¯Òe H aÐkÐOeÒe ÒdÐN Ò]Òm _ÐkÞÜ Ð 
jÕ`Là aÞ LÐVÞ Ò]Òm Ð mÞ`ÞOe ÒmÐÒL [ [Ð `ÐBÜ hÊwÞaÐ^Þ ÒkÐB `XÞÒm Ð jaÊAÒX 
LkÞaÊmÞÒm , [Ð* TÞ@ ceÞdÐBRÞ Ð AÒc jÐÕNcÐÒ_ cÞhÞ aÐkÐOe LmÊ Ð 
       ctÞeÒe aÐkÐOe ÒkmÐ Ð ÒbÐSÞ MÐBmÊ ÒNÐÒV aX ÒkÐÒVmÒe Ð mÞ`Þ Hc.aÞ.H jÐeÞ 
aÒcéÒe dÐB ÒNÐÒV cmVÞÒ_j_Ðm LÕ`Ð_ÑÒe bm ]ecÐÒe QÐLÞeÑLmÐ Ð Òahç kj 
MÊjÞÒe QÐmÞ\ÞmÐ jÕjÐe Ð jÊÒaÐ^LÊ aÐ^ÔLeÞ `Í[ÔL cÐjÒe [Ð' aÐ`ÐÒaÐD* `ÐMLÊ V*Ð 
`WÐD\ÞmÐ HB mÞ`Þ Ð @\Q bNaÐ_ ÒLDÜ\Þ`ÐBÜ [Ð cÊ¨ D`Òe aSÍ `LÐB Ò]Òm , AÒc 
ÒLkÞ aÊTÞ `ÐeÞmÊ _ÐkÞÜ Ð Chée LÐkÞÜLÞ HcÞ[Þ aÞQÐe Le«Þ , LÞH LkÞ`ÐeÞa ? mÞ`Þe HÒ[ aX 
]Ê~Þà_Òe ÒLkÞÒkÒm [ÐLÊ jÐkÐeÐ Ò]Òm_Þ Ð `ÐMÒe RÞXÐ ÒkÒm_Þ VÞÒL Ð `Ò] bm L\Ð 
aÞ LkÞÒm_Þ jÐ«é_Ð Ò]B Ð 
      - jÊÒaÐ^e aÐ`Ð cÐ' aqÞR«Þ VÞ ? [Ð cÐ' ÒLcÞ[Þ Ò ß̂dÔà ^eÞ ekÞÒm ? cÊÜ [ 
bÐaÞ`ÐeÊ_Þ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ L' Z jÊÒaÐ^ `WÐD\ÞaÐ V*Ð eMÊ _\ÞÒm ? 
      - kÜ eMÊ\ÞÒm Ð LÞ«Ê jÊÒaÐ^e aÐ`Ð LkÞ\ÞÒm Òd d]Þ ÒjcÐÒ_ NÐÜLÊ AjÞÒa , Ò[Òa 
[Ð* SÐ[ÞbÐB ÒjcÐ_*Ê jcÐSeÊ @VL LeÞÒa Ð jÊÒaÐ^e ]ÊBbDZÑ AD aÐkÐÒkB 
`ÐeÞÒa _ÐkÞÜ Ð ÒjcÐ_*e HB ÒNÐVÞH ÒaÐmÞ `Ê@ jÊÒaÐ^ Ð mÞ`Þ _ÞS [e$eÊ HÒ[ D]Ðe[Ð 
Ò]MÐBRÞ , A`Z bÐaÞ `ÐeÞÒa_Þ Ð V*Ð `WÐB [Ð* ]ÊBTÞ@*Ê aÞaÐk LeÐBRÞ Ð 
      - jÒ[ ! Ò[Òa [Ðe bÊm ekÞmÐ ÒLÐDWÞ ? 
      - H ]Ê_ÞA aX jéÐ\à`e cÔÐXc Ð H jcÐS aÞ ÒjcÞ[Þ Ð SÐ[Þ , ^cà, jÕ`Í]Ð¯ ]éÐkÞ 
Ò]B cZÞie cÐ_aÞL[ÐLÊ, ÒjðkÒ`ÍcLÊ _ÞºÊe bÐaÒe k[ÔÐ LeÞ\ÐH Ð [Ð _ ÒkÐB\ÞÒm 
HLcÐ[Í `Ê[ÍLÊ @LÐfÒe keÐB\ÞaÐ cÐ' e @«Òaà]_ÐLÊ L' Z aÊTÞ`ÐeÞmÐ H jcÐS ? _Ð 
aÊTÞ`ÐeÞmÐ, HÒ[ @Á a¯jÒe jéÐcÑ keÐB\ÞaÐ ÒNÐÒV _ÐeÑ kó]¯e kÐkÐLÐeLÊ ? mÞ`Þe 
aÐ`Ð cÐ' [ JmVÞ LkÞÒm, aÐ`Ð cÐ'*  @bÞhÐ` cÊ¨Òe ÒaÐkÞ Òj L'Z ÒLÒa jÊMÑ 
ÒkB\Ð«Ð ! cÊÜ _ÞÒS dÐB\ÞmÞ [Ð* `ÐMLÊ Ð ÒdÒ[ LÐLÊ[Þ cÞ_[Þ ÒkÐB LkÞÒm aÞ hÊZÞÒm 
_ÐkÞÜ Ð cZÞie @kÕLÐe L'Z j[Òe @u LeÞ]ÞH ? cÞ\ÔÐ aX`Z `ÐMÒe L'Z cÐ_aÞL[Ð , 
kó]¯ , c_ ÒaÐmÞ LÞRÞ _ÐkÞÜ ? 
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       ÒLßÐZjÞ QfnÞ[Íe LÐkÐZÑ `eÞ cÒ_  ÒkD\ÞmÐ @jÑcÐ*Ê Ð ASÞLÐmÞ jaÊ jc÷a 
ÒkmÐZÞ Ð MaeLÐNSÒe `Í[ÔL ]Þ_ ÒdDÜjaÊ _ÐeLÑ¯ jcéÐ] aÐkÐeÊRÞ , [ÐLÊ Ò]MÞÒm 
ÒLkÞ L'Z LkÞa - cZÞi AD cZÞi ÒkÐB @RÞ ÒaÐmÞ ! cÐ_aÞL jÕ`Làe @\à Òd`eÞ a]fÞ 
a]fÞ dÐDRÞ Ð j[Òe L'Z `ó\ÞaÑ `óºeÊ ÒmÐ` `ÐBdÞa HB cZÞi`ZÞA ! 
      Mae LÐNS `YÞmÐÒaÒf @jÑcÐ HjaÊ `Y«Þ _ÐkÞÜ Ð LÞ«Ê ÒLÐD ÒNÐVÐH ]Þ_ bmÐ 
\ÐH , ÒdDÜ]Þ_ kÞÕjÐ, k[ÔÐ, e¦`Ð[, ^iàZe jcéÐ] _\ÐH Ð ÒkXmÐB_ `YÞ Òj Lcç 
aÔ\Þ[ kÊ@«Þ _ÐkÞÜ Ð [Ð* `Í[ÞLÍÞ¯Ð hÊZÞ cÒ_ÐS [ÐjúmÔ LeÞ Lk«Þ - [ce H `ó\ÞaÑÒe S_ê 
ÒkaÐe _\ÞmÐ Ð XÐ¦e ÒkaÐ `ÐBÜ [ [ce AÒ]ßÐ ÒdÐNÔ[Ð _ÐkÞÜ Ð XÐ¦ee RÐ[Þ `\e 
`eÞ VÐZ _ÒkÒm Òj LÞ ÒeÐNÑ QÞLÞjúÐ LeÞa ? 
      - [Òc bÊm  LkÞm Ð XÐ¦e SÑa_ ]ÞH Ð cmÐ cZÞiLÊ aqÐH Ð có[ÔÊ jkÞ[ mÒYB 
LeÞ\ÐH Ð SÑa_ j`lÒe [Ð'e mÒYB Ð H jÊte `ó\ÞaÑLÊ AkÊeÞ jÊte LeÞ jÊMhÐ«ÞÒe 
beÞÒ]aÐ `ÐBÜ [Ðe `Íd[ð Ð [Ð' kó]¯Òe ]¯ÐcÐ¯Ð _ ekÞÒm Òj LÞ QÞLÞjúÐ LeÞa ? XÐ¦e 
kó]¯ d]Þ `\e ÒkÐBdÐH , Òj XÐ¦e _ ÒkÐB aeÕ ÒNÐÒV ÒcjÞ_ ÒkÐBdÞa Ð 
     @jÑcÐ _ÞS bÐa_ÐÒe cNð \ÞÒm Ð dÊaLVÞ L\ÐÒe Òj jcÞé[ Ò$eÞ`ÐBÒm Ð dÊaLVÞ 
LkÞmÐ - Lcà ÒaÐ^ kÊH jeÞAjÞmÐZÞ Ð @jÑcÐ `Íhð LÒm - kÜ ,ÒLcÞ[Þ jÊÒaÐ^e Ò]kÐ« 
ÒkmÐ ? L'Z ÒkÐB\ÞmÐ [Ð'e ?  
     - Òj ]ÊÓM L\Ð LÊk«Ê_Þ cÔÐXc Ð ]Þ_ ÒLBVÐe L\Ð Ð jÊÒaÐ^e `Ê@ ÒkaÐÒaÒf 
HÒLÐBhÐLÊ AÒc ÒLÒ[SZ jÐ= dÐB\ÞmÊ Ð mÞ`Þ dÞaÐ AjÞaÐ H¯Ðe VÞLV LeÞ `WÐB Ò]mÐ 
Ð LkÞmÐ - Ace AD _ÞSe ÒmÐL LÞH @R«Þ ? [ÒccÐÒ_ ÒLkÞ _ AjÞÒm cÐcÊ ÒkÐB LÞH 
`ËSÐÒe ajÞa ? [Ð bfÞ TÞ@ÒV cÊÜ ASÞdÐH Ò]MÞ_Þ Ð bNaÐ_ [Ð `Í[Þ HÒ[ _ÞºÊe ÒkÒm 
ÒLcÞ[Þ ? HjaÊ Ò]MÞÒm Chée* aÞeÊwÒe c_ aÞÒ]ÐÍk LeÞ\ÐH Ð 
     HB R@cÐj [Òf kWÐ[ç aÐ«Þ LeÞ @ÒQ[ ÒkÐB`XÞmÐ jÊÒaÐ^ Ð @$Þje 
LcàQÐeÑcÐÒ_ [Êe« XÐ¦eMÐ_ÐLÊ Ò_BdÐB mÞ`ÞLÊ Mae Ò]Òm Ð mÞ`Þ jÐÕÒN jÐÕÒN 
^ÐBÜmÐ kj`ÞVÐm Ð `ÍÐ\cÞL QÞLÞjúÐeÊ SZÐ`XÞmÐ jÊÒaÐ^e mÞbe LÔÐ_je ÒkÐBRÞ Ð Mae 
`ÐB AÒc jÐ=cÐÒ_ `ÐfÞ LeÞ SÒZ SÒZ RÊVÞ Ò_B [Ð `ÐMÒe ekÞ [ÐLÊ jÐkÐdÔ LmÊ Ð 
`Í\Òc mÞ`Þ bÐeÞ bÐ=Þ `XÞ\ÞmÐ Ð LÞ«Ê `Òe _ÞSLÊ Òj jc÷ÐfÞaÐLÊ ÒQ½Ð LmÐ Ð mÞ`Þe _ÞºÐ _ 
Ò]MÞÒm aÞhéÐj LeÞ Òka_Þ cÔÐXc Ð hÐhË hhée*Ê Mae Ò]mÐ Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ [ÐLÊ XÐkÐZÑ, 
@c=fÑ, XÐ*ÊZÑ HcÞ[Þ _Ð_ÐL\Ð LkÞ bjà_Ð LeÞ QÞWÞ ÒmMÞÒm Ð Ac `Ê@LÊ cÐeÞ MÐBaÊ Ð 
[Ð e¦ `ÞBaÊ ÒaÐmÞ [ÐLÊ aÐkÐ ÒkÐB\ÞmÊ - HcÞ[Þ LÐ_ _ hÊZÞaÐ L\Ð Ð \Òe ÒkÒm AjÞ 
_ÞS `Ê@LÊ Ò]MÞNÒm _ÐkÞÜ Ð 
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       aÐ`Ð cÐ' [ @bÞhÐ` Ò]Òm jÞ_Ð ,TÞ@ ]ÊÓMÒe mÊk ÒVÐ`ÐH YÐfÞÒm _ÐkÞÜ Ð jÒ[ @aÐ 
H ]ÊÒkÜ aÐkÐ ÒkÐB @lcZÑ¯ @`eÐ^ LeÞ\ÞÒm Ð jÐ[S_êe h[ÍÊ aÞ HÒ[ _ÞºÊe ÒkB 
`ÐeÞa_Þ cÔÐXc Ð ÒcÐ L\ÐLÊ aÞhéÐj Le«Ê Ð 
      mÞ`Þ RÊVÞ Ò_B VÐVÐ ÒcÐÒcÐeÞAm kj`ÞVÐmÒe QÞLÞjúÐ LeÐBmÐ Ð LÔÐÒcÐÒ\eÐ`Þ 
]ÞANmÐ Ð mÞbe VÐÍ_j`âÐÃ `ÐBÜ mÞ`Þ `ÍªÊ[ \ÞmÐ ÐÒkÒm bÐNÔ aÞcÊM ÒkÒm , LÞH [ÐLÊ 
DwÐe LeÞ`ÐeÞa Ð jÊÒaÐ^e @_ÊÒeÐ^ \ÞmÐ d]Þ Òj ceÞdÐH ,Ò[Òa ÒdÒ[ dÐkÐ L½ ÒkD 
`ÒR [ÐLÊ `ÊeÑ jéNà]éÐeÒe jÕ²Ðe LeÞaÐ`ÐBÜ Ð [Ð' ÒkÒm [Ð AcúÐ hÐ«Þ `ÐBa Ð 
      [Ðe Òhi BoÐLÊ j®Ð_ Ò]B aÒcéeÊ `âÐBVÒe ÒXX aXÞ AZÞ AjÞmÐ bÊÒaÒ_héeLÊ 
Ð ÒjWÊ AÒc jcÒª cÞhÞ AjÞRÊ Ð 
      @jÑcÐ ÒdcÞ[Þ [efÞ dÐD\ÞÒm ÒcqÐH mkÊZÞ `eÞ Ð ]ÊÓMe NbÑe AaràÒe Ò`iÞ 
ÒkÐBdÐB\ÞaÐ ÒNÐÒV @Á a¯²Ð [eÊZÑ [Ð*WÊ @Á  ]ËeÒe ajÞ _ÞS jéÐcÑ* `ÐBÜ 
Ò`Í[Lcà LeÊ\ÞmÐ Ð H`ÒV aÐ`Ð* QÞ[Ð SfÞ SfÞ mÞbÞ AjÊ\ÞmÐ Ð LÐtÞ LÐtÞ [Ð* ÒLÐfÒe 
ÒhÐB`XÞmÐ RÊAVÞ Ð @jÑcÐ* bÞ[eVÐ eÊuÞ ÒkÐBdÐD\ÞmÐ @aÔ¦ Òa]_ÐÒe Ð Òj 
bÞSÞdÐD\ÞÒm HL `eÞQ¯kÑ_ @_ÐaÞf A[Ñê¯[ÐÒe Ð mÞ`Þe ]ÊÓM `ÐMÒe aÐ`Ð*Ê 
keÐBaÐe ]ÊÓM @[Þ [Êo cÒ_ÒkmÐ [Ð*Ê Ð   
       Ò`Í[Lcà jeÞmÐ Ð SÊB jSXÐ jeÞ\ÞmÐ Ð QÞ[Ð D`Òe jÊÒaÐ^ ÒhÐB\ÞmÐ ÒNÐÒV 
_Þ¹Ð` hÞhÊ`eÞ Ð jcÒª [`úe ÒkÐBDWÞÒm Ð @jÑcÐ* ÒLÐfeÊ `Ê@LÊ Ò_B dÊaLVÞ SÊB 
`ÐMÒe `kÜqÞmÐ Ð H\e cÊMÐNðÞ Ò]aÐe `ÐfÞ Ð mÞ`Þ LÞRÞ jc¯ AMÞ aÊSÞ _ÞSLÊ jcéeZ 
LeÞaÐLÊ ÒQ½Ð LeÊ\ÞmÐ [Ð`Òe ÒNÐÒV LÐMÒe `Ê@LÊ J @_Ô kÐ[Òe _ÞAÜ kÊfÐVÞ ^eÞ 
aÞ Þ̂cÊ[ÐaL cÊMÐNðÞ Ò]mÐ Ð @jÑcÐ @`mL _¯_Òe QÐkÞÜ ekÞ\ÞÒm Ð cÒ_ÒkD\ÞmÐ jÒ[ 
ÒdcÞ[Þ SÒZ _ÞÓjé, eÞ¦ ÒkÐBdÐB\ÞaÐ _ÐeÑ [Ð `ÍNÐY bm`ÐBaÐe Òhi @OÔà aÐYÞ 
Ò]D\ÞmÐ @NðÞ cÐ^ÔcÒe Ð Òj ]óhÔ \ÞmÐ @[Þ LeÊZ Ðjcª* jSf AMÞ mÞ`Þ D`Òe kÞÜ 
_Þaw \ÞmÐ Ð cÊMÐNðÞ Ò]BjÐeÞ HL cÊkÐÜ ÒkÐB jcÊ]Í AXLÊ dÐB @VLÞRÞXÐ ÒkÐBNmÐ mÞ`Þ Ð 
Ò$eÞ QÐkÞÜmÐ kÊ[ÊkÊ[Ê ÒkÐB SfÊ\ÞaÐ QÞ[ÐLÊ Ð 
       H`eÞ HL @bÐaÞ[ ]óhÔ @_Ô jcª*Ê aÞjê¯ aÞcËY LmÐ `eÕ`eÐ_ÊjÐÒe cÊMÐNðÞ 
Ò]B jÐeÞaÐ `Òe AD `RLÊ QÐkÞÜ @VLÞaÐ L\Ð _ÊÒkÜ Ð @jÑcÐ AjÞ mÞ`Þ `ÐMÒe RÞXÐ 
ÒkÐBNÒm Ð jaÊ `Í\Ð, _Ñ[Þ _Þ¯c bÊmÞ ]ÊB kÐ[Òe LÊ¬ÐB ^eÞÒm mÞ̀ ÞLÊ Ð @jÑcÐ* RÐ[ÞÒe 
cÊkÜ NÊÕSÞ ÒbÜ ÒbÜ ÒkÐB LÐtÞ DWÞmÐ mÞ`Þ Ð 
       ALÐh Òd`eÞ LÞRÞlZ ª• ÒkÐB dÐB\ÞmÐ Òj LÐtÒe Ð jcÊ]Í bÊmÞ dÐB\ÞmÐ [Ðe 
hÐhé[ jÕNÑ[ Ð aÞ]Ð¯Ñ jËdÔà @Ò_L ÒafÊ  cÊkÜ mÊQÐB Ò]B\ÞÒm jcÊ]Í NbàÒe Ð Òj 
ÒhÐLe DoÐéj jÒ[LÞ \eÐB Ò]D\ÞmÐ ]Ëe ]ÞNçaf¯LÊ ÐeÐ[ÞÍe akf @uLÐe `kÜeÞ 
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AAjÊ\ÞmÐ ÒLDÜ @SZÐ eÐSÔeÊ Ð ]ÊBSZ ÒhÐLÐ[Êe _ÐeÑ* _ÞaÞX AÒhâi bÞ[Òe \ÐB RÊAVÞ 
LÐtÞ LÐtÞ LkÊ\ÞmÐ - [Ê LÐt_Ð cÐ....[Ê LÐt_Ð Ð 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                
ÒS[a_                                                                                                                                         

hÑÍeÐc_Ne , aÐ]ÐcaÐXÞ , LVL  
 

_ÞSe _ÞLV ସ କୟe Ò]Ði jkjÐ LÊk _ÐkÞÜ Ð [Ð* c_Òe akÊ[ L½ Òka Ð [Êc `Í[Þ 
[Ð* c_Òe \ÞaÐ Òjðk c^Ô _½ ÒkÐBdÞa Ð 
                                                                                                                                              
           - hÞaÐ_t       
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                                                           ଭାରି ମେନ ପଡୁଛ ି     

                                        ତାପସୀ ମହାପା , ଏୱା , କେନକକି , ଆେମରିକା 

ସକାଳୁ ଆ  େଖାଲି େଦ ଲି - ତୁଷାର ଝଡ ଚାଲିଛ ି                        ଠାକୁର ୁ  ଧୂପ େଦଇଛ,ି 
ହଟି  ଟାକୁ ଟେିକ ବଢାଉ ବଢାଉ ଆ  ଆେଗ ନାଚଗିଲା                               ଚ ନ ଟପିାେର ସେଜଇଛ,ି 
 େମା ଛୁଆ ଦନିର ଶୀତୁଆ ସକାଳ, କୁହୁଡ ିଭରା ଚାରଆିଡ, ଗପର ଆସର             େହେଲ କାଳଆି େଯମତି ିମୁହ ଁମାର ିବସଛି,ି 
 କାଠ ଜଳାର ଧୁଆଁ ଆଉ ଖରା ପୂଆଁ                                                       ଛଡା ତୁଳସୀର ବା ା ମନକୁ ବାଉଳା କରୁଛ,ି 
 ପରୁୁଣା କଥା ଭାର ିମେନ ପଡୁଛ,ି ଭାର ିମେନ ପଡୁଛ ି|                                  ଆଉ ମଁ ୁଏଠ ିେବଲପ , ତୁଳସୀ େଖାଜୁଛ ି |  

ମାଈେ ାଏ  ବନା ଚା’େର ଚନି ିଘା ଲିା େବେଳ                                        ୟୁ-ଟୁ , ଇନେନ , କାଉ  ର ଯୁଗ, 
ଆମ ଘର ପାଖ ଚା’ େଦାକନଟା ମେନ ପେଡ,                                           ହାତ ପାହ ାେର ସବୁ ମଳିଯିିବ 
କାଠ ଚୁଲାରୁ ଉତୁରବିା ଚା’ର ବା  ଓ ବାସନା                                           େହେଲ ରେ ାଲି ଚି ାହାର, ସେିନମା ରବବିାରର, 
ମନକୁ ମ  ିପକାଏ,                                                                        ରଜନୀଗ ାର ହାର, ବା ା ମକା େପାଡାର, 
କ ିଯାଦୁ ଲା େସ କେପ ଚା’େର !                                                       ତା ମଜା ଯିଏ ପାଇଛ,ି େସଇ ଏକା ଜାଣିଛ.ି. 
ମନକୁ ଟାଣ ିେନଉଛ,ି                                                                      ସେତ େକେତ ମେନ ପଡୁଛ ି| 
ମନ େକେତ େଖାଜୁଛ,ି ମନ େକେତ େଖାଜୁଛ ି|  
                                                                                              ଧନ, ମାନ, ଜନର ଆସର, 
ଓ  ମି  ଆଉ ୱାଫ  ଖାଉ ଖାଉ                                                       ପାଟ, ପ , ମଦ, ମାଂସର ଜୁଆର,, 
କ ା ଚାମଚ ତେଳ ପଡବିାର ଶ ଟା ଚହଲାଇ ଦଏି ମନକୁ                            େପଟ ତ ପୁରଛି ିେହେଲ ମନ କ ିମାନୁଛ ି? 
ମ ି ହାତର ଉପମା, ଚକୁଳ,ି ପରଠା ଭଳକି ିଭଳ,ି                                         
ଲାଳ େବାହଯିାଉଛ,ି                                                                        ଅମାନଆି େସ ମନ, 
ମନ େଯ ଝୁରୁଛ,ି ସେତ େକେତ ଝୁରୁଛ ି|                                                 ତା’ ଠୁ ଅବୁଝା ତା’ ର ିସପନ, 
                                                                                              େଖାଜ ିବୁେଲ ମ ରି େବଢା, ନଈ ପଠା, ଆମ େତାଟା, 
ବ   େର କା  ଅଟକାଇ ଛୁଆ ୁ  ବାଇ କଲାେବେଳ                               ଆଉ ଶୁଣିବାକୁ ମ ରି ଘ ,ି ସ ା ଆଳତ ି
େଗାଡ ଦଟିା ଛାଟ ିପିଟ ିହୁଅ  ି                                                            ନମିାଲ  ଅଭଡା କେର ତାକୁ ବାଉଳା |  
ସେତ େଯମିତ ିକହ  ି- ଆେମ ଚାଲିବୁ, ଧାଇଁବୁ, େଡଇଁବୁ..                               
ୁ  ବା  ଧର ିଚାଲିବାର ୃତ,ି                                                           କ ିବଚିି  ଏ େଖଳା, 

ବାଟ ଚଲା ସା  ସହ ଖଟ ିମିଟ ିଖଟ,ି                                                     ସବୁ ଥାଇ କଛି ିନ ମିଳବିାର େଭଳା, 
େକେତ ମଜା େସଠ,ି  ଭାର ିମେନ ପଡୁଛ ି|                                               ମରୀଚକିା ଭଳ ିଲାଗୁଛ,ି  
                                                                                               ମଁ ୁଆଜ ିଝୁରୁଛ,ି ଭାର ିମେନ ପଡୁଛ ି| 
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ବାମନ 

ଅରୁ  ପୂଜାରୀ 

ୀମତୀ ଲି ା  ଇ-େମ  ପାଇ ଅତଶିୟ ଉ ଫୁ ିତ ଚି େର ଜନାଥବାବୁ କମ ଳୀରୁ ଗୃହ ଅଭିମୁେଖ ାନ କେଲ ।  େଶଷକୁ,   

ୀମତୀ ଲି ା  ଜନାଥବାବୁ  ନମି ଣ ୀକାର କର ି ଇ ିଚୂ  ଭିଜି   କରବିାକୁ ଆ ହ କାଶ କେଲ । ମ-ବଲୁି  ମ ୁ କ ଜାତ ି

ସଂର ଣର ଅ ତିୀୟ ଅ ଣୀ ଗେବଷକ ଭାବେର ୀମତୀ ଲି ା ସୁବଦିତି ।  ଲି ା  ମତେର ମ ୁ କ ଜାତ ି ା  ଏକ ଅନୂ ନ  ସୃଜନ 

ଏବଂ ମ ୁ କ ସମ ାୟ ସୁ ର ଜ ୁ  ଆଉ ନାହା  ି । ଏହ ିମ ୁ କ- ାନ କୁ   ଗେବଷଣାର ବଷିୟ ଭାବେର ଉ ୀବତି କର ିଅବେହଳତି 

ଲୁ ାୟ ଜାତକୁି େଲାକେଲାଚନକୁ ଆଣବିାର ଅଭିନବ ୟାସ ଲି ା ୁ  େଦଶବେିଦଶେର ସପୁରଚିତି କରି ଲା ।  ଲି ା   ଭାରତ ଗ  

ବଷିୟେର ଜାଣ,ି ହାଇ ାବାଦକୁ ଆମ ଣ କରବିାଟା ମଁୁ ହ ଜନାଥବାବୁ  ପାଖେର ାବ ର ଲି । ଭୁବେନ ରେର ଅନୁ ିତ 

େହଉ ବା ଏକ କ ଫେରନେର େସ ମଖୂ -ଅତି  ଭାବେର େଯାଗ େଦବା ପାଇଁ ଅେ ଲିଆରୁ ଭାରତ ଆସୁ େଲ।  କଛି ିବଷ ପେୂବ, 

େମାର ଅେ ଲିଆ ଗ  ସମୟେର, ଏକ ଭାରତୀୟ ବ ୁ ାରା ଆେୟାଜତି ରା େିଭାଜେର ଲି ା  ସହ ପରଚିୟ େହଇ ଲା । 
ତ ପ ା  ଲି ା  ଆମ ଣ ର ା କର ିତା  ମ ୁ କ ସଂ ହାଳୟ େଦ ବାକୁ ଯାଇ ଲି  । ତା  ମତେର େବ   ନହିାତ ିପାରବିାରକି 

ଗୃହପାଳତି ପଶୁ, େବ ମାନ ର ଭାବ ଅଛ,ି ଆେବଗ ଅଛ,ି ଅନୁଭୁତ ିଅଛ।ି  ଇତଃପୂବ ମ ୁ କମାନ ର ଅବ ିତ ିବା ଉପ ିତ ିମଁ ୁେକେବ 

ଅନୁଭବ କର ିନ ଲି,  େସମାନ  ଗୁରୁ  ବା ମହ  ବଷିୟେର ଭାବବିା ଶ ଉଠୁନ ଲା ।  ସୀମିତ ସମୟେର ଲି ା େମାେତ  ମ ୁକ-

ାନ, ମ ୁ କ-ବି ାନ ଓ ମ ୁକ-ଶା େର ମାଗଣା ଟୁଇସ  ଦାନ କରି େଲ ।  େମା ସୁେଯାଗକୁ ସମୟର ଅଭାବ ଲା, ଟୁଇସ  କା ର 

ଯବନକିା ପଡଲିା । ଲି ା ସଂପକେର ଆସବିା ପେର େମା ମନେର ମ ୁ କ-ସେମଦନା ଅ ୁରତି େହଲା । ଜାଣିଲି, େବ ରଡ ିଏେତଟା 

କକଶ ନୁେହ ଁଓ ଶା ୀୟ-ସ ୀତସମ ଅତଶିୟ ଶତୄମିଧୁର, େକବଳ ବୁଝପିାରବିା କଥା । େବ ରଡ ିବ ିଅେନକ କାର, ଆ ରବ, କଳରବ 

ତଥା େମଥୖୁନରବ, କଏି ଜାଣି ଲା ଏସବୁ ।  ଜାଣିଲି, େବ ଡଆଁିକୁ ନକଲ କର ି କଂପୁ ଟ   ବି ାନୀ ମାେନ ବଭିି  ଜଟଳି-ଧ ାର 

ସମାଧାନର ବାଟ ପାଇପାରଛି  ି ଓ -ଲିପି ୍  ଆ ଗରଦି  ସୃଜନା କରଛି  ି ।   େବ ମାନ  ଜାତ,ି ଜାତ,ି ଉପଜାତ ି ଶୁଣ ି
ହତବା  େହଇଗଲି- କାଠେବ , ପାଣିେବ , ଗଛେବ , ଷ େବ , ଟାଇଗ -େବ , ତୁଷାର-େବ , ଡଆଁି-େବ , ଅଳସୁଆ-େବ , 

ବଷିା -େବ , ା ଣୀ-େବ  ଇତ ାଦ ିଇତ ାଦ ି। ଚୀନ ତଥା ଜାପାନେର ମ ୁ କକୁ ସଫଳ-ଯା ା ଓ ଶୁଭ- ାବତନର ଲ ଣ େବାଲି 

ଧରାଯାଏ ।  େବ  ବବିାହ କରବିା ାରା ଇ  େଦବତା ସ ୁ  େହାଇ ବଷା କରାଇେବ େବାଲି ଚାଷୀମାନ  ବି ାସ । ବି ାସ େଯ, 
ଝୁପରୁୁଝୁପୁରୁ ବଷା େହଲାେବଳକୁ  େବ ୁଲୀଟ ିସାରୁଗଛ ତେଳ ତରୁଣ େବ -କୁମାରଟକୁି ବାହା ହୁଏ ଓ ଇ ରାଜା  େଢାଲିଆମାେନ 

େଢାଲ ବଜା  ି।  ଭାବକବ ିଗ ାଧର େମେହର ବ ିେଲ ଗେଲ “ମ ୁକ କୁମଦୁନିୀ ବ ା ନାଡେର; ନ ବସ ୁଡଆଁି ମାେର ଡ଼ୁ ୁ ଭ ଡେର” । 
ଆମ ରାଜେନତାଗଣ  ଦଳ ଅଦଳ-ବଦଳ ବ ିେବ -ଡଆଁି ସଦୄଶ । କମିଦ ୀ ଅନୁସାେର, ଅ ିେଦବତା  ଅଭିଶାପ ଫଳତଃ ମ ୁକର ଜହିା 

ନ  େହଇଯାଇଛ ି । େବ  ଜାତକୁି ତଥା ଲି ା  ାନକୁ ଶଂସା ନକର ିରହପିାରଲିିନାହ ।  ଆମ ଇ ିଚୂ େର େକହ ିବ ି ଲି ା  

ମ ୁ କ- ଶଂସକ ଦଳେର େଯାଗଦାନ କର ିନପାର  ିବା’ ଏହି କାର ଚି ାଧାରା ସହ ଏକମତ େହଇ ନ ପାର  ି। ତଥାପି େମା ମତେର 
ତା  ଆଗମନ ମା ମେର ପଶୁ ନି ୁରତା ତଥା ମ ୁକ ତ ିବବରତା ଓ ନଯିାତନା  ବରୁି େର କଛିଟି ିଜନ ସେଚତନତା ସୃ  ି  କରବିା 

ନହିାତ ିଦରକାର ଲା । 

ଲି ାେଯ ଆମର ଅନୁେରାଧ ର ା କର ିକଛିଦିନି ନମିେ  ହାଇ ାବାଦ ଆସେିବ ତାହା ଜନାଥବାବୁ ଆଶା କରନି େଲ ।  ଇ-େମ  ପାଇ 

ଅତି  ଅଭ ଥନା  ଆେୟାଜନେର ଲାଗିଗେଲ ।  କନି  ସହକମୀ ବନ ୀ ଭୁବେନ ର ଯାଉ େଲ, ଅନ  ଏକ ପାଠଚ େର ଭାଗେନବା 

ନମିେ  । ଜନାଥବାବୁ ବନ ୀ ୁ   ବେିଶଷ ଅନୁେରାଧ କେଲ େଯ ଭୁବେନ ରେର ଲି ା  ସହ ସା ାତ କର,ି ହାଇ ାବାଦ ଗ ର 
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ସୁବଧିା-ଅସୁବଧିା ବଷିୟେର ଅବଗତ କରାଇବା ପାଇଁ । ବନ ୀ ଆନ େର ଗଦଗଦ । ଇ େନ େର  େଖାଜ,ି ଜେଣ ମହଳିା ଗେବଷକିା 

ବି ବଖି ାତ େହଇପାରଛି  ିଜାଣ,ି ଅତଶିୟ ଗବତ ମେନ କେଲ ।  ଯଦଓି ବନ ୀ କ ିନ-କାେଳ ମ ୁ କ- ଶଂସକ େହଇପାରେିବ ନାହ, 

ଅବେଚତନାେର େସ ୀସମବ  ।  ଲି ା-ଗ ର ସମ  ଆେୟାଜନ ମେନ ମେନ ନଜି ହାତକୁ େନେଲ, ଥମତଃ ଜନାଥବାବୁ ଜେଣ 

ମହଳିାଅତି  କ’ଣ ବା’ ଚ ା କରେିବ, ତା’ଛଡା ଲି ା  ସହ ବ ୁତାର ସେୁଯାଗବ ିହାତଛଡା କରବିା କଥା ନୁେହ ଁ। ଜନାଥବାବୁ କି ୁ  
ବନ ୀ  ଅଭି ାୟ ବୁଝ ିପାର ିନ େଲ, ବି ବଖି ାତ ଗେବଷକ  ସ ାରେର ଜେଣ ସହକାର-ିସହକମୀ  ଉ ୁକତା େଦ  ଆ ଯ  

େହବାର କଛି ିକାରଣ ନ ଲା ।   

ବନ ୀ ଭୁବେନ ର ପହ ଲିା ପେର ପାଠଚ  ଆେୟାଜକ ୁ  ଅନୁେରାଧ କର ି ଥମ େସସ େର େପପ -େ େଜେ ସ  କାମ 
ସାରେିଦେଲ ଓ ୀତୟି ଦନି ସଧିା ଗେଲ ଲି ା  କ ଫେରନ ୍ ାନକୁ । ସମୟ ପୂବରୁ ପହ  ିଗେଲ, ଉ ଘାଟନ ସମାେରାହ ଆର  
େହଇନ ଲା, ମୂଖ -ଅତି  ଲି ା ଆଗଧାଡେିର ବସି େଲ, ତା ୁ  ମ -ଉପରକୁ ଡକା େହବାର ୁତ ିଚାଲି ଲା  ।  ଖାଲି ବା ପାଖ 
ସି େର ବନ ୀ ସଧିା ଯାଇ ବସପିଡେିଲ, ସମୟ ନ  ନକର ିସଧିା -ପରଚିୟ ଔପଚାରକିତା ଆର  କରେିଦେଲ ।  ବନ ୀ ସହ ପରଚିୟ 
େହଇ ଲି ା ଖସୁ ିେହେଲ, େଖାଲା ଲ ା ଟ କୁ ତେଳ ର  େଦଇ ବନ ୀ ୁ  କୁେ ଇ ପକାଇେଲ-“ହାଇ ାବାଦ ଯିବାର ସୁେଯାଗ ମଳିଲିା, 
ମଁ ୁଅତଶିୟ ୠଣୀ, ବହୁତ ଦନିରୁ ଭାବୁ ଲି କି ୁ  େକେବ ସବୁଧିା େହଇନ ଲା” ।  ବନ ୀ େଦ େଲ ଲି ା  ହସକୁରା ମୁଖମ ଳେର 
ଉ ାସର ଝଲକ ।  ସମୟ ନ  ନକର ିନଜି ାଟେଫା େର ଲି ା  ସହ ନଜିର ଏକ େସ ଫି େନେଲ ।  ପରମୁହୂ େର ଆେୟାଜକଗଣ 
ଲି ା ୁ  େଘରଗିେଲ, ବନ ୀ ନରିେିଖଇ େଦଖୁ େଲ ସୁଗଠତି ସୁଢଳ ସୁ ୀ ଲି ା ୁ  । ଭାବଭ ୀେର ସ ା , ମୁଖମ ଳଟ ିଆ ବି ାସେର 
େତେଜାଦୀ , କଥାବା ା େଶଳୖୀେର ବ ବସାୟିକତା । କି ୁ  ଲି ା ତୁଳନାେର ବନ ୀ ଅେପ ାକୃତ ଅ କ ସ ତିା େଦଖାଯାଉ େଲ  | 
ଲି ା  ଚାରପିେଟ ପରୁୁଷ ଶଂସକ ମାନ ୁ  େଦ , ବନ ୀ ମନେର  ପରଚିାରକ-ଗହଣେର-ଏକ-ସା ା ୀ  ତୀତ ମେନେହଉ େଲ 
ଲି ା ।   ଲି ା  ଟାୱାରି  ବ ି  ଆଗେର ଅନ ମାେନ ଦୟନୀୟ ବାମନ ଭଳ ିମେନ େହଉ େଲ । ସତକୁ ସତ ଲି ା  ାନ ଆଗେର 
କ  ଫେର   କୁ ଆସି ବା ଅ କାଂଶ େବୖ ାନକି ବାମନ ସଦୃଶ କି ୁ  ବନ ୀ  ଦୃ ିେର ାନର ପାଥକ ଠାରୁ ଲି ର ପାଥକ  ଅ କ 
ମହ  ଲା ।  େସଦନି ଆଉ କଥାବା ାର ସୁେଯାଗ ମିଳଲିା ନାହ ।  ଲି ା  ବ ତା ସମୟେର, ବନ ୀ  ବାମନ-ଗହଣେର- ଲି ା, 
ମୂଖ -ଅତି - ଲି ା, ବନ ୀ-ସହ- ଲି ା ଇତ ାଦ ି ଚାରପିା ଟ ିଫେଟା େଫ ବୁ େର ଅ େଲା  କରବିାେର ବ ରହେିଲ ଓ ଣକ 
ଭିତେର ବହୁ ଶଂସକ (ମାେନ େଫ ବୁ -ବ ୁଗଣ) ବନ ୀ  େସୗ ଯ , ସାଧନ, ପି ି ବା େପାଷାକ ତଥା ଦପଟେର ବା 
ଲ ା ଟ େର ଦଶୁି ବା େବ ର ର   ଉପେର ଟି ଣୀ କରବିା ଆର  କେଲ ।  ଅପରଚିତି କି ୁ  ଘନି  ବ ୁ ଭ ାଚାଯ  େପା  କେଲ 
“ଦାରୂଊଊ...ଊଊ ”, ସାନଭଉଣୀ ରାଜ ୀ କହଲିା, “ନାନୀ, ଏ କାନଫୁଲଟ ିେକେବ? ବଢଆି େହଇଛ ି“। 
ଅତ ିସେ ାଷେର ବନ ୀ େଫରଆିସେିଲ ଓ ତା’ପରଦନି ଭୁବେନ ର ଏଆ େପାଟକୁ ଆଗୁଆ ଚାଲି ଆସେିଲ,  ଲି ା ପାଖସଟିେର ବସବିା 

ସୁେଯାଗ େନବା ନମିେ , କି ୁ  ଲି ା ଦନିକ ପେର ଆସବିା େଯାଜନା କରି େଲ ।  

 ଜନାଥବାବୁ ସମ  ଆେୟାଜନ କରସିାରି େଲ, ଏଆ େପାଟେର  ଏକ ଛା କୁ ପାକା  ଧର ିଠଆିକରାଇ େଲ, ଟ ା ରି ବେ ାବ  
ଲା, େଗ ୍ହାଉସେର ଭି.ଆଇ.ପି ସୁଇ  ବ ିଠକି େହଇ ଲା  ।   ବଭିାଗର ଦୁଇଜଣ ଛା ୀ ୁ  ଅନୁେରାଧ କରି େଲ େଯ ଲି ା ୁ  

ହାଇ ାବାଦର ସବୁ େଦ ବା ଜାଗା ବୁଲାଇ ଆଣିବାକୁ ।  “ନ’ଟା ସୁ ା ବାହାରଯିିବ, ଥେମ ଯିବ େନ େଲ  େରା  ଓ ହୁେସ  ସାଗର, 
େହବ ଯଦ ିେବା    େନଇ ବୁ  ମୂ  ପାଖକୁ ଯିବ, ତାପେର ବଲିା-ମ ରି । ଲି ା ମ ରି ଭିତରକୁ ନଯାଇପାର ,ି କି ୁ  େନୗବତ-ପାହାଡ 
ଉପରୁ ସହରର ଦୄଶ  ଅତ ିମେନାରମ ।  ବଲିା-ମ ରିରୁ ସଧିା ଯିବ ସଲା ଜ ୍ , ୧୨ଟା ପବୂରୁ ପହ ବିାକୁ େଚ ା କରବି । ତା’ପେର ଯିବ 
ଚା ମିନା , େଫରଲିାେବଳକୁ ତାଜମହଲେର ଖାଇବ, ଘେ   ମାେକଟି ,  ମ ତରାୟେର େସ ପଲ କଣିିେବ, କାଉ େର େମା ନଁା 
କହବି, େଟନ ପେସ  ଡି କାଉ  ମିଳବି ।  ୪ଟାସୁ ା  କୁଲି-କୁତବ-ଶାହ-ିେଟାମ ଓ ତା’ପେର େଗାଲେକା ା । େଶଷକୁ ଲାଇ -ଏ ୍ -
ସାଉ ୍  େଦ  ଚାଲି ଆସବି ସଧିା ଆମ ଘରକୁ । ଡନିର ମିଶକି ିେନବା ।“ 

ଜନାଥବାବୁ ତାଗି  କର ିକହେିଲ, “େଦଖ, େଯମିତବି ିେହଉ, ୧୨ଟା ଆଗରୁ ମୁ ଜୟିମେର ପହ ଯିିବ”।  ଛା ୀଟ ିପଚାରଲିା, “କଛି ି
ବେିଶଷ କାରଣ କ?ି”  
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“ସଲା ଜ ୍ -ମୁ ଜୟିମର ବଖି ାତ ମୂ ଜକିା -ଘଡ ିବଷିୟେର ଜାଣ ିନାହଁ, ଏକ ଘଡ-ିର କ ତ ିଘ ାେର େଘରା ଭିତରୁ ଆବଭିାବ ହୁଏ, 

ସମୟାନୁସାେର େସତକି ିଥର ଘ ା ବାଡାଏ ଓ ପୁଣ ିଭିତରକୁ ଚାଲିଯାଏ । ଘଡ-ିର କ ଆକାରଟ ିଅତ ି ୂ  ଓ େକବଳ ୧୨ଟା େବେଳ 

ସବା କ ସମୟ ବାହାେର ରେହ ଓ ଭଲକର ିେଦ  ହୁଏ । ଶହଶହ ବଷ େହଲାଣ ିଏଇ ଘଡଟି ିଏଇମିତ ିଚାଲୁଛ,ି ମୁ ଜୟିମର ଏକ ମୂଖ  

ଆକଷଣ । “  

ପରଦନି ଅଫିସକୁ ଆସଲିା େବେଳ େଦ େଲ ଟ ା ଟି ିଅଫିସ ସାମାେର ଠଆି େହଇଥାଏ । ଲି ା ଓ ଛା ୀ ଦ’ିଜଣ  ବନ ୀ   ରୁ ରୁ 

ହରବରେର  ବାହାରଗିେଲ  ।    

ସଂ ାେର ଜନାଥବାବୁ ନକିଟବ ୀ ଏକ ଜଏ େର ଡନିର ଆେୟାଜନ କରି େଲ  । ଲି ା େଗ ହାଉସରୁ େ     େହଇ, ସମଲପରୁୀ 
ସାଲୁଆର-କମିଜ ପି  ିଆସେିଲ । ଭୁବେନ ରରୁ କଣିାେହଇ ଲା ।  “ଆଉ ଆଜରି ସାଇ -ସଇି  େକମତି ିେହଲା । ହାଇ ାବାଦ ସହର 
େକମିତ ିଲାଗିଲା ?” ଲି ା ୁ  ପଚାରଲିି । “ଓଃ, ସପୂର, ମଁ ୁତ ହାଇ ାବାଦ ବଷିୟେର ଆଗରୁ ଜାଣି ଲି, ଅେନକ ଦନିରୁ ଆସବିା ଇ ା 
େଲ ବ ିଆସବିାର ସୁେଯାଗ ମିଳ ିନ ଲା, ମଁ ୁପୁରାପରୁ ିଉପେଭାଗ କଲି, ତା ଛଡା ଏଇ ପିଲାଦ’ିଟା ୱ ଫୁଲ କ ାନ,ି ହାଇ ାବାଦର ଚାଟ 

େଭର ିୟମ”ି କହୁ କହୁ ଜଭିଟାକୁ ବାହାରକର ିକଛି ିଅଦୄଶ  ଖଟାରସ ଲାଗି ବା ଓଠକୁ ଚାଟ ିପକାଇେଲ । ମଁ ୁପଚାରଲିି “ମୁ ଜୟିମେର କ’ଣ 
ସବୁ େଦ େଲ, େରେବକା ତ ନି ୟ ଭଲ ଲାଗି ବ ।“ ଲି ା ଉ ର େଦବା ଆଗରୁ ଛା ୀଟଏି କହଲିା, “ନାଇଁ ସା , ମୁ ଜୟିମେର ବେିଶଷ 
କଛି ିେଦ େହଲା ନାହ ।  ଆଟ ଗ ାେଲର ିେଦଖ ୁେଦଖ ୁମୁ ଜୟିମ ବ  େହଇଗଲା” । ଜନାଥବାବୁ ଆ ଯ  େହେଲ, ବୃତ ଉ  
ରେର ପଚାରେିଲ, “କ’ଣ, ତୁେମମାେନ େକେତେବେଳ  ମୁ ଜୟିମେର ପହ ଲି କ?ି ୧୨ଟା ସୁ ା ପହ ପିାରଲି କ ିନାହ”। ଛା ୀମାନ  

କଥାରୁ ଯାହା ଜଣା ପଡଲିା, ସକାଳୁ ବାହାରବିା ଆଗରୁ ବନ ୀ ତା ୁ  ଡାକ,ି ଜନାଥବାବୁ େଦଇ ବା ଟୁ -େ ା ାମଟକୁି ନାକଚ କର ିଏକ 
ଭି  ପାନ େଦଇ େଲ ।  “ଏଠୁ ଫା  ଯିବ ମ ତରାୟ ପଳ େଦାକାନକୁ, ତାପେର ଯିବ େକାଟ,ି ସାଉ -ସି ର େ ସର ଭଲ 
କେଲ  ଆସଛି,ି େକାଟରୁି ଯିବ ଚାରମୀନାର, ଚୁଡ ିବଜାରେର ଲି ା ବହୁତ ଏ ୟ କରେିବ । ଚାରମିନାର ଯିବା ପୂବରୁ େକାଟେିର ଚାଟ  
ଖାଇବା ଭୁଲିବ ନାହ ।  ଚାରମୀନାରରୁ େଫରଲିାବାଟେର ମୁ ଜୟିମ ଓ ତାପେର ସଧିା େଗାଲେକା ା” ।  ବଚିାରା ପିଲାଦ’ିଟା ଆ ାବହ,  
ମ ାଡା  ଆେଦଶ ଶେିରାଧାଯ   । 
 ଝଅିଟ ି କି ୁ  ବହୁତ ଖସୁ ି ଲା, “ମ ାଡା  ନଜି ପାଇଁ ତ କଛି ିକଣିେିଲ ନାହ, ଆମ ଦ’ିଜଣ ପାଇଁ ସୁ ର େ  କଣି ି େଦଇଛ ”ି । 
ଜନାଥବାବୁ ମୁଖମ ଳେର ନରିାଶଭାବ ପରି ାର ଜଣାପଡୁ ଲା ।  ମେନ ମେନ ବି ିତ, ବନ ୀର ଏେତଟା ହ େ ପ କରବିା କଣ 

ଦରକାର ଲା ।   ଡନିର ସମୟେର କଛିଟିା ଅନ ମନ  ଜଣାପଡୁ େଲ ।  

ମଁ ୁପାଖକୁ ଯାଇ ପଚାରଲିି, “କ’ଣ େହଲା, ଅପେସଟ ଦଶୁିଛ” ।  

“ବନ ୀଟା ଏେତ ଉ ତ େକେବଠୁ େହଲା? ସାଧାରଣତଃ ଚୁ ଚା  ପିଲାଟ,ି ଆଜ ିତାକୁ କ’ଣ େହଇ ଲା । ତାକୁ ଯାହା  କାମ ଦଆି 

େହଇ ଲା, ଭଲେର ତ କଲା, ଅନ  କାମ ବଗିିଡାଇବା କଣ ଦରକାର” । “ ଜବାବୁ, ବୁଝପିାରଲି ନାହ େବାଧହୁଏ, ଏଇଟା ହ ସଶ ିକରଣ, 

ବନ ୀ ମନେର େଯେତ କେ  ଲା ଲି ାକୁ େଦ  ସବୁ ଉେଭଇଗଲା । େସ ବୁଝପିାରେିଲ, ଯଦ ିଲି ା ଏେତ ବି ବଖି ାତ େହଇ ପାର ,ି 

େସ ବ ିକଛି ିକରପିାରେିବ ।   ଣକ ପାଇଁ ତା  ପାଇଁ ଆେମ ସବୁ ବାମନ ମେନ େହେଲ”। 

ଅରୁ    ପୂଜାରୀ,  
ହାଇ ାବାଦ 
arun.k.pujari@gmail.com 
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ÒÒNÐ^ËfÞ 
ÒmMÞLÐ - jÑcÐ cÞhÍ 

 
     ÒNÐ^ËfÞe HL _ec AmÊH 
     AD\Òe jÐ\Ñ aÞ[ÐBaÐ HB _Ñf ]eÞAe LËfÒe 
     kSÞQÞ LâÐ«Þ jÕS jcÑÒe AD LÞaÐ \Òe 
     NÐBaÐ LaÞ[Ð @je«Þ HB SÑa_e QmÐ`\Òe Ð 
 
     jeÞQÞ Òd jaÊ kÞjÐa _ÞLÐh 
     LÐkÞÜLÞ aÐ AD ÒMÐSÞaÐ cÐZÞLÔ kÑeÐ kcàÔe j`_ 
     jËdàÔ kjÊQÞ eÒ= bÞSÐH jmÒ³ @]Ëe ALÐÒh 
     ÒNÐ^ËfÞ ÒafÐÒe LÐkÞÜ`ÐBÜ @SÞ h[cÊ¦Þe AkéÐ_ Ð 
 
      hÑ[f ÒSÔÐjðÐ RÊBÜRÞ ^eÐÒe 
      ALÐh bÞSÞQÞ [ef eÊ`Ðe `ÐZÞÒe 
      SÑa_ dcÊ_Ð jeÐÒN ÒmÐVÞRÞ, jé̀ ð aÊZÞQÞ 
      ÒSÔÐjðÐbÞSÐ H jc¯ lZÞL SÐZÞÒe Ð 
 
       QÐmÞÒQ ÒLÒ[ Òd _Þ]ÐO ^ÐjÒe 
      kÐeÞÒQ LâÐ«Þ bÊmÞÒQ ]Ê_ÞA _Ñf ]eÞAe LËfÒe 
      @SZÐ `\ÞL ADÜjÞ Ò]BQÞ jé`ð beÞQÞ 
      Ò`ÐRÞÒ]B Òjé] cÊRà_Ð Ò[ÐfÞ NÐBRÞ dÐ[ÍÐ `\Òe Ð 
 
      Í̀[Þ `[Íe ccàe jÐÒ\ LaÞ[Ðe jÊe 
      [tÍÐkeÐ H hÞhÞe `MfÐ eS_Ñ 
      @je«Þ HB `\Òe jÐ\ÞÒe 
      @hÍÊ DoÊfÐ ÒLÒ[ Òd @bÊmÐ LÐkÐZÑ Ð 
 
      ÒLÒ[ Òd T&Ð ANÊfÞRÞ `\ 
      TeÞQÞ eÊ̂ Þe kó]Ò¯ akÞÒQ jÊM ]ÊÓMe LÐkÐZÑ 
      $NÊZ j&Òe aLÊf a_Òe kSÞRÞ jcÑe 
      TX @uÐÒe L@Üf j& cÐNÞQÞ AcLÊ ÒcmÐZÞ Ð 
 
      ÒLÒ[ LÁ_Ð cDfÞRÞ jÞ_Ð AiÐYe ÒcO @uÐÒe 
      [\Ð Þ̀ SÑa_ jeÐÒN ÒmÐVÞRÞ $Êm j&e ÒafÐÒe  
      jaÊLÞRÞ bÊmÞ ASÞ dÐkÐ MÐmÞ _Ñf ÒSÔÐjðÐÒe bÞSÞaÐ 
      jé`ð jÐDÜVÞ jeÞ[Ðe jc jÐNe aÊLÊÒe kSÞaÐ Ð 
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ନୀଳଜନ 
ୀମତୀ ସୁକା  ିମହା  ି

 
 
ଧାଉଁ ଲା ଗାଡ଼ ିଆମ ଅଜଣା ସହେର 
େକେତ ନଦୀ ପାହାଡ଼ େଯ ରହଲିା ପଛେର, 
 
ଜନ ସାେଥ େଦଖା େହଲା ପୁନମୀ ତି େର 
ନୟୁି ଜସ ସହରର ପୁବ ଆକାଶେର  
 
ଝଲମଲ ଦଶୁି ଲା ମନେଲାଭା ରୁପାଜନ 
ନୁଆ ଜନ ପରି ଦଶୁି ଲା ଛନ ଛନ 
 
ପଚାରିଲି ଜନ ତେମ ସତେର ଆସିଛ ? 
ପୃ ବୀର ସବୁ େଦେଶ େଜାଛନା ବା ୁଛ ? 
 
ହସି ହସି ସିଏ େମାେତ ପାଖକୁ ଡାକଲିା 
େମାେତ ତେମ ଚନିଲିକି ନାହ ପଚାରିଲା 
 

ନୀଳଜନ ନାେମ ଆଜ ିେହଲି ରୂପାୟିତ 
େଲାକ ମୁେଖ  ଶୁଣାଯାଏ ବି ାନ ସ ତ 
 
ସହରର ଇଲାକାେର ବତୀ ସବୁ ଉଂକ ିମାରୁ େଲ 
ଚ ାେଲାେକ େଦ  ସେତ ଲାେଜ ଝାଉଁଳେିଲ 
 
ନାହ ଏଠ ିଚ ବାକ କୁମୁଦର େଦଖା  
କାହା ପାଇଁ ଉଜାଗର ? କାହାକୁ ତି ା ? 
 
େଫରିଯାଅ ଚ ମା ଅଭିମାନ କର ନାହ  
କୁମୁଦ ବା ବୀ ତବ ରହଛି ିଅନାଇ 
 
ସେଦେଶ େଫରିବ ିମଁୁ େଦଖାହବ ତୁମରି ସା େର 
କୁମୁଦନିୀ ହସୁ ବ ପୁନମୀ ତି େର ||
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କାଲି ପର ିଲାଗୁଚ ି

ଅନାଦ ିନାୟକ, Maryland 

(ଓଡଶିାରୁ ଆଜ ିକାଲି  ଆେମରକିାକୁ ଅେନକ େଲାକ ଆସେିଲଣି ଓ ଆସୁଛ  ି / ପଢବିାକୁ, ଚାକରିୀ କରବିାକୁ ଓ 
ବୁଲିବାକୁ ଆସି ବା ବ ୁ ମାନ ୁ  େଦ େଲ ଓଡଆି େଲାକ େବାଲି ନଜି ଭିତେର ଗବ ଆେସ / େକୗତୁହଳ ବ ିଆେସ 
/ ଏମାେନ ତ େବଶ ହଜେର ଆସଛି  ି/ ମା  ଏଠକି ିଆସବିା ପାଇଁ େକେତ ଘାଟେର ପାଣି ପିଇବାକୁ ପଡି ଲା - 
ପଚାଶ ବଷ ତଳର େସ କଥା ଗୁଡାକ ଆ  ଆଗେର ନାଚ ିଯାଏ / େସ ସବୁ କଥାକୁ ତ ଏକା େବଳେକ କହ ିେହବ 
ନାହ / ଆେମରକିା ଆସବିାକୁ େମା ଜୀବନେର େ  େକମିତ ି ୁତ େହଲା  େସ ରୁ େକେତାଟ ି
ଘଟଣାର  ଉେ ଖ ତେଳ େଦଲି - େଲଖକ) 

େଛାଟଆି ଜାଗା େହେଲ କଅଣ େହବ  ବଡବଲିେର  କଛି ି ନା କଛି ି େଗାଳମାଳ ସବୁେବେଳ ଚାଲିଥାଏ 
/େକେତେବେଳ ମିକ ମାେନ ଧମଘଟ କେଲଣ ିତ େକେତେବେଳ େକଉ ଁ କ ାଇଭର େକଉ ଁଆଦବିାସୀ ମହଳିା 
କ ି ଝୀଅକୁ ଗୁ େର ଟାଣ ି େନଲାଣି / େକେତେବେଳ ଭାଟବିାଲା ସହତି  ପାଖେଲାକ ର ଝଗଡା ତ ଆଉ 
େକେତେବେଳ ମାଲିକ  ତରଫରୁ ମିକ ସ ଠକ  ଉପେର ନି ୁକ ମାଡ /ମଁୂ ସବୁ ତରଫରୁ ଖବର େନଇ 
ସମ  ସହତି ସ କ ର  ଥାଏ /ସେବାଦୟ ଆେ ାଳନର କମୀ ଭାବେର ସମ  ସହତି ମିଶବିା ଥାଏ େମାର 
କାମ /ଏଣୁ ଯିଏ େଯେତ ଗାଳ ିଦଅି ୁ  ନା କାହକ ିେମାର େସ ତ ିନଘିା ନଥାଏ / 

ବଡବଲିେର ସବୁ ରକମର େଲାକ ର ଜମାଟ / ମକି ଆେ ାଳନର କମୁ ନି  େନତା ଖଣି ମାଲିକ  ସହତି 
ମିଶ  ି ନାହ / କଂେ ସ ଦଳର ମିକ େନତା ାନୀୟ ରାଜନୀତେିର ବ  ଥାଆ  ି/ବଭିି  େଦଶର ଓ ବଭିି  
ଭାଷା ଭାଷୀ େଲାେକ ଏକା ଜାଗାେର ରହୁ ବାରୁ କଏି େକେତେବେଳ କାହା ସା େର ମିଶ ିଥାଏ ବା ମଶିଥୁାଏ 
କହବିା ମୁ ିଲ / 

ବାହାରୁ ଆସ ିେଲାକମାେନ ଏଠ ିେପଟ ପାଟଣା ପାଇଁ ରହ ି ବାରୁ େଯଉ ଁଆଡୁ ଦୁଇ ପଇସା ମିଳଲିା େସହ ିଆଡକୁ 
େଲାକମାେନ ମୁହଁାଉ ବା ଦେିଶ / କାଠେଗାଲାର ମାଲିକ, ଖଣି ସବୁର ମ ାେନଜର ମାେନ ନରିାପ ା ପାଇଁ ନଜି 
ହାତେର କଛି ିେଲାକ ର  ଥାଆ  ିଯାହ ର କାମ େହଲା କଥା ମାନୁ ନ ବା େଲାକ ୁ  ମାଡ କମିା ଧମକ େଦଇ 
ବାଟକୁ ଆଣିବା /ମାଲିକ ଓ ମ ାେନଜରମାେନ େଧାବ ଧଉଳଆି ଭ େଲାକ େହେଲ କଅଣ େହବ, ମୁଲିଆ 
ମଜୁରଆି ୁ  ଜବତ କରବିା ପାଇଁ ଏଭଳ ିବାଟ ଧର ିଥାଆ  ି /ଏଣୁ ବଡବଲିର ବାତାବରଣ ସବୁେବେଳ ଗରମ 
ରହଥିାଏ /କଏି େକେତେବେଳ କାହାର ବେିରାଧେର ଠଆି ହୁଏ କହବିା ମୁ ିଲ / େଯେତେବେଳ ନଜି ାଥ ଉପେର 
ବାଧା ଆସଲିା େସେତେବେଳ େତ କ ବ ି ବା େଗା ି ଚହିକ ିଉଠ  ି/ବହିାରୀ, ପ ାବୀ, ଗୁଜୁରାଟୀ, ମାରୱ ାଡ ି
ମାନ ର ଅଲଗା ଅଲଗା ସଂ ା ଥାଏ / ମା  ଓଡଆି ମାେନ ଠାକୁରପୂଜା, ପାଲା ଇତ ାଦ ିକେଲ ବ ିେସମାନ  
ଭିତେର େମଳ ଚୁଳ ଥାଏନା /ପର ର ବେିରାଧୀ େଲାକ ୁ  େକ  କର ି େସମାନ ର  େଗା  ି
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ସୃ ି       େହାଇଥାଏ / ଅବଶ  କଏି େକଉ ଁେଗା ିର େଲାକ ତାହା ଜାଣିବା ପାଇଁ େମାେତ ସମୟ ଲାଗିଲା /ମା  
ମଁୁ େଯ େକୗଣସ ିେଗା ି ସହତି ସଂପୃ  ନୁେହଁ କ ିେହବାକୁ ଚାେହଁନାହ ଏଇଟା େସମାେନ ସହଜେର ଜାଣିେନେଲ / 

ବଡବଲି ଓଡଶିା ଭିତେର େଲ ବ ିେସଠାକାର ଚାଲି ଚଳଣ ଓ ଗତ ିବି ରୁ େକହ ିଜାଣି ପାରବି ନାହ େଯ  ଜାଗାଟା 
ଓଡଶିା ଭିତେର ଅଛ ି / ଖଣି କାମେର ଲାଗି ଥାଆ  ିଆଦବିାସୀ େଲାେକ /େସମାନ ର ନଜି ଂ ତୃ ିଅଲଗା 
/େସମାନ  ଭିତେର ୀ ିୟାନ  ସ ା  ମ  କ  ନୁେହଁ /ମଦ ପିଇବାଟା ବଡବଲିେର ଖୁ  ଚାେଲ \ କୁଲି 
ମୂଲିଆ, ବାବୁ ଭାୟା – ସବୁ ରକମର େଲାେକ ମଦ ପିଅ  ି/ ଜାଗା ଜାଗାେର ଭାଟ ି/ ତା ସା କୁ ପ ାବୀ ଧାବା / 
ଧାବା ମାନ େର ମଦ ବି ି ହୁଏ /ଥେର ଜଭାନୁ ସଂି େବାଲି ଜେଣ େଲାକ ମଁ ୁବାଟେର ଆସୁ ବାର େଦ  ତା ର 
ସ ାହ ଯାକର ସବୁତକ ଦରମା  " ଭୂଦାନ ପାଇଁ ଦାନ"କରେିଦେଲ / ମଁ ୁେଦ ଲି େଯ ଭ  େଲାକ ମଦ ପିଇ କର ି
ଚୁର /କାେଳ ଏ ପଇସାକୁ େସ ଅନ  ନ  କର ିପାର  ି ଏଇଆ ଭାବ ୍ େସ ପାଇଁ ତା  କଥା ମୁତାବକ ମଁ ୁ
ତା ଠାରୁ ସବୁ ତକ ପଇସା େନଲି/ ପରଦନି ତା  ଘରକୁ ଖାଇବାକୁ ଯିବାକୁ େସ ନମି ଣ କେଲ ଓ ମଁୂ ଁ ଭରଲିି 
/ େସ ବା  କ ାନୀର ଏ  କୁଟୀରେର ପରବିାର ସହ ରହୁ ଥାଆ  ି/ପରଦନି ତା  ଘରକୁ ଯାଇ ତା ର ସବୁ ତକ 
ପଇସା ମଁ ୁତା  ୀ  ହାତେର େଦଇ େଦଲି/ ଆ ି  ପାଇବା ସାେ  ସାେ   ଭ  ମହୀଳା ାମୀ ର ଏପର ି
କାରବାରେର ଖୁ  ବ  େହେଲ / େସହ ିଦନିଠୁଁ ଜଭାନୁ ସଂି ଆଉ ମଦ ପିଇେବ ନାହ େବାଲି ଜବାବ େଦେଲ / 
ମା  ମଁ ୁ େସକଥା ଉପେର କଛି ି ଗୁରୁ  େଦଲି ନାହ/ ମଦୁଆକୁ ମଦ ଛାଡବିାକୁ େହେଲ ଆହୁର ିଅେନ  କାମ 
କରବିାକୁ  ପେଡ / ମା  ବଡବଲିେର ନଶିା ନବିାରଣ କାମ କରବିା ପାଇଁ େସ େମାେତ ବହୁତ ସାହାଯ  କେଲ 
/ବଷକ ପେର ତା ର େଗାଟଏି ଝୀଅ ବାଜୀ ରାଉତ ଛା ବାସେର ପଢବିାକୁ ଅନୁଗୁଳକୁ  ମାଳତୀ େଦବୀ  
ଆ ମକୁ ଆସଲିା / 

ଶାଳ ବଣର ନଛିାଟଆି େକାଠରୀଟ ିଛାଡ ିକଛି ିଦନି ପେର ମଁୁ ବାଡ କ ାନୀର  ଆଉ ଏ  କୁଟୀରେର , ମିକ ବ ି 
ଭିତେର ରହଲିି / କ ାନୀର ଅେନକ ଖାଲି ଘର ବଭିି  ବ ିେର ଥାଏ /ମାଟ ିକା  ଓ ଟଣି ଛାତର କୁଡଆିେର 
େଗାଟଏି ଦୁଆର ଓ େଗାଟଏି ଝରକା/ ତା ଭିତରୁ େଗାଟାଏ ମାଗଣାେର ପାଇବା କଛି ି ବଡ କଥା ନ ଲା / 
ନଛିାଟଆି ଜାଗା ଅେପ ା ବ ି ଭିତେର ରହବିାରୁ  ସବୁ ଆଡରୁ ସୁବଧିା େହଲା / େମା ବସା ସାମନାେର େଗାଟାଏ 
ବଡ ଶାଳ ଗଛ / ପାଖ ଘର ମାନ େର ମିକ ମାେନ ରହ  ି / େସମାନ  ପିଲା ଛୁଆ  େଖଳ ଓ ପାଟ ି
େଗାଳେର ବ ିଟ ିେବଶ ମଖୁରତି ଥାଏ / ଲାଜାରସ ନାମକ ଜେଣ ଆଦବିାସୀ ୀ ିୟାନ େଲାକ େମାର ନକିଟତମ 
ପେଡାଶୀ / ତା ପାଖକୁ ଜେଣ େନପାଳୀ େଲାକ /ପେର ଜାଣଲିି େଯ େଲାକଟ ିବଡବଲିେର ଜେଣ ଆଦବିାସୀ 
ମହଳିା ସହତି ପିଲା ଛୁଆ େନଇ ବସ ବାସ କରୁ େଲ ବ ି େନପାଳେର ତାର ଆଉ ଏକ ପରବିାର ଅଛ ି / 
ପହରାଦାର କାମ କେର / ତଦିନି ରାତେିର େଲାକଟ ିଭାଟ ିବାଟ େଦଇ ଘରକୁ େଫରେିଲ  ୀ ପୁରୁଷ ଉଭୟ  
ଭିତେର  ଖୁ  ପାଟ ି ତୁ  ହୁଏ /ବ ି ଭିତେର ଘୁଷୁର ିଅେନକ ଥାଆ  ି / ରବବିାର ଦନି ଛୁଟ ି / େସ ପାଇଁ ାୟ 
ଅ କାଂଶ ଘରକୁ କୁଣିଆ ଆସ  ି/କୁଣିଆ ଚ ା ପାଇଁ ବଭିି  ପରବିାରେର ଘଷୁୁର ିମରା ଯାଏ /ଘଣୃା ତ ଲାେଗ / 
ମା  ଇଏ େହଲା େସମାନ ର ଚଳବିା ଢ  / ମଁୁ ବ ି ବାହାରକୁ ଚାଲି ଆେସ / 
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ବଡବଲିେର ବା ଅବସରେର ମଁୁ ପାଖ ଆଖର ଖଣି ମିକମାନ ର କେଲାନୀକୁ ଯାଏ /ଖାଣି ସବୁଥାଏ ମାଲିକ  
ନାଆଁ ଅନୁସାେର ଯଥା ସରିାଜୁ ନି, ବ.ିପ ନାୟକ,ଏ  ଲାଲ କମିା ବାଡ ଇତ ାଦ ି /ଖଣ ିମାନ ର ଅଫିସର ଓ 
ାନୀୟ ବଡ ବ ବସାୟୀ ମାେନ ାନୀୟ େରାଟାରୀ କବେର ଏକାଠ ି ହୁଅ  ି / ବାବୁ ଭାୟା େଲାେକ ଭୂଦାନ 

କାମେର ସାହାଯ  କର ୁ  େବାଲି େଚ ା ଚାଲିଥାଏ/ େସମାନ ଠାରୁ ଚା ା ଆେଣ / ତା ସା କୁ େସମାନ ୁ  
ବେିନାବାଜୀ  ବଚିାର ସହତି ସ ୃ  କରବିାର େଚ ା ଥାଏ /ବଭିି  ଅଫିସର  ଅଫିସକୁ ଓ ାଟରକୁ ଯାଇ ମଁ ୁ
େସମାନ  ସହତି ଆେଲାଚନା କେର / ଜଣକ ସା େର େଦଖା କରବିାକୁ ଯାଇ ଆଉ ଦୁଜ ିତନି ିଜଣ  ସା େର 
ବ ିସା ାତ େହାଇ ଯାଏ / ାୟ ସବୁ ବଡ ବଡଆି  ଅଫିସେର ଚାହା ପିଇବା ପାଇଁ ଅନୁେରାଧ ଆେସ /ମା  
ଭୂଦାନ କମୀ େହାଇ ବାରୁ ମଁୁ ଚାହା ପିଏନା /େକେତେବେଳ େକଉଁଠ ି େମା ପାଇଁ ସରବତ     ଆେସ /  ଖଣ ି
ମାନ େର ଏଇସବୁ ଅଫିସର ମାେନ ମୁଖ ତଃ ଇ ିନୟିର ଓ ଆକାଉ ା  /େସମାନ ୁ  କ ାନୀ ସବୁ ବାହାରୁ 
ଆଣି ଥାଆ  ି/ଓଡଆି, ଅଣଓଡଆି ମେନାଭାବଟ ିଭିତେର ଭିତେର କୁହୁଳୁ ବାର ଲ କଲି/ 

ଥେର େରାଟାରୀ କବେର ସେବାଦୟ ଆେ ାଳନ ବଷିୟେର କହବିା ପାଇଁ େମାେତ ନମି ଣ ଆସଲିା / ମାସକ 
ଆଗରୁ ଏକ ଚକଚକଆି କାଗଜେର କବର ସଭାପତ ି ୀ ନଟରାଜନ  ଦ ଖତେର ଆସି ବା ଚଠିେିର କବର 
େକହ ିସଦସ  େମାେତ ତା  ଗାଡେିର େନଇଆସେିବ େବାଲି ଲି ତ ଲା / 

ନି  ସମୟେର କବର ସଦସ  ମହାପା ବାବୁ ଆସ ିବ ି ପାଖେର ପ ଁଚେିଲ /ସ ାେବେଳ ଭିତରକୁ ଆସେିଲ 
ନାହ/ େଲାକ ପେଠଇେଲ େମାେତ ଡାକବିା ପାଇଁ/ ମଁୁ େଯ ଏମିତ ିଏକ ଜଗାେର ରେହ ତା ର ଧାରଣା ନ ଲା / 
ମଁୁ ଜାମା ପି ୁ ନଥାଏ /ଧଡ ିନ ବା େଧାତ ିଓ ଚାଦର ଥାଏ େମାର ପରେିଧୟ / େରାଟାରୀ କବେର ଭାଷଣ େହଲା 
ଇ ାଜୀେର /ଦ ିଣୀ େଲାକ ଅେନକ େଲ /ବଅିର ଗାସ ଧର ି ବସି ବା ବାବୁମାନ  ଆଗେର ସେବାଦୟ କଥା 
କହବିା କାଲ ଆଗେର ମୂଳା େଚାବାଇବା ଭଳ ିେହାଇ ବ / ତରୁଣ କମୀର ଉ ାହ େନଇ ମଁୁ ଭାବି ଲି ଅହଂିସକ 
ବି ବପାଇଁ େସ ଦନିର ସ ାଟା  େହଲା ଥମ ପାହାଚ ! 

ମଁୁ ବଡବଲିେର ବା େବେଳ ଆେମରକିାର ଏକ େ କର ସଂ ା ତରଫରୁ େସମାନ ର ଏକ ଶି ାଳୟ େପ ଲ 
ହଲିକୁ ଛା   ଭାବେର ଯିବା ଲାଗି ଏକ ଚଠି ିଆସଲିା /ଭାରତରୁ େଫର ି ଜଜ ୱେିଲାବୀ େପ  ହଲି ସହତି 
କଥାବା ା କର ି େମା ପଢବିାର ବ ବ ା େସଠ ିକରି େଲ /େମା ନଜି ବଷିୟେର ଏକ ବ  େଲ  େସଠାକୁ 
ପଠାଇବା ପାଇଁ ଦୁଇ ସ ାହ ପେର ଆଉ ଏକ ଚଠି ିଆସଲିା / ଇେ ଜୀ େଲ ବାର ଧୂର ରତା ପରୀ ା କରବିା 
ପାଇଁ ଇଏ ଲା ଏକ ମା ମ / 

େପ ଲ ହଲିକୁ ଯିବା ସନିା ଠି  େହଲା/ ମା  ଯିବ ିେକମିତ?ି େସେତେବେଳ ପାସେପାଟ ଅଫିସ କଲିକତାେର / 
ପାସେପାଟପାଇଁ କାଗଜ ପ  ଦ ଖତ କର ିଏ .ଡ.ିଓ.  ଅଫିସେର େଦେଲ େସ ତାକୁ କେଲକର ୁ  େଦେବ ଓ 
କେଲକର  ଅଫି  ଦରଖା କୁ କଲିକତା ପେଠଇବ /େମାେତ ଜେଣ କଏି କହେିଲ େଯ ପାସେପା  ପାଇଁ 
ଇନକମଟ ା ୍ ଅଫିସରୁ େଲଖା ଆଣିବାକୁ େହବ / େକଉଝଁର ଓ ମୟୂରଭ  ପାଇଁ ଇନକମ ଟ ା  ଅଫିସ େହଲା 
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ବାରପିଦାେର / ମଁ ୁବାରପିଦାର ଇନକମ  ଟ ା  ଅଫିସେର ପ ଁଚଲିି ଓ ବେିଦଶ ଯିବା ପାଇଁ କଅିରାନ କାଗଜ 
ମାଗିଲି / ମଁୁ କଅଣ କହୁଛ ିେସକଥା େକହ ିବୁଝ ିପାରୁ ନଥା  ି/ଅଫିସର ବଡ ଅଫିସର ୁ  ଯାଇ େଭଟଲିି / େମା 
େଧାତ ିଚାଦର ଓ ଆେମରକିା ଯିବା କଥାେର ଭ  ବ ି ଉଣା ଅ େକ ବି ିତ େହେଲ /       "ପାସେପାଟ ପାଇଁ 
ଆପଣ ର ଇନକମଟ ାକ  କଅିରାନ ଦରକାର ନାହ / କାରଣ ଆପଣ ର ତ ଇନକମ ନାହ କଅିରାନ କଅଣ 
ଦରକାର?" େସ କହେିଲ / ଆ  େହଲି / େମାର କକାପୁଅ ଭାଇ େଗାପୀନାଥ ନାୟକ ବାରପିଦାେର ଚାକରିୀ 
କରୁ ଥାଆ  ି/ ତା ର ିବସାେର ରହଣି ଓ ଆ ପିଆ େହଲା /ଦୁଇ ଦନି ପେର ମଁୁ ବଡବଲି େଫରଲିି / 

ପ ିତ କୃପାସି ୁ େହାତା ବଡବଲିକୁ ଆସବିାକୁ ଚାହା  ିେବାଲି  େମାେତ ଆଗରୁ କହି େଲ / େସ େଲ ଓଡଶିା 
ଇତହିାସର ଜେଣ ମୂ ମ  ତୀକ / ଆଚାଯ  ମହାଶୟ  ପଦଯା ା ଦନିରୁ େମା ତ ିତା ର ା ରହ ିଆସଛି ି
/ ତା  ସହତି ଆେମ େକେତ ଜଣ ଝାରସୁଗୁଡା ଠାରୁ ଚାଲିକର ିମହାରା  େଦଶେର ବା ଗା ୀଜୀ  ଆ ମ 
େସବା ାମ ଯାଏ ଯାଇ ଲୁ / ତା ର ବ ବ   ଶୁଣି ନେିଜ ଉଦ  େହାଇଛ ିଓ ଓଡଶିାର ଅେନକ  ପର ିମଁ ୁମ  
ତା ୁ  ଗୁରୁ ପର ିେଦେଖ / ଅେ ଲ ମାସେର ତା ର ଆସବିା ପାଇଁ ବ ବ ା କଲି / ମଁୁ ଚାହ ଲି େକୗଣସ ିଏକ 
କ ାନୀର େଗ  ହାଉସେର ବା େକୗଣସ ିବଶିି  େଲାକ  ଘେର ତା ୁ  ର ବା ପାଇଁ / ମା  େକୗଣସ ିେଗ  
ହାଉସ କ ିେକୗଣସ ିବଡ ବଡଆି  ଘେର ରହବିାକୁ  ନଚାହ େସ କହେିଲ " ମଁୁ େତାର ିପାଖେର ରହବି"ି/ ପ ିତ 
ମହାଶୟ େଲ ଜଦିେଖାରଆି େଲାକ /ଯାହା ବୁଝି େବ େସଇଆ / କଥାରୁ ଏପାଖ େସପାଖ େହବା େଲାକ େସ 
ନୁହ  ି/ ଏଣୁ େସ ଆସ ିେମାର ିପାଖେର ରହେିଲ /େକଉଁଝରଠାରୁ ତା ୁ  ଆଣିବା ଲାଗି ଗାଡରି ବ ବ ା କରି ଲି / 
ବାଡ କ ାନୀର ଗାଡ ି ତ ିଦନି େକଉଝଁରକୁ ଯାଏ / କ ାନୀର ମିକ ଅଫିସର ଯଦୁନାଥ ଜଗତ ିତା ୁ  ନଜି 
ଗାଡେିର େନଇ ଆସେିଲ ଓ ମଁୁ େକଉଝଁର ପଯ  ଗଲି ତା ୁ  ଆଣିବା ପାଇଁ / 

ପ ିତ କୃପାସି ୁ େହାତା େହେଲ ପ ିତ େଗାପବ ୁ ର ସହକମୀ ଓ ଓଡଶିାେର ାଧୀନତା ସ ାମର ଜେଣ ବଶିି  
କମୀ / ବ ମାନ େସ ସେବାଦୟ ଆେ ାଳନେର ଲାଗିଛ /ି ତା  ଆସି ବା ଜାଣି ବଡବଲିର ବହୁ ବଶିି  ବ ି 
ତା ୁ  ନଜି ଘରକୁ ନମି ଣ କେଲ / ସକାଳୁ ତା ର େଦନୖକି ଜଳ ଆ େହଲା ଚୁଡା ଓ ଦହ,ି େମା 
ବସାେର  /ମ ାକ େଭାଜନ ହୁଏ େକୗଣସ ିବଶିି  େଲାକ  ଘେର /ସୂଯା  ପୂବରୁ ଟକିଏି ଚାହା ଓ ଗ ାଏ  ମୁଢ ି/ 
ରାତେିର େସ କଛି ିଖାଆ  ିନାହ / ସ ାେର ଏଠ ିେସଠ ିଆେଲାଚନା ହୁଏ /ପା ଜଣ େହଉ ୁ  କ ିପଚଶି ଜଣ 
ହୁଅ ୁ  େସ ଖବୁ ବଡ ପାଟେିର ଭାଷଣ ଦଅି  ି/ ପେର ଜାଣଲିି େଯ  ବୟସ େଯାେଗ ପ ିତ ମହାଶୟ ଭଲ କର ି
ଶୁଣି ପାର  ିନାହ / େତଣୁ େକେତ ବଡ ପାଟେିର କହୁଛ  ିତା ୁ  ଜଣା ପେଡନା/ େସ ବଡ ପାଟେିର କହ  ି/ 

ଦେିନ ାନୀୟ ବ.ିଡ.ିଓ.  ଘରୁ ନମି ଣ ଆସଲିା ମ ା  େଭାଜନପାଇଁ / ପ ିତ ମହାଶୟ ୁ  େନଇ ମଁ ୁତା  
ଘେର ପହଁଚଲିି / ବ.ିଡ.ିଓ ମହାଶୟ ଅ  କଛି ିସମୟ ପେର ଘରକୁ େଫରେିବ େବାଲି ତା  ୀ କହେିଲ / ପ ିତ 
ମହାଶୟ  େଗାଡ େଧାଇେଦବା ପାଇଁ  ଭ  ମହଳିା ତା  ଚାକରାଣୀଟକୁି ନେି ଶ େଦେଲ / ତା ର ଏ କଥାେର 
ପ ିତ ମହାଶୟ ଏକଦମ ଚହିକ ିଉଠେିଲ /  "ସଏି ତମ ଘେର କାମ କରୁଛ ିେବାଲି ତାେମ ତାକୁ କହୁ  େମା େଗାଡ 
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େଧାଇ େଦବା ପାଇଁ/ େଛାଟ କାମ େବାଲି ତେମ ନେିଜ ନକର ିତମଘେର କାମ କରୁ ବା େଲାକଟକୁି କହୁଛ େମା 
େଗାଡ େଧାଇେଦବା ପାଇଁ /" ବୁଢାେଲାକ ର ଏ କଥାେର ଭ  ମହଳିା  ଟକିଏି ଇତ ଃ େବାଧ କେଲ / ନେିଜ 
ଢାେଳ ପାଣ ିଧର ିପ ିତ କୃପାସି ୁ େହାତା ର ଚରଣ େଧାଇ େଦେଲ / ବଡବଲିେର ପାଣିର ବଡ ଅସୁବଧିା / 
ସହର ମୁ େର େଗାଟାଏ ବଡ ବା ି / ସମ  ଘରକୁ ପାଣି େସଇଠୁ ଯାଏ /  ତ ିଘରକୁ େକହ ିଜେଣ ମକି 
େ ଣୀୟ େଲାକ ଭାରେର ଆଣି ପାଣି େଯାଗାଏ / ବଡ ବଡଆି େଲାେକ ନଜି ହତାେର କୂଅ େଖାଳ ିଥାଆ  ି/ 

ପ ିତ କୃପାସି ୁ େହାତା ବଡବଲି ଆସି ବା େବେଲ  ଦେିନ ଖୁ  ବଷା େହଲା /େମଘ, ଘଡ ଘଡ,ି େତାଫାନର 
ସୀମା ରହଲିା ନାହ / ଚାର ି ଆେଡ ରା ାେର ପାଣରି ସୁଅ ଚାଲି ବାରୁ  ପଡଶିା ଘରର କୁକୁ  ଓ ଘଷୁୁର ି
େକେତାଟ ି ଆସ ି େମା ପି ାେର ଆ ୟ େନେଲ / ପ ିତ ମହାଶୟ ଟୁ ି  ଭିତେର ବସ ି କଅଣ ଭାବୁଥାଆ  ି
େକଜାଣ ି/ ଏ ବଷାେର କାେଳ ଘର ସାମନାେର ବା ଶାଳ ଗଛଟା ଭା ି  ପଡବି େବାଲି ଭାବ ିମଁୁ କି ୁ  ମେନ ମେନ 
ଖୁ  ଡର ିଯାଇଥାଏ / ପ ିତ ମହାଶୟ ନରିାପଦେର ବଡବଲିରୁ େଫର ୁ  େବାଲି ାଥନା କରୁଥାଏ ସନିା, ଟଣି 
ଛାତ ଉପେର କୁଆପଥର ବଷଲା େବଳକୁ େଯଉଁ ଶ  ହୁଏ େସ େର ମନ ପୁଣି ାଥନାରୁ ଓହର ିଯାଉଥାଏ / 

ରାତେିର ଅ  ଟକିଏି କଅଣ ଖାଇ ଆେମ ବଛିଣା ଧରଲୁି /ବଷା ଓ କୁଆ ପଥର ଟଣି ଛାତ ଉପେର ପଡୁଥାଏ 
/ମେନ େହଉ ଥାଏ ସେତ େଯମିତ ିଅନବରତ କଏି ଛାତ ଉପରକୁ ପଥର େଫାପାଡୁଛ ି / ମୁ  ପାଖକୁ େଛାଟଆି 
ଲ ନଟ ି ଫି  ଫି  କର ିଜଳୁ  ଥାଏ /  ପବନର ସାଇଁ ସାଇଁ ଶ କୁ ଛାଡ ି େଦେଲ ବାହାରାଟା ଏକା େବଳେକ 
ନଶିୂନ / ପା ିତ ମହାଶୟ େବଶ ଆରାମେର େଶାଇ ପଡି ବାର ଲ କଲି / ମଁ ୁ ସପ ଉପେର  େଶାଇ ଭାବୁଥାଏ 
" ଏେତ ଦନି େହଲା ପାସେପାଟ ଆସଲିା ନାହ କାହକ?ି" ଘଟଣା କଣ ବୁଝବିା ପାଇଁ କଲିକତା ଯିବା ଠକି କଲି 
/  େମ ନଦି ଆସଗିଲା / 
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                  bejÐ    
                                  TÞ_Ê ÒRÐVeÐ¯   
 
         YÐfÊ @RÊ Ò[Ðe @`Ðe LeÊZÐ TÊmÐ ÒcÐe DaVÊaÊ   
         dÐkÐ cÊÜ Ò]MÊRÞ dÐkÐ cÊÜ `ÐDRÞ ]Ð_ @ÒV Ò[Ðe jaÊ Ð 
 
         Ló`ÐaÐeÞ Ò[Ðe @kà_ÞhÞ TÒe [Ê Òd aÐ}Ð LÁ[F 
         ÒcÐ jÐkÐ, jÐkÐj, h¦Þ, cÊ¦Þ ]Ð[Ð [Ê AhÍ¯ ckÐÒceÊ Ð 
                           
         jÕjÐe `\Òe @uLÐÒe ÒdÒa kÊH cÊkÞÜ aÐVaZÐ  
         ]Ëe ]ÞNçaf¯Ê AÒmÐL Ò]MÐB ]hàÐD `\ WÞLZÐ Ð 
  
         Ò_ßeÐhÔÒe ÒdÒa c_ ceÞdÐH hÞ\Þf kÊH bÐa_Ð 
         hÊÒb AhéÐj_Ð '@RÞ cÊÜ `ÐMÒe, LÞ `ÐBÜ `ÊZÞ ÒhÐQ_Ð' Ð 
 
         kÐ[RXÐ ÒkÒm sÐ[Þ LÊVÊcéeÊ LÃLc¯ H `Ò\ 
         @[ÊV bejÐ LÞ«Ê Ò[Ð D`Òe HLÐ LeÞaÊ_Þ cÒ[ Ð 
 
         A]Þ, c^Ô, @«, LÐeZ, [ÐeZ jaÊe [Ê LÀà^Ðe   
         @cÐ`, @LÐ[, Ò`Íc, ]Ð_, ]¯Ð ckÞcÐ Òd Ò[Ð @`Ðe Ð 
 
         MÐ[Ð ajÊueÐ, ÒcÐ jÔÐkÞ jcÊ],Í ÒkÒm(jÐeÐ)aól ÒcÐ Lmc 
         aMÐZÞaÐ `ÐBÜ ckÞcÐ Ò[Ðke [\Ð`Þ _Þ@Ã cc Ð 
 
         bÊmÞ_ÐkÊÜ ÒLÒa H @LÞ}_LÊ ÒkÐB aÍkêÐ¨ WÐLÊe Ð    
         jÊ]óY LeÞ\Ð b¦Þ ÒXÐeÞ ÒcÐe RÊBÜ ekÊ Ò[Ð `¯e Ð              
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                  @¨Ð eÐS_Ñ[Þ 
                hh^e ckÐ`Ð[Í 
         jÞmçbeç Í̧Þ=ç,  ÒceÑmÔÐ¨, dÊ¦eÐ½Í AÒceÞLÐ  
 
@¨Ð cÐX HÒa ÒkmÐZÞ DLúV 
jÐeÐ eÐBSÒe H aX jÕLV 
@¨Ð hªÐ _ÊÒkÜ hªÐ eÐS_Ñ[Þ 
c§Ñ* NÐXÞLÊ @¨Ð cÐX _Þ[Þ 
_ÐmÞa[Ñ QYÐ atç LeÞÒ]Òm 
Xe J b¯Òe mÊQÞ mÊQÞ NÒm 
LÞH dÐH QYÞ aÐBLç `RÒe 
c§Ñ, aÞ^Ð¯L @R«Þ QÞ«ÐÒe 
AuÍ eÐBSeÊ @¨Ð AZÊR«Þ 
JXÞhÐe aÐjÑ Naà LeÊR«Þ 
c^ÔÐkð ÒbÐS_ `ÐBÜ cÞfÊ_ÐkÞÜ 
²Êm `ÞmÐcÐÒ_ ÒkÒm kÐBÜ`ÐBÜ 
dÞH $ÞÒ= @¨Ð c§Ñ* NÐXÞLÊ 
aÐkÐ aÐkÐ cÞÒf LÕÒNÍj bÐB*ÊÊ 
aÞÒeÐ^Ñ Lk«Þ cÐe @¨Ð, ÒYmÐ 
_Ñ[Þ, A]hà ÒLDÜAÒX NmÐ ? 
dÞH ÒdDÜWÐÒe cÐeÊ@RÞ @¨Ð 
hÐj_ LkÊRÞ [Ð*`ÐBÜ ÒW=Ð 
'NZ[§ cmÐ' cÞXÞA LkÊRÞ  
LÕÒNÍj `ÐVÞà aÐV kÊXÊ@RÞ 

LÕÒNÍj LÒk aÞÒeÐ^Ñ mYÊRÞ 
hÐjL @`ÐeN, L\Ð mÊQÐDRÞ 
`te aei hÐj_ LÒmZÞ 
RÐ[Í jcÐS afÞ `XÞÒmZÞ 
`ÐW `YÞ HÒa ajÊR«Þ OÒe 
QÐLÞeÞ jcjÔÐ [Ð*Ê _Þ[Þ OÐÒe 
MÐ]Ô jÊelÐÒe hÐj_ ÒLÐkf 
_ÞS jéÐ\à`ÐBÜ mÐÒN LfÞÒNÐf 
Dn `]aÑÒe _ÞÒS ekÞR«Þ 
Òeh_LÐXàLÊ kÐ[ `Ð[ÞR«Þ 
@bÐaÒe LÒe QÐiÑ Acúk[ÔÐ  
AhÐ«ÞÒe @RÞ AceÞ S_[Ð 
S_[Ð* jéÐ\à ÒLkÞ Ò]MÊ_ÐkÞÜ 
LÊc÷Ñe LÐtZÐ Lk LÐkÞÜ`ÐBÜ ? 
dÐkÐ LeÊ@R bÐaÞ QÞ«Þ Le 
hÐjL, aÞÒeÐ^Ñ H [Êc aÞQÐe 
S_ jÐ^ÐeZ ÒQBÜ ÒhÐBR«Þ 
DQÞ[ç SaÐa Ò]Òa LkÊR«Þ 
`Ðq aeiÒe \Òe [Ð* `ÐfÞ 
h¦Þ Ò]MÐBa [Ð* kÐ[ LÐfÞ 

 
(H ÒcÐe aÔ¦ÞN[ @bÞc[ _ÊÒkÜ Ð dÐkÐ aÞbÞ_ð  
Mae LÐNSÒe LÞ JVÞ¡ÞÒe Í̀LÐh `ÐBRÞ  
[ÐkÐLÊ H LaÞ[ÐÒe ÒmMÐ dÐBRÞ Ð ) 
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ଜୀବନ ସମୀ ା 
ଡଃ ରବ ିନାରାୟଣ ମି  

 
 

‘ଅ ି େଗାଦାବରୀ ତୀେର ବଶିାଳ ସାଲଳୀ ତରୁ’ 
“ହେିତାପେଦଶ”ର ଏହ ିବଷିଶମା ବଚନରୁ 

ପାଇ ଲି ଯିବାର ବଳ ବାସନା 
ଆଉ ଜୀବନର ମୂଲ  େବାଧ ଓ ସଂଜତ ରସନା 

 
େଶୖଶବ େକୈଶାର େଶେଷ େଯୗବନର ଉପ ାେନ 
ଭଲ େଭଲ ବଚିାରବିା  ଭାବବିାର ଅନୁପାେନ 
ଶି ଲି ମଣିଷ ପଣିଆ ର ଚି ାଧାରା 

ଆଉ ତାହାର ିବଳେର ଚାଲିଲି ଜୀବନ ସାରା 
 

ଇତେର ସଦଛିା ତଥା ଗୁରୁଜେନ ସ ଣାମ 
ସମପେଣ ମିଳି ଲା ଅେଶଷ ଯଶ ସ ାନ 
ଭୁଲି ଲି କି ୁ  ସବୁ ଅେଲାଡ଼ା ଅମାନ ମନ 

ଆଉ ମନର କ େର 
ସାଇତି ଲି େକଇଟ ି

ଅଭୁଲା ୃତ ିଏବଂ ଅମିଟତି ଅଭିମାନ 
 

ଜୀବନର ସ ାରାଗ 
ଆଜରି ହସିାବ ନକିାସ ଫ  େର 
େଜଉ ଁେକଇଟ ିଅଲିଭା ଦାଗ 
ଏ ଯାବ  ବଦି ମାନ 

ତାର ଏକ ବେିଶଷଣ ପେର 
େଦଖଛୁ ିମଁୁ; 

େଦବା ଠାରୁଁ େନବା େମାର ବହୁଗୁଣ େବଶୀ 
ପୁଣ  ଠାରୁଁ ପାପ ଭାର ଗୁରୁ ର ପୀଡତି ମଁୁ 

ପୁଣ ିପଢବିାକୁ ଚାେହ ଁ- 
‘ଅ ି େଗାଦାବରୀ ତୀେର ବଶିାଳ ସାଲଳୀ ତରୁ’ 
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ବାଲିଯା ା : ଇତହିାସର ୃତତିୀଥ 
ୀମତୀ ମେନାରମା ମହାପା ,  

 
“ଇତହିାସର ଲଲାଟପେଟ ବ ଟିୀକା ଯଥା, 

ାଚୀନ ଏଇ ଜାତ ିେଲ ବ ଆଜ ି

କୀ ଭରା ଅଭୁଲା େସହ ିଉ ଳଗାଥା ।” 
   
ଇତହିାସ ଚରିକାଳ ମ ଦାତା-ଶି ାଦାତା । ଏହା ଆ ତ ୟ ଜା ତ କର ିମହା  ଐ ଯ ର ଉ ରା କାରୀ ଜାତ ି ାଣେର ସଂକ  

ସଂଚରିତ କରାଇଥାଏ । ଜାତକୁି ପୁନଗଠନ କରିବାେର ପୂ  ସହାୟକ ହୁଏ । ବ ିକୁ ଆ ାବେଲାକନ ଓ ଆ ସମୀ ା ପାଇଁ ଭାବତି 

କେର । 
 
କୀ ଭରା କା କ ମାସ-ଆମ କୀ ର ତୀକ- ‘ବାଲିଯା ା’ । େକବଳ ଆ ା କି କମିା ଧାମକ ଦୃ ିକୁ କା କ ମାସ େଯ ସୁପବି  କେର 

ତାହା ନୁେହଁ, ତ  ସେ  ସେ  ସଂଯୁ  ଐତହିାସିକ ଉ ତ ଗାଥା ମେନ ପକାଇଦଏି । ଶି ା, ସଂ ତୃ,ି ବାଣିଜ , କଳା, ାପତ , 
ସମୃ ,ି ବୀର - ାଭିମାନର କାହାଣୀ ଯାହା ଇତହିାସେର ଲିପିବ -ତାରି ୃତଚିାରଣ ପାଇଁ ଉ ି ଟ କୀ ବଭୂିଷିତ କା କ ମାସର ଏହ ି

‘ବାଲିଯା ା’ ମେହା ବ । ଉ  କଳାର େଦଶ ଉ ଳ, ଏହାର ଅନ ନାମ କଳି  ସା ାଜ  । ଏହାର ବୀର ସାହସୀ ସ ାନ ମାନ ର 

ବି ଭୁବନେର ଅଜ ବା କୀ ରାଜରି ରଣ, େରାମ ନ ଓ ଆ ସମୀ ା ପାଇଁ ଉ ି  । ବାଲିଯା ା ପୂବ େଗୗରବକୁ ପୁନଜୀବତି କରିବା 
ସହ ନୂତନ ଉ ାହ ଓ ସଂକ େର ଋ ମି  େହବା ପାଇଁ ଉ ି  ସମପତ । ଐତହିାସିକ ସମୃ ି ାତ, ୃତ ିମ ଳୁ ବଷର ସୁମହକ ମାସ 

କା କ । 
 
“ଆ-କା-ମା-େଭୖ / ଆସ ା କା କେର େଫରିବ ିଭୟ କରନାହ । ଭାସମାନ େବାଇତରୁ ଭାସିଆସୁ ଲା କାହାର ଜଳଦଗ ୀର ର 
ବୀରା ନାରୀକୁ ସେମା ତ କ ର ଲା ଦୁ ଷ ଓଡଆି ବୀର - ସାଧବ ପୁଅ ମାନ ର” - ଏେବବ ିଏ ବାଣୀ ଆକାଶ-ପବନ- ାଣ 

କ ରେର ସଂଚରିତ କେର ଉନାଦନା, ବଜିୟବାଣୀ । ଏ ଜାତ ିନଭିୀକ-ଆ ତ ୟ ଭରା । ତ ାଗଦୀ  ଏକ ବୀର ଜାତକୁି ଣ 

କରାଇଦଏି । ଶତସିଂହର ବଳ ାଣ ଭିତେର ଉଦେବଳନ ସୃ ି କେର । ାଭିମାନର ମ େର ମ ତି ହୁଏ େଦହ, ମନ, ାଣ । 
େଦଶେ ମେର ପରି ତୁ ହୁଏ ସମ  ଚି  ଓ ସମ  ପରିେବଶ । ସାତ ସମୁ  େତର ନଈ ପାର ିେହାଇ େବାଇତେର ପାଲ େମଲୁ ଲା 
ଓଡଆି ସାଧବପଅ । ‘ବାଣିେଜ  ବସେତ ଲ ୀ’, େଫରିଆସୁ ଲା କା କେର ବହୁ ମୂଲ  ସ ଦ ବେିଦଶରୁ ଆଣି-ବୀରାଗହୃଣିୀ ବ ନା 
କରି ପାେଛାଟ ିେନଉ ଲା ିୟତମକୁ-ସମ  ସାମ ୀ ସହ । ଏେବବ ିେସହ ିଅ ୟ ୃତକୁି ସ ାନ ଜଣାଇ ଓଡଆିଘର େବାହୂ 

ଅଗଣାେର େବାଇତ କରୁଛ ିମୁରୁଜେର । ଏହା କଳାର ନଦିଶନ । ବହୁ ମୂଲ ବାନ ବ  େଥାଇ ବି  ର ା କରି ରଣ କେର । କା କ 
ପୂ ମାେର େବାଇତ ବ ାଣ ଉ ବ ଏେବ ମ  େସହ ିଐତହିାସିକ େଗୗରବ ଉ ଳ ଅ ାୟକୁ ରଣ କର ିପାଳତି େହଉଛ ିନଦୀ, ସମୁ  

ତଟେର ମହାସମାେରାହେର । ଉ ଳର ାଚୀନ ଯଶକୀ  ସମଳତି ସି  ପବ କଟକର ବାଲିଯା ା । ଯଥାଥେର ଓଡଆି କବ ି
େଲ ଛ -ି 

“େଯ ଜାତରି େବାଇତ ଭାସଇ ସାତ ସମୁଦର େତର ନଈେର 

େସ ଜାତକୁି ହତଭାଗା େବାଲି ଏେଡ ଛାତ ିକା’ର େଦବ କହେିର ।” 
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ଓଡଆି ବୀର ଜାତ-ିଭାଗ ବାନ ଜାତ-ିଜଗ ାଥ ସଂ ତୃରି ସବଧମ ସମନୟର ବାହକ । ଆଶୀବାଦ ା  ଦୁଜୟ ଏ ଜାତ ି ଲା ଉ ତମ 

କଳା, ସଂ ତୃ,ି ବଭିବ, ବୀର େର ବଭୂିଷିତ ରାଜ -େଶଷ ାଧୀନ ଓଡଶିା ରାଜ -୧୮୦୩-ସା ୀ ବାରବାଟୀ ଦୁଗ-ସା ୀ ମହାନଦୀ । 
ମହାନଦୀେର େଜ ା ାବହିାର କବତିାେର ମହାନ କବ ିମାୟାଧର ମାନସିଂହ େଲ େଲ- 

“ଏ ଗ ସୁଷମା ଯା’ର କରିବ ିବି ାସ 
େକମେ  କହେଲା ତା’ର ଅ ର ଅଭାବ ? 
ସୁରାସମ ମୁ  କେର େମାେର ଯା ନଃି ାସ 

ତାହା େଦେହ ସ ବ କାହୁଁ ଦୁ ନ ଭାବ ।” 
 
ଏ ତଟନିୀ ମହାନଦୀ ସା ୀ ମହାସମୃ ରି ଉ ଳର । ନବ ଉ ଳର ନମିାତା, ାଭିମାନର ମ ଦାତା, ଉ ଳ େଗୗରବ ମଧୁସୁଦନ 
ଯଥାଥେର େଲ େଲ : 

“ଜାତ ିଇତହିାସ ଜାତରି ନଝିର 
ତହୁଁ ବେହ ସଦା ଜାତ ି ାଣ ଧାର 
େସ ଧାରରୁ ନୀର ପିଏ େଯଉଁ ନର 

ଭାବ ିଉ ଳର ସିଏ କ ଧାର ।” 
 
କବ ିପଦଚରଣ ପ ନାୟକ େଲ େଲ : 

“ଅତୀତକୁ ସା ୀ ର  ଗଢଯିାଅ ବ ମାନ 
ଅନ  ଯଯାତ ିେଦଶ ନୁେହଁ ନୀ , ନୁେହଁ ସାନ” 

  
ଜାତି ାଣ ଧାରେର ାନ କର, ଅତୀତ ହ ବ ମାନକୁ ସୁସଂଗଠତି କରିବାକୁ େ ରଣା େଦବ । ଜୀବନତ ଜାତକୁି ଜା ତ କରାଇବା ପାଇଁ 

ଇତହିାସରୁ ବାରମାର ଶି ା େନବାକୁ ହୁଏ । ଇତହିାସ ହ େନରୖାଶ  ନି ାେର ଜଡତି ଜାତରି େନ  େଖାଲିଦଏି । ଆ ବଳ ଶୂନ  ଜାତକୁି 

ଆ ତ ୟ ମ ିତ କେର ଜାତ ିଇତହିାସ ଜାତ ିନି ାଭ ର ମେହୗଷ  । ତ ଯଶା କବ ିେଗାଦାବରୀଶ ମହାପା  କ ାଳ େଦହେର 

ାଣ ସ ାର ପାଇଁ ବାରବାଟୀ ଦୁଗ ପାଖେର ବସ ିରଚେିଲ କାଳଜୟୀ କବତିା ‘ଉଠ କ ାଳ’ । ଓଡଆି ପୁଅକୁ ଐତହି , ାଚୀନ ବୀର  

ଶୁଣାଇ ଉ ୀବତି କରାଇବା ପାଇଁ ହୃଦୟ ଶୀ କବତିା ରଚନା କେଲ । ଐତହି କୁ େରାମ ନ କରି ପୂବସୂରୀ ମାେନ ଉ ର କାଳ ୁ  ମାଗ 

େଦଖାଇ ଉ ୀବତି କରିଛ  ି। ଚେରବୖତ ିମ େର ଅଭିମ ତି କରିଛ  ିେଦଶେ ମୀ ବାରବାଟୀ ଦୁଗର କୀ ଗାଥା ଗାଇଛ  ିଯଶ ୀ 
କବ ି: 

“ହାଡ ପାଶୁଁ ଆଜ ିଭାଷା ବହ ିଆସୁ, ଫୁଟୁ ମଡାମୁେଖ ହସ 

ଭ  ଏ ଗଡ ମ େିର ଶୁଭୁ, ଦୁ ୁ ଭି ଅହନଶି । 
ଶମଶାନ ଧୂଳ ିଅ ି  ଭର,ି େଘନ ପୁରବାସୀ ଜନ 

ଲ  ଜୀବନ ସା  େଦଉେର, ଗଉରେବ ମହୀୟାନ । 
ଉଠ କ ାଳ ଛଡୁି ଶୃ ଳ, ଜାଗ ଦୁବଳ ଆଜ ି

ଉଠୁ ଗତ େଗୗରବ, ହୃତ େଗୗରବ, ମତୃ େଗୗରବ ରାଜ ି।” 
 
ଇତହିାସ ଜାତ ିନମିାଣ କେର । ଜାତ ିନମିାଣେର ନି  ସାଧକ ଉ ଳମଣି େଗାପବ ୁ ଦାସ େଲ ଯାଇଛ  ିତାହା ଚରି ରଣୀୟ । 
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“ପୂବପୁରୁଷ  ପବି  ଶଶାନ 
େଦଶର, ଜାତରି ଗଉରବ ଗାନ 
ପୂଣ  ଜନମାଟ,ି ପୂଣ  େଦବାଳୟ 

ଉ ରିବା ପାଇଁ କେଲ ତନୁ ୟ । 
ମାନବ ଜନମ ହୁଅଇ ସଫଳ 

ଏ ମହାଦୀ ା କ ିବୁଝବି ଉ ଳ ?” 
 
ମହାଦୀ ା ଦଏି ଇତହିାସ । ‘ବାଲିଯା ା’ େସହ ିଅତୀତ େଗୗରବ-େବଭୖବ-ସମୃ ,ି ାଭିମାନ, ଉ ଳ େନୗବାଣିଜ ର ତଥ  ଆଧାରତି 

ଗାଥାର େରାମ ନ ଦବିସ । ବାଲିଯା ା, ୃତତିୀଥ ଯା ା । େସ ଯୁଗେର ଓଡଆି ପୁଅ ସାଧବ ମାେନ ସୁଦୂର ବାଲି, ଜାଭା, େବା ଓ, 

ସୁମା ା ଆଦ ି ୀପପୁ କୁ ଯା ା କରି ବହୁମୂଲ  ସ ଦ ସବୁ ଆମ ଉ ାଦନର ବନିମିୟେର ଆଣୁ େଲ କଟକ ନଗରକୁ । ଐତହିାସିକ 

ୃତ ିବଜିଡତି ଗଡଗଡଆି ଘାଟ-ପୂଣ େତାୟା ମହାନଦୀ ତାର ମୁକସା ୀ । ସୁ-ପବି  କା କ ପୂ ମୀ ଓଡଆି େଚତନା, ଐତହି , 

ାଭିମାନ ତଥା ଆ ାବେଲାକନର ଦବିସ । ଐତହିାସିକ ଦୃ ିେକାଣରୁ ଏହ ିଦବିସର ମହ  ଓ ଗୁରୁ  ଅପରିସୀମ । ଉ ଳର 

େନୗବାଣିଜ , ବରିାଟ କଳି  ଜାତରି କୀ ରାଜ ିଉ ରପୀଢି  ାତବ  ପାଇଁ ଉ ି  କା କର ଏହ ିବାଲିଯା ା ମେହା ବ । ଅତୀତର 

ୃତ ିସହ ବ ମାନର ସମୃ ରି ସମନୟ ଯା ା । ଦ ିଣପୂବ ଏସିଆର ୀପପୁ େର କଳି  ସାଧବ େଯ ଖାଲି ବାଣିଜ  େବପାର 

ମା ମେର ଅଥ ଉ ାଦନ କରୁ ଲା ତାହା ନୁେହଁ ଅ କ ୁ , କଳା, ାପତ  ଓ ସଂ ତୃରି ସାର କରି ଲା । କଳି ର ସାଂ ତୃକି 

ସା ାଜ  େସସବୁ ାନେର ାପନ କରି ବଜିୟ ପତାକା ଉଡାଇ ଲା । କଳି  ବୀରର େସସବୁ େଗୗରବର ସମ  ମାଣ ଏେବ ମ  

ଇେ ାେନସିଆ, ଥାଇଲା , ୀଲ ା, ବାଲି, ତଥା ଅନ ାନ  ୀପପୁ େର େଦ ବାକୁ ମିଳୁଛ ି। ାଣ ଉ ସ ିଉଠୁଛ ିଓଡଶିାର ଅତୀତ 

େଗୗରବ ରଣ କର ି। ଏେବ ମ  ଉ ଳୀୟ କଳା, ସଂ ତୃ ିଓ ାପତ ର ବହୁ ଚି  େସ ାନେର ବଦି ମାନ । ମ ରି ଗା , େବୗ  
କୀ  େଲାକ ମାନ  ନାମକରଣେର ଓଡଆି ସଂପୃ ି, ଭାଷା ଓ ବୀର ର ଛାପ େଦ େଲ ଅନବିଚନୀୟ ଆନ  ଓ ଦୀ ିେର ଚି  ଉ ଳ 

ହୁଏ । କ ିଚମ ାର ସାମ ସ  ସେତ ! େକାଣାକ ଗା ର ସୁ ର ନାରୀମୂ  ପରି ଅବକିଳ ୀମୟୀ ୀଲ ାର ତରୁଣୀଗଣ । ମାଣ 

ୃତ ିଅଜ  । 
 
ଇତହିାସ କେହ ୀ.ପ ୂ୭ମ ଶତା ୀେର କଳି  ସ ାଟ େଶୖେଳ  ଦ ିଣପୂବ ଏସିଆର ଏହ ି ୀପ ମାନ େର ଶାସକ ଭାେବ ଅ ିତ 

େହାଇ େଲ । ଏପରିକ ି ୀ ପୂବ ପ ମ ଓ ଷ  ଶତା ୀ େବଳକୁ ତ କାଳୀନ ଉ ଳର େନୗବାଣିଜ ର ଅସାଧାରଣ ଅ ଗତରି ା ର 

େସସବୁକୁ ାପତ େର ଅଦ ପି ବଦି ମାନ । ଓଡଶିା ଉପକୂଳେର େସେତେବେଳ ତି ିତ େକେତକ ବ ରରୁ େନୗଯା ା େହଉ ଲା । 
ଇତହିାସ ପୃ ାେର ପରି ାଜକ େମଘା ିନି  ଓ ହୁଏ ସା  ବବିରଣୀରୁ ମ  ଏ ସ କେର ଯେଥ  ସୂଚନା ମିେଳ । େମଘା ିନି  

ଭାରତ ବବିରଣୀରୁ ଜଣାଯାଏ େଯ ୀଷପୂବ ଚତୁଥ ଶତା ୀେର କଳି ର ଲ ା ୀପ ସହ େନୗବାଣିଜ  ଅତ ିଉ ତ ଲା । 
 
ହାତୀ ଗୁ ା ଅନୁଶାସନେର କଳି  ସ ାଟ ଖାରେବଳ  କୀ -େବାଇତ ଓ ହାତୀ ଉପହାର େଦବା କଥା ବ ତ । ଏପରିକ ି ଅେଶାକ  

କଳି  ଅଭିଯାନ ପୂବରୁ  େଦଶେର ଉ ଳୀୟ ଉପନେିବଶ ମାନ ାପିତ େହାଇସାରି ଲା । ଇେ ାେନସିଆ ଓ ମାେଲସିଆେର ଏେବ 

ମ  ଏକ ଜାତରି େଲାକ ୁ  ‘କି ’ ଭାେବ ସେମାଧନ କରାଯାଏ । କି  େଯ କଳି  ଶ ର ଅପ ଂଶ ଏହା ଏେବ ନଃିସେ ଦହେର 

କୁହାଯାଇପାେର । କବ ିମାୟାଧର ମାନସିଂହ  ଅପୂବ କବତିା ‘ସାଧବ ଝଅି’ ଏହାର ସତ ତା ମାଣ କରୁନାହକି ? େବବୖାହକି ସମ  

ମ  ଏମାନ  ମ େର ାପିତ େହଉ ଲା । ଉ ଳୀୟ ବାଣିଜ ର ାଚୀନତା ସ କେର ସୁବ  ୀପେର ଐତହିାସିକ ମଜୁ ଦାର ବହୁ 

ତଥ  ମାଣ ଲିପିବ  କରିଛ  ି। ଥମ ଶତା ୀେର ଚୀ  ସହ ତ କାଳୀନ ଓଡଶିାର ସାଂ ତୃକି ଓ ସାମାଜକି ସ କ ଅତ  ସୁଦୃଢ 
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ଲା । ବହୁ ଗେବଷକ ଏହ ିମତ େଦଇଛ  ି। ଦ ବଂଶ, ଲଳତି ବି ର ଓ ସିୟୁକ ି ଭୃତ ିେବୗ େର ଏହାର ମାଣ ମିେଳ । ଏତ
ବ ତୀତ ମହାନଗରୀ େରା  ସହ ମ  କଳି ର େନୗବାଣିଜ  ସ କେର କୁହାଯାଇଛ ିେଯ େସଠାେର କଳି ର ଅତ ିସୁ  ବ  ସହ 

ସମଲପୁରର ହୀରା ମ  ଯାଇ ଖୁ  ଶଂସିତ ଓ ଆଦୃତ େହଉ ଲା । ସ ାଟ ଖାରେବଳ  ରାଜୁତ ିକାଳେର ପାରସ  ଉପକୂଳେର 

କଳି ର ବାଣି ିୟକ କାରବାର େକେତ ସମୃ  ଲା ଐତହିାସିକ ମାେନ ତାହା ବ ନା କରିଛ  ି। ଆମ କୀ  ଅସୀମ-ଅଥଚ ଆେମ 

ସେଚତନ େକେତ ଜଣ ? ସି  ଅକେ  େକାଣାକ ମ ରି ଆମ ଅତୀତ େନୗବାଣିଜ ର ତ  ସା ୀ । ଏହ ିମ ରି େଦହେର 

ଉ ଳୀୟ େନୗବାଣିଜ ର ବହୁ ଚି  େଖାଦତି େହାଇ ବହୁ ମାଣ ଦାନ କେର । ଭୁବେନ ର େବତୖାଳ ମ ରିର ଶୀଷ େଦଶ ସ ୁ  

େବାଇତ ଢା ାେର ନମିତ । ଏହ ିବହୁ ପୁରାତନ ମ ରିର ୃତ-ି ାରକୀ ଜାତକୁି େଚତାଇ ଦଏି । 
 
କ ନା କର ୁ ତ, େଯଉଁ ଓଡଆି ଜାତରି ଅତୀତ ଏେତ େଗୗରବମୟ-ବୀରର  ପି େର ଗଢା, େସହ ମାଟରି ସ ାନ ଏେବ ହୀନ ଭା 
େହାଇପାରିବ ? ଇତହିାସରୁ ଶି ାଲାଭ କରି ଚି ନ,ସାଧନ ଓ ଯଥାଥ ପରି ମ କରିପାରିେଲ ଏଇ ବୀର ଜାତରି ଭବଷି ତ ବହୁଗୁଣ 

ସମୃ  ଉ ଳ େହବ ଏ େର ବି ୁ ମାେ  ସେ ଦହ ନାହ । ମେନ ର ବାକୁ େହବ, ବୀର ର େର ବୀର ଗଢା େହେବ । ଆେମ େକେତ 
ଉ ତ-ଆଦଶ-ସଂ ତୃ-ିସଭ ତା ଓ ାନର ଉ ରା କାରୀ, ତାହା ନବୀନ ଯୁଗର ନବପୀଢି ୁ  ଚି ାଇ େଦବାର ଏକ ମହ ପୂ  ୟାସ 

। କଟକ ମହାନଗରୀେର ମହାନଦୀ ତୀରେର େହଉ ବା ଇତହିାସ ସି  ମହାପବ ‘ବାଲିଯା ା ମେହା ବ’ । େସ କାଳର ବାଲିଯା ା 
ଆହୁରି ସଂ ସାରିତ ଓ ମ ସମୃ  େହାଇଛ ିକି ୁ  େସ କାଳର ଆ ୀୟତାର ମହକ ଜାତୀୟ ସଂହତରି ସୁବାସ, ଆ ତ ୟର ଐଜଲ  

ଆଜ ିହଜଗିଲା ଭଳ ିେବାଧ େହଉଛ ି। ଉପେଭାଗ ବାଦ ାଧାନ  ପାଇଛ ି। ଜାତୀୟ ଜୀବନ ତ ି ା, ଐତହି କୀ -ଆ ତ ୟ ସହ 

କେଠାର ମ କରି ଜାତରି ଉ ଥାନ ପାଇଁ ଶପଥବ  େହବାର ମ େର ଅଭିମ ତି ବ ି  ସଂଖ ା ବଢୁନାହ-ଜନଗହଳ ିବଢଛି ି। ମା  

ଏହାହ ଲା ବାଲିଯା ାର େମୗଳକି ଉେ ଦଶ  । ଏହାର ସମୃ  ିନବ ନବ ରୀତ,ି ଅଦମ  ଉ ାହ ଉ ୀପନା ମ େର ଯା ାର େମୗଳକି 

ଲ  ହଜ ିନଯାଉ-ଏହା ହ କାମନା । 
 
ଓଡଆି ଜାତ ିେଯ ଆ ା କି ବଭିବ ମ ିତ ତ ାଗଦୀ  ଉ ତ ଚି ାର ବାହକ ତା’ର ାରକୀ ପବି  କା କ ତ ଓ ତୁଳସୀ ପୂଜା । 
େନତୖକି ବଳ ହ ସବେ  ବଳ । େଗୗରବକୁ ସଂର ିତ ରେଖ େନତୖକି ବଳ । ମହାବୀର ଜଳ ର ପ ୀ ବୃ ାବତୀ ଆଜ ିବ ତିା, 
ପୂଜତିା - ୟଂ ଭଗବାନ  ସହ ସମାସନର ଅ ାତା ‘ତୁଳସୀ’ । ପବି  କା କ ତ ମାଣ କରୁଛ ିେଯ, ଯୁେଗ ଯୁେଗ େନତୖକି ବଳ 

ନ େଲ େକବଳ ଦହକି ବଳ ସମୃ  ିଆଣିେଦଇପାେର ନାହ । 
 
ସମ  ମାନବ ସମାଜର ଉ ଥାନ ନମିେ  ଉ ଳୀୟ ସଂ ତୃରି ସାରକଥା, େନତୖକିତାକୁ ଆଧାର କରି ାଭିମାନ ସହ ଜାତୀୟ ଜୀବନକୁ 
ପରି  ଓ ପରିପୃ ି କରିବାର ସଂକ  େନଇ ଉ ଳର ତରୁଣ ତରୁଣୀ ମାେନ ଅପସଂ ତୃ ିକବଳରୁ ଏ ମହାନ ସଂ ତୃ ିଓ ଐତହି କୁ 

ର ା କରି ଆ ବଳଯୁ  ହୁଅ ୁ  । ଗ ା ଭଳ ି ପିଥଗାମୀ ହୁଅ ୁ , ବପିଥଗାମୀ ନ ହୁଅ ୁ  । ଅନ କୁ ଆନ  େଦେଲ ଆନ  ମିେଳ । 
ଅଫୁର  ଶ ିମୟୀ ଉ ଳ ଜନନୀ ତାର ସୁର ା କବଚ । େସ ଛଳନାର େବଡ ିଫି ି , ଭୟକୁ ଦୂର କରି ତ ାଗ ମ େର ଅଭିଷ  

େହବାର େଚତାବନୀ ଅହରହ ସ ାନ ମାନ ୁ  ଶୁଣାଉଛ ି। ଏ ପବି  ବାଲିଯା ା ଦବିସ େକବଳ େଭାଗବାଦର ଦବିସ ନ େହାଇ 

ଆ ାବେଲାକନ ଓ ଆ ସମୀ ାର ପବି  ଦବିସ େହଉ-େତେବ ଯାଇଁ ଲ  ପୂରଣ େହବ । ସଂହତ-ିସାମ -େମୖ ୀ, େଦଶେ ମ-

ାଭିମାନ ତଥା ମାନବବାଦ ସଂଚରିତ େହଉ ତଟି ି ାଣେର । 
 
ପଦାରବି  ନଳିୟ, 
ୀବହିାର କେଲାନୀ, କଟକ-୮ 
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ଏଇ ବର୍ଷ ଜନ୍ମଦନି / ମ ୋ ପୋଇ ଁତୁ  ପୋଇ ଁ

 

ଏମିତି ସମୟ ଗଡି ଚାଲେ 

  ପ୍ରତି ବର୍ଷ ଜନ୍ମଦିନ ଆଲସ 

  ଆମ ପାଇ ଁ ବୟସ ମାପ କାଠ ିଲନଇ |  

 

 ପ୍ରତି ଦଶକଲେ ହଠାତ୍ ୋଲଗ 

 ବୟସଟା ଲକଲତ ବଢିଗୋ  

ଏଲବ ତ ଲମାଲଟ ମଲନ ନାହି ଁ

 ପିୋକାଳ, ବାେିଘେ, ର୍ଲଢଇଲେ େନ୍ଧା….. 

ଆଉ କଲେଇ ବାହାଘେ..... 

 

ସତଲେ ବୟସଟା 

 ଆଂଜଳୁାଏ ସେୁବାେି, ଆଂଗଠୁି ସନି୍ଧଲେ 

 ଲକଲବ ଖସିଗୋ….. 

 

ଏଇଗତବର୍ଷ ଯାଏ ଁସବୁତ ସବୁଜ ଥେିା,  

ପେିବା ବଗିଚା ଆଉ  

ବାଡ ିପଛପଲଟ ଘନ ଜଂଗେଟା |  

 

ଏଲବ କିଆ ଁହଠାତ୍ ସବୁ  ଧରୁ୍େ ଦିଶେିା,  

ଆଉ ଏ ବର୍ଷେ ଜନ୍ମଦିନ, ଏଇ ଦଶକ ଗଣନା, 

 ହଠାତ୍ ୋଗିୋ,  

ନା ଗଣବିାଲେ କଉଠ ିଭୂେ୍ େହଗିୋ |  

 

Kalyani Padhy 

Northborough, MA 01532, USA  
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 :

Odisha Society of  
the Americas (OSA)  Canada  Canosa 
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SEEDS 
(Sustainable Economic and Educational Development Society) 

OSA

Residency Program

webmail Public Broadcast

website 
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Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) 
professional allowance, health & life insurance and pension plan 

 - 

documentary 
documentary

academic accreditation

OSA 

OSA ICCR 
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chain saw

Overall hard hat  
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needles

needles 

blue jay, morning dove, robbin, cardinal  
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needles

minced meat
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needles

needle

* 
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_______________________ 

*, http://www.newindianexpress.com/magazine/Guardian-Angels-of-an-Odisha-Forest/2015/09/12/a

rticle3020884.ece
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Atmosphere Hotels & Resorts, KANIFUSHI, MALDIVES. 
Tel: +960 - 3339992, Email: sales@atmospherehotelsandresorts.com 

www.atmospherehotelsandresorts.com  
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ZABARDAST EVENT PLANNING AND DECORATION

Dhol Baja Baraat

dholbajabaraat.com

GOBO

CENTER PIECES

UPLIGHTING

SEAT COVERS

MANDAPS

Email us at  
dholbajabaraat@gmail.com

dholbajabaraatCall us for a private 
consulatation
(860) 221 8419
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www.edwardjones.com
 Member SIPC

Do you prepare 
more for family 
vacations than 
you do for college?
For a personalized college 
cost report, call or visit a 
fi nancial advisor today.

www.edwardjones.com
 Member SIPC

Leaving Your Employer?
Understand Your 401(k) Options.
At Edward Jones, we can explain options for your 401(k), 
including leaving the money in your former employer’s 
plan, moving it to your new employer’s plan, rolling it over 
to an Individual Retirement Account (IRA) or cashing out 
the account subject to tax consequences.
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The Falcon Group is a 100% family held, professionally managed entity that provides 
excellent opportunity to its management to drive the organization towards corporate 
excellence. Transparency is the hallmark of fine governance that reflects across all the 
tiers of operation of the organization. 

"FALCON" the acknowledged winner the world over.

The group consists of Falcon Marine Exports Ltd., Falcon Real Estate (P) Ltd., Falcon 
Finance Ltd., Patnaik Steels & Alloys Ltd. & K. R. Enterprises.

Falcon Group 
Falcon House-A/22, Cuttack Road, 1st Floor 
Bhubaneswar-751006, Orissa, India.  
Ph.:+91-674-2575053, 2571948. Fax.:+91-674-2575618  
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EAST  VIEW

2BHK & 3BHK APARTMENTS

ON INFOCITY ROAD 

PATIA, BHUBANESWAR

www.northviewbbsr.com

www.eastviewbbsr.com

CONTACT
09338232122, 9338232344,0674-2565649 

Plot No.: 486, Nilakantha Nagar, Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar

2BHK & 3BHK APARTMENTS

AT KANAN VIHAR, PATIA  

BHUBANESWAR
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MATH MASTER 
Tutoring Center for K-12 & College Students 

 

MATHEMATICS 
(K-12 & College Level) 

SCIENCE & ENGLISH 
(Grades K-12) 

• Arithmetic  /  Geometry 
• Algebra  / Trigonometry 
• Pre-Calculus  / Calculus 
• AP Calculus / AP Statistics 
• Multivariable Calculus 
• Linear Algebra 

• Physics / AP Physics 
• Chemistry / AP Chemistry 
• Biology / AP Biology 
• Vocabulary & Grammar 
• Reading & Comprehension 
• Spelling & Writing 

 
TEST PREPARATION CLASSES

Offered year around, along with summer ACT/PSAT/SAT classes 

PARCC/ISEE/SSAT/PSAT/SAT/GRE/GMAT 

For details, please email to budhinath@yahoo.com or call Dr. Budhinath Padhy at: 

508-393-9362
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Bridget Thomsen & Mortgage Master
Proudly Support OSA Boston 2016

Call me today for your home financing needs!

loanDepot.com, LLC d/b/a Mortgage Master, 102 Elm Street, Walpole, MA 02081. Telephone 508-850-4100; Fax 508-850-4200. All rights reserved. NMLS ID #174457 
(www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org/) MA Mortgage Lender/Broker License MC174457/ RI Licensed Lender/Broker licensed as d/b/a Mortgage Master National/ Licensed 
by the NH Banking Department licensed as d/b/a Mortgage Master National

Bridget K. Thomsen 
Senior Loan Officer  NMLS 21560

102 Elm Street, 3rd Floor, Walpole, MA 02081

Office (508) 850-4273   Cell (617) 966-6633
bthomsen@mortgagemaster.com   www.mortgagemaster.com/bthomsen

MA LIC # ML021560/RI LIC # 21560/NH LIC # NH21560

Fixed-Rate

Jumbos

Condo Financing

Adjustable-Rate

Cash-outs

Renovation Loans

Refinances

FHA, VA & USDA
Government Loans

Personal Loans
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Village Mortgage has been a leader in providing mortgage services to the Indian 
community for last 7 years. They offer a variety of products and services 
customized to individual needs.  

Some exciting and unique products include: 
 
•10% down NO PMI purchase money financing  
 
•90% HELOCs (home equity line of credit) that follow purchases and refinance  
 
•ZERO FEE lender paid closing costs for purchase and refinance  
 
•100% financing plus reduced PMI in USDA eligible towns  
 
•lender paid appraisals for pre-qualified applicants  
 
Regional mortgage lender headquartered in AVON CT with quick and highly 
interactive loan processing. 

 

“Jason designed mortgage solutions customized to my needs and delivered a very 
smooth mortgage buying experience for me. I highly recommend him as a great 

mortgage partner by your side.”   

- Bikash Behera, OSA Member -  
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THIS SEGMENT IS DEVOTED TO A COLLECTION 
OF ESSAYS, POEMS, AND STORIES WRITTEN IN 

ENGLISH 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 (Painting on the segment header is a reproduction of Oil on canvass contributed by the artiste, 
Dr. Sidharth Pani) 
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NEW YEAR - A SLICE IN SPACE-TIME 
 
A year has just crashed 
On the beach of Life, 
Spilling the wreckage and treasures, 
Like a wave 
That started centuries back 
In the deep calm of the Ocean. 
 
A new wave has started growing 
Somewhere in the Ocean, 
Distant and deep, 
Where treasure abounds 
And dangers lurk. 
 
The space-time slices of  
Wave after wave, 
Manifest into seemingly isolated pieces 
Of Life; 
They all belong to the Infinite Ocean 
That creates the illusion of 
The Shoreline - The Finite Life. 
 

 
 
Twisampati Mitra 
Cupertino, California, USA 
Phone: (408) 255-0150 
Email: twimit99@yahoo.com 
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Prakriti 
 

Manorama Chaudhuri, Southborough, MA 
 
 
I was so proud deep down to my core, I am an Odia! 
I walked into a room full of people, 
I proudly announced myself I came from Odisha, 
Where Lord Jagannath rules our heart. 
I still have the lingering taste of pithas. I felt it. I told them.  
I displayed so proudly paintings from various parts of my state. 
I was so happy to wrap around in my mom's sarees,  
  so soft and silky and so much warmth weaved into its' intricate designs. 
I danced to the Odissi music, little bells wrapped around my ankle. 
My soul is cleansed from every sin by listening to Jagannath Jananas. 
Champu, Chanda, Chautisha, Odissi! What a musical world!  
I am sure Lord Krishna must have wondered in these streets. 
I still can hear his melodious tunes of flute coming from somewhere near. 
 
Suddenly I felt a pinch, no must be a sting.  
It must be something poisonous; I can feel the pain in every part of my body. 
I woke up sweating.  
It took some time to feel my nerves. 
Oh! What a beautiful dream I had  
It must be the Wonderland of Odisha, 
 
I heard from ajaa, ayee.  
I wish I can stay there all the time.  
But I forgot I am a crab from Odisha.  
My prakriti is only to pull one down. 
I don't have the nerve to push one forward. 
I desperately wish I can change this prakriti.  
But God didn't write that in my fate.  
He only said I have to die before I can change my prakriti.  
So helpless I am, 
All I can wish to go back to my dreams,  
To the Magical and Musical land of Odisha.   
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A Brownie Abroad: Good People, Bad Things 
 

By Raj Satpathy 
 
Occhiolism: The awareness of the smallness of your perspective. 

 
On Friday night, I got robbed by some Moroccans in Alicante, Spain. 
 
I've been told that this was possibly one of the most authentic Spanish experiences that I could have had during 
my stay in Spain, so I'm quite thankful to the fellows for showing a tourist like me the ropes of Spanish society!  
 
But in all honesty, it was a surreal altercation. I won't bother y'all with the details of the event itself - that's not the 
whole point of this post. The point of this post is the conversation that I had with one of the fellows. I had kindly 
lent them my debit cards at their insistence, complete with a set of false PINs, and one hombre eagerly headed off 
on his little red fixie to try them out at the nearest ATM.  
 
I'm not quite sure why I sat with the other guy, but it was the right decision. As I'm sure you all know, I'm not 
exactly an imposing figure by any means - some strong breezes could probably come and knock me over. 
(Warning: cliché incoming) But while I may not have the biggest muscles, I do possess a rather expansive 
personality. My weapons are not my fists, but my words.  
 
I befriended the man that I sat on a bench with. His name was Mohamed, he was 23 years old, and he and I had 
what was perhaps the most scintillating discussion that I've had here in Spain, perhaps even in my life. He was 
surprisingly well spoken, as well as quite religious, often pulling quotes from the Koran at points in our 
conversation, though this was lost on me at points, considering the fact that our only shared language was 
Spanish.  
 
Yet while the words that he spoke were well couched and eloquent, that wasn't what made this conversation so 
enlightening, obviously. It was what we spoke about that, after some time reflecting on what we spoke of, has truly 
opened my eyes to other perspectives.  
 
I asked him why he robbed people and, though I'm not sure what I expected, his answer was simple: "Para 
comer." We spoke of his childhood, the fact that he had never had a true father figure, his disadvantaged 
upbringing in a country where the majority of the people automatically looked down on him for his race, and 
numerous other things that had made his life just that much harder.  
 
By no means was anything that I spoke about new to me. Many of my classes for my Global Studies major have 
gone over the enormous disparities that exist between the many people of the world, especially when it comes to 
racial and economic relations of power. But this was my first time really encountering any of this in the real world.  
 
I have lived a sheltered life.  
 
If I ever have a problem, I know that my parents and siblings will do anything within their power to help me. I've 
never had to struggle with money, but more than that, I've never really experienced discrimination of any kind. 
Sure, things got weird for a while after 2001, but usually any such "discrimination" was simply on the part of my 
peers, couched in the form of a joke. Outside of this, I have always had a support system of friends, always had 
goals and objectives that were achievable, and have never really lost sight of what I'm expected to do in the next 
part of my life.  
 
Not so for Mohamed. And not so for so many people today, I think.  
 
By no means am I okay with what those two did to me. Not only did they thoroughly invade my privacy and take 
my things, but they shattered my understanding of a world where, to me, everyone had the same opportunities 
and advantages that I had. 
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I'm not really sure which of those I'm angrier about. 
 
I have no specific realizations about what happened, nor do I truly know what I'm going to do about it. I wanted to 
study abroad to learn Spanish and travel through Europe, but I also truly wanted to understand more about the 
world around me. This event, perhaps more than almost anything that has happened in the past month and a half, 
has done that for me. 
 
I wish I could help everybody in the world achieve their dream. But I can't. But I now understand just a little bit 
more about how privileged I am to have the family, friends, and opportunities that I do. 
 
I can't just take it all for granted anymore. 
 
If you allow me a moment to think on the page - I have always loved to set lofty goals for myself, and then often 
barely scraped by when achieving them, or started out and strong and not really put my full effort behind them. 
That is going to change. 
 
That is going to change because I actually have the ability to make these things happen. I'm in the most enviable 
position in the world because of the fact that I can make my dreams come true. 
 
Time for me to try a little harder at life, I guess. 
 
------------------------ 
 
Raj Satpathy is a Junior at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. He wrote this article last summer, the day 
after he was mugged (thankfully, he was not hurt) in Alicante, Spain, while in a Summer Study Abroad program. 
He is born and brought up in Columbia, Missouri, to parents Namita and Sashi Satpathy. 
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Technology & Spirituality, a Silicon Valley perspective 

Jnana Ranjan Dash 
San Jose, California 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The phrase “Technology and Spirituality” may appear as an oxymoron, but that is far from the 
truth. In this article we indicate how well known names in the technology field from the Silicon 
Valley have taken to spirituality in a serious way.  
 
First of all, what is spirituality? It is not to be confused with religion. Religion is a specific set of 
organized beliefs and practices, usually shared by a community or group. Spirituality is more of 
an individual practice and has to do with having a sense of peace and purpose. It also relates to 
the process of developing beliefs around the meaning of life and connection with others. It is a 
journey within yourself to discover who you really are. Someone said that if religion is the skin of 
the banana, then spirituality is the inside. 
 
The ancient rishis of India were spiritual scientists, as they discovered the inner world of humans 
in contrast to the modern scientists discovering the phenomena of the external world. Spiritual 
science focuses on the “subject” and not the “object”. Our scriptures like the Upanishads (also 
known as Vedanta) were written thousands of years ago showing this truth of our inner world of 
self-realization. Unfortunately we forget the essence and boxed these teachings into rigid 
boundaries of religion leading at times to extreme fanaticism and religious wars. As Swami 
Chinmayananda said, “Vedanta makes a Hindu a better Hindu, a Muslim a better Muslim, and a 
Christian a better Christian”. 
 
Swami Vivekananda brought the essence of our spiritual science or Vedanta to the USA back in 
1893. In his second and last trip to the US in 1900, two years before his death, he came to visit 
the west coast. The Vedanta Society in San Francisco dates back to 1906. Another spiritual 
leader of significance was Paramahansa Yogananda (Founder of Self Realization Fellowship) 
who came to the US in 1920 and stayed here in Los Angeles for 32 years until his death in 1952. 
His famous book, Autobiography of a Yogi is ranked as one of the top 100 books that have 
influenced mankind the most. Sri Sri Ravi Shankar (head of the Art of Living Foundation) had said 
that California used to be Kapilaranya, and no wonder it has been home to so many spiritual 
leaders from all over the world. 
 
Now let us talk about 4 well known personalities in the technology field with interest in spirituality: 
late Steve Jobs (Founder/CEO of Apple), Jack Dorsey (Founder/CEO of Twitter and Square), 
Marc Benioff (Founder/CEO of SalesForce) and Ben Silberman (Founder/CEO of Pinterest). 
 
Steve Jobs 
 
Steve Jobs founded Apple back in the late 1970s and is considered a legend in the technology 
field. Today, Apple is the most valued company in the world. Al Gore, the former Vice President 
had said after his death that people like Steve Jobs come to this planet once every 150 years or 
so. Steve transformed six industries during his life – personal computer via Macintosh, smart 
phone via iPhone, music via iPod, tablet via iPad, animation via Pixar, and the concept of a new 
store via the glass-and-steel Apple store.  
 
At the age of 19, Steve dropped out of college and took a trip to India in search of enlightenment 
and self-discovery. His personal quest was to change the world. He wanted to meet one Neem 
Karoli Baba, who had died when he reached there. But Steve stayed on for seven months. When 
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someone said that he got wisdom from India, he jokingly replied that it was not wisdom, but 
diarrhea. 
 
Steve was a strict vegetarian and followed Paramahansa Yogananda’s book Autobiography of a 
Yogi. He downloaded only this book on his iPad and read it every year for twenty years. As a 
matter of fact, at his funeral services at Stanford campus in 2011, the selected guests were each 
given a brown envelop as per Steve’s wish. Marc Benioff, a friend and founder of Salesforce.com 
was at the service. He said that he got very excited after getting the brown envelop and could not 
wait to open it, thinking it must be a new gadget from Apple. But what was inside was a copy of 
the book, Autobiography of a Yogi. As Steve was suffering from cancer during his last couple of 
years he turned more and more to the spiritual teachings from this book to find that inner peace 
and calmness. Spirituality gives you the strength to face any adversity including death. 
 
Jack Dorsey 
 
Jack Dorsey founded Twitter and currently is the CEO. He is also the CEO of a second company 
called Square that he founded a few years back in the area of online payment using a 
smartphone. During a personal conversation with a family member, he said his two favorite books 
are: Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra and Autobiography of a Yogi. He is a quiet fellow and a deep thinker. 
Spirituality takes you to a higher egoless state and you start doing your job much more 
passionately without brooding over the fruits of your action. The selfish motivation disappears and 
you become much more effective as a leader. Spiritual practices such as meditation centers your 
thinking and is a great stress reducer. 
 
Marc Benioff 
 
Marc and I worked for eight years at Oracle during the 1990s. He had visited India during that 
time and met with Mata Amritanandamayi who suggested to Marc to rise above just business and 
do something more for humanity. This was a profound statement and he has stuck to that since 
then. Marc founded SalesForce, a very successful company and became a billionaire himself. He 
donates 10% of company profits to charity every year and encourages employees to do so. He 
has generously donated to many charities over the years. True spirituality takes you from “I”, me, 
and mine to “we”, where you see the world as one family – Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam. In the 
movie “Awakening” released last year on the life of Paramahansa Yogananda, Marc speaks 
about Swamiji’s life and goals. 
 
Ben Silberman 
 
Ben Silberman is a young man in his 30’s and founded Pinterest, one of the unicorns (valued 
over $1B). If you visit his office, you may find books such Teachings from the Upanishad on his 
desk. The whole idea of Pinterest is finding your own inner needs – what are your deep interests, 
a bit like soul searching. Ben is the son of doctor parents from east coast and his wife is a pure 
vegetarian south Indian lady. He has visited India many times and has deep interest in spirituality 
as expounded in the Upanishads. 
 
Final Remarks 
 
Bill Gates is an excellent example of a tech-head who has crossed over into a more spiritual world 
of compassion and generosity. The world’s richest man and his wife Melinda now run an 
organization that invests huge amounts of money into medical research so that human children of 
the future needn’t die of disease. They are focusing in particular on helping poor children in 
developing nations including India. 
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When I visit India every year, I spend some time in Bangalore, the heart of the country’s 
technology and innovation. I find amongst the young people a lot of stress and restlessness. I get 
stories of many broken marriages, domestic violence, and other ailments. What the younger 
generation needs is spiritual practices like daily meditation, which brings centeredness. It is the 
subtler technology for mind management. It calms the agitated mind. It connects us to our source 
and brings us back home to ourselves.  
 
A spiritual awakening will reveal that living deeply is not just about our individual needs, but also 
about what the world needs. It is no accident that this is all happening here in Silicon Valley, 
where the Internet is connecting everyone and creating new social networks like Facebook, 
Twitter, Pinterest, and Snapchat. 
 
________________________________________________________________ 

About the author: 

Jnana Ranjan Dash has lived in Canada and the USA since 1970 and is a life member of OSA. 
He is a former executive at software companies like IBM and Oracle. 
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Coming to the USA in the Sixties 

Nirmala Dash, Seattle, WA 

When I came to the USA, there were few Indian Oriya families in New York. More Indians came in the 

eighties and the nineties to work in computer industry, high technology jobs, and in universities.  There 

was only one Oriya family and few Oriyas without their spouses in New York and New England.  Later 

some of the wives joined their husbands.  I felt lonely and homesick leaving my parents, siblings and 

friends behind.  Also I didn’t know my husband that well at the time. Like most of my generation we 

had an arranged marriage and I left Odisha eight days after our wedding. 

 

I had not travelled much outside of Cuttack, Odisha, so even coming to Calcutta (now Kolkata) was a 

new experience for me.  I had applied for my Passport and American Visa with a copy of my Marriage 

Registration, substituting the engagement date for wedding.  We didn’t receive the Passport and the 

Visa.   Somanath, my husband and I got nervous.  He was worried we may not get the documents in 

time for our departure in four days.  We got both the passport and the permanent immigrant visa to the 

USA in two days after our arrival and before our departure from Calcutta. I remember going to the 

Consulate office in Calcutta for an interview for the US visa.   The Vice-Consulate in charge of the US 

visas interviewed me in her office.  At the time Somanath was living in Poughkeepsie, NY, and had 

urged me to practice to pronounce Poughkeepsie properly, as we would be living there.  Lucky for me 

the Vice Consulate didn’t ask me where we were going to live or write down the town’s name. I am 

sure I would have misspelled Poughkeepsie.  The Vice- Consulate officer in charge of visas was a 

woman in late forties, pleasant looking, and a motherly type.  I was surprised that she interviewed me 

alone in her office.  May be it was an office procedure, I am not sure.  She asked me just a few basic 

questions, like, “My wedding date, reason for my going to the USA?”  , though my application papers 

were in front of her.  I had hard time following vice consulate’s American accent, which was very new 

to me. 
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There were few Indian families in Poughkeepsie, NY.  We got together for dinner parties and the 

annual Diwali Celebrations. Everyone took some roles for this event, it was fun.  Thankfully we had no 

fights. This brought unity among the Indians in the community. We all belong to one county and we 

are all Indians but today I am ashamed to say this, Indians are still divided by languages and regional 

groups. Even in Seattle there are two groups of Odiyas now. These two groups do not see each other 

and talk rationally; this is more like Washington politics. Are we moving forward or going backward!  

We all went to see the old Hindi and Satyajit Ray’s movies at different college campuses and saw 

Indian dances and musical concerts. I had many American friends. I joined book clubs and got 

involved in volunteering for Red Cross at the hospitals. When I started going to College in New Paltz, 

NY, my classmates gave me rides to classes. I didn’t have a driver’s license at the time. I remain 

thankful to them today.  Making friends, going out with my American friends, and watching television 

improved my English speaking skills; I didn’t have to mentally translate any more.  English became a 

second language to me.    

 

I attended the State University College New Paltz, NY, to be a secondary school teacher.  During my 

training sessions in Poughkeepsie High School boys were excited to see me in “Sari.” The 

seventeen/eighteen years old boys first question, “What kind of dress is this, (sari); have I seen tigers, 

snakes, monkeys in the streets; what kind of food did we eat; or do Indians eat mud to have brown 

skin?” I was scared of these six feet tall, 200 pounds boys standing over me.   This was a novelty for 

the students.  They didn’t mean anything bad.  Those students were respectful and polite towards me.  

But this put an end to my teaching career in high school.  But I did some substitute teaching in 

elementary and middle schools in Vermont though. 

 

I remembered a funny incident in Montreal, at the World Fair.  A young girl, eight or nine years in age 

(about my waist high), stood next to me and was smelling my "Sari”! Somanath saw her and asked her 

“How does she smell? Is it nice?” I was looking at the American pavilion and had not noticed her.  By 

the time I realized, the mother of this innocent little girl yanked her away from me and apologized for 

her behavior, which I didn’t mind at all. 

 

We could not have any Indian grocery stores in Poughkeepsie, NY, or Burlington, VT, There was only 

one store, Koulostian, on Lexington Ave, New York, selling Indian groceries. In Poughkeepsie it was 

no problem to go into the city.  At least someone in our friend circle made a trip to the city whom we 

could give our groceries lists. But in Burlington we had to get the necessities through mail order or go 

to Montreal.  Around this time we could not buy fresh ginger, cilantro, any oriental vegetables, or 

Indian spices from the supermarkets.  Now we can go to Costco, or Trader Joe’s and stock up on 

Naans to Chicken Tikka Masala. 
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The India Club in Vermont was an incredible organization.  I felt as if we had more committees and 

office bearers than members! I remember being the President of the club as well the chair person for 

community outreach activities and other time vice president and cultural activities coordinator.   All of 

us served in two or three committees at one time or other and be the audience.   We asked our 

American friends to participate.  Twenty to thirty of our American friends attended the Diwali 

celebrations.  May be it was for the good food, dance and music. My family and friends enjoyed our 

club. We planned for these annual events, such as, Diwali, one or two summer picnics, occasional 

music concerts and dances for the whole year.  We still talk about those days. We all tried to help 

each other when some ones sickness, in childbirth or any other unforeseeable events in our lives.  My 

friends invited Somanath for dinner and brought food for us after I got home from hospital after some 

sickness.  We always had baby shower parties for both wives and husbands.  

 

In the sixties there was no television in India and American magazines were rare.  I had seen some 

old Life and National Geographic magazines at Ravenshaw College Kanika Library in Cuttack. I had 

not seen TV, washing machines, dishwasher, vacuum cleaner, etc. I had to learn how to operate coin 

operated washer/drier, how to fold fitted bedsheets.  I watched how women in the laundromat were 

doing; these were minor things compared to learning a whole new culture and life in the USA. During 

the first snow fall, walking in snow, sliding in snow were the most memorable events for me.  My 

broken wrist was part of it.  I learned not to go out in snow wearing sari top it with overcoat and snow 

boots, sure to fall!  I wrote a long letter to my father about my firsthand experience in snow.  I have 

vivid memory of Indian summer, the unusual warm days of October and fall colors in Vermont.  We 

walked in our backyard and in the woods, whenever possible.  We enjoyed the fading autumn sunlight, 

fall foliage.   We watched the migratory Canada geese going south.  I felt this foreign country 

welcoming, gave the opportunities to pursue our American dreams. Like migratory birds going south 

for food and warm weather, we came to seek opportunities, and American dreams. Indians are 

successful; we have CEOs, Governors, members of Congress and state legislatures, nominee for 

Supreme Court justice.  Mostly we have assimilated in America, accepted the culture and life style but 

at the same time have not forgotten our roots our culture and origin.  We Indians and other immigrants 

made this country as our own. I was excited to come to America and have my dreams come true, I 

became an American of Indian origin.  We must stay awake and be engaged in the community, 

focused, informed and involved to continue to move forward in our adopted country and make the 

country move forward, too. 
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HOMEWARD BOUND 

Dr. Jayasmita Mishra 

 

The takeoff was smooth as the giant jumbo jet elevated up. The wheels were jarring as they soared high 

up into the sky. The aircraft was a twin engine Boeing 777-a marvel of engineering and avionics. It glided 

high up in the air transporting hundreds of passengers to their dream destinations. Comfortably seated 

in a cozy corner; I visualized myself flying on towards my colorful nest, bounded by walls of unbridled 

freedom. It’s the color of a safe warm place where someone takes you under the wing; feeds you with 

tasty meals, coos over you, hovers around  you; providing all necessary comfort and protecting you from 

all evils. 

This trip was meticulously planned. For months the excitement to go provides ample momentum to set 

the ball rolling. Hours and days are spent surfing the net to save each penny and bag the best ever deal 

so that the trip cost is optimized. Options are compromised and long waiting hours in unknown places 

are accepted as the mind is tuned on towards the journey home. 

I have a label tagged to me-N R I. This is no ordinary label, it speaks a lot. To some I am blessed, while 

others see me as a bundle of wealth, some others perceive me as a traitor and hypocrite to my 

motherland while another just thinks I am a nomad who exists in a dream world. Each perception is 

focused on the perceivers’ self-created imagination. 

God has created the sky blue, plants green, soil brown and the ocean grey everywhere all around the 

globe; within this likeness coexists a great diversity of species. I am just a microcosm within this 

chromosphere. At times I ask the same question again and again curious of my self-identity and 

belongingness. People in the US think I'm too old fashioned, old-style; carrying around me the aura of 

culture and “Indianness” all around... Yet, I stick to those basic morals, manners values and norms that 

have been programmed into my mental makeup since childhood. Instances like these have happened: 

my boss comes around my desk and lo-I instantly stand up with due reverence becoming a laughing 

stock of all. A friend nudges in and says-what’s up –meticulously my eyes turn upward gazing at the 

ceiling, only after a pause I realize the significance. Harry sounds like Hari, Garie is my favourite Gouri 

and Graindhier lane is well remembered as Gandhi road-all messed up to make things familiar and less 

confusing. 

On the other hand, Indian people, consider me as a species from another world; because I'm too classy, 

chic and forward when it comes to US life. Suddenly I realize I am a total misfit it’s like I have two sides 

of the coin. Juxtaposed within the clutches of two poles I remain standstill deciding my next course of 

action. 

With time I have realized, the table has turned, the initial charm of meeting and greeting no more exists. 

The never ending phone calls I make from abroad has no meaning, the  gifts I carry for each and every 

one- picked up from the countless visit to stores: bought with saved  clippings and coupons  are not 

appreciated. At times, it hurts as I sense the jealousy within others: elders always pamper me-when in 
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sight I am the preferred one. They do not realise how effective a therapy that much needed kindness 

has on my tired body and soul which is longing for that affection and warmth. Befret of parental love, 

security and attention I have learned to live in the present; every day is another day, a new beginning, 

hoping what is the best -that is yet to come.... 

 Shopping in the local bazaars not only is a pleasure, it is nostalgic too. Eating out in local food stalls is 

not only fun and appetizing- it makes me, feel at home. Tagged as –Firanghi they laugh when I hunt for 

dustbins, napkins and toilet paper. Apparently, I do have a money tree in my backyard, thus obliged to 

squander at each and every opportunity. 

 On the contrary, it is indeed shocking: seeing my folks swaying under a storm of radical social change. 

People all around have expectations of that glitter of a dollar which I have meticulously saved counting 

pennies, nickels and dimes bit by bit. Not to say that I am poor or selfish, no one will understand that 

not everyone in the US is a high paid worker. We as immigrants have our own initial struggles and  be 

content mopping floors, vacuuming carpets, filling gas at the gas stations, baby sitting or standing in a 

store-these are chores which we would never think of doing back home. 

A loom of uncertainty persists at the work place as it is a common practise that the corporate world in a 

capitalist country adheres to the norm-hire and fire. This sense of uncertainty kills us, we stand on our 

own having nothing concrete to fall back upon. I am what I am today or have because of my guts 

wherein I have flown offshore, faced a different world all together without any sort of support. I became 

frustrated as I spent countless days trying to make connections for a suitable job. Ironically, all 

surrounding doors shut like a dominoes game, one by one I realized,  my doctoral qualification from 

India did not stand a chance in this land of opportunity. 

Besides taking a hefty loan for furthering my education I have spent many sleepless nights struggling 

with the conscious decision of making this move. In a new country, when you try to talk to new people 

and hunt for a suitable job for yourself, despite having a work permit, no one really responds and your 

decades of experience seems to have vanished. 

Finding a job of your choice is not easy –hence one has to fit into any cuboid that provides you the 

space. In the work place people many a times treat you as an intruder/threat to their own well-being 

and again a struggle for survival harbors. People of your own kind also behave in a different manner-

rootless as they are no one really welcomes or co-operates. Foreigners most often blame us for taking 

away their jobs and it is hard to prove one’s integrity. The best part is-once accepted you become –The 

preferred ONE, moving up the ladder as lady luck smiles on your sense of perseverance and adaptability. 

My old label as a snake charmer or naked fakir has changed to a better term –the smart techie. 

Today, we have made our nation proud- All top Physicians in the US are Indians, NASA boasts about the 

majority of our bright Scientists. Extraordinary people like Pichai and Nooryi have topped the corporate 

world-a dream come true! 

Indian music is melody to the ears, spending money on an Indian movie is sometimes my only mode of 

relaxation. I would drive miles and miles going grocery shopping to buy that bitter gourd and white 

pumpkin- veggies I had once disliked. With time one realizes that the plain burfi   jalebis and ladoos are 

far tastier than the readily available -cakes puddings and pies. Fast food is tempting, time has taught me 
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to stay away from them due to health reasons, hence I have to imagine Mom and Dadi ma’s kitchen and 

become an expert Indian chef within no time. 

Life is not a bed of roses, it is not static. We all have to strive for the best. No place on earth is heaven- 

one has to weigh the pros and cons of everything-looking at the positives. Consequently, we must all 

adapt to new situations. While we may not be comfortable with certain aspects of the Western culture, 

there are so many plus points. As with all cultures, there is a good, and a bad. The very best that I have 

learnt from this country is to be self-reliant and independent. Being independent doesn't necessarily 

mean loving less, or not asking for help. It necessarily teaches you to letting people in and reaching out 

to others as per the circumstances. This culture teaches you to strive for the best, be confident and 

enables you to be a fine, independent, young human being.  We cannot control what life throws at us, 

but we can control our response to it. This response is our adaptability.  

I have been fortunate to mingle with people of diverse backgrounds. With great enthusiasm I become a 

part of celebrations like Thanksgiving and Christmas as well as I enjoy Holi and Diwali. In a crowd –I 

would automatically gravitate around other Indians just because it’s a natural talking point like,”where 

are you from in India? Do you have family there? Do you visit India often? The queries are endless. 

What is funny about India and “Indianness” is that sense of affinity-the love, at the very core-the dil that 

remains Hindustani. India is ridiculous, dysfunctional the people amazing and wonderful, the pathways 

all entangled and shabby but in spite of all that –I jump at any chance to go. 

Living close to your parents and relatives comes with its own share of obligations and family politics. It’s 

amazing how much time is spent in India attending weddings, engagements, birthday parties and 

festivals. Probably that is the energy that keeps one vibrant and active. Lonely and cut off at times I 

yearn the company of my loved ones, holding on to past memories strong and firm. 

Living in an alien soil for years, has made me stronger as I have learned the hard way to survive against 

all odds. Every storm that I have endured has taught me a lesson to grow and appreciate the present. 

Success, for me has always been in providing a great quality of life for my family; seeing them reach 

their full potential. For sure, I have achieved the American Dream; it gives me immense pleasure and 

satisfaction to see each and every member of my family growing both at the social and professional 

level. I perceive my fulfilment of goals in their achievement. 

Counting upon my blessings; I am privileged to breathe pure air, live in a neat and clean environment, 

eat fresh, healthy food and have access to state of the Art and Medical facilities. As a common person; I 

enjoy a lifestyle worth to be proud off. Lucky, to have the best of both worlds-“I always like everything 

about being a debased desi”. In updating my gratitude list, I am thankful for living in- America. –God 

Bless America! 

 ………….Happiness is what we make of the circumstances and not what the surroundings have to offer. 

 

 

Dr. Jayasmita Mishra, Ph.D. 

New York 
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EElephant and Blind Men 
 

Dr. Arun Misra 
 
The story, elephant examined by six blind men, or in dark, originated in India, may be in 
Panchatantra, which has numerous animal fables, as narrated by Pandit Visnu Sarma, for the 
education of the sons of a King.  
 
Examining an elephant by blind men, has eventually diffused into various faiths, Hinduism, Jain, 
Buddhist, Sufi, Bahai etc. The lore became known to the West, when the American Poet John 
Godfrey Saxe (in the 18th Century) wrote a poem on this subject. This poem was included in the 
English text books, in High School, which I read in 1955, in Bihar (Mithila), India, and has stayed in 
my memory since then. 
 
The poem is available and recited on You Tube. Brooklyn Museum has a painting, ‘The Blind Men 
Appraising an Elephant’ by Ohara Donshu from the early 19 th Century. There is also a famous Wall 
Mural, on this concept, in Thailand. Wikipedia has also described this situation, which includes the 
painting from the Brooklyn Museum as well as the Wall Mural from Thailand. The number of men, 
examining the elephant vary from three to six. But they convey the same concept of one-sided 
knowledge, and lack of holistic, complete and comprehensive view about the matters of 
importance. 
 
A group of blind men (or men in dark) touch an elephant to learn, what it is like. Each feels a 
difference, but only one part of the elephant. They are in complete disagreement, saying elephant 
is like a snake (tail), a brush (end of tail), pillar (legs), wall (sides), fan (ears), spear (tusks), etc. 
 
No one can see the whole picture, which has important religious and cultural implications, where 
different faiths argue on their uniqueness, but a holistic view comes only from a man with sight, who 
sees the whole elephant from a distance, in light, and describes it properly. He/she also explains 
the debating men, that they are blind, and have a single, narrow, specialized view of the subject.  
 
Reference to this fact appears in Bible (Luke, Matthews), Kathopanishad, Buddhist Sukta, as well 
as, in Greek, Latin, Arabic and Russian translations. Google search will provide you many more 
narratives, and amusing situations on this subject, which is worth trying. 
 
This also leads to the Metaphor, if the ‘Blind leads the Blind’; it will result in both falling into a pit, 
which has been said again and again since antiquity. One has to get out of ignorance and have a 
holistic picture of any situation, is the moral of the story. 
 
Based on this theme, I wrote a book, ‘Invest & Insure‘, discussing the financial and investment 
advice we often receive from various professionals, like attorney, accountant, realtor, lender, 
builder, insurance agent, and others about any matter, who provide us their view point and 
implement their recommendations, which is generally incomplete and one sided. A comprehensive 
approach to any financial problem will thus be available only from a competent ‘Financial Planner’, 
who operates like a ‘family physician’ and not like a ‘neurosurgeon’. In this age of ‘specialization’, 
where a ‘generalist’, receives less respect and lower fees, compared to a ‘specialist’, needs to be 
revisited. 
 
Lord Ganesh, with elephant head, is said to be very wise and knowledgeable. No wonder his 
mouse, has found abode in the pervasive world of Information Technology. 
___________________________________________________ 
Arun Misra, PhD, Atlanta, 404-861-8754, misrausa@yahoo.com 
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Champu, Chhanda, Odissi Initiative 
Lata Misra, NJ 

 

 
 
During the 1950s, Odissi dance was not known outside of Odisha. With the tutelage of persons like Kabichandra 
Kali Charan Patnaik, Kelu Mohapatra, Sanjukta Panigrahi etc., Odissi dance is now known all over the world and 
has established itself as a premier dance form. Its affiliate, the Champu, Chhanda and Odissi sangeet does not, 
however, have the same fate. They are dying down from the memories of the Odias. The age old form of these 
classical Odia sangeet needs a revival at this time, at least by the Odias, without which it will be forgotten soon. 
We, the Odias have the moral obligation to see that such a thing does not happen in the future. In Odisha, the 
lovers of Champu, Chhanda and Odissi music are trying to bring back the age-old tradition of this art form so 
that it does not fade away from the memories of the people of Odisha. Stalwarts like Singhari Shyam Sunder Kar, 
Kashinath Pujapanda, Markandeswar Mahapatra, Balakrushna Das, Shyamamani Patnaik, Bhikari Bal and 
Bhubaneswari Misra devoted their entire lives for the revival of Odissi sangeet, and now it is gaining ground in 
our State. 
 
The Odias living in the United States have never given importance to Odissi sangeet compared to the Odissi 
dance. That is the reason why a few Odias are working hard to bring this ancient form of music to the forefront 
of our audience in America. I, with a few like-minded people, made a promise to bring back this classical form of 
sangeet to our second generation Odias in order to remind them that  the sangeet form is no less enthralling 
than the dance form. 
 
In the year 2009, in spite of the skeptics, ten Odia youngsters, ranging from age 8 to 18 were persuaded to learn 
Champu, Chhanda and Odissi to perform in the 2009 OSA Convention, held in Trenton, NJ. The untiring efforts of 
Riti Mohanty, herself an Odissi singer of repute, the children were ready to perform. A few children from outside 
the area also participated. Together, they sang brilliantly to the amazement of the Convention audience. Most of 
the attendees felt that the Odissi sangeet program of the kids was the best program in the cultural segment of 
the Convention. 
 
Next year, in 2010, the Convention was held in California. The hard work of the Cultural Committee 
Chairpersons, Gayatri Joshi and Kuku Das duly paid off. There were 13 participants and they mesmerized the 
audiences with their outstanding performance. The same year, the General Body of OSA approved the inclusion 
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of Champu, Chhanda and Odissi sangeet (CCO) as an item of the cultural function of every OSA convention. 
However, the following year of 2011, the initiative did not get any momentum in the Dallas Convention due to 
the apathy of the Cultural Committee. By June of that year, not a single entry was received for this item. I, in my 
despair, started calling all over the country and requested parents to support this initiative by enrolling their 
children in the program. I am grateful for the support I received in this regard from Riti Mohanty and Ritu 
Mohapatra of NJ; Debaki Choudhury and Bigyani Das of MD. They were instrumental in coaching the children for 
the program. As usual, the CCO program, once again, became a hit among the audience and proved that this 
initiative is going to stay. The same year, based on the popularity of the program, OSA General Body passed 
another resolution that it would financially support the initiative. In the beginning when this program was 
started, it was decided to distribute prizes to all the participants of the CCO. The first year, the prizes were given 
to all of them and the funds were provided entirely by me which continued for a couple of years. Thereafter, a 
CCO fund was established by OSA. 
 
With all the encouragement received from OSA as well as from the parents of our kids, The CCO program 
became a hallmark in the OSA Convention and the Odias eagerly awaited this program, every year, at the 
Convention. In the year 2012, this initiative was repeated in the Seattle Convention. Although it was the first 
Convention in Seattle, the organizers took great pains to showcase this program by bringing ten participants and 
made it very successful. Following years, in 2013 and 2014, the Convention was held in Chicago and Columbus, 
respectively, with record number of children participating. By then the CCO had already established as a 
signature item and was presented on the stage with a house-full of audience. The year 1915 was no exception. 
In the Global OSA Convention, held in Washington, D.C., the CCO program with some 20 participants, enthralled 
the audience with their soulful rendering of the songs with perfect Odia pronunciation, taal and laya. 
 
In order that the momentum continues, now it is the duty of all Odia parents to encourage their children to 
continue to uphold this initiative by having regular practice, at least, more frequently than once a year. Rather 
they must present this program on every possible occasion in their respective chapters. We have also produced 
two CDs, each one of them containing ten to twelve simple Champu, Chhanda, Odissi songs with music which 
are followed by karaoke tracks for the children to learn and rehearse those at their spare time without having a 
trained teacher of Odissi music to train them. The karaoke tracks help them to sing along without the support of 
live accompaniment of harmonium and tabla. The production of the CDs were possible with financial support 
from the lovers of this initiative, along with financial support from the OSA. We have come up with a third CD 
now which has been entirely financed by a grant from Drs. Shanti and Uma Mishra for which we are immensely 
grateful to them. The songs of the first two CDs are brilliantly sung by Nazia Alam with her golden voice and are 
an immense hit with the kids. The third CD has three other singers besides Nazia. For the first time two male 
singers have lent their voice in this CD. The master copy of the third CD has been in our possession. The art work 
of the cover and the duplication of the CDs are under way and the CD will be ready for release by the end of this 
month.  For the art work and duplication, we are indebted to Lalatendu Mohanty of NJ who single-handedly 
undertook this important work for all the three CDs.  The first two CDs are now floating among the children of 
the Odia community in the U.S.A. and they are using it to present their performance in the conventions of OSA. 
It is a pleasure to see our young kids performing the classical form of Champu, Chhanda and Odissi on the stage 
which is greatly appreciated by the audience. However, much more needed to be done in this endeavor so that 
more and more children are attracted to this program. My appeal to all Odia parents is to get involved in this 
noble initiative and infuse interest in their children in order that this age-old tradition continues and not face 
extinction in future. 
 
Lata Misra has been involved in the cultural arena of OSA since 1972. She won the coveted Kalashree Award from 
OSA in 2004. She also received a “Lifetime Service Award” from OSA in 2011, along with husband Saradindu 
Misra. She is the founder of Champu, Chhanda and Odissi initiative and lives in Franklin Park, NJ. 
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FFood; a Lucky Day 
 

Parimita Mohanty, Portland, Oregon 
 

This year I had the wonderful experience of visiting a slum in Cuttack, Odisha... It was interesting yet 
very eye opening! This was my very first time going to a place like this and meeting people who live 
there. I was doing a project for my school to learn the daily lifestyles of low or no income families 
raising their families in a slum.   

As a Holistic Nutrition Therapist, it was important for me to start from the bottom of population where 
food is pronounced as a "lucky day". I learned a lot while interviewing these people of their "nutrient 
intakes" or what they would eat on an average day to survive themselves and their children. 

It was difficult to hear of what I heard from talking to these people and I realized it was more than and 
beyond just food and nutrition they would regularly struggle. They were also struggling with alcoholism 
in men and physical abuse in women. Not a good experience of listing to the voices of women victims 
face to face than reading about it from some sources. My heart ached and I felt for them. 

 

(DISTRIBUTING FOOD AMONG PEOPLE AT SLUM WHILE SHARING IDEAS OF COMMUNITY 
MEAL PLANS) 

I went with my two friends; we brought in with us fruits, some healthy snacks and juice for the people 
there.  A huge crowd had formed into lines and we started distributing food; "a lucky day”.  

When they started enjoying their "lucky day", I started sharing with them what they can eat or do to 
meet their minimum nutritional requirements per day or at least for the week. Here, you can visualize 
once a meal lifestyle and suggesting nutrition is out of practicality. But still I went on as it was part of 
my project to find something that is doable at the minimum. 

I offered the idea of a "community meal". A community meal is something that would allow everyone in 
the community to offer what food they have to the bigger table. So the goal was to achieve a complete 
nutrition from whatever ingredients they have in their houses. Some carbohydrates, a little protein and 
a little fiber would make a complete meal in this case if they can gather somehow. It was an easier 
choice to gather a complete protein in a "lucky day" than getting one meal of the day mostly in 
carbohydrates in the form of rice. 
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So they were told to choose a "lucky day" of the week where the whole community participates by 
offering rice lentils (dal) and vegetables to make a complete meal at least once or twice a week to 
save themselves from malnutrition.    

ODISHA AMONG TOP FIVE STATES WITH 11 LAKH MALNOURISHED KIDS 

Monday, 09 March 2015 | SANJEEV KUMAR PATRO | BHUBANESWAR | in Bhubaneswar 

The scourge of malnutrition among children is still haunting the State. Odisha, even in 2014, continued 
to be in the top five States of the country with a sizeable chunk of child population in the age group of 
0-6 years facing acute malnutrition. 

According to the data available with the State Women and Child Development Department, 
malnutrition is being detected in around 28 children in every 100 children weighed. The acute 
malnutrition condition is being observed in 2 of every 100 children weighed. 

The data further puts the total malnourished child population in the State at around 11 lakh, which is 
fifth largest overall nationally. The details show that Odisha pulls ahead of Chhattisgarh and Madhya 
Pradesh but falls behind Jharkhand in the dubious list topped by Bihar. 

It is pertinent to mention that the State has over 50 lakh children in the age-group of 0-6 years as per 
the 2011 census data. The detection rate of undernourishment puts the total malnourished child 
population in the State at around 13.5 lakh with the acutely under nutrition affected number at around 
92,000. However, the respite for the State is in 2011 it has over half (52 per cent) of its child 
population affected by malnourishment but last year over 72 per cent children in the State in the said 
age-group were identified as normal. 

Though the overall malnutrition cases detected has shown a decrease of around 2.5 per cent, cases 
of severely malnourished rate didn’t exhibit the same buoyancy by showing a fall of only 0.86 per cent. 

 Someone needed locally to take care of this idea of "community meal". I was guided by my 
wonderful doctor friend who helped me to share a little about community meal and if that might 
add towards a healthy nutrition for the people live in the slums. This doctor friend of mine lives a 
life of an example of humanity while staying in between these people and serving their lives. A 
line of thankfulness and gratitude goes towards Prof. Dr. Niranjan Tripathy, without his help and 
guidance my project wouldn't be successful. It was also advised to people who are interested in 
donating food  should bring fruits, vegetables, good oil, salt, rice,  lentils and eggs than a lot of 
cookies or sugary candy. 
We all want to give, but we must give that-what is healthful to the one receives it.  

IIn a gentle way, you can shake the world. 

— Mahatma Gandhi 

Thank you for taking time in reading about Food; A lucky day! It was a project for both my studies in 
The Wellspring Schools of Healing Arts, Portland, Oregon and also a little trial of what I want to do as 
a Holistic Therapist in future.  

 

Parimita Mohanty can be reached via email: Parimita.mohanty.01@gmail.com 
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TELEMEDICINE FOR ODISHA 

 

Dr. Arun R Panigrahi, MD, Louisville, KY 

 
Medicine in many ways has transformed over the last few decades in developed countries, enabling 
patients to have marked improvement in mortality and morbidity.  As a pediatric hematology / oncology / 
stem cell transplant physician at the University of Louisville, I have seen the remarkable benefits of 
thoughtful and focused care for pediatric patients. As a second generation Indian American with close 
family ties in Odisha, I often feel conflicted between the options that are available for my patients versus 
those of similar children in Odisha.  For the first time this winter I was able to experience this stark 
contrast, and it left an indelible impression in my mind.   
 
I had the opportunity to interact with the medical care system in Odisha through my parents, Godavarish 
and Anuradha Panigrahi, who have been living in Bhubaneswar since 1997 after having lived in America 
for close to 30 years.  As I progressed through college, medical school, and further postgraduate training 
in the United States, my parents have become more and more involved in philanthropic work locally in 
Odisha.  After having not travelled to Odisha for over 5 years, this winter I decided to visit with my wife 
Swapna and two young children.   
 
Over the last few years, my parents have become actively involved in various charity projects, including 
the local Rotary Club chapter in Bhubaneswar.  My mother had the chance interaction of meeting a 
parent with thalassemia, and was truly awestruck by the struggles that these patients face on a daily 
basis.  Thalassemia is a relatively common blood disorder in Odisha, with thousands of affected patients 
throughout the state.  It occurs due to mutations in the bone marrow, causing a lack of hemoglobin 
production.  Patients are dependent on red blood cell transfusions to survive, and often suffer major 
complications due to these transfusions, including iron overload which may progress to liver dysfunction.  
 
Through the Rotary Club, my parents arranged a symposium on thalassemia for patients in the 
Bhubaneswar area.  There, I had the privilege to speak to families and care providers about the current 
state of medical therapy for those with thalassemia, as well as to meet other care providers throughout 
the metropolitan area.  As I spoke to many patients and their families, I felt the truly urgent needs that are 
present for this population.  Up till a few years ago, patients would have to identify and produce a donor 
for every blood cell transfusion they received.  As one can imagine, this was often not possible and 
children and their families suffered a great deal.  Finally through patient advocacy pressure and 
government funding, Capitol Hospital in Bhubaneswar has provided transfusions on a regular basis, 
through a donor blood drive.  Still, these transfusions are not carefully monitored, and often are of whole 
blood and not leukodepleted, which is the standard of care to avoid unnecessary transfusions as well as 
various reactions with blood products.   
 
Furthermore, patients with time develop iron overload, and require various medications to reduce their 
iron content.  This medication, which is quite expensive, is being provided free of charge for families.  
Still the dosing and monitoring for these patients is not adequate.  I examined many children that day, 
and felt marked liver abnormalities which I have only read about in textbooks.  It was at this point that I 
decided to become more involve in the care of these unfortunate patients.   
 
Through the help of the Rotary club and various philanthropic groups, we have worked to create a 
database for patients with thalassemia which will allow me to monitor transfusion needs, medications, 
and other important health quality measures.  During the course of my visit in Odisha, I was able to meet 
various government figures as well, and officially have been allowed to provide health expertise and 
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consultation for the thalassemia patients in Odisha.  Through a little effort, I believe the patients may start 
to receive more standardized care and better outcomes.  My goals are small and concrete at first, but 
with the appropriate partners, I may be able to consider allogeneic bone marrow transplant as a cure for 
these patients in the years to come.   
 
My experience reveals how we can help to improve the lives of others in Odisha, and begin to give back 
to the community in a meaningful way.  With the help of the internet, telemedicine, video chat and other 
technology we can connect with patients and families at a moment’s notice.  I believe now it is much 
easier than before for those in the medical community to give back to patients in Odisha.  Through the 
organization of various philanthropic groups and modern technology, all of us can with a little time and 
perseverance help the children of Odisha truly reach their full potential.   
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NNilakantha 

Nrusingha Mishra 

Churning of ocean was performed to get the nectar 

Devas the virtuous ones at one end and the cruel demons at the other 

Used tremendous force on the great serpent Ananta used as rope 

Fueled by competition to defeat the other and take revenge 

Many treasures were recovered from the bottom of the ocean depth 

Including the most beautiful and accomplished princess 

Goddess Lakshmi who became the consort of Lord Narayan 

Decided to give nectar to Devas and demons received drink of intoxication 

When everything seemed to be settled, serpent Ananta was very tired and exhausted 

Fires of blue poison began to erupt from the mouth and flow was uninterrupted 

Everybody became worried to see the poison spreading like wild fire 

Prayed to Lord Shiva to come to the rescue and save creatures from the burning pyre 

For Shiva poison and nectar, palace and crematorium are one and the same 

Fire and water both carried on the head, serpent on the top as consciousness infinite 

Lord Shiva was in deep penance and opened his third eye to come up with quick solution 

Suddenly arrived at the scene and engulfed the whole poison in His mouth to save creation 

God of destruction became God of solace, benevolence, and protection 

Poison had to be stopped at the throat not allowed to go inside being the abode of Narayan 

Throat of Lord Shiva became deep blue because of effects of poison on the vocal chord 

Became Nilakantha which symbolizes His courage, unparalleled sacrifice and devotion to His Lord. 

 

Germantown, MD 20876 
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Aadhaarcard.Com 

Dr. Sulakshana Sen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My last visit to India was half and half- not in the sense of cream in the coffee but in the sense of glass 
half full and half empty. The trial to get my Aaadhaar card was funny and made itself in the terms of 
the glass half full. The empty half of the glass ran through a series of hurdles: not finding the luggage 
in Delhi airport, standing in line (except us no one cared about the ‘line forms here’) to make a written 
complain at ‘Baggage Claim’ office and as usual with successive stomach problems after carelessly 
eating the delicious chat at Calcutta New Market.  
 
After a week spent I at Park Circus at my father-in-law’s place, we came to Bhubaneswar then to Puri.  
I enjoyed the Camel-ride at Puri Beach with my nephew’s wife and her little two years old who sat 
sandwiched between his mother and me. The beautiful breeze soaked in salty vapor caressed my 
hair; the red silk scarf ignored my fingers’ repeated pulling to stay in place. I enjoyed the riding over 
the saddle-top of a beautifully dressed Camel walking on the sand in the moonlit light with roaring 
waves touching the camel’s feet. The meaningless sound of the little boy’s cheering made us to pay 
the camel owner three more times back and forth.  After few nights stay at Puri Beach, we were back 
to Bhubaneswar when the city was looking gorgeous from Mausima Sight in that moon-soaked night 
of ‘chaturdasi’. The empty part of the glass started feeling up.  At Bhubaneswar we attended Higher-
Education meeting of OSA at Utkal University, a conference at KIIT University with a wonderful VIP 
tour of the campus. Next two days spent with friends through elaborate lunch at Tankapani road or 
special dinners at Laxmi Sagar.  Stopping by for hot Samosha with sweet-tamarind chutney and hot 
tea, we did not miss the evening ‘Alati’ at Ram Mandir to Lingaraj temple.  But I was anxious to meet 
my eagerly awaiting family at my hometown Khordha.  As soon as I reached Khordha, I felt a new life. 
Time flew through endless chatting, my soft demands of eating red-koshala sag fried with crushed 
garlics, Sajana Chhuin with tomato in light mustard coating, Goat meat curry with big split- half Aloos –
the color and taste of sauce never came out the same with the meat that I get from Patel -Indian store 
here, or small Mahuradi Macchha came straight from water poodles of paddy field cooked like ‘no one 
cooks’ as my sister-in-law.  
 
Before we know- the 30th December 2015 knocked at the door to look at the departure schedule from 
Delhi to USA. As I packed some homemade mixtures, few sets of gorgeous blue and green stone 
bangles for my friends back at USA, sets of new Salwar-kamij that I got from Calcutta New Market, 
thought of checking my Itinerary with passport secured inside my little orange address- book. I noticed 
in the reminder page of my orange-address book underlined with a red ink pen ‘Adhaar card’. Until 
then I didn’t pay attention that the word has double “Aa” to begin and two ‘a’s before the ‘r’- of total 
four ‘a’s in the word.  With a sudden rush, I called the Treasury officer who is my friend to ask how to 
get an “Aaadhaar card”. A short and abrupt reply came from a office staff: “Go to Tahsil Office”. I did 
not have a chance to say that the Treasury officer is my friend or my time was precious. But I asked: 
“Where is the Tahsil Office?” I heard the phone hang giving me a loud message that “Find out 
yourself”. 
Since couple of years, once in a while a thought came to my mind to go back to India, but the thought 
could not dwell long. May be my addiction of hanging out with my professor friends at a Starbucks 
coffee place, parties at Bahama Breeze happy hours gathering with colleagues to ship ‘Cuban 
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Mohitos’, frozen lime-green Margaritas with salt on the rim at La Fiesta , or limited edition of red wine- 
at Monterey Grill beach restaurant--tossed the ‘go back to India’ thought away . Here, I am leaving my 
hometown after nineteen hours; the urge forced me that I must get the information of Aadhaar card 
before I leave. Slipped on to my Kolkata slippers, I walked fast to Tahsil office. At the entrance a tall 
bald man with dhoti- kurta was passing by, stopped and glanced at me with a question mark in his 
face. Hearing that I want to apply for an Aaadhaar card said, “the Aaadhaar card office moved to 
Municipal office that is straight down, you cannot miss; it is a big yellow building.  “Is the office close to 
the big Banyan tree?” I asked. “Yes, yes”- he pointed his finger straight ahead to the big tree.  
 
As I got close to the Banyan tree, my childhood made a forced entrance in me and I remembered that 
there was a hidden ghost living in that humongous Banyan tree. A few moments of nostalgic feeling 
engulfed me. Holding two long hanging aerial roots, there were two pre-teen boys who were swinging 
loudly cheering as one passes faster than the other to a bigger height. Clearly there were no ghosts at 
least in the broad daylight in or around the Banyan tree. As I passed the tree, there was still the old 
elementary school, but I could not see a building written “Municipal office”  anywhere and there was no 
other office building around except only a yellow building where in the top-left written in big Oriya 
letters: “POUR PARISHAD KARYALAYA”. I was amazed about the wonderful translation of “Municipal 
Office”. The words sounded good as I heard myself reading.  
 
“Why are they saying Municipal office if they don’t like to write, read or say as “Pour Parishad? I 
wondered. As I entered the gate, a man walked towards me putting his bike in the side wall wearing a 
light- blue shirt with a red sweater, scratched his throat and asked: “‘what do you need?’ ”I want to 
make an ‘Aadhaar card”- I said. He looked at me as if scanning me through from top to bottom and 
said: “Are you from here?” –not sure why he asked, “Yes, surely I am from here. I was born and raised 
here, got married and moved. That’s all”. “Where is your house?” As if he wanted to get proof that I 
was not lying. “Jail Road”- I said. “What is your father’s name?”  I proudly said: “Gangadhar Patnaik 
adding enthusiastically that my father was an Attorney- but expired long back”. Somehow convinced 
he said: “The Aadhaar card office would open soon- the girl who works in the office has the key and 
must be on her way, she would be any minute”.  Chewing pan he smiled big; I could smell the Jarda 
from his mouth even from six feet away. “Here she comes”, the man pointed to the gate towards two 
girls who were entering. I was about to say ‘Thank you’, but looking towards “Poura Parishada…” I 
said: “Dhanyabad”- The man looked at me in a way as if he never heard the word “Dhanyabad”.  
 
I stepped towards the office as the two girls wearing Salwar-kamij trying to open the door. The girl with 
white top, long breads with butterfly hair-pin sat in her chair and booted the computer while the other 
girl with a ponytail once in few seconds while looking at her cell phone tried flipping through a folder. 
The room was quiet except the girl’s clicking sound of the keyboard. After almost three minutes, the 
girl working in the computer looked at me saying “How can I help you?”  
“I need an ‘Aadhaar card’.  
 
The girl: “Come next month, we already sent this months’ applications to Mumbai” as we send all the 
applications by 25th of each month”.  It was 29th of December. I said: “I cannot come again soon”. The 
girl pressed her lips. “Sorry, we cannot do, it is late, come two months later”.  I said “I cannot come for 
a year actually”. The girl did not utter any more words.  I was still there not moving an inch. There were 
no new customers or any one shown. “What is your name?” she asked.  
 
‘Sulakshana’, taking a scratch paper from my handbag, I said: “I can write here because people make 
mistakes in typing “Sulakshana”- It is a long name”. The girl looked amused and exchanged an 
unspoken vibe with the other girl. With a very friendly gesture I asked “what is your name?” She said 
“Suprava Pradhan”. After hearing her name I figured that she might be my lucky break. I said 
“Including you I have three other Supravas- One Suprava Sahu who is an IT professional, the second 
is Suprava Nayak- manager of ICICI bank at Nayapalli, and you are my third- Suprava Pradhan of 
“Pour Parishad  Karyalaya”. Suprava smiled as she tried to correcting me saying “Municipal Office”. 
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But I liked to say “Pour Parishada.  Suprava Pradhan of Pour Parishada giggled -seemed to be 
pleased hearing her name in my lucky list. Then something must have clicked between us. Suprava 
typed my name, my father’s name, date of birth, house address of Khordha and said: “I can do this as 
a late submission for you but you will get it after a month which would be delivered to your house”. I 
was amazed at the sudden turn over in my progress-so I said: ‘no problem’. “Now I like to take a 
picture of you, please come to this side and face to the camera”.  Suprava clicked the camera switch. 
In next second she showed two of my pictures in the screen and asked: “Is this okay or that one 
okay?” I smiled and said: “you pick, any picture is okay because I know that is me”. Then Suprava 
took my finger prints - all ten fingers. I was happy to see the way she took the prints in a black 
pressed-ink pad. I said: “I like your butterfly-hairpin”. While enjoying my friendly compliment Suprava 
added: “There is a web ID to access and follow through the steps as prompted along to get your 
computer generated Aaadhaar card.  Once you get your One Time Password (OTP) type it and you 
can get a computer generated copy of your Aaadhaar card”.   
 
I got extremely excited and said to Suprava: “Well, you seemed to be quite young to do this job, what 
is your degree?”  She smiled proudly and said that her bachelors she did few computer courses and 
got the job. “Great”. With one of her buck tooth Suprava looks cute when she smiles. I asked: “How 
long it would take for the approval letter to come?”  Suprava said “I already sent your information to 
Mumbai, It takes ten/fifteen minutes to approve”. I realized most people in India count each minute is 
equal to five minutes-because already one hour had passed by then. Being thirsty even in that mild 
winter heat, no air in the office, a shilling fan was moving as slow as it could. Looking at no sign of 
hurry in Suprava’s part, I said to Suprava that I would be back soon with a water bottle: “Do you girls 
need any?” They pointed towards their own bottles.  In ten minutes I was back with a plastic bag full of 
bottles. Five Mazza bottles with one Water bottle. As I drank through my water bottle, I handed them 
two Mazza bottles. Both girls were surprised to be offered, but smiled at me as they shipped through 
their Mazza bottles. I drank the whole water bottle and one Mazza. It was quite hot for me.  
 
After few minutes, making krink-krink sound, a paper came out from the printer- with all of my 
information signed and approved by Mumbai office.  Suprava said: “It is here”. I looked at it, after my 
name with a C/O sign I found my father’s name underneath. There was the picture that Suprava took 
of me to the side. My eyes glistened. Suprava handed me the paper with a big smile. I liked her smile 
cuter than before. But before I left I asked Suprava: “Oh I forgot to ask you the web address to 
download the real Aadhaar card in the computer”. In the back of my orange address book Suprava 
wrote step by step: “E-AADHAAR. Com- then your Enrollment number sent from Mumbai office- 
Password is your Khordha pin- and then just click Download”.  Feeling obliged I was going to leave 
some tips for the two young girls- the other girl’s name is Menaka Swain. I opened my purse, paused 
for a moment but zip it back -up again after a second thought. I felt that it may be unwise to tip here. 
The girls giggled as I said “Dhanyabad” and left their office with the two Mazza bottles still in my bag 
with a flicker of smile.  
 
I walked back through a shortcut route- the old fish market where Rohi, Bhakur, Salt- water Shrimps 
and rows of Dry fish were set in order of their size on the mat with a pile of dry shrimp in one corner. 
The Fish market used to smell horrible to me when I was a teen passing by this market from my 
uncle’s house. Today after many years the smelly shortcut route made me peep through my childhood 
again…... the smell was not any bad at all!  “What else one expect to smell in fish market- ?”…  I smiled 
to myself and entered from the narrow street to join the Main road. The traffic was heavy crowded with 
vehicles, auto, and motor bikes rushing as if they all were late. Suprava’s printed paper with my 
enrollment number and her Instructions “How to log to Eaadhaarcard.com”- written in my little orange 
address book inside my handbag I felt was secured.  
 
The glass was getting fuller and fuller.  
 
We flew to Delhi next morning and reached through New York- to Daytona Beach, our home town. 
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Two weeks later, I was unpacking and saw my little orange address book inside Suprava’s 
handwriting: E-Aadharcard. Com-…etc that I had completely forgotten trying to catch up at work.  I 
stopped unpacking, sat to type in the computer “Aadharcard.Com”.  Forgetting to type ‘E’in the front, I 
was going back to re-type, but the whole page popped up with information of Aadhaarcard, Unique 
Identification of India, Check the status of your Aadhaar card and many more link to open with the 
word that Google  picked up. Following Suprava’s step by step note, I did not realize the enrollment 
number assigned to me is fourteen digits, the date is eight 12-29-2015 and the time is six digits: 
12:54:27 seconds, telephone number has to be Indian which Suprava reminded to write my brother’s 
telephone number of India not my America number, and she did not forget to tell me that ‘Remember 
the Khordha pin number is your password’ to type. As soon as I finished typing the information, the 
screen directed me to “copy the image” in the box- I surely copied the image correctly.  
 
Halleluiah!!!  
 
“Your one time password (OTP) is sent”. Thrilled, I looked at my bedroom clock, must be 10 PM in 
night at India. I have to call my brother immediately to get the OTP sent to his phone. I heard his voice: 
“Hello Apa, how are you?” “Hey, listen, I will talk to you later, just look to your phone message and let 
me know the OTP sent from Aadhaar card”. By the time he let me know, here my computer flashed 
that ‘the time expired’. Information that I typed was no longer on the screen and there was a new page 
with empty spaces/boxes again to retype. Totally frustrated I was getting up, calling back and forth 
three times- every time faster than the previous but the same message came on the screen that the 
“time expired”.  May be the time to get OTP to calling India and to type was less than a minute. When I 
gave up, I heard the phone ring, it was my brother.  As soon as I picked up he said: “Type the last one 
just came: 67099”. As soon as I typed, I saw the screen said: “Validated and Download now”. 
 
Feeling goose bumps, I clicked to “Download” and sent to the printer. When I saw the down loaded 
paper printed out with green-orange- white color lines of Indian flag color in the top, Ashok Stambha in 
the side - underlined “Bharat Sarkar” then underneath written “Unique Identification Authority of India- 
Your Aaadhaar Letter”.  Also in Odia “Apanaka Aadhaar”  and in English “Your Aaadhaar No”: My 
unique Identification of  twelve digit numbers written in accompanied oriya words: “Mo Aadhaar, Mo 
Parichaya” and below there was a two inch square box with black and white spots that surely carried 
my finger prints.  I cannot see or no one can identify my fingerprints except the Unique Identification 
Authority of India because those belong uniquely to me and only me.  
On the top of the paper was my picture that Suprava took- my father’s name with a C/O sign 
“Gangadhar Patnaik” was written just under my name - which made me feel- Yes, that is my 
‘Parichaya’ that is ‘me’. I remembered getting my  passport first time, Visa, Green card or Citizenship, 
Social Security number, Driver license, Degrees from India or degrees from America all first time- but 
my unique Aadhaar card showed me “Mo Parichaya” and underneath in Hindi words: “Mera Aadhaar, 
Meri Pehachan”. My eyes swelled up with tears flowing as I carefully kept my “Parichaya- my 
Aaadhaar” in the important bottom drawer of our bedroom cabinet. It was not my tear filling up the 
eyes; the glass was not just full – but overflowing. 
 
 

Dr. Sulakshana Sen lives in Florida. 

5328 Coquina Shores Lane, Port Orange, FL 32128, Email: sensu7@gmail.com 
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FForlorn Friend  

Manjusha Patnaik 

 

One of the greatest attractions of being in a small town, away from the hustle bustle of the city, is the 

bountiful nature that surrounds our everyday life. It is no different here in the US. Located on the east 

coast, one can experience the four distinct seasons celebrated by mother nature in full pomp and flair. 

Being no poet, I leave the lyrical description of the changing seasonal scenery to adept writers. But 

what I wish to share here is the story of a dear pal who transformed with the changing colors of leaves.  

Away from family and friends, there are few things that bring absolute delight to one's lonely heart. One 

such source of happiness was a playful friend in my backyard. With rolling grasslands and lofty trees, 

the backyard is the arena of my fuzzy friend to share his enthusiasm towards life. Jumping from one 

branch to another,  chasing birds and bees. Be it summer, spring, winter, or fall, this zealous performer 

showcases his numerous tricks to eager spectators like me. What could be more endearing than 

watching this cute little ball of fur chasing tiny birds and brown bunnies?  

I cannot describe how much I worry about him in the long snowy winters when food is scarce and 

temperature drop below freezing. An occasional sighting of him scuffling the snow in search of food 

warms my heart while an involuntary sigh of relief escapes on his well-being. Then comes spring with 

budding flowers, and chirpy birds. Pink flowers, yellow flowers. Cherry blossoms.  Flowers on the 

branches and flowers on the ground. Even the luscious ever-green trees adorn fresh hues of green, 

bright and young with promise of life. The new vibrant backyard becomes an orchestra for tiny chirpy 

birds, singing their heart out. Amidst all these, my ever entertaining friend continued to jump from one 

branch to another, chasing birds and bees.  

This spring was no different. But maybe I was.  My desire for friendship was no longer satiated by the 

distant observance of my playful friend up in the trees. I yearned for more - both in numbers and in 

intimacy. I made new friends. Little birds. Large birds, Red birds, Black Birds. Birds on the branches 

and birds on the ground. Birds in scores and birds in flight. I started feeding my feathery visitors waking 

up to their chirpy demands for breakfast. They nibbled on the grains filling their tiny bellies and my 

empty heart. I found a new meaning in life in mutual belongingness, something my long standing furry 

friend had denied to concede.  
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But alas, between me and my furry friend, I was the only one pleased. A lone performer throughout his 

life, my entertaining comrade refused to share the pulpit and the spotlight for his swan song. To my utter 

dismay, he became a source of terror in my own backyard. Maybe in search of food, or playmates, or 

being simply envious of the new subjects of interest in my life, he pillaged the backyard scaring away 

his fellow ensemble with wings. Little birds. Large birds. Red birds. Black Birds. Birds on the branches 

and birds on the ground, scurrying for refuge from this furry fiend. Spring blossomed to summer. And 

summer sweltered to fall. My visiting friends now prepare to take flight to warmer winters, away from the 

unrelenting icy heart.  

Unscathed, the squirrel in my backyard celebrates his triumph, jumping from one branch to another, 

chasing birds and bees.  

  

 

Author: Manjusha Patnaik 

 

Address: 65 Shetland Court, Edison, New Jersey - 08817 

Contact: 203 906 5170               

Email: manjushapatnaik@gmail.com 
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TThe Jagannatha, I know 
 

Anuranjita Nayak 
 
Earliest I recall, 
Tried to capture you on my drawing book 
Those mesmerizing black eyes with the added drama of red and white 
Simple yet powerful figurines… 
Watched you on the grainy television set swimming across the pouring crowd 
Listened inadvertently to the devoted chants on the blaring radio 
Braved the suffocating crowd holding on to my father’s finger  
On one such Ratha jatra among many, just for a glimpse at you….. 
 
And I recall my sojourn to you one such hot June 
Walked up the burning baaisi paahaacha 
Finally I end up in the cool darkness infused with the smell of burnt camphor and ghee 
From the darkness emerge half of your face 
The same hypnotizing eyes peer down at me 
I see the smile, my heart fills with joy 
Shoved to the side, my turn is over 
What did you ask from Jagannatha, someone asks 
Oh, I forgot…….had so much to ask for yet couldn’t 
That bewitching smile and the abysmal eyes 
I drown deep in a trance 
No, I didn’t regret any of that precious moment 
 
He gives you all, you need not ask 
He is the Rama true to his words 
He is the charioteer in control of your senses 
He who asks you to do your karma and leave the rest to him 
He is the truth I believe and surrender to 
 
I pray to you in my heart, what if I can’t build a temple 
I talk to you in my sorrows and bliss, what if I can’t sing melodious to you  
I offer you my karma as my devotion, as nothing else I own is my own 
Just half your face is enough for me 
As you my lord are the one and ultimate infinite ……. 
 
 
Dr. Anuranjita Nayak, MD FAAP, Asst. Prof with Baylor College of Medicine is a 
Pediatric-Neurologist specializing in Epilepsy and Clinical Neuro-physiology. She 
practices at Texas Children’s Hospital. Her hobbies are writing poems, reading, and 
gardening. She lives in Houston, TX with husband Siddhartha & daughter Aarushi.     
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RRamachandra Dev and Razia Begum: Odisha’s Bajirao-Mastani 

Srikanta Mishra 

Bajirao Mastani is a recently released historical romance movie set in the 18th century.  
The film is based on the novel, “Raau” written by Nagnath Inamdar.  It tells the story of 
the relationship between Peshwa Bajirao Ballad, the prime minister of the Maratha 
emperor, Shahu, and Mastani, the illegitimate half-Muslim daughter of Bundelkhand’s 
king Chatrasaal.  Like most viewers, I too was swept away by Sanjay Lila Bhansali’s 
epic production – the stunning visuals, the delightful music, the seemingly authentic 
period costumes and armor, Ranveer Singh’s haughty, confident and love-torn Peshwa 
Bajirao, Deepika Padukone’s strong, yet soft Mastani, and Tanveer Azmi’s decidedly 
unmatronly and villainous Radhabai.  As the movie unfolded, I kept thinking about a 
contemporaneous episode in Odisha’s history, which has been beautifully fictionalized 
in Surendra Mohanty’s novels – “Nilashaila” and “Niladri Bijaya”.  The two main 
characters in these novels are Ramachandra Dev, the Gajapati King of Odisha, and 
Razia Begum, his half-Muslim consort.  Here is a brief account of Ramachandra and 
Razia’s star-crossed life. 

The year is 1732.  In Pune, the young Peshwa Bajirao Ballad is busy leading military expeditions to 
expand the reach of the Maratha Chhatrapati kingdom.  In Delhi, the Badshah (emperor) Muhammad 
Shah was desperately trying to hold on to the rapidly declining fortunes of the Mughal Empire.  In 
Murshidabad, the Mughal subedar (regional ruler) Shuja Khan is struggling to maintain his tenuous 
hold over a chaotic Bengal-Bihar-Odisha province which was under constant attack from the 
Marathas.  In Cuttack, the Naib-Nazim (local ruler) and Shuja Khan’s illegitimate son, Taqi Khan, was 
engaged in quelling active resistance from the many feudal kingdoms in Odisha by randomly attacking 
civilians and destroying Hindu temples to terrorize the population.  And in Khurdha, Ramachandra Dev 
had just been installed as the Gajapati King of Odisha after the assassination of his older brother 
Gopinath Dev.   

Ramchandra Dev had barely managed to take control of the reins of the kingdom when Taqi Khan 
decides to attack the Puri Jagannath Temple.  This was a break from the 150-year old “live and let 
live” tradition of Odisha’s Muslim rulers, who were content with collecting a religious tax (jiziya) on the 
pilgrims to the Jagannath Temple in Puri.  Taqi Khan’s goal was to conquer Puri and sack the 
Jagannath temple, loot its famed treasure, and thus persuade the Mughal Emperor in Delhi to make 
him the subedar of Murshidabad.  Ramchandra Dev led his forces in battle against Taqi Khan, but was 
betrayed by his own prime minister, Bakshi Benu Bhramarabara, and was captured on the battlefield. 

While Ramachandra Dev was contemplating his fate in prison, Taqi Khan was having second thoughts 
about the wisdom of destroying the Puri Temple.  He offered Ramachandra Dev the veritable devil’s 
alternative – “pledge allegiance to me, convert to Islam, and marry my sister Razia.  In return, I will 
spare your life, withdraw my forces from Puri, and re-install you as the Gajapati King of Odisha”.  
Ramachandra Dev realizes that this is his only chance to protect the Jagannath Temple from the 
clutches of the Muslim rulers.  He accepted Taqi Khan’s offer, to become Hafiz Qadar Beg, and got 
married to Razia – while remaining in Cuttack under house-arrest.  As the newly-wed couple got to 
know each other, Ramachandra Dev found out that Razia, who was also an illegitimate child of Shuja 
Khan, was born to Kanchanbai, a famous Hindu courtesan in Murshidabad.  Kanchanbai was a secret 
devotee of Jagannath and had instilled in Razia some of that mystical attraction. 

The news of Ramchandra Dev’s conversion devastated his wife, Lalita Mahadei.  Enraged, she 
declared herself a widow, moved to her father’s palace with her teenage son Bhagirathi Kumar, and 
started plotting the downfall of Ramchandra Dev together with Bakshi Benu Bhramarabara.  As it 
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turned out, Bakshi had plotted the assassination of Gopinath Dev, but the feudal kingdoms refused to 
accept Bakshi as the Gajapati – with the majority opting to throw their support for Ramachandra Dev 
instead.  While Ramachandra Dev was still contemplating his next move from Taqi Khan’s court in 
Cuttack, Bakshi managed to bribe some key priests in the Jagannath Temple to declare him Regent 
for Bhagirathi Kumar.  However, the head priest, Laxmi Paramaguru, quickly realized that Bakshi’s 
strategy is to create more chaos and ultimately install himself on the throne while ignoring the long-
term Muslim threat towards the very existence of the Puri temple.  He traveled to Cuttack, and 
convinced Taqi Khan that Ramchandra Dev should be released to take his place as the true Gajapati 
King of Odisha.  Taqi Khan agreed, but forced Razia to stay behind in Cuttack to ensure that 
Ramchandra Dev’s loyalty to him is never in question. 

Ramachandra Dev returned to Puri, and with the support of several key priests, managed to return to 
his duties as the principal caretaker of the Puri temple.  Being a Muslim, he was not allowed to enter 
the temple.  An image of Jagannath known as Patitapavan is set up at the main entrance to the 
Temple so that the King can worship Jagannath without entering the Temple.  Angered by these 
developments, Bakshi and Lalita Mahadei continued their efforts to undermine Ramachandra Dev’s 
authority.  They even hatched a plan to loot the cavalcade bringing the annual tax revenues from 
south Odisha to Cuttack so that Taqi Khan will assign the blame on Ramachandra Dev.  However, 
Ramchandra Dev came to know of this plot, looted the money himself to fund his secret rebellion-in-
planning, succeeded in trapping and killing Bakshi, and was able to convince Taqi Khan that he had 
established control over Odisha on behalf of the Muslim rulers. 

Taqi Khan’s good wishes are only short lived, as he decided to install one of his Hindu courtiers, 
Amichand, in charge of the day-to-day affairs of the Puri temple, hoping to get ready access to its 
famed treasures.  Ramachandra Dev began to see the writing on the wall about his fate, and secretly 
engineered the removal of the deities from the Temple to one of the many uninhabited islands within 
Chilika Lake.  As Taqi Khan’s soldiers and spies spread out over the land to locate the deities, Lalita 
Mahadei proposed to Taqi Khan that if her son, Bhagirathi Kumar, would replace Ramachandra Dev 
as the Gajapati, she will ensure that new deities are installed in the Temple and Amichand will be 
accepted by the priests to supervise the Temple’s affairs. 

Ramachandra Dev is made aware of these machinations through secret meetings with Razia and her 
messengers.  He learnt that Taqi Khan has taken a sizable army and travelled to Murshidabad to meet 
with the dying Shuja Khan.  Ramachandra Dev decided to seize this opportunity to bring the deities 
back from hiding before Lalita Mahadei was able to get new deities installed, and renounced his claim 
to the Gajapati throne in favor of Bhagirathi Kumar.  This reinforced his support among the feudal 
kings, who are unwilling to be parties to a father-son fight to the end.  Accompanied by Razia, 
Ramachandra Dev brought back the deities to Puri at the nick of  the time, but not without a few 
battles with Taqi Khan’s depleted army who were unable to stop the march of the deities towards Puri. 

At the end, Ramachandra Dev and Razia were prevented from entering the Temple as they were 
perceived to be Muslims.  Razia was unable to fulfil her dream of seeing Jagannath in the Sanctum 
Sanctorum and was disappointed to kill herself.  Lalita Mahadei also committed suicide, and 
Bhagirathi Kumar was quickly displaced as the Gajapati King as the Muslims and the Marathas 
continued to fight over Odisha for the next several decades. 

Ramchandra Dev ruled Odisha for less than a decade, but the association with Razia and the dual 
Hindu-Muslim identity makes his story unique, not the least because of its poignant ending and the 
striking similarities with the life and times of Bajirao-Mastani. 

Srikanta Mishra, 6230 Muirloch Ct S., Dublin, OH 43017 

E-mail: sxmishra81@gmail.com, Phone: (512) 351-6038 
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AAre you sensitive to Gluten? 

Joy Gopal Mohanty 
Elkridge, Maryland 

 

 

 

 

 

A few days back, I was invited to one of my friend’s house for dinner. There I met one of the 
guests who was walking with a stick and was limping a bit.  From a distance, he appeared to be 
quite healthy and did not appear to be that old.   Curiosity grew in my mind.  Soon, our host 
introduced us to each other and then we started talking about our family and personal wellbeing.  
After we settled down, I could not resist myself to ask him about his physical condition.  I was 
curious to know why he is limping and needs a walking stick for support.  He said he is suffering 
from knee pain for the last one year and that is why he has difficulty in walking.  Therefore, it 
was obvious for me to ask him if he has consulted a doctor about his condition. He said he did 
and as per his physician, he has to undergo knee surgery.  Unfortunately, he is diabetic, his 
blood sugar level is too high, and so he cannot undergo surgery until his blood sugar is 
controlled.  He is trying his best to cut down calories; but has not reached the goal yet. 

Then I started talking about my knee-pain story.  Around December 2012, I felt pain in both of 
my knees with more pain on my right side.  Going up and down on the stairs became more and 
more painful. As usual, I started taking popular painkillers like Ibuprofen (Advil or Motrin tablets) 
regularly.  These did help relief my pain to some extent; but pain came back the next day. 
Gradually, I noticed my knee pain became severe.  I even experienced bone to bone touching in 
my right knee making me much more painful irrespective of taking painkillers.  At work, I was 
scared to take steps to go up or down even one floor and preferred to take elevators. 

After doing some research, I learned that with age, cartilage1 damage in knee could happen.  
Cartilage acts as a lubricant2 for the bone movement in the knee.  I also found out that 
osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common chronic condition of the joints3. OA occurs when the 
cartilage or cushion between joints breaks down leading to pain, stiffness and swelling3. 
Chondroitin4 is a major component of cartilage that helps it retain water.  The body makes 
chondroitin naturally.  Like chondroitin, glucosamine4 is another natural compound found in the 
healthy cartilage, particularly in the fluid around the joints. Therefore, older people with knee 
pain, consider taking glucosamine/chondroitin sulfate as supplement to help replace their loss in 
the body.  Nevertheless, clinical studies with the use of glucosamine/chondroitin sulfate as 
supplement suggested no significant difference from placebo in reducing knee pain.  However, 
in cases of severe knee pain in patients taking glucosamine/chondroitin sulfate5, there was 
slightly (66% vs 60% in placebo) better relief.  Therefore, I thought I have nothing to lose if I try 
taking Glucosamine/Chondroitin sulfate pills.  This supplement along with Ibuprofen pills helped 
me reduce some of my knee pain but it did not go away.  After trying this way for several 
months, I was thinking that maybe I have to go for my knee replacement surgery. 
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TThe surprise TV show changed my thinking 

Around January of 2013, one day, I was at home, came down to my living room and turn on the 
TV.  It was set to a PBS channel and the program on “Celiac disease and gluten containing diet” 
was almost going to be over.    Gluten is the major protein found in some grains, like in all forms 
of wheat6 (Bulgur, Durum, Semolina, Spelt, Farro, and more) as well as in barley, rye and 
triticale (a wheat-rye cross).  Some people are allergic to gluten and as such suffer from an 
autoimmune disease called Celiac disease7 having pain in abdominal area due to damage in 
small intestine.   

Within a few minutes of closing the program, I heard the speaker saying,  “If you have knee pain, 
try giving up food with gluten for three weeks and see if you feel better”.  It immediately hit my 
thinking.  I asked myself, “Am I sensitive to gluten?”  I was familiar about immunology and 
allergies.  I know it needs at least three weeks to develop immunity to an infection or even from 
vaccination.  So similarly, if we are allergic to any food, we can get relief if we give up that food 
for at least three weeks.  Therefore, I thought, if giving up of wheat products in my food can help 
reduce my knee pain, and then I may not have to go for knee surgery.   Just changing one’s food 
habit should be easier than go for an unnecessary surgery.     

Immediately, I informed my family that I 
would not eat wheat or barley products for 
three weeks.  Although I decided, it was not 
that easy because, many things I loved to 
eat are prepared with wheat flour such as 
Puris, Sooji Halwa, Kakara Pitha, Samosa, 
bread toasts etc. as they are so delicious.  
Then I learnt that gluten could also turn up6, 
in unexpected places, like certain brands of chocolate, imitation crab (surimi), deli meats, soy 
sauce, vitamins and even some kinds of toothpaste.  Therefore, I had to find alternatives and be 
careful since I decided to go for gluten-free.   

I remember back home, in South India, 
people normally live on rice and lentils.  
They rarely eat wheat, as it is not 
normally grown there.  Moreover, gluten 
is a different kind of protein than proteins 
in other grains6 (such as rice) and in 
meat.   Since I am a vegetarian, I did not 
have to think about eating meat etc.   
Therefore, to try my hypothesis, I gave 
up Parathas, Puris, Samosas, Pizzas, Breads, Biscuits, cookies etc. and started eating food 
without wheat products.  Fortunately, I was not diabetic, and liked to eat Rice, Dals, and cakes 
made with rice and Urad dal like Dosas/Idlis, deep-fried snacks made with gram flour (Besan) 
like Pakodas etc.  For breakfast, when I used commercial products like cereals etc., I carefully 
checked through ingredients not to contain wheat or barley, before I decided to eat. In addition, I 
continued taking glucosamine/chondroitin sulfate and ibuprofen pills as and when needed.   

In fact, in three weeks of carefully controlling my diet, eating only with gluten-free foods, I was 
surprised to notice that my knee pain subsided to 50%.  Therefore, I decided to continue with 
gluten-free diet.  Luckily, within one year, I felt my knee pain reduced by 90%.   Thus, I 
surprisingly discovered that my knee pain was linked to my eating wheat products.  Perhaps I 
am allergic or I am sensitive to gluten for some unknown reason.   
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Quinoa 

Sorghum 

Oats 

WWhat choices I found for my gluten-free diet? 

Since I decided to eat gluten-free diet, I was 
curious to know what choices are out there.  
Surprisingly I discovered that many people are 
eating gluten-free food because such products 
are becoming available in normal grocery stores.  
Even, a number of grocery stores have a special 
section for gluten-free foods such as our 
neighboring “Wegmans” grocery store in 
Columbia, Maryland.   

Gradually, I learned that a lot of grains8 such as 
Oats9, Corn10, Amaranth11, Buckwheat12, Millet13, 
Quinoa14, Rice, Sorghum etc. and lentils like Urad, 
Gram, Moong, Masoor etc. are naturally gluten 
free.  So, there are plenty of choices in grains to 
eat while giving off wheat and Barley.  EEven people 
with diabetes having gluten sensitivity can survive 
well with choices other than wheat, barley and 
even rice products.  Recently, I noticed in a 
number of restaurants that they are also 
conscientious about gluten sensitivity in people and offering gluten-free food in their menu.  Prior 
to discovering my sensitivity to gluten, I used to love to eat “Honey Nut Cheerios” made from 
Oats by General Mills for my breakfast.  I recall, a few years back, General Mills was advertising 
that this cereal is good for the “Heart” as it lowers cholesterol.  Interestingly, these days, General 
Mills is even putting “Gluten free” sign on the Honey Nut Cheerios box15.   Therefore, I continued 
to eat Honey Nut Cheerios without any guilt.  It is true however, that gluten-free foods are 
costlier than wheat containing foods; but I am relieved to know that there are plenty of choices to 
live on gluten-free diet.  Surprisingly, these days, it seems, a number of people are experiencing 
gluten sensitivity and that is why gluten-free foods are becoming available in many stores and 
restaurants.   

Is there a scientific evidence of link of gluten to knee pain? 

 Once I experienced relief of my knee pain by giving up wheat products, I was curious to find out 
if there is any scientific research published with link of knee pain due to gluten sensitivity.  
Interestingly, I found a clinical report, “Celiac disease of the joint” published by Ozyemisci-
Taskiran et. al. from Gazi University Faculty of Medicine, Ankara, Turkey16.   According to the 
authors, “A 42-year-old woman was admitted to outpatient clinic with a 3-week history of left 
knee pain and swelling. She said that her pain tended to wane minimally with ice application and 
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.  Knee pain increased with motion, and her gait was 
antalgic. On admission, she was mainly dependent on wheelchair. …… Her past medical history 
included dermatitis herpetiformis (DH) for 12 years. …. Since DH is a chronic, gluten-sensitive 
skin disease, treatment plan consisted of gluten-free diet, stretching and strengthening 
exercises, analgesic or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs when needed, and selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitor-sertraline for anxiety disorder. …..Two months after commencing 
treatment, her symptoms disappeared.” 
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According to Dr. Amy Myers17, a renowned leader in Functional Medicine, “More than 55 

diseases have been linked to gluten, the protein found in wheat, rye, and barley. It has been 

estimated that 99% of the people who have either gluten intolerance or celiac disease are never 

diagnosed.” 

It is three years and a few months after I gave off gluten in my diet and I can definitely say that 
by giving off wheat and other products containing gluten, I am better off today and my knee pain 
is almost gone.  While I am living with gluten-free diet in my home, I find that there are 
challenges while going out.  It is not easy to control when I decide to attend parties or eat in 
restaurants.  I have been careful in checking ingredients with food vendors before I take them.  
Yet, I have noticed that if unknowingly I had taken food containing wheat or barley products, I 
can sense my knee pain to flare up.  So if I see an elderly person with knee pain, I get tempted 
to ask, “Are you sensitive to gluten? “ 

_________________ 

Editor: The author has collected a lot of information from a variety of source. Please reach out to 
the author in case you need further details.  

Author can be reached at jgmohanty@yahoo.com for any questions regarding this article. A part 
of this writing was published earlier in February 2016 issue of Chirantana, a bi-annual newsletter 
of JOGA (Jagannath Organization for Global Awareness).  
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WWho am I – A 21st Century Quest 
 

Dr. Basant Parida, Massachusetts 
 

Almost all of us sometime or the other, have pondered over the question – what is my true identity? I grew up 
believing that I am the embodiment of my physical body, mind and soul. I have a good understanding of my 
physical body which is made up of the five basic elements of nature, earth, water, fire, air and ether. Like 
everybody else, I love it. I have a fair knowledge of my mind which is ever active and I realize that human mind is 
the fastest moving entity in the universe. Mind can travel even faster than light and can reach the nearest galaxy - 
Andromeda or the distant galaxy z8_GND_5296 at the farthest end of the universe in a fraction of a second, 
whereas light will take 2.5 million years to reach our neighboring Andromeda. As for the “soul”, very few of us 
have the true knowledge of its origin and attributes. In the words of Swami Vivekananda, one of India’s great 
spiritual masters, “Each soul is potentially divine. The goal is to manifest the divinity within by controlling nature, 
external and internal. Do this either by work or worship, or psychic control, or philosophy – by one or more, or all of 
these – and be free. This is the whole of religion….”. In essence, the soul within each one of us is a part of the 
omnipresent, omnipotent, omniscient divine creator of the universe, but we fail to recognize this truth due to our 
own ignorance.   

Now, let us examine if there is any truth about our connection with the divinity or the creator of the universe on the 
basis of our 21st century scientific knowledge and the unraveled cosmic mysteries by the astrophysicists so far. 
Those of you who had the good fortune of watching Carl Sagan’s televised “COSMOS” episodes a few decades 
ago or have watched the recent episodes “How the Universe Works” in the Science Channel would have heard 
the phrase – “we are all made of star materials”. For the benefit of our young scholars, budding scientists and 
inquisitive readers, let us briefly examine the veracity of this claim and the scientific evidence of the human 
evolution process in a cosmic scale. According to the astrophysicists and the cosmologists, it is now 
acknowledged that about 13.8 billion years ago, the Universe came into existence with a “Big Bang”, releasing 
unimaginably vast amount of energy in a flash. That unique event is considered by the scientists as a singularity - 
marking the origin of space and time. For the first 300,000 to 400,000 years, the products of the Big Bang were 
believed to exist in the form of elementary particles of both matter and antimatter that expanded at tremendous 
speed outward while at the same time undergoing annihilation through a chaotic collision process between matter 
and antimatter. Fortunately, the matter ultimately survived in that crucial tussle between the matter and antimatter 
to finally manifest as the vast Universe we see today. The scientists of particle physics had been searching for 
past many decades to find an elusive Higgs Boson, also nicknamed “God Particle”, whose existence is essential 
to explain how atoms acquired their mass. Finally, after a long wait for technological advancements in many 
disciplines, the Higgs Boson was successfully detected in the Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Switzerland last 
December (2015).  The cosmic evolution process had witnessed the formation of the atoms of the first element, 
Hydrogen around half a million years after the Big Bang. Over the next few million years, the vast expanding 
gaseous clouds of Hydrogen coalesced to form the first generation stars, which under intense inward gravitational 
pull gave rise to nuclear fusion in their cores that converted Hydrogen into Helium, a process known to be 
universal within all stars including our own star, “Sun”. The outward forces exerted by the nuclear fusion process 
within the stars, kept in check the inward gravitational pull forces. But once the first generation stars exhausted 
their hydrogen reserve, the nuclear furnace ceased to operate and under intense inward gravitational pull force, 
more heavy elements such as Carbon, Calcium, Sodium, Magnesium, Aluminum, Iron, etc, were formed. Once a 
medium size star accumulated the heavy element Iron in its core, its rapid inward collapse became imminent and 
that gave rise to a stupendous explosion called “Supernova”. The corresponding explosion of a star about 100 
times or larger than our Sun is called a “Hypernova”. Due to the unimaginably large energy release during a 
Supernova and Hypernova, the exploded remnants of a star contained many heavier elements. Over the next few 
billion years, these expanding clouds of star dust formed large number of nebulae, some of which have been 
recently imaged with spectacular details by the Hubble Space Telescope such as the “Crab nebula” and the 
“Orion nebula” within our Milky Way Galaxy and beyond. These nebulae are the star nurseries that gave rise to 
many more next generation stars, which in turn went through the same evolution and demise process of stars – 
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further giving rise to many heavier elements such as platinum, silver, gold, titanium, uranium, etc. including a total 
of 118 elements of the Periodic Table as of now.  

In this long evolution process of the universe, nearly 4.5 to 5 billion years ago, our Solar System came into 
existence from the remnants of a nth generation star explosion in one of the spiraling outer arms of the Milky Way 
Galaxy. The little blue planet, Earth which is home to us happened to form about 4.5 billion years ago in the 
goldilocks or the habitable zone of the solar system, optimally situated at a distance of 93 million miles from our 
Sun. It is blessed with an atmosphere containing mainly Oxygen, Nitrogen and Carbon Dioxide in an ideal 
proportion, two-third of its surface covered with water, which offered a temperate climate conducive to support the 
evolution of simple life forms first originating in water and ultimately leading to the intelligent life forms including 
homo sapiens through the evolution of species over several hundred million years. Most of us do not realize, but 
many more miraculous celestial events had to take place for the origin of life on planet Earth. The astrophysicists 
have recently unraveled some of these mysteries with the help of sophisticated space and celestial collision 
simulation modeling including remote satellite data monitoring of the dark side of the Moon. It is believed that 
about 4 to 4.5 billion years ago, during the early developmental stage of a smoldering Earth, another stray planet 
the size of Mars, called “Theia” had collided with it scattering out huge chunks of molten materials into close earth 
orbits that later coalesced to form two satellites. In that collision process, the axis of the Earth got a tilt and its 
spinning velocity about this tilted axis was far greater that time compared to what it is now. Over a few hundred 
million years later, the two orbiting satellites merged together to form a single satellite, which we call Moon today. 
The proof of this two satellite merger theory was recently validated after NASA got accurate measurements of the 
varying gravitational fields of the Moon’s bright and dark sides and the retrieved lunar rock sample compositions 
perfectly matching with that on Earth. The stable-isotope ratios of lunar and terrestrial rocks found on earth are 
identical, implying a common origin. According to the predictions of the celestial collision model, the newly formed 
Moon was initially orbiting at about 15,000 to 20,000 miles away from Earth. The Moon was so close to earth that 
the cooled-down Earth had oceans with tidal waves rising to the height of several hundred feet. During that violent 
churning motion of the ancient chemical brew in the oceans along with the bombardment of other heavenly bodies 
such as asteroids, comets and large scale eruption of volcanoes causing intense lightning strikes, somewhere the 
first organic living cell seems to have evolved. Over hundreds of million years later, that led to the evolution of 
single and multicellular organisms branching out from aquatic to amphibian to land based animals through the 
evolutionary process of selection of species. Scientists believe that our planet Earth has witnessed many cycles of 
evolution and large scale extinction of species due to some sporadic cosmic events that we still do not fully 
understand. The best known example of this mass extinction of species, is the sudden extinction of the giant 
dinosaurs about 65 million years ago, which is now believed to have been caused by the impact of a six-mile wide 
asteroid or comet near Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula. Incidentally, the Earth – Moon system has undergone 
remarkable changes over the billions of years, such as the earth’s rotational speed about its axis has substantially 
slowed down and has nearly stabilized at 24 hours. The Moon has receded farther away from earth and at its 
farthest point (apogee) of orbit, presently the Moon is 252,700 miles away. This has resulted in a much smaller 
gravitational pull on Earth and consequently much smaller tidal waves of only a few feet height now rise in our 
oceans on full-moon nights. Even today, the Moon is spiraling away from Earth at an average rate of 1.5 inches 
per year as detected by NASA’s Lunar Laser Ranging Experiment using the “retroreflector” installed on Moon by 
the Apollo Mission Astronauts decades ago. However, the Astrophysicists strongly believe that the contribution of 
Moon to the evolution of intelligent life on Earth is undeniable. So, the next time we look up to enjoy the beauty of 
a full moon night, let us not forget to show our sense of appreciation to the Moon - to whom we owe our very 
existence on Earth today. Purely, based on the theory of probability, one can say with some degree of certainty 
that we humans are neither alone, nor the only intelligent creation in the Universe. There must be millions of 
planets in the habitable zones of their stars among the 200 billion or so galaxies that could sustain life and 
certainly some of them should be supporting intelligent life forms. Already Kepler and Spitzer space telescopes 
have identified several hundred Earth like “Exoplanets” of interest and in a couple of years, a far more powerful 
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will join the hunt for our extra-terrestrial neighbors.    

As of now, we the human beings are the ultimate culmination of the evolutionary process on Earth, who are 
endowed with the intelligence and the curiosity to search for our true origin and continue the quest to unravel the 
truth about the creator of this vast expanding universe as we know it today. This search for the truth has led us to 
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recognize that the human body consisting of about 60 elements such as oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, 
calcium, phosphorous, potassium, magnesium, iron, zinc, etc., could not have evolved without the many 
generations of massive star evolutions and explosions as supernova and hypernova. Hence, it is true that we are 
all made of “star materials”. But we, humans had to wait all these 13.8 billion years after the Big Bang to come into 
existence for a fleeting 100 - year life on a small planet Earth located in a tiny corner of the enormously expanded 
universe spanning nearly 156 billion light years across from one edge to the other and still counting. With the 
endowed intelligence, ingenuity and creativity we have built sophisticated optical and infrared space telescopes, 
enormous range of scientific tools and analytical models to recognize that the visible universe constitutes only less 
than 50 % of the total mass of the actual universe that makes us believe that the rest of the mass may be 
accounted for as “Dark Matter”, whose existence and attributes are not yet well understood. By the same token, 
we still do not understand why the expanding universe is still accelerating instead of slowing down, as expected, 
and again we ascribe it to the contribution of another entity called “Dark Energy”, whose precise source and 
attributes are still unknown. 

Most importantly, our scientific knowledge alone cannot logically answer – what existed before the Big Bang or the 
so called “singularity” and what was the source of the enormous energy released in a flash that was instrumental 
in the creation of more than 200 billion galaxies and each galaxy consisting of, on an average, 100 billion stars 
and innumerable planets, satellites, black holes, nebulae, quasars and many more cosmic entities? Recently 
discovered largest ever Black Hole is claimed to be 17 billion times more massive than our Sun and, just for our 
comprehension, our Sun is so massive that 1.3 million Earths could fit inside the Sun. It will be utterly 
mindboggling to estimate the energy involved in the Big Bang using Einstein’s famous equation, E = m. c2, even 
with a very rough approximation for the mass of all the 200 billion galaxies, including all supermassive black holes 
situated at their centers within the known universe alone and where “c” represents the velocity of light, i.e. 186,000 
miles per second or 3 x 1010 cm/sec. 

Is it not truly amazing to reckon that what the Astrophysicists and the Cosmologists with all their scientific research 
and use of 21st century technological marvels have discovered so far and what more intriguing mysteries they 
cannot understand as yet, some of the ancient Indian Siddha Yogis meditating in the dark corners of bare 
Himalayan caves had gained a fair comprehension of their essence. Indeed, in “Devi Suktam”, which is a part of 
“Rig Veda” there is reference to the “Adya Shakti” or the Primal Energy, an integral part of Shiva the infinite, which 
emerged out of a singular point and spread across the manifested universe as well as across the un-manifested 
universe as dark matter. Through profound teachings in Vedas and Upanishads the self-realized sages had 
expounded that the creator of the Universe is Omnipresent, Omnipotent, and Omniscient, whom we may perceive 
as the all-pervading “Super-consciousness”. One may call the creator “God” or by any other name based on one’s 
own belief or faith. But philosophically speaking, there is a profound synergy between the scientific unraveling of 
the mystery behind human origin and the spiritual proposition that everything - inanimate and animate existing in 
the universe in its manifested and un-manifested form evolved out of the Super-consciousness. And, by the same 
token, every human being is the manifestation of that divinity which resides within each one of us as the soul - the 
embodiment of “Sat-Chit-Ananda”. Thus, my quest for the true identity has led me to realize that each one of the 
proverbial 13 trillion cells that constitute my physical body owe their origin to the primal energy of the Big Bang. 
With a coordinated conscious spiritual effort of my body, mind and soul, it may be possible for me as well as all of 
you to attain, what the Siddha Yogis have all along said - a state of self-realization of the Super-consciousness 
and express with humility - “Aham Brahmasmi”! 

 

Dr. Basant Parida, Waltham, Massachusetts, (508) 733-6652. bparida1943@gmail.com 
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Without pain 
 

Surya Nayak 
 
I hear my body cries 
My heart bleeds for love 
 

My lip dries without a kiss. 
 
Poetry does not find 
 Rhymes or rhythms. 
 
Feelings, circles within  

Creating 
Eddies of loneness……… 
 
I wake up to sunshine, find 
 Exotic eroticism pervading far 
As far as, my vision takes. 
 
I travel through a tunnel 

Just to escape the ‘vices of 
sunlight’ 
 

But  
Ended up seeing ‘Naked Women’, 
Dancing to the flickering lights of 
silence,  
 And their breasts swinging and 
waging war 
AGAINST MEN. 
 
Candles melt,  

Floor gets waxy and hot…… 
 
I feel dehydrated, and  

I break without pain

___________________________________________ 
 
Montgomery Village, MD 20886 
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BBadigam Village: A Reflection 

Annapurna Pandey (UCSC) and Smita Mishra Panda (CUTM) 

Barely 30 kms from Parlakhemundi, Badigam, predominantly a 
Christianized Saora village, has been lost to the local and state 
administration. When Annapurna and her University of California, 
Santa Cruz (UCSC) students stumbled upon Badigam while visiting 
Parlakhemundi during their summer field project in 2015, they 
discovered that this village had no SHGs, no visible education 
opportunity for women, no skill development initiative among the 

youth, no health clinic or any sign of health checkup by the state 
run mobile vans for months and no adequate water and 
sanitation facility here.  

Afterwards, when she went to visit the collector of Gajapati 
district about the plight of this village the collector asked her 
Tribal Development agency staff (all of them Saora 
members of the community) about the status of this village. The 
members said that it is a problem village; most of the villagers drink and waste away 
their health and talent. Here we would like to invite you all to visualize this village, its 
people and the initiatives taken by OSA and Centurion University of Technology and 
Management (CUTM). 

The Badigam We Witnessed 

Badigam opened our eyes to the stark contrast between the rural and urban Odisha. It is 
situated in southern Odisha, part of Gaiba Panchayat, Gumma Block of Gajapti District. 
We could easily reach the village through the pukka road thanks to the Indira sadak 
jojana (the road project named after the ex prime minister of India). We visited this 
village several times in the summer, 2015 and brought in Masters students in 
Development Management from Centurion University. Most of the University students 
are from different parts of Odisha, but were never exposed to issues relating to poverty, 
adult illiteracy, unemployment, and lack of sanitation in general in a rural setting. 

As per record, this village came into existence around 60 year ago when a few of the 
Saoras came down from the hilltop to settle in plain land near Gaiba village. Currently 
there are 95 households, with a total population of 443. The statistical breakdown 
between men and women is 192 to 251, women constituting the majority of the 
population and are playing important roles in the village economy. Women also take 
important decisions regarding the welfare of the village.  

Landholding and Outmigration 

Outmigration of villagers is rampant and is the only viable option available to the 
villagers of Badigam. The average landholding size per household is about 0.52 acres. 
About 75 households are engaged in both shifting and settled cultivation during the 
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agricultural season. The landless cultivate leased lands (sharecropping where they share 
50% of the produce with the owner of the land). A decade back, bagada (slash and burn) 
farming used to give the villagers food security. Now with more flatland farming, they 
are losing food security and can only grow Ragi and hill paddy.  

With minimal landholding, when jobs are scarce, people go out to earn either in cashew 
factories or construction work, but are hardly left with surplus money. As an incentive for 
commercial cashew crop, the state government allows them to grow cashew on 
government land. (Tribal in the area in 10- 12 villages also undertook another 
commercial crop, rubber plantation, but it did not survive around this village.) The 
merchants mostly own commercial cashew crop farming from urban Odisha and 
neighboring Andhra and they are doing well. Many villagers have taken credit from the 
moneylenders to grow them and have become more and more dependent on them. For 
example, with Rs. 1500 loan, they pay half of it as interest in 6 months’ time.  

Young women in their post teens make Rs. 50- 60 per day (a dollar) working as daily 
laborers and in cashew factories. Thirteen girls go to the cashew factory where they get 
a low wage of Rs. 15 per kilo and shell up to 5-6 kilos of cashews per day. There are half 
a dozen cashew factories around, the closest are in Marigada (5 kms away) and in 
Hadubhangi (12 kms away). We discovered that these girls have not been to formal 
schools and can only sign their names. Working in cashew factories, they say, “actually 
the wage is less and it is hard work.  But we do not have any money for soap, cosmetics, 
oil so even with low wage, we have to go to work. We use the lathe machine to shell the 
cashews and get trained for it on the job. Our body aches, our hands hurt to crush the 
shell and we use our leg for running the machine so they hurt” (personal conversation).  

Construction work does not help improve people’s lives, either. After harvest they travel 
out of state to do construction as unskilled laborers and come back to the village only for 
Christmas. The landless migrate out for the entire year. Many middlemen from 
Maharashtra, Gujarat and Hyderabad come to the village to recruit workers. The able 
bodied young people borrow money to migrate with the hope to improve their situation. 
Prakash Bhuyan, a married young man with two children, said a middleman from 
Maharashtra promised him Rs. 500 per day. He took the train to Raipur and then to 
Nagpur. To his surprise after reaching the site, he was paid only Rs 200 per week for his 
food and was never paid any wages. So he came back and now works in the village 
where he earns Rs. 100- 200 per day.  

HHealth 

On our visit, we found that children and adults suffered from tuberculosis, chronic cold 
and cough, malaria, typhoid, teen pregnancy, and alcoholism, among other ailments. 
Contagious disease like cold, diarrhea, and viral fever are constant; people die due to 
tuberculosis, fever and blood deficiency. The nearest health clinics are between 7 and 15 
kilometers away. The health van is supposed to come once a month but had not come in 
the last several months. So, there is no respite from malaria or other chronic diseases. 
Without a medical clinic, the easy solution for people is to seek help from the magico-
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religious (witchcraft) domain. Lack of education or skill building contributes to marriage 
at a very young age, hence the high rate of teen pregnancy. Respiratory ailments are 
caused by exposure to the chemicals used in processing cashews. Poor water supplies 
and lack of sanitation contribute to typhoid and other illnesses. Out of seven water 
resources (five bore wells and two wells) only one is functional. Availability of safe 
drinking water is a major problem as it is difficult for all the 95 households to depend on 
one bore well which provides usable drinking water for the entire village. The water is 
hard and has excess iron in it, as mentioned earlier. No house has toilet facilities; 
however, under “Swachha Bharat Abhiyan,” we saw a toilet being constructed at the 
premises of the Primary school in the village. 

 The state government has branded this village as a Maoist heaven because the villagers 
resent their exploitation at the hands of moneylenders and the indifference of the state 
officials towards them. As mentioned earlier, alcoholism is widespread. Both men and 
women are addicted to khajuri moddo, local alcohol. The youth told us that at home 
parents drink, so there is a lot of fight and tension. They informed us that drinking is a 
way to satiate hunger and to take their mind off their despair and hopelessness.  

TThe Role of the Local Church, NGOs, and Government Programs 

For the last 22 years, the local church, which includes 82 of the 95 households, has 
played an important role in bringing people together, for example, conducting marriages, 
and allowing villagers to use church premises for feasts and festivals. However, the 
church has not played any role in education, health care and economic advancement of 
the villagers. 

We heard that World Vision did some developmental work beginning in 1996, but left the 
village in 2011 for reasons unknown. The local NGO, The Adivasi Development Society 
(ADS), is supposed to be actively engaged in youth education and skill-building 
programs, but we did not see any visible impact it has made in Badigam.  

The state and central government initiatives on tribal upliftment and empowerment are 
plenty but they have not reached the village. For instance, the government has 
introduced the Odisha Tribal Empowerment Program (OTLP) to improve the quality of life, 
we did not see any visible signs of improvement on the people. The village has also been 
declared below poverty line (BPL). As a result, the government provides 25 kilos of rice 
and 3.5 liters kerosene to each BPL member. The BPL elderly receive Rs. 300 monthly 
pension.  

Education 

Ninety percent of the villagers do not know how to read and write. Few of the village 
children attend school because they help the adults engage in field labor. Young children 
take the cattle for grazing and girls, among other responsibilities, take care of their 
younger siblings. As a result they do not have time to study at school. 
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We visited the two-room, coed primary school (1st to 5th grade), which has been 
functioning since 19751. The language of instruction is Odia, even though the villagers 
speak Saora, their tribal language. We were struck to see that the children were literally 
self-teaching. For example, in the first classroom, the teacher was reading the 
newspaper and the children were doing their own reading, writing and drawing. One 
child was drawing beautiful figures in his notebook. Some were dozing, while others were 
loitering outside.  
 
In the second classroom, the teacher was busy doing paperwork while a child wrote 
numbers on the blackboard. When we asked, none of the students could read the 
numbers on the board. The teacher blamed it on their lack of Odia language skills. When 
it was time for midday meal, many children gathered at the school. We found out that 
the children go to school every day mainly for the mid-day meal. 

TThe present initiative by OSA and Centurion 
Contrary to all the reports calling the Saoras most primitive constituting the majority in 
this region2, the youth show a resiliency in their social systems to take advantage of 
opportunities under conditions of scarcity. When we asked the young members, majority 
of women, who had never been to school because of structural and cultural constraints, 
they told us that they were interested in learning how to read and write and acquire 
skills to land them jobs in the larger economy.  

We were deeply moved by our experience and discussed our findings with the 
administrators at Centurion University (www.cutm.ac.in) as well as with like-minded 
friends from Odisha in the United States. We helped establish a sewing machine center 
and a night school for the young women in Badigam. A recent judgment of the Supreme 
Court regarding women’s economic empowerment applies to these women’s initiative. In 
directing the Chhattisgarh government to appoint a woman Excise Sub Inspector as 
Deputy Superintendent of Police after granting her relief in the upper age limit, the 
justices observed that “It would naturally lead to empowerment of women, which is the 
need of the hour… Empowerment of women… is perceived as equipping them to be 
economically independent, self-reliant, with positive esteem to enable them to face any 
situation and they should be able to participate in the development activities” (Jain, 
Devaki, A judgment for Women’s Rights, The Hindu, February 15, 2016). 

Now two teachers are working with the youth in the village. One runs the night school 
and the other teaches sewing to women in the village. Currently, the night school has 30 

                                                             
1  Badigam P.s School is situated in the village of Badigam, Gumma Block, Gajapati District, Odisha. The 
school information is as below: Management : Dept. of Education,Village: Badigam Category : Primary and Co-
Educational Block Name: Gumma Cluster: Gaiba M.e District Gajapati Odisha,761208.  
2 Integrated Tribal Development Agency report says that “Among tribals, the Saora community constitutes 
numerically the largest group in this ITDA area and Lanjia Saora are considered most primitive in this area”. 
http://gajapati.nic.in/Departments/itda/itdamain.htm  
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students and 17 women are learning to sew and are ready to sell some garments they 
have produced in the nearby local market. Together we have invested in procuring six 
commercial sewing machines with the cooperation of Centurion. The university has 
engaged one intern to coordinate this project in Badigam. The Government of India has 
initiated ‘Make in India’ campaigns and has collaborated with World Bank, USAID among 
other international bodies to impart employable skills to the youth, especially women for 
their economic empowerment. The Skill India initiative seeks to build vocational skills 
across the country, but most of the centers are located in the urban areas. Instead of 
luring the youth away from the village to cities like Bhubaneswar and far away places 
where they feel alienated, our focus is, first, to take educational skill training institutions 
like Centurion closer to the grassroots people.  

Odisha Society of the Americas (OSA) has taken up the Badigam initiative as an Adopt-
A-Village service project. This year Ms. Erin Ramsden, the Co-curricular Program 
Coordinator at College Nine, University of California at Santa Cruz (UCSC) focused her 
course titled Global Action on learning about the interconnected issues that affect the 
women of Badigan village and coordinated a fundraiser to benefit the women of the 
village. This annual student-taught course seeks to focus on an international social 
justice issue and take action to make a tangible difference on the issue. Approximately 
70 students from the university took up the project to support the night school for youth 
and teaching tailoring to adolescent women in Badigam village. The class organized a 
fundraising event in February 2016, to supply the sewing machines to the women of 
Badigam. They raised 2600 dollars to keep the project going. OSA has played an 
instrumental role in making arrangement for these funds to be transferred to Centurion, 
which is managing this project.   
 
When we first visited the village, the state government had dismissed it as a problem 
village. However our dream for Badigam is to see these women economically empowered 
and politically active in the decision making process in the village and larger community. 
Our hope is to help the women to become the models for others in their village. Here is 
the link to the presentation on Adopt-A-Village - https://youtu.be/e4NBemH8rZQ
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CConfessions of a relatively new voter 

Tapasi Misra 

In my almost four decades of living in the United States I have never been more aware of the 
American Presidential election as I am this year.  This might be true for a lot of others as well.  The 
drama, the “brawls”, the “slugfests”, the name-calling, the rambling, ravings, rantings;  what fun!  
Regardless of whether you are a Democrat, or Republican, undecided, neutral, apathetic, allergic to 
politics, anti-election, you have to admit that a part of you has been both shocked and entertained by it 
all, especially by a handful of atrociously colorful candidates.  By the same token, regardless of your 
affinities, a part of you must also be relieved and engaged by the more stable, informative, powerful, 
contentious but not abusive debates of a few, just a couple actually, others. And you still don’t know 
what to expect from whom, nothing is beyond limits this year, especially surprises.  All this takes me 
back to those early, fresh off the boat, years when I was clueless about American politics, blissfully 
ignorant, and the chain of events that got me involved and then hooked.    

As far back as I can remember, my father, Bibudhendra Misra, was either winning or losing elections 
or litigating political cases in India.  It was ingrained in me from childhood that the constant stream of 
eclectic visitors at home were all “political” in some way or the other and that everyone had something 
small or big to do with the making or breaking of the order of things, in the state, in the country.  Feuds 
at mealtimes over politics were staples on the menu, along with rice and dal.  My mother, a reclusive 
philosophy lecturer, who frequently denounced the ills of politics, reveled in discussing it and 
campaigning for my father.  So did my uncles, aunts, cousins… I witnessed it all from the outside, being 
too young to vote and too smug to care. 

After moving to America with my husband in 1979, I was hurled into a life so alien to my body, mind, 
and soul that anything outside the sphere of my immediate existence was invisible to me. My personal 
tragedies and triumphs over the washing machine and vacuum cleaner transcended those of political 
and social causes.  My entire being was consumed by the daily battles of finding the right building on 
the University of Texas campus, getting used to iced tea, navigating the aisles of HEB, elaborating on 
arranged marriage and my bindi to every non-desi passerby.  I don’t know when I started feeling more 
comfortable or looked beyond the periphery of my daily routine, but one day I found myself watching 
election coverage on TV as religiously as I had watched Dynasty and Dallas earlier.  I never really 
cared about the policies of a party or candidate or the long term implications of who wins or loses.  As 
far as I was concerned, we were Indian students abroad and would surely be returning home.  This 
was never going to be my life, and these leaders were never going to affect its course.  It was all as 
fascinating and as distant as Joan Collins and Victoria Principle.  President Reagan’s Hollywood past 
added to that distant glamour of Washington politics in my head, as did the charismatic Clinton’s 
extra-curricular activities later. 

But American politics became more than a spectator sport to me when my elder daughter became an 
office bearer in the UT Students’ Democratic party.  Her “niche” she had said. 

“But how about the India Students’ Association or Orchestra or Debate club, something safe and non-
controversial to put on your resume?”  This too shall pass, I was sure. 
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I was soon to realize that this was no fleeting fancy and was amazed by her conviction and 
commitment.  In 2003, when she started a voter registration program in her dorm and helped the 
University Democrats register over 7000 voters, I decided to take her new passion seriously and 
support her.  I started paying more attention to the issues at stake and the candidates’ positions than 
their TV appeal or extra-curricular activities.  Even my 2004 spring vacation in India could not keep me 
from the Kerry-Bush contest.   When my husband called, I would exasperate him by first asking about 
our daughter’s political activities. My husband, a stickler for academic excellence above and beyond 
all things, couldn’t digest the thought of our daughter’s activism infringing on her GPA. 

“We don’t ask about grades anymore?”  He screamed across 10,000miles. 

I found myself calling my daughter daily to commiserate or congratulate about the polls. The day I 
returned to the US, I took the Vote for Kerry/Edward sign out of the closet, carefully wiped the thick 
layer of dust from it, stuck it defiantly in my front yard, and invited our friends to watch the Democratic 
convention over chapatti and potato curry.  When my daughter asked me with great trepidation if it 
was ok to join the vigil in the West Mall on campus the night before Early Voting so that she could be 
one of the first ones to cast her vote at 7 the next morning, I promised to send her extra sleeping bags.   

“But when will you vote, Mom?” Hmm… 

I have to admit I had very mixed feelings the day I took my oath as an American citizen four years 
later. The thought of giving up my Indian passport had seemed unpatriotic to the Indian in me.  My 
father had been a bit disappointed when he had heard that I was relinquishing my Indian citizenship. 
But my daughter had come to me with a thrilled expression on her face and fire in her eyes, 
proclaiming that she’ll never speak to me if I don’t exercise my precious right, the right to vote.  When 
she heard of my misgivings, she said, “Well, you didn’t go to vote in India, did you?” 

No, I had to admit, but… 

“So what’s the problem, be happy to be playing a role in the democratic process of some country, now 
also your country, Mom!  Very important.  Besides, how can you not be excited to vote for Barack?” 

“Yes, Mommy!” Her precocious little sister had joined the chorus. 

Well, who I’ll vote for, I’ll be the one to decide, and that’s my right too!   

So a few days later I walked to the neighborhood middle school and told the volunteers that I needed 
help with the voting machine since this was my first time at it.  While he was looking up my name, I felt 
strangely inspired to establish a camaraderie with him, 

“You see I just became a citizen, so…” 

“My colleague will help you”, he interrupted nonchalantly.  Rude! 

When his colleague was explaining to me in a monotone how the machine works, I beamed, 

“All democrats please…” I said loudly to no one in particular, looking around, with a knowing smile at 
puzzled faces. 

As I was leaving the booth, I could feel their collective stare searing my back through my kameez as I 
rushed out to the car, head held high, dying to call my daughter in Austin and tell her, don’t worry,  I 
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voted today.  But instead, I rushed back and ran past the door before it closed on me, slowly but 
decidedly. 

I had suddenly remembered that I still had something called a caucus to attend, see if I could become 
a delegate and do lots of other things I did not fully understand yet.  But I had gathered by then that we 
would still not be even close to choosing a candidate; but that’s the American democratic process, my 
daughter had tried to explain. We had many more elections later that evening inside a tiny library. 
Elections for who’ll chair the meeting, election for who’ll take the minutes of the meeting. Everyone 
looked presidential that evening.  I think I went to this length, the very first time I was voting, in honor 
of my late father.  Maybe he’ll forgive me once he thought that I was putting my changed citizenship to 
good use?  He had always said that we in India must protect our democratic system, despite the 
difficulties of sustaining such a system in a complicated country like ours. “Most important” he had 
always insisted. 

This year of course, it’s a whole different story.  Neither do I feel flashes of patriotism nor inspiration.  
In this sad and surreal field of candidates whose contest seems less of issues and policies, and more 
about who can insult whom better, who can show more ignorance, how to flaunt their donations from 
poor individuals, who can shock and provoke best of all… For us electorate, it’s become not so much 
about choosing one, but about keeping others out!   “But vote one must”... I keep hearing my father’s 
voice. 

77110 Quail Trace, San Antonio, Tx. USA 

Uma1924@gmail.com 

210-523-5054 (Home) 

210-478-2581 (Cell) 
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MMy Treatment at the Mayo Clinic 

Dr. Debendra Kumar Das 

Introduction: In the summer of 2014, I went to the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota for the 
treatment of my diabetes. I underwent treatment in their Division of Endocrinology. I was so 
impressed with the high-quality medical care I received, that I decided to write about it.  My goal 
was to convey to the readers, many remarkable aspects of the treatment, I experienced at the Mayo 
Clinic. I hope the tips I have summarized in this article will benefit those who are searching for good 
quality treatment for their illness.    

My health history: At Mayo Clinic the patients are asked to fill out a comprehensive form on the 
patient’s and his/her family’s health history.  This history gives the healthcare team the information 
that is necessary to understand the nature of the illness, which leads to providing the best care 
possible. For my case, I had been diagnosed with diabetes for nearly 20 years before going to the 
Mayo Clinic. In my family, my father and eldest brother had adult onset, type-2 diabetes, diagnosed 
many years ago. At a later stage, my sister and two other brothers also developed diabetes. Some 
of them are able to control their ailments of elevated blood glucose level with oral medications. For 
the first 15 years of my ailment, I could control my blood glucose level with proper diet and 
exercise, supplemented with oral medications. But as years progressed, the treatment I received in 
Fairbanks, Alaska was not adequate and my blood sugar level kept on rising. In my family, my 
eldest brother, my sister and I, are insulin-dependent, whereas the other diabetic family members 
could control their disease with just oral medicines. So, I had gone to the Cleveland Clinic in Dec. 
2010 to undergo treatment for my coronary artery disease and diabetes. There, the endocrinologist 
had put me on a long-acting insulin, one shot a day. This worked for about 4 years, but after that 
period, the blood sugar level started rising again. At that stage, I discussed with some biomedical 
science professors at my university, who recommended me to seek treatment at the Mayo Clinic.   

The process I followed to get appointment: I first  wrote to some friends and relatives  living in 
Minnesota about good diabetes doctors at the Mayo Clinic. That effort was supplemented with  my 
own research by collecting  information about the physicians at the Division of Endocrinology of the 
Mayo Clinic. I was immensely helped by my wife Katherine in this effort. She downloaded all the 
information written about the doctors specializing on diabetes treatment from the website of the 
Mayo Clinic. We found detailed information about a long list of doctors and carefully read about the 
medical education, experience and accomplishments of about 15 physicians listed under the 
discipline of endocrinology at the Mayo website. From that list I selected a few top physicians, who 
had received their MD degrees from very well-known universities in the USA and had many years of 
experience and most of them were full professors of endocrinology at the Mayo Clinic. Contacting 
them was challenging, because their personal e-mail IDs or phone numbers were not listed. But the 
postal addresses and the phone numbers of their office assistants were mentioned at the clinic 
website. Initially, using my university letterhead, I wrote a detailed letter to three physicians, as a 
request from one professor to another. I explained my illness and my research on their qualifications 
that matched my need. I expressed my earnest desire to be treated by them. Usually these 
professors are busy in large scale research projects, so I did not get any response. Next, I called 
their office assistants, reminding about my letter and persuading them to personally ask their 
physicians about my request for an appointment. I did not receive any reply from the professor who 
was my first choice, but I received responses from the other two physicians. The # 2 professor on 
my list had graduated long ago from Brown University, also my Alma Mater, and perhaps that 
caught her attention to write me a reply.  She and the # 3 professor on my list politely declined, 
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explaining that they specialize on different aspects of diabetes than what I needed. Next, I called the 
office of the professor, who was at the top of my list, Dr. Robert A. Rizza, specialist in endocrinology 
and diabetes. He had not replied to me up to that point.  That was a lucky and valuable call, because 
I was pleasantly surprised, when I got the response from his office that, he would see me. I was 
extremely pleased to receive his brief e-mail; “Dear Prof. Das: Yes. I will be happy to see you in the 
last week of May, 2014. Please make arrangements with my office assistant.”  

IImpressive qualifications of the physicians: My primary physician at the Mayo Clinic was Dr. Robert 
A. Rizza, Professor of Medicine of Mayo Graduate School. I had researched carefully by reviewing his 
45 page curriculum vitae and found his qualifications to be outstanding.  He received the 
undergraduate degree from the Johns Hopkins University in 1967, MD degree from the University of 
Florida in 1971, followed by internship and residency at Johns Hopkins until 1976. He then joined the 
Mayo Clinic in Rochester as a clinical fellow in endocrinology and steadily rose through the ranks to 
become a full professor in medicine in 1987. During his long career at Mayo, he had held numerous 
major appointments, e.g., Director-endocrinology fellowship, Director-endocrine research, Chair-
Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes, Metabolism (1992-2002) and Executive Dean for research, just 
to name a few.   He had served in the professional societies of his discipline, such as the American 
Diabetes Association as a member of the Board of Directors and the President of the Diabetes Policy 
Committee. His curriculum vitae listed 315 journal publications, 7 books, 28 chapters and numerous 
prestigious multi-year research grants.  I considered myself extremely fortunate to get the 
opportunity to be treated by an eminent physician of his stature.  

Dr. Rizza was a very pleasant person and his dealings with me were warm, just like one professor 
conversing with another professor. As my primary physician at Mayo, he also lined up my 
appointments with physicians in other departments; ophthalmology, gastroenterology and 
rheumatology. This was because, I had expressed my desire to Dr. Rizza to be examined for my 
other ailments, since I had travelled a long distance from Fairbanks, Alaska to be treated at Mayo. 
The ophthalmologist did the eye examination as that was necessary for diabetes. The 
gastroenterologist performed the colonoscopy, since I had a prior complication of the ulcerative 
colitis. The rheumatologist performed x-rays to diagnose joint pains from my hip and heel. I noticed 
that the physicians of other departments who treated me were not as eminent as Dr. Rizza. They 
were younger with less experience and achievement. This was because my appointments were made 
very quickly during my brief stay at Mayo, based on whoever was available at that time. However, 
my subsequent review revealed to me that all of those physicians were graduates of good 
universities in the USA, and Dr. Rizza had casually assured me that all physicians of Mayo clinic are 
competent. Fortunately, I receive treatment for my ulcerative colitis from a very competent 
professor of gastroenterology at the Cleveland Clinic. I also get my cardiology related treatment at 
the same clinic. Therefore, I will go to the Cleveland Clinic for those treatments and to Mayo Clinic 
for the diabetes treatment. Since I was at Mayo in 2104, I underwent the other checkups just to get 
second opinions. 

My treatment at the clinic: I arrived in Rochester on May 19, 2014 and stayed at a hotel within the 
walking distance to the Mayo Clinic  building. There are good accommodations at reasonable costs 
near the Mayo Clinic Hospital Methodist Campus. Dr. Rizza had scheduled a comprehensive 
metabolic panel test for me in the morning of May 20.  When I arrived there, I saw more than a 
hundred people sitting in the lounge. I had never seen such a big gathering of people for blood tests. 
I realized the Mayo Clinic was possibly one of the largest and busiest medical treatment centers in 
the nation. All my tests were performed in the Mayo/Gonda Building. This is a large building, 
possibly 20-storeies high and the Endocrinology department was on the 18th floor, where I met Dr. 
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Rizza the next morning after he had reviewed my metabolic panel test results.  He recommended 
new insulin for me, increased the frequency of injection from once to twice daily and eliminated a 
few oral medications. He also relaxed the upper limit of my A1C and the fasting blood sugar 
numbers. The target numbers set by him were more achievable than those set by my prior 
physicians. I felt hopeful that I could meet those new targets.   Dr. Rizza immediately set up 
appointments at the ophthalmology, endocrinology and the rheumatism departments for subsequent 
days. The rheumatology department was on the Gonda Building side of the Mayo Clinic and its 
lounge where patients waited was huge. I met a family there who had travelled all the way from 
India to be treated at the Mayo Clinic. On a wall, in that lounge, there was a large framed 
photograph of President George H. W. Bush, the 41st President of the United States, who had been 
treated there many years ago. On display was a kind, complementary message by President Bush to 
the physicians of the Mayo Clinic for his excellent treatment there. For me, fortunately all the test 
results from rheumatology, ophthalmology and gastroenterology departments came out to be good.  
I received excellent treatment for my diabetes from Prof. Robert A. Rizza. I was also very pleased 
with the treatments I received from physicians of other three departments. I also got instructions on 
insulin adjustment from nurses and education on proper diabetic diet from a dietician.   

HHistorical information regarding the Mayo Clinic: Although the Mayo Clinic was officially founded in 
1919 as Mayo Properties Association, it started long ago by Dr.  William Worrall Mayo, who can be 
considered the initiator of this famous institution. He had emigrated from England to the United 
States in 1846. He received two medical degrees, the first from Indiana Medical College in 1850 and 
the second from the University of Missouri in 1854. President Lincoln recognized the talent of Dr. 
Mayo as a physician and appointed him in 1863 as a Civil War examining surgeon for the Union 
enrollment board in Rochester, Minnesota. Dr. Mayo was a perfectionist who delighted at any 
opportunity to improve medicine. His quest for knowledge and exploration, while balancing those 
with commitment to family and community had profound influence on his two sons, who also 
became physicians.  Dr. William James Mayo graduated from the University of Michigan Medical 
School in 1883 and joined his father’s practice. Dr. Charles Horacio Mayo graduated from the 
Chicago Medical College of Northwestern University in 1888 and began practice with his father and 
brother. The two brothers were known as Dr. Will and Dr. Charlie to their staff, patients and the 
community. What great parents Dr. W.W. Mayo and Mrs. Louise Wright Mayo were, who could mold 
the minds and motivate their young sons toward a righteous path!    

In 1883 there was a devastating tornado in Rochester that injured many residents and Mother Mary 
Alfred Moes and the Franciscan Sisters with the help of Dr. W.W. Mayo cared for the injured at the 
convent. From that day, Mother Alfred and the Sisters of Saint Francis became determined that they 
needed a hospital in that area to care for the sick. The congregation saved $40,000 to open the 
Saint Marys Hospital.  The three Drs. Mayo were the first partners of this hospital.  On the inaugural 
day on September 30, 1889, Dr. Charlie, assisted by Dr. Will, successfully removed a cancerous 
tumor from a patient’s eye.  

There are two large bronze statues of Dr. W. W. Mayo and Mother Alfred in the garden in front of the 
Mayo/Gonda Building and two smaller statues of Drs. Will and Charlie in a sitting position next to 
each other. During my stay in Rochester, on many evenings I used to go for  walks to that garden 
and stare at those statues with a great deal of admiration, because of their enormous contributions 
to the society. During the 20th century thousands of surgeons and physicians from across the nation 
and around the world received part of their training at the Mayo Clinic. Today, more than 11,000 
alumni of Mayo Graduate School of Medicine have spread the Mayo Clinic’s treatment model to the 
whole world. Each year, patients come to the Mayo Clinic from every state in the USA, plus many 
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countries of the world. Among the foreigners, I noticed a large percentage of patients were from the 
Middle East. My colleague, Prof. Lin at my university, who hails from Taiwan, told me that Mrs. 
Chiang Kai-shek, wife of the former President of the Republic of China used to come to the Mayo 
Clinic for her health checkup every year and she lived to be above 100 years old. Two noteworthy 
achievements are: (i) Mayo researchers, Drs. Edward Kendall and Philip Hench shared the Nobel 
Prize in 1950 for the development of cortisone, and (ii) In 2014 the US News & World Report had 
ranked Mayo Clinic in Rochester ## 1 in Diabetes and Endocrinology treatment. 

Some fun things to do there: When I was not  occupied with any tests at the clinic, I spent my time 
exploring interesting sites in and around Rochester. There are tour companies which offer 
sightseeing tours to Amish Country, Mississippi River Valley and Minneapolis & St Paul city. Most of 
these are full-day tours.  I took the Rochester City and Countryside tour, which lasted about 4 
hours. It took me to some historic sites, a nature park with a zoo featuring Minnesota animals and a 
perennial garden firm. I also took a trolley tour to the important places of Rochester City and Mayo 
historical sites. In this trip, I visited the History Center of Olmstead County, Mayowood Mansion, 
Mayo foundation House and the Saint Marys Hospital Campus and Chapel. The Mayowood Mansion is 
a 3000-acre estate, former home of Drs. Charles H. Mayo and William J. Mayo. The center of 
attraction is a 38-room mansion completed in 1911, which was added to the National Register of 
Historic places in 1970. The Plummer Building containing the Mayo Historical Suite on the campus is 
a must-see place. It is a museum containing the offices of Drs. Will and Charlie, preserved as they 
were.  Important family photographs and one with President Franklin Delano Roosevelt with Mayo 
brothers adorn the wall.    

Meeting the relatives and friends living near Rochester made my trip to Mayo quite stress free.  My 
niece, Ms. Simi Patnaik, her husband, Dr. Mohit Dewan and their daughter and son, who live near 
Minneapolis came to see me in Rochester over the weekend. They drove me to a small tourist town 
sitting on a bluff on the bank of the Mississippi river. I enjoyed visiting the tourist spots in that town 
with them that afternoon. While ordering my lunch at the restaurant, I asked Mohit for his 
suggestion on the best food, I should order, which is a specialty of Minnesota. He advised me to 
order a dish made from the walleye fish.  I did and it was absolutely delicious.  Before going to the 
Mayo Clinic, I had contacted my Regional Engineering College, Rourkela friend, Dr. Sarat Mohapatra 
who lives near Minneapolis.  Over the weekend, he and Mrs. Mohapatra drove to Rochester to visit 
me at the hotel. We spent some time together over the lunch and it was a great opportunity to get 
caught up with him. I had also contacted Dr. Prasanna Mishra, a scientist at the Mayo Clinic. I had 
lunch with him one afternoon on the campus and he showed me one of the old historic buildings, 
where there was some Indian symbol.  

I received excellent treatment at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, which was a great experience. I was 
highly impressed with all the facilities there. Therefore, I highly recommend Mayo Clinic to the 
readers.  

About the Author:: Dr. Debendra Kumar Das, Professor and Past Chair of Mechanical Engineering, 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 99775, USA, Phone: (907)474-6094, E- mail: dkdas@alaska.edu                
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Memory Chest  
Snigdha Mishra 
 
I close my eyes and listen with a smile. 
Rhythmic creak of bullock cart wheels. 
Distant laughter of children at play. 
The plaintive lowing of a wandering calf 
And my jeje’s village comes back to me. 
 
I close my eyes and breathe in deep.  
The sweet scent of milk boiling over a wood fire. 
Smoldering palm leaves perfuming the smoky twilight. 
Champaas in bloom scenting the evening breeze 
 And my jejema’s kitchen comes back to me. 
 
Eyes closed, I suck lemon pickle on my sunny patio. 
Cool wetness of paida juice sliding down my throat. 
Sticky, sweet mango stone slipping from my hand. 
Tart tang of fresh green mango salted to perfection 
And my jejema’s voice comes back to me. 
 
Cool stone pillars rough under my palms  
Thick moss under my feet, slippery, slick 
Moist over the granite steps of my jeje’s courtyard. 
Siuli branches reaching down to brush my head. 
I am back on the porch of my grandfather’s house.  
 
I close my eyes and reach into my memory chest. 
My jejema’s keys jingle on her sari kaani. 
My jeje’s cutter chops his sweet paana 
His belly jiggling in time to my five year old laughter, 
And my beloved jeje comes back to me. 
 
 
  

    
 

 
Snigdha Mishra resides in Columbus, OH, with her family. A Contracts Negotiator, she 

teaches Hindustani classical music and writes poetry in her spare time. 
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GGala putra bAhudi nailA 
 

Arjun Purohit 
 

 
 
 
 
“Dr.Purohit Uncle Sir, can you tell me what this phrase means?” asked Ringo 
(Rengadhara Harianayaka), a man of about fifty five and of Odishan descent in Kuala 
Lumpur. Ringo was still not sure as to how to address me. 
“Just call me uncle, Ringo. But why do you ask?” 
 
“When I was little, all the women in my neighborhood would gather in my house on 
Sunday afternoons, munch Pan, huddle together and sing the same old songs again 
and again, and cry. This is the only phrase I remember from the old songs. 
 
Without being able to verify my hunch, I correctly remembered it to be a line from 
Keshaba Koili, which turned out to be correct later when I returned home. I told Ringo 
about Yashoda`s maternal anguish, pining for her Krushna as she waited for his return 
from Mathura. As I was telling about Krushna, I realised that he was not familiar with 
our mythology. Then he would bring his son and daughter to hear the juicy stories 
about Krushna`s childhood mischievous exploits. Thus I became an involuntary story 
telling old uncle. I will come back to this phrase, but let me give you some contexts. 
 
My daughter Tani was teaching in Kuala Lumpur (KL), and invited us to spend couple of 
months there during winter heretic always wanted to see South Asian countries 
because of their historical connections with Odisha and  the ancient Buddhist  
structures. My dream of seeing the South Asian countries could not be fulfilled when I 
proposed to Australian Government that I pass through these countries on a motor bike 
on my return trip to India after completing my tenure there as a Commonwealth 
scholar. My plan was to fly over to Singapore, buy a motor bike and pass through 
Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Cambodia, and Laos terminating in Burma. From there I 
would have come to India by boat. The main reason they would not agree was that it 
was not safe because Vietnam war was gradually taking shape. Vietcong, they told me , 
will shoot you just for your motorbike ! So this time I fulfilled most of my dream. 
Padmini and I managed to go to Penang (the next important city in Malaysia, 
Singapore, Bali, Cambodia and Thailand. We could also spend a week in 
Perth(Australia), my old stomping ground! I needed to convince Padmini that I went to 
a real university to do my Ph.D. The Head of the department was happy to see their 
first ever Indian Ph.D. 
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One day Tani asked me whether I would like to meet Odias in KL whom she had met in 
one of the Baha’i meetings. I was curious about them as they were curious of me. A 
real living psychologist, teaching in North America, treating psychological problems of 
whites, and from Odisha! I saw many of them in groups, some in their homes, 
occasionally in restaurants sharing meals. Ringo was one of the leading members of the 
group. I will give a very short profile of the Odias as it was narrated by Ringo. 
 
Indians constitute only 7 % of the population, 30% being Chinese and 50% being 
Malayis. The rest are tribal. Among the Indians, Tamils are the majority with various 
other Indian ethnic groups are evident, such as, Punjabis, UPites, Bengalis, and Odias 
with other smaller groups. Tamil is one of the official languages, and there are 
government run Tamil schools. Ringo thinks that Odias number between six to ten 
thousand, and are mostly concentrated in a nearby town about an hour ride from Kuala 
Lumpur. It seems most of them are fifth generation descendants of Odias who were 
brought over by the Brits to work in Rubber Plantation. Brits did not like work habits of 
Malayis.They brought Indians and Chinese for the gruelling labour. Over years, Chinese 
have dominated commerce, whereas Indians have become skilled and professional 
workers. You will find lots of teachers, engineers, doctors, lawyers, taxi drivers, 
mechanics, and occasional shop keepers. When I was in Australia, University of 
Malaysia had lots of Indian professors. Not now. I was looking for a Malaysian friend 
who joined the university after his Ph.D. but he stepped out a few years ago. In 
Malaysia, Malayis enjoy Bhumi Putra special rights. As the Malayis get educated and 
trained, they replace Indians. Chinese are not as affected because Malayis do not 
gravitate towards business. Among Odias, there is no single defining occupation. Most 
are engaged in trades. Incidentally, I met one Pradhan from Cuttack district (É) 
working in IT, who got married to local Punjabi girl and left for Germany! I did not meet 
but talked to a man on phone from Dhenkanal who came there to be a lecturer in a 
college. 
 
Ringo could not tell me anything about the legendary Sadhabas who came to the area 
to settle few centuries ago. The only reminder of those is the word Kelingas, which 
applies not to Odias only but to all Indians. And it was a derogatory term. It seems in 
the beginning Odias came as bachelors, and went to Odisha for their brides. Now there 
is lot of intermarriages, particularly between Odias and Tamils. Many Odias have 
become Muslims because Malaysia being an officially Muslim country, there are 
privileges granted only to Muslims. And of course many have turned to Christianity and 
Baha’i faith. Ringo told me about current stress points in the community. Apparently 
when somebody changes religion or marries outside the group he or she is no longer 
considered pucca Odia. Even those who consider themselves pucca Odia, they cannot 
speak more than a few Odia words. Except some older folks, they cannot read in Odia 
script. Ringo tells me that the last Chatasali which was based upon voluntary effort was 
closed some fifty years ago. Ringo’s kids are studying Cantonese in addition to English 
and Malayi.Here is some clues as to the future of Odia Community. Ringo’s proper 
name is Rengadhara; that is the way apparently Tamils spell Rangadhara. His last 
name is Harianayaka. After a bit skull scratching, it became obvious that his ancestor 
was an illiterate guy from Ganjam called Haria Nayaka. Now Hrianayaka is his surname. 
I met a charming Odia girl about to be married to a Tamil guy. Her name was Rajesh 
Lekula. I teased her saying that her name is that of a man (unless of course you are a 
Punjabi). No, it was really Rajesari; Rajesh is the short form, she said. I corrected her: 
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it was either Rajasri or Rajeswari, and explained the difference. And what is Lekula? 
Again after skull scratching it was found to be really Nakula, a Tamilian way of calling 
Nakula. Furthermore, Nakula was the first name of her ancestor. Now it is her last 
name!      
 
I asked Ringo whether any of them have thought of returning to India. Nope, he said. 
Standard of living is better than in India. Malayis get special privileges, but because 
they are not work oriented, it is always possible to find some jobs. Besides, many tried 
to go back to India but returned soon after. Apparently, there is a law in Malaysia; non-
Malayis lose the right of re-entry if they stay too long away from the country. Simply 
being born in the country does not give you full-fledged citizenship if you are a non-
Malayi! Therefore, Indians and Chinese are forever “aliens” no matter how many 
generations they live in that country. Getting permanent residency is possible if you 
marry a Malayi gal! However serious discussions were happening during my stay to 
resolve some of this antiquated stuff. I wonder about the future of Odia community in 
Malaysia. My hunch is that it is gradually dissolving like a sugar cube in the potful of 
Tamils. And I shudder to speculate about the future of Odishans in North America. Just 
think about Odishans after five generations! Is there any reason why our community 
will have a different outcome? 
 
Now I am coming back to the main theme of this article. Just imagine the picture: Odia 
ladies from Ganjam brought over to an alien country crossing oceans who are not able 
to go back to see their kith and kin, permanently marooned among strangers. They 
were feeling the pangs of separation, and they vented their feelings through Keshaba 
Koili. Through these simple words and simple lyric, they identified with and understood 
Yashoda’s pain, and in the process got some temporary relief by shedding tears. I 
wonder when Sri Markanda Dash wrote this beautiful lyric, did he ever think that his 
little work would give comfort to those lonely women in a distant land, and the simple 
primordial emotions and feelings depicted here would be reverberating in their hearts? 
This is the unmistakable sign of great poetry. As Ananda Vardhan says, kAvyasya AtmA 
dhwani. Great poem need not have sophistication of word wizardry, correct grammar or 
high philosophy. All a great poem has to do is to touch and shake your inner core, like 
fingering the subtle cord of a violin inside you. Just for us Ringoes in North America, let 
me give the whole pada here: 
 
Koili,Keshaba je mathurAku gala 
kAhA bole gala putra bAhudi nailA,lo koili 
koili,khanda khira debi mu kAhAku, 
khaibAra putra gala mathurA puraku,lo koili  
koili, ghara mora na maNanti nanda, 
ghataNa na dishe pura,na thile gobinda, lo koili                
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BIJU PATNAIK – ODISHA’s MAHANAYAK 
This year marks the birth centenary of a legend of Odisha – Biju Patnaik. Needless to say that if Odisha ever 
produced a statesman, that was our beloved Biju Babu. I am too limited to talk about the life of this illustrious 
person. But I will make an attempt to speak about his persona. 

 

BBiju – The daredevil!  

Bijayananda Patnaik was born on 5 March 1916 to Lakshminarayan and Ashalata Patnaik. He was educated at 
Ravenshaw College. He dropped out of college due to his interest in aviation and trained as a pilot. He flew 
with private airlines but at the start of the Second World War with the Royal Indian Air force to eventually 
become head of air transport command. While in service he began an interest in nationalist politics and used 
air force transports to deliver what was seen as subversive literature to Indian troops. Shortly after 
independence Pakistani tribesmen invaded Kashmir and at Nehru's request he helped airlift the first Indian 
soldiers into Srinagar. He piloted the first plane that left Palam Airport at Delhi on 27 October 1947 at dawn 
and landed at Srinagar Airport in the early morning. He brought 17 soldiers of 1-Sikh regiment commanded by 
Lt.Col. Dewan Ranjit Rai. "...He, the pilot, flew dangerously low on the airstrip twice to ensure that no raiders 
were around.  Instructions from Prime Minister Nehru’s office were clear: If the airport was taken over by the 
enemy, you are not to land. Taking a full circle the DC-3 flew to ground level. Anxious eyeballs peered from 
inside the aircraft – only to find the airstrip empty. That’s how rescued the captives. 

   

 

“Biju Patnaik met with Pundit Nehru during his participation in Indian freedom struggle and became a trusted 
friend. Nehru viewed the freedom struggle of the Indonesian people as parallel to that of India, and viewed 
Indonesia as a potential ally. When the Dutch attempted to quell Indonesian independence on 21 July 1947, 
President Sukarno ordered Sultan Sjahrir to leave the country to attend the first Inter-Asia Conference 
organized by Nehru in July 1947.  Sjahrir was unable to leave as the Dutch controlled the Indonesian sea and 
air routes. Nehru asked Biju Babu, who was adventurous and an expert pilot, to rescue Sjahrir. He and his wife 
flew to Java and brought Sultan Sjahrir out on a Dakota reaching India via Singapore on 24 July 1947. For this 
act of bravery, Mr. Patnaik was given honorary citizenship in Indonesia and awarded the 'Bhoomi Putra', the 
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highest Indonesian award, rarely granted to a foreigner. In 1996, when Indonesia was celebrating its 50th 
Independence Day, Biju Patnaik was awarded the highest national award, the 'Bintang Jasa Utama'.  

In a recent interview, Gita Mehta, daughter of Biju Babu, spoke of his patriotism. She mentioned that Biju Babu 
bought a textile mill with the intention to print counterfeit currencies to bring the British Empire down to its 
knees. The method: the textile mill uses the same colors that are used to print rupees! What a great thinker -
outside the box!!  

  

Biju – The Politician 

At the age of 45 Biju Babu became the chief minister of Odisha on 23 June 1961 and remained in the position 
until 2 October 1963 when he resigned from the post to revitalize the Congress party. Biju Babu was elected 
from the Kendrapara constituency to the Lok Sabha in 1977 and became Union minister for Steel and Mines 
until 1979. He was re-elected to the Lok Sabha again in 1980 and 1984 from Kendrapara as leader of Janata 
Party.  In 1990 state assembly election, the Janata Dal received a thumping majority (two third assembly 
seats) which saw Biju Patnaik ascending once more to be the Chief Minister of Odisha for the second time until 
1995. 

He was re-elected to the Lok Sabha in 1996 from Cuttack and Aska constituencies as a Janata Dal candidate. 
He retained the latter until his death on 17 April 1997 of cardio-respiratory failure. 

 

My personal stories: 

 The AICC (All India Congress Committee) was meeting in Bhubaneswar in 1961 (open field then but 
Gopabandhu Nagar today, if my memory serves right). Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, the then Prime Minister 
of India, came to lay the foundation stone for the Tikarpara dam project. But he returned to 
Bhubaneswar with ill health. Although I was pretty young, I had an opportunity to be present at an open 
session with my parents. With some “connections” we were able to get front row seating. The stage 
was just a few meters away. It was a quite a sight to see Lal Bahadur Shastry, Gulzarilal Nanda, 
Jagjiwan Ram, and Indira Gandhi, among the then Congress luminaries. They were trying to discuss 
some important policy matters that were not being broadcast. There were a lot of people in the back of 
the audience, way behind us that were making a lot of noise and were disrupting the meeting. Quite a 
few people including Mrs. Gandhi went up to the microphone to control the crowd – to no avail. Then, 
Biju Babu came up. He said “Maalike – Paati chup kara”, etc, pointing his finger at the unruly crowd, 
and the crowd fell silent. His commanding voice had a magical effect! 

 When he was the Union Minister of steel & Mines, he had the opportunity to have K. Ramachandran, 
IAS (Odisha cadre), as the Secretary of the department, and Krupasindhu Mahapatra, a bright Mining 
Engineer from Odisha, the-then Member of the Iron ore Board, for guidance. The trio, by virtue of being 
able to speak Odia, and with Odisha’s interest in mind together in Delhi discussed a lot of the nation’s 
policy matters relative to steel, mines, and coal, and take strategic decisions – favorable to Odisha. 

 There currently is a move in Odisha to petition the President of India to posthumously confer Biju Babu 
with “Bharata Ratna”. Who else could be more deserving candidate for the highest honor than 
Bijayananda Patnaik – the Mahanayak of Odisha?   

 

Satyabrata Mishra, Shrewsbury, MA, has contributed this article with substantial help from the web and other sources. 
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Time Outside and Beyond Time: 
The Nature of Time in the Mandukya and Maitri Upanishads 

 
LLalu Mansinha 

 
<mansinha@uwo.ca> 

 
In the Mandukya and Maitri Upanishads, there are references to several classes of time.  
These are possibly the earliest discussions on the nature of time anywhere, precursors 
to the current intense discourses in the Physics community on the existence and reality 
of time.  There are references to time in two lines of the Mandukya Upanishad, and in 
the sixth Prapathaka of the Maitri Upanishad.  The first type of time is time as 
commonly understood, and includes the entire past, the present and the future (the 
three kālas).  A second category is a time outside the bounds of the three kālas 
( कालतीतं).  We explore two possible interpretations of the second form of time.  The 
first meaning may be the timeless state of eternal bliss, implied in nirvana and moksha.  
Another possible interpretation relates to the cyclic model of the universe in Hindu 
cosmology.  Each cycle of the universe starts with creation of the universe and ends 
with a pralaya, the destruction of everything, and after one night, a rebirth, a re-
creation of a new universe.  The second class of time may refer to time in the universes 
before and after the present universe, which is a cyclic version of the Big Bang Theory.  
In fact ancient Indian cosmology recognised a third class of time which flowed much 
slower: one day in the life of Brahma is equal to 4.32 billion human years, as 
mentioned in the Maitri Upanishad.   
 

– ☼ – 
 

ओ म येतद र मदं सव त योप या यानं भूतं भव  भ व य द त 
Aum ity etad aksaram idam sarvam, tasyopavyākhyānam, bhūtam bhavad bhavisyad iti 

सवम कार एव । य चा यत ् कालतीतं तद य कार एव ॥१॥ 
sarvam aumkāra eva, yac cānyat trikālātitam tad apy aumkāra eva 

 
— The Mandukya Upanishad, circa 500 BCE 

— Transliteration by Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, 1953. 
 

OM is this imperishable Word.  
OM is the Universe, and  

this is the exposition of OM. 
The past, the present and the future,  

all that was, all that is, all that will be, is OM 
Likewise all else that may exist  
beyond the bounds of Time,  

that too is OM. 
— translated by Sri Aurobindo,  

 

The lines are easier to read and understand if the compound Sanskrit words are split 
up.   

ॐ इ त एतत ्अ र मदं सव त य उप या यानं भूतं भव  भ व यत ्इ त सव ॐ कार एव । 
Om iti etat aksaram idam sarvam, tasya upavyākhyānam, bhūtam bhavad 

bhavisyat iti sarvam Om kāra eva,  
यत ्च अ यत ् कालतीतं तत ्अ प ॐ कार एव ॥१॥ 
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yat cha anyat trikālātitam tat api om kāra eva 
 

— Guided by Swami Sharvananda, 1920. 
 

इ त This (visible) सव all ॐ Om इ त एतत ्this अ रं letter त य its उप या यानं explanation.  भूतं the 
past भव  the present भ व यत ्the future इ त सव all ॐ कार Om एव verily.  अ यत ्the other च and 
यत ्what कालतीतं the transcendental, beyond time तत ्that अ प also ॐ कार Om एव verily. 

— Swami Sharvananda 
– ☼ – 

 
Almost 3000 years ago in India, theologians and philosophers had pondered over the 
nature of time, and postulated that time was not the same for everyone and nor was it 
same everywhere.  They saw two distinct classes of time, an ordinary or human time 
for us mortals on Earth, and another class of timeless time for the heavens.  In 
addition, they believed in a third and different category of time for Brahma, the creator 
of universes.  One day in the life of Brahma is equivalent to one kalpa, 4.32 billion 
human years.  They postulated that the universe was cyclic, with each universe cycle, 
created by Brahma, lasting for one kalpa, 4.32 billion years, and then be totally 
destroyed in a pralaya, and after one night the next universe cycle is created.  There 
are several discourses on time in the Vedic texts.  Here we have focused on a few lines 
in the Mandukya and the Maitri Upanishads. 
 
If questioned on the nature of time, most of us would respond much as Saint Augustine 
did in the 4th Century CE.  He lived at a place named Hippo (present day Annaba, 
Algeria), then a part of the Roman Empire province of Numidia: 
 

What, then, is time?  
If no one asks me, I know; 
If I wish to explain.   .   .,  
I know not. 
 

Aurelius Augustinus Hipponensis  (354-430CE) 
St. Augustine faced the same problem as most of us do.  We assume we know what is 
time, until asked to define and explain. 
 
In the 6th Prapathaka of Maitri Upanishad, there is a discussion on the reality of time.  
Even as they believed in different categories of time flowing at different rates, they 
pondered over the reality or otherwise of time. 

On account of subtleness of Time, this is the proof of its reality;  
On account of it the Time is demonstrated. 
Because without proof, the assumption which is to be proved, is not 
admissible; 
But, that which is itself to be proved or demonstrated, when one 
comprehends it in its parts, becomes the ground of proof, through which it 
brings itself into consciousness (in the inductive way). 

—Maitri Upanishad 6.14 
 

The verse mentions the necessity of the proof of reality of time, but with some circular 
reasoning, the proof is not provided.  This is an indication is that the nature of time was 
as baffling to the sages then, as it is today. 
 

– ☼ – 
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Part of the reason for the bafflement about the nature of time is that we humans have 
no physiological sensor that senses time and there is no instrument that senses time.  
A clock does not sense time.  Rather, the clock provides a reading or sound after an 
internal, designed, interval.  A clock provide a signal at that interval, regardless 
whether time flowed or not.  Although we talk about a ‘time-sense’, or having a sense 
of time, our body has no sense organ that is known to sense time.  For the other 
senses, vision, hearing, smell, taste, touch, the specific organs are known.  Not so for 
time.  Time is an entity we all know, or we think we know, and yet we are unable to 
sense. 

 
Although we may think we recall a certain time in the past, we actually recall a series of 
snapshots stored in one’s memory of that particular instant.  We cannot recall just the 
time.  We sense the passage or flow of time by successive memory snapshots of 
change. 
 
From birth we are familiar with the rhythms of day and night, of the seasons.  Any 
natural or manmade system that provides two ‘ticks’ at regular intervals can be called a 
clock.  Day and night are natural, though imperfect, clocks.  Manmade clocks subdivide 
the day into hours, minutes, seconds and more; and other clocks subdivide the year 
into months, weeks, days and more.  Although each clock, natural or manmade, gives 
an appearance of sensing time, it is only marking durations of intervals, which we 
compare with durations measured with other natural or manmade clocks.  We 
experience the passage of time, not by sensing time directly, but by counting 
successive intervals, and inter comparing with other clocks. 
   
To tell whether time has elapsed, we need a clock that ticks at regular intervals, and a 
counter.  The clock ticks can be substituted by events.  If there are no events or ticks, 
we cannot tell the elapsed time.  In effect, without events, there is no time. 
 

– ☼ – 
 

Galileo Galilei (1544-1642), and Isaac Newton (1643-1747) introduced the concept of a 
universal time that flowed independent of any clock, or any local condition, at the same 
constant rate throughout the universe.  Newton postulated that when 1 second has 
elapsed on Earth, 1 second has elapsed everywhere in the universe.  This idea of a 
time, independent of the ticks of any natural clock is different from our time with which 
we conduct our daily lives.  Our ordinary time is essentially keeping a continuous tally 
of intervals defined by a clock. 
 
The foundations of physics involve three space coordinates and an independent time 
coordinate.  Albert Einstein (1879-1955) proved in 1905 and 1916 that the relative 
speed of the clock and the local gravitational field affect time.  If one could see clocks 
at all parts of the universe, they would not read the same.  Because space and time are 
linked, Einstein combined them into one, space time.  Einstein’s work triggered a 
renewed interest in the nature of time.  Spirited discussions ensued. 
 
Some physicists now believe that time is not real, and time (as defined in physics) may 
not exist.  Paul Davies, a Theoretical Physicist in Australia has summarised the history 
of the development of the role of time in Physics and Cosmology in About Time: 
Einstein’s Unfinished Revolution (1995). Julian Barbour, a British physicist, presents his 
ideas in a book The End of Time (1999), is convinced that time does not exist and 
develops a physics in a timeless universe, and goes on to cast doubt on Einstein’s ideas 
of a space time continuum.  Lee Smolin, a physicist at the Perimeter Institute in 
Theoretical Physics at Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, does not agree with Barbour.  In a 
recent book Time Reborn: From the Crisis in Physics to the Future of the Universe 
(2013) Smolin reasons that time is indeed real.  Smolin extends his arguments in a 
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book published just a few months ago, jointly authored with Roberto Mangabeira Unger 
The Singular Universe and the Reality of Time: A Proposal in Natural Philosophy (2015).  
Roberto Unger is a philosopher, politician, and teaches at Harvard law school, and is 
currently Minister of Strategic Affairs in the Govt. of Brazil.   

– ☼ – 
 

The Mandukya Upanishad, composed circa 5th - 1st Century BCE, is considered by many 
scholars as the earliest exposition of ॐ in Vedic texts.  Yet it is not a gentle introduction 
to ॐ; rather, the shloka is in the form of a prescription, stating the divine powers 
implicit in the verse.  A natural backdrop to any introduction of a spiritual incantation 
would have been the forests, the rivers, the valleys and the high mountains.  We would 
expect that the intonation of ॐ would resonate in the ashrams in the forest, or echo off 
the valleys.  But, instead of local geography, we are surprised with the use of the 
universe, from the beginning of time, to the very end of time, as a canvas, and that the 
sound of ॐ is primeval, omnipresent and everlasting, having existed for all times past, 
and will exist for all of the yet-to-happen future.  The verses add a stunning dimension 
of space and time to the exposition of ॐ.  The very first two lines in the Mandukya 
Upanishad have a reference to time.  The three words भूतं, भव , भ व यत,् (the past, the 
present, and the future), and the phrase य चा यत ् कालतीतं, (whatever transcends the 
three realms of time), are the references to time in this verse.   

 
In the shloka there is reference to time outside the bounds of the totality of ordinary 
time, the past, the present and the future.  What is the nature of this second type of 
time, outside the bounds of ordinary time?  We explore here possible interpretations of 
this extraordinary class of time. 
 

– ☼ – 
As early humans started observing their surroundings, they observed that many 
changes occurred with the passage of time: day and night, spring and fall etc.  But with 
time came ageing, disease, death.  And there were epidemics, floods, drought, 
pestilence, locusts etc.  Life was a struggle, and usually time brought on more struggle 
for survival.  Lot of bad things happened to humans with passage of time.   
 
When they looked up and saw the heavens, the sky, they saw a system with order 
where objects stayed put or moved entirely predictably with time.  Here nothing 
changed unexpectedly.  No destructive earthquake, storm, floods etc. damaged or 
destroyed any of the heavenly objects.  They could see no change for the worse with 
the passage of time.  Thus the heavens appeared to be governed by a different, 
benevolent class of time.  To early societies it would have appeared as if there two 
types of time, ordinary time for humans on Earth, and a timeless time for the heavens. 
  
It is thus that humans developed ideas of being controlled and enslaved by earthly 
time.  Use of fantasy words have come into use, with imaginary independence from 
earthly time, like ‘forever’, ‘timeless’, ‘eternal’, ‘time stands still’, ‘perpetual’, ‘undying’, 
‘immortal’;  etc.  Each of these terms means a freedom from any change, a freedom 
from the bondage of earthly time.  Hence the concepts of moksha and nirvana that 
imply liberation from earthly time, from the cares and pain of samsara, the repeating 
cycle of birth, life, suffering and death.  The attainment of a timeless state is the 
ultimate reward for leading a good life.  
 
We postulate here that one possible interpretation of य चा यत ् कालतीतं, is the timeless 
state of nirvana and moksha, which would have been considered in those days as 
outside earthly time.  This interpretation has some support in the Maitri Upanishad 
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(Section 6.14).  There is a discussion of two forms of time: kāLa and akāLa (Time and 
Timeless; also translated as Time and non-Time).   
 

– ☼ – 
 

In the original Sanskrit, and in English, the past, present and future give the impression 
of being about similar in duration.  The past, present and future acquire different 
meanings with just some elementary reflection.  The ‘present’ is just an instant, 
transient and with no duration, merely  separating the past from the future.   With the 
passage of time, the future is constantly sliding into the present, which is always sliding 
into the past.  So in effect, we have only two kāLas, the past and the future, as the 
present has no duration. 
 

– ☼ – 
 

In the Big Bang Theory some 14 billion years ago the universe was a hot (millions of 
degrees) hot plasma, a mix of photons and subatomic particles.  With no spatial 
markers, and no event markers, there was no space and no time.  Then at some point 
the universe started expanding (The Big Bang).  This event is considered the beginning 
of space as well as time in the present universe.  There was no time and no space 
before the Big Bang.   
 
So we suggest a second interpretation of the time outside time mentioned in the 
Mandukya Upanishad, that possibly काल (ordinary time), the past, the present and the 
future (भूतं, भव , भ व यत)्, refer only to time limited to the present universe cycle, and 
the time outside the three kāLa (य चा यत ् कालतीतं) refers to the times in the past and 
future universe cycles.  In between the cycles time does not exist. 
 

– ☼ – 
 

EEndnote 
 

The Vedic and Puranic texts, together with Buddhist and Jain texts in India constitute a 
vast repository of the sources of our culture.  We can further add to the repository with 
those written in Avestan, sister language of Sanskrit, then in use in Iran.  In this article 
we have explored just a few lines in the Maitri and Mandukya Upanishads, just a 
proverbial drop in a sindhu of knowledge that remains to be explored.   

– ☼ – 
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–☼ –

काल त या तदरूमपसरती त एवं याह : 
कालाल वि त भूता न काला ृ  ं याि तत च। 
काले चा तं नय छि त कालो मूत रमु तमान ्॥   ॥१४॥ 

 
.  .  .  . from Time all beings flow; from Time they grow; and into Time they set; .  .  .  . 

—Maitri Upanishad 6.14 
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